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1L1 An outsider’s take on autism spectrum disorders

○Martin Raff
MRC LMCB, University College London

Autism spectrum disorders（ASDs）are among the commonest neuropsychiatric disorders. Although, until re-
cently, ASDs were one of the least understood of these disorders, they are now one of the best understood. Pro-
gress has come largely through recent advances in human genetics that have identified rare large�effect muta-
tions that cause or greatly increase the risk of these disorders, together with studies of genetic mouse models
based on these mutations. Remarkably, in a number of mouse models caused by single mutations, correction of
the problem in the adult brain（with either drugs or genetic manipulations）largely reverses many of the behav-
ioral and neurobiological abnormalities, providing hope for the development of therapies for individuals with
ASDs. In my talk, I will review the basic features of ASDs, using home videos of the development of my 13�year�
old autistic grandson as an example, and I will discuss some of the recent advances in ASD research, consider
current puzzles, and speculate on possible ways forward.
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2L1 A role of drebrin A in the activity�dependent trafficking of NMDA receptors
to the plasma membrane

○Chiye Aoki1，Sho Fujisawa1，Kei Tateyama1，Yi�Wen Chen1，Tomoaki Shirao2
1Center for Neural Science, New York University
2Dept of Neurobiology and Behavior, Gunma Univ Graduate School of Medicine

NMDA receptors（NMDARs）are central molecular agents that enable the activity�dependent modification of
synaptic strengths at excitatory synapses. However, relatively little is known about the molecular mechanisms
regulating NMDAR levels at each synapse. We have previously used electron microscopic（EM）immunocyto-
chemistry（ICC）to quantify the NMDAR levels at dendritic spines and to further differentiate the proportion of
NMDARs occurring specifically at the plasma membrane, where they can bind to ligands, versus the cytoplasm,
reflecting their reserve pools. In 2003, we demonstrated that this approach can successfully capture the activity�
dependent trafficking of NMDARs from the dendritic shaft into the spine cytoplasm and to the plasma mem-
brane following 30 min exposure of intact pyramidal neurons within cerebral cortex to the NMDAR antagonist,
D�APV. We hypothesized that decreased activation of synaptic NMDARs by D�APV may increase NMDAR
trafficking to the plasma membrane by promoting the tethering of NMDAR�containing saccules along the F�ac-
tin lattice. What might be the molecular agent that translates synaptic activity to the F�actin�mediated traffick-
ing of NMDARs? Drebrin A is a good candidate to be this agent, because drebrin A finds to F�actin and is traf-
ficked more into the spine head in response to D�APV blockade. This idea was tested by subjecting cortices of
mice with global KO of drebrin A to D�APV blockade. Drebrin A KO cortices failed to up�regulate the NMDAR
level at the plasma membrane within the hemisphere treated with D�APV, relative to the vehicle�treated hemi-
sphere（0％ ± 13％ increase［mean±SEM］）, while the WT cortices up�regulated NMDAR levels at spines
94％ ± 28％ following D�APV treatment, relative to the vehicle�treated side. Comparisons of spine head size
and NMDAR levels at spines of vehicle�treated hemispheres comparisons did not reveal any difference across
the KO�WT genotypes, suggesting that drebrin A is involved in the activity�dependent regulation of synaptic
strength, rather than their basal levels.
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3L1 Genetically encoded tools for brain analysis

○Atsushi Miyawaki（宮脇 敦史）
RIKEN Brain Science Institute RIKEN Center for Advanced Photonics（理化学研究所 脳科学総合研
究センター 光量子工学研究領域）

The striking progress in genome science and gene technology has led to numerous discoveries and the rapid de-
velopment of new technologies in the life sciences. These new technologies include“optogenetics”―a growing
suite of techniques that combine optical and molecular genetic methods. The technologies employ genetically en-
coded tools and are becoming popular particularly in neuroscience, where the central challenge is to understand
the mechanisms by which neurons process and integrate synaptic inputs and how these mechanisms are modi-
fied by activity.
Since the isolation of the green fluorescent protein from the bioluminescent jellyfish in 1992 and the subsequent
development of related molecules from non�bioluminescent marine animals, genetically encoded sensors that en-
able fluorescence imaging of excitable cell activity have been constructed by fusing fluorescent proteins to func-
tional proteins that are involved in physiological signaling. Because these sensors can be introduced by gene
transfer techniques, they may extract neuronal signals from an intact brain more efficiently than conventional
organic dyes. Also, their expression is driven in a certain population of neurons by the use of a specific pro-
moter；this has made visualization of the connectivity between two or more different（sub）populations of neu-
rons all the more exciting.
On the one hand, many genetically encoded sensors have been developed to investigate the function of specific
signaling mechanisms in synaptic transmission, integration, and plasticity. The sensors that monitor signals re-
sulting from electrical activity, such as free�Ca2＋ concentration and pH, instead of transmembrane voltage, func-
tion as low�pass filters. On the other hand, optogenetic control of neuronal activity allows us to selectively acti-
vate or inactivate genetically defined populations of neurons in order to examine how the activity of these neu-
rons contributes to the function of neural circuits in the brain. Due to recent remarkable progress in gene trans-
fer techniques, including electroporation, virus�mediated gene transfer, and germline transmission of transgenes,
the experimental animals to be studied are not limited to mice but extended to primates. Newly emerging geneti-
cally encoded tools will surely stimulate the imagination of many neuroscientists, and this is expected to spark an
upsurge in the demand for them.



1L2 Therapeutic strategy for brain disorders as
systemic diseases

○Keiji Wada（和田 圭司）
National Institute of Neuroscience, National Center of Neurol-
ogy and Psychiatry（国立精神・神経医療研究センター神経研
究所）

In this talk, changes of conceptual framework of neurodegen-
erative disorders are reviewed and new therapeutic strate-
gies are discussed for the disorders. Historically, neural cell
death was the hallmark for diagnosing neurodegenerative
disorders. Besides the cell death, in recent years, neuronal
cell dysfunction has received more attention in pathophysi-
ological aspects of the disorders. Studies of glial cells raised
importance of their contribution in neural information proc-
esses, and a tripartite synapse hypothesis became a hot topic
in neuroscience. More recently, prionoid�spreading hypothe-
sis of disease�causing molecules attracted a great deal of at-
tention, which has led, for example, to a wave of exsosome
analyses of fluid samples from patients. On the other hand, in-
volvements of the immune system and metabolism in the on-
set of neurodegenerative disorders were studied even before
the modern molecular biology was introduced in science.
Clinically, in addition to core symptoms, associated symp-
toms（for example, behavioral and psychological symptoms in
dementia）are cues for clinical treatment of neurodegenera-
tive disorders. Biomarkers for Parkinson’s disease could be
detected outside the brain, for example, using the cardiac
scintigraphy method. Based on these trends, it is quite rea-
sonable the idea of systemic disorders occurring in neurode-
generative disorders. Accordingly, brain�other organ�net-
works become important when considering the targets for
clinical intervention of the disorders. Thus, therapeutic
strategies must be reconsidered in the aspect that neurode-
generative disorders are the systemic diseases. Genetic fac-
tors as well as environmental factors must be studied in the
new concept of neurodegenerative disorders.

1L3 Oxytocin and more：what we have learned
from the brain development and its disor-
ders

○Makoto Sato1,2,3（佐藤 真）
1Department of Anatomy and Neuroscience, Osaka Univer-
sity Graduate School of Medicine（大阪大学大学院医学系研究
科生命機能研究科），2United Graduate School of Child Devel-
opment, Osaka University（大阪大学 連合小児発達学研究
科），3Research Center for Child Mental Development, Uni-
versity of Fukui（福井大学 子どものこころの発達研究セン
ター）

Autism spectrum disorders（ASD）is not a sole disorder but
a group of disorders, which is characterized by persistent
deficits in social communication and social interaction as well
as restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior and�or inter-
ests. So far, there exist no verified treatments for ASD. Oxy-
tocin has attracts much attention for its potential as a new
pharmacological treatment for ASD. Several studies demon-
strated that an application of a single�dose of oxytocin nasal
spray results in an improvement of the social communication
of ASD patient for a while, but whether a continuous oxyto-
cin application has pro�longed therapeutic effects or not re-
mains open. Our Research Center for Child Mental Develop-
ment at University of Fukui found that such continuous ap-
plication is effective for a limited group of patients. This ob-
servation reinforced the concept that ASD is a mixture of
disorders of which etiologies are varied. To elucidate such
etiologies, we examined the role of specific neurons, of which
function is likely to be involved in ASD characteristics as
well as neural networks. In my talk, I will also introduce our
recent attempts of such studies.



2L2 Is delivery a critical period in the patho-
genesis of autism?

○Yehezkel Ben�Ari
INMED, France

The developing brain is not a small adult brain. The imma-
ture brain undergoes progressive alterations in molecular
composition and in synchronized currents that enable neu-
rons to fire and wire together and construct functional neuro-
nal circuits. In the immature brain, large, synchronized pat-
terns of neuronal activity engage many or possibly most neu-
rons of developing brain networks, and are in contrast with
the sparse firing, time�locked behaviourally relevant oscilla-
tions that occur in the adult nervous system. As well as the
gradual and progressive molecular and brain activity
changes that occur during development, there is also a large
step�change during delivery（i.e. birth）that involves the
maturation of various systems including microbiotic, endo-
crine, vascular and immunological. In contrast to the exten-
sive amount of clinical, epidemiological and experimental in-
formation available on the links between genetic mutations
and the cellular�molecular pathology of brain disorders, little
is known on the impact they have on the sequential transi-
tion of brain activity characteristics during development and
particularly birth. Collectively, these observations raise the
possibility that the deleterious effects of intrauterine genetic
mutations and environmental insults are mediated by the de-
viation of these developmental sequences of changing brain
activity. It also raises the possibility that if these immature
signatures persist into maturity, they are likely to continue
to disrupt brain function over a lifetime. I have suggested the
neuro�archeology concept according to which the persis-
tence of these immature currents is instrumental in the sub-
sequent clinical manifestations and a way to develop novel
strategies based on specific antagonists that block immature
currents in an adult brain. I shall illustrate this with our re-
cent discoveries showing that in animal models of autism, the
delivery GABA excitatory to inhibitory shift is abolished and
its restoration by maternal administration of a diuretic at-
tenuates the electrical and behavioural manifestation of
autism in young and adult off springs. I suggest that delivery
confirms, attenuates or aggravates embryonic pathogenic
mechanisms. I shall also show the results of our clinical trials
with a diuretic that confirm the usefulness of drugs that
block immature properties in an adult pathological brain.

2L3 Neuronal calcium sensor proteins：contri-
bution to the diversity of neuronal calcium
signaling

○Ken Takamatsu（高松 研）
Dept. of Physiology, Toho University School of Medicine（東
邦大学医学部生理学講座）

Calcium signaling has crucial roles in the control of neural
function, and its abnormalities have been implicated in many
aspects of neuropathology, neurodegeneration and psychiat-
ric disorders. Ca2＋

�regulated events occur within microsec-
onds and persist over longer time scales, ranging from min-
utes to days. The specificity of the effects of Ca2＋ on neuronal
function is determined by the magnitude, kinetics and spatial
localization of the Ca2＋ signal. The transduction of changes in
Ca2＋ signaling requires Ca2＋

�binding proteins. Neurons ex-
press a large number of Ca2＋ sensor proteins ranging from
synaptotagmin and annexins to over 250 different EF�hand
containing proteins. The ubiquitous protein calmodulin is a
well�characterized EF�hand containing protein with neuro-
nal functions. A number of other EF�hand containing pro-
teins are enriched or expressed only in the nervous system,
where they have distinct roles in the regulation of neuronal
function. These include the neuronal calcium sensor（NCS）
protein family, members of which have been implicated in a
very wide range of Ca2＋ signaling events in neurons and pho-
toreceptors. These range from very specific single functions
for particular NCS proteins in the retina to more broad rang-
ing functions in neurotransmitter release, channel and recep-
tor regulation, control of gene transcription, neuronal growth
and survival.A key issue regarding the NCS proteins is how
they can differentially affect specific aspects of neuronal
function. NCS protein function is determined by several fac-
tors according to their intrinsic properties, including their
ability to interact with and regulate different target proteins.
Here, I will discuss recent advances in the understanding of
their physiological roles and the underlying target protein in-
teractions that determine their specific functions. I will also
highlight the abnormalities that have been implicated in
many aspects of neuropathology, neurodegeneration and
psychiatric disorders.



3L2 Gliomagenesis and GRIA2�An Integrated
vertical study from Gene to Disease

○Shogo Ishiuchi（石内 勝吾）
Department of Neurosurgery, Graduate School of Medicine,
University of the Ryukyus（琉球大学院・医・脳神経外科）

Glioblastoma multiforme is the most notorious bran cancer,
and affects preferentialy adult with more than 60 years of
age. Neural stem cells and�or glial progenitors of the subven-
trilar zone（SVZ）are suspicious of origin of gliomas. Recent
studies unravelled that human and other mammalian brains
contain a pool of neural stem cells throughout the life. Gluta-
mate�mediated signaling plays a pivotal role for developmen-
tal and adult neurogenesis through ionotoropic glutamate re-
ceptor such as NMDA receptors（NMDAR）, and AMPA re-
ceptors（AMPAR）. Although NMDAR activation is essential
for neuronal birth and survival at the developmetal stage, in
contrast, adult neurogenesis is stimulated by blockade of
NMDAR. AMPARs participate in fast neuronal transmission.
GluA2 encoded by GRIA2 gene, a subunit of AMPA recep-
tors, is the determinant of Ca2＋�permeability by downregu-
lation of GRIA2, an impairment of RNA editing processes,
and trafficking of GluA1 encoded by GRIA1. We have previ-
ously shown that activation of Ca2＋�permeable AMPA�
type glutamate receptors facilitates the migration and prolif-
eration of human glioblastoma cells（Nat med. 2012, J Neuro-
sci 2007, J Neurosurg 2014）. Furthermore, there is accumu-
lating evidence that Ca2＋�permeable AMPA receptors
more widely play important roles in various human cancers
than originally thought. We have found that blockade of
NMDAR in the dentate gyrus of hippocampus restored dis-
turbance of neurogenesis which was induced by radiother-
apy. Adult hippocampal cell derived from GRIA2KO mice in-
duced gliomagenesis indicating important role of GRIA2 in
gliomagenesis. Regulation of NMDAR and AMPAR using
specific inhibitors will be a novel attractive therapy for this
devasting disease.

3L3 Searching a novel neurotransmitter�hor-
mone through G�protein coupled recep-
tor：Where now and where next?

○Yumiko Saito（斎藤祐見子）
Lab Behav Neurosci, Grad Sch Int. Arts & Sci, Hiroshima
Univ.（広島大院・総合科学研究科・生命科学領域）

The G protein�coupled receptor（GPCR）superfamily includes
approximately 1000 seven�transmembrane receptors that
are involved in diverse physiological functions and many dis-
eases. GPCRs are the most successful targets of all modern
medicine, and �40％ of marketed pharmaceuticals target hu-
man GPCRs. However, the endogenous ligands of some 80
GPCRs remain unidentified, leaving the natural functions of
those GPCRs in doubt. These are the so�called orphan
GPCRs, a great source of drug targets. Because of tremen-
dous efforts toward deorphanizing GPCRs, striking successes
such as ghrelin have been achieved, and greater understand-
ing of many physiological responses has resulted from this
success. Many GPCRs still remain to be deorphanized, but
the rate of novel neurotransmitter�hormone discovery has
dramatically slowed down in recent years. In this respect, I’ll
show you the reasons why the progress is very difficult, then,
discuss the current approaches to overcome the hurdles in
the coming years.
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1L4 Promotion of glial cell research by virtue of transgenic approach

○Kenji Tanaka（田中 謙二）
Department of Neuropsychiatry, School of Medicine, Keio Univ（慶應義塾大学・医・精神神経科学）

Glial cells are present in every brain region and show complex interactions with neurons. Therefore, when ob-
serving or manipulating glial cell functions, glial cell�specific expression of functional molecules is vital. These
functional molecules should be fully expressed in transfected glial cells in a cell type�specific manner to exert
their activities. In general, however, it is not easy to simultaneously achieve both a high level and a cell type�spe-
cific expression. To accomplish cell type�specific expression of functional probes in the brain, many researchers
have employed local viral injections as a means to introduce those genes. However, viral injection via a needle
causes cerebral parenchyma injury and will induce substantial alterations in the nature of glial cells. Injury�in-
duced augmentation of glial cell activity and subsequent cross�interactions between glia and neurons are inevita-
ble to some degree. Yes, glial cells respond to injuries. If one compares this response to a“scream,”and responses
during normal interactions between glia and neurons to a“whisper,”then the most intriguing scientific phenome-
non for glia researchers is the“whisper”being washed out by the“scream”. To date, there is no definitive evi-
dence indicating responses to injury are extensive and normal responses are imperceptible. However, glia re-
searchers need to implant functional molecules into glial cells like a“spy”to extract information and to alert them
of any tiny response in glial cells. Using genetically modified mice, functional molecules can be expressed specifi-
cally in glial cells without injury. Furthermore, it is desirable that outcomes of the manipulation is extracted with-
out injury. I believe that only through these types of efforts we can understand the glial cell function. I would like
to emphasize that expression of functional probes in sufficient amounts in cell�type specific manner is the first
step toward promoting glial cell research, and knockin�mediated enhanced gene expression�tet system

（KENGE�tet）provides a strategy for achieving this. The second step is that we challenge glia to unveil over-
looked their function by taking advantage of sufficient probe expression.



1S1-1 GABA as an inhibitory neurotransmitter in
the mammalian central nervous system

○Kunihiko Obata（小幡 邦彦）
National Institute for Physiological Sciences（生理学研究所）

In the early 1960’s any neurotransmitter substances had not
been identified in the mammalian central nervous system ex-
cept for acetylcholine in the motoneuron axon collaterals. γ�
Aminobutyric acid（GABA）was demonstrated commonly in
the nervous tissue but its inhibitory action was not consid-
ered identical to the synaptic transmission. Synaptic inhibi-
tion is mediated by membrane hyperpolarization but GABA
did not induce it in the spinal cord. Then, we started identify-
ing an inhibitory neurotransmitter of the cerebellar Purkinje
cells which form inhibitory synapses upon neurons of the lat-
eral vestibular nucleus（Deiters）and deep cerebellar nuclei
in the cat. Following criteria were investigated by electro-
physiological and neurochemical experiments：1. mimicry of
synaptic transmission and pharmacological properties, 2. se-
lective distribution in the synapses and 3. release during syn-
aptic activation. Among several candidates, only GABA satis-
fied all items of the criteria. In those days no histological dem-
onstration was available and high GABA content was shown
in Purkinje cells and their terminals by the sensitive enzymic
assay. These studies on Purkinje cells led a concept of GABA
as a principal inhibitory neurotransmitter in the mammalian
brain.In the 1990’s gene targeting was introduced in neuro-
science. We produced knockout mice for two isoforms of
GABA�synthesizing enzyme（GAD）65 and 67 and disclosed
several roles of GABA in development and behavior.

1S1-2 Identification and characterization of the
muscarinic acetylcholine receptor and the
high�affinity choline transporter

○Tatsuya Haga（芳賀 達也）
Neurochem.. Med., Univ. of Tokyo（東京大院・医・神経生化）

Acetylcholine（ACh）is the first substance which was identi-
fied as a neurotransmitter. ACh is synthesized from acetyl�
CoA and choline by choline acetyltransferase. The rate of
ACh synthesis is limited by the rate of choline uptake from
the extracellular space. In 1973, we identified the high�affin-
ity choline uptake activity in rat brain synaptosomes, which
was shown to be dependent on the presence of Na＋ ion and
to be sensitive to inhibition by hemicholinium�3（Haga &
Noda）. In 2000, we identified the molecular entity of the
high�affinity choline uptake activity as a transmembrane
protein, which was named as CHT1（Okuda et al．）. A single
nucleotide polymorphism（SNP）of CHT1 with the activity
of 50�60％ of that of wild�type CHT1 was identified. The fre-
quency of the SNP was high among Asians including Japa-
nese（13.0％）than among Caucasians（4.1％）or Africans

（1.2％）. Supply of choline in the diet might be important for
those with the SNP, particularly when they suffered from Al-
zheimer or other diseases with the lower cholinergic activity.
In 1985, we purified muscarinic acetylcholine receptors

（mAChRs）by using the affinity chromatography system
（Haga & Haga）. In 1986, we cloned subtypes 1 and 2 of
mAChRs by using partial amino acid sequences of purified
mAChRs and identified the function of mAChR as G protein
activator by using reconstitution system of purified mAChRs
and G proteins in collaboration with groups of Numa, Matsuo
and Ui. Thus studies on mAChRs, together with those on
rhodopsin and beta adrenergic receptors, served to establish
the concept of G protein�coupled receptors（GPCRs）. In
1992�1994, we demonstrated mAChRs to be phosphorylated
by G protein�coupled receptor kinases in an agonist�depend-
ent manner and to be internalized in a phosphorylation�de-
pendent manner, which provides explanation in terms of mo-
lecular interactions, at least partly, for stimulus�dependent
desensitization in cholinergic systems. In 2012, we deter-
mined a tertiary structure of mAChR subtype 2 by X�ray
analysis in collaboration with groups of Kobilka and Kobay-
ashi, which is expected to contribute to the theoretical design
of drugs acting on mAChRs. Molecular properties of
mAChRs and CHT1 were recently reviewed in Proc. Japan
Acad. 9, 226（2013）and J. Biochem. 156, 181（2014）, respec-
tively.



1S1-3 How to create exciting trends in Neuro-
chemistry!

○Katsuhiko Mikoshiba（御子柴克彦）
RIKEN, BSI（理化学研究所・脳科学総合研究センター）

Japanese Society for Neurochemistry（JSN）is the oldest and
biggest society in the International Society for Neurochemis-
try.“Neurochemistry”is a science to understand the mecha-
nism of the brain function at the molecular level in order to
correlate behavior, morphology and molecules. After deepen-
ingour understanding to correlate molecules and behavior, it
is possible to manipulate the molecules to modify behavior
and morphology. We have been actively working in JSN in
these decades. I here describe some of the examples of the
activity of neurochemistry taking the examples of the re-
search going on in my laboratory. To understand the com-
plex structure of the brain which exerts variety of functions
including learning & memory and behavior, it is necessary to
introduce variety of strategies such as biochemistry, molecu-
lar biology, biophysics, structural biology etc. It is sometimes
necessary to introduce the developmental aspects and com-
parative analysis of the abnormal diseased brain with the
control one. Combination and fusion of differentresearch ar-
eas gives us unexpected ideas to solve the unknown mecha-
nism of mysterious brain function and structure. I will de-
scribe here 1）the mechanism of myelination taking the ex-
ample of introducing shiverer and mld mutations Nature
299 357�359（1982）, Annual Rev. Neurosci. 14 201�17（1991）.
2）the mechanism of neuronal positioning in the cortical lay-
ers in the brain taking an example to revealing the molecular
mechanism by introducing reeler and yotari mutations Neu-
ron 14899�912（1995）Nature 385 70�74（1997）Nature 389
730�733（1997）. 3）the mechanism of IP3 receptor�calcium sig-
naling whichwediscovered from the analysis of the P400�pro-
tein deficient mice by introducing pcd , nervous mutant defi-
cient of Purkinje neurons and also staggerer mutant in the
cerebellum Nature 342 32�38（1989）Science 257 251�255

（1992）Cell 73 555�570（1993）Science 292 920�923（2001）Na-
ture 379 168�171（1996）. All these unexpectedway of doing
research has given us glorious results which are so impor-
tant for revealing the mechanism of the function of the brain.
These may make newtrends in neurochemistry.



1S2-1 Thyroid hormone and the nervous system

○Douglas Forrest1，Hong Liu1，Jeff Huang1，Xuefeng Wu1，
Anand Swaroop2，Lily Ng1，Yulong Fu1
1NIDDK, National Institutes of Health，2National Eye Institute

Thyroid hormone（T3）promotes diverse functions in the de-
velopment and function of the nervous system. This is evi-
dent from the mental retardation that can result from de-
fects caused for example, by congenital hypothyroidism or
endemic iodine deficiency. Although the requirement for T3
is well�recognized, less is known of the underlying cellular
functions that T3 regulates and how T3 acts at appropriate
stages of development. We have addressed these questions
by investigation of thyroid hormone receptors（TR）, which
act as ligand�regulated transcription factors. Two genes,
Thra and Thrb, encode three TR isoforms, TRa1, TRb1 and
TRb2 which serve a variety of functions in the nervous sys-
tem. Mutagenesis in mice and observations in human pa-
tients indicate that the Thrb gene is important in sensory
systems. In the mouse retina, TRb2 is unexpectedly critical
for generating diversity in cone photoreceptors, which medi-
ate colour vision. TRb2�deficiency results in a form of blue
monochromacy with the presence of blue（or S）cones for re-
sponse to short wave light but lack of green（or M）cones for
response to medium�long wave light. Evidence indicates fur-
ther developmental plasticity in photoreceptor precursor
cells that extends to rods, the photoreceptors for vision in
dim light. Differential expression of two factors, TRb2 and
Nrl, a leucine zipper transcription factor, can direct common
precursors to three photoreceptor outcomes：M cone, S
cone or rod. Cones are also sensitive to the level of T3 at im-
mature stages, such that excessive T3 acting on TRb2 elimi-
nates cones by apoptotsis. Cone survival is safeguarded by
type 3 deiodinase, a thyroid hormone�degrading enzyme.
The findings suggest that in neurodevelopment, cell�specific
responses to T3 are determined by specific TR isoforms act-
ing in cooperation with ligand�metabolizing deiodinases in
the neural tissue environment.

1S2-2 Neuroendocrine Regulation of Iodothy-
ronine Deiodinases

○Osamu Araki（荒木 修），Masami Murakami（村上 正
巳）
Department of Clinical Laboratory Medicine, Gunma Univer-
sity Graduate School of Medicine（群馬大学大学院医学系研究
科臨床検査医学）

Thyroid hormones play important roles in normal brain de-
velopment and function. Thyroxine（T4）, which is a major se-
cretory product of the thyroid gland, needs to be converted
to 3, 5, 3’�triiodothyronine（T3）by iodothyronine deiodinase
to exert its biological activity.

Two different isozymes, type 1（D1）and type2（D2）iodothy-
ronine deiodinase, catalyze T4 activation. D1 is mainly pre-
sent in thyroid gland, liver, and kidney, whereas D2 is pre-
sent in brain, anterior pituitary, brown fat, and pineal gland,
in the rat. D2 activity increases in the hypothyroid state and
plays a critical role in providing local intracellular T3. Type 3
iodothyronine deiodinase（D3）inactivates T4 and T3 to 3,3’,5’�
triiodothyronine（rT3）and 3,3’�diiodothyronine（T2）, respec-
tively.

Iodothyronine deiodinases play important roles in the regula-
tion of cell�specific thyroid hormone action. In the rat pineal
gland, D2 shows nocturnal increase by a beta�adrenergic
mechanism. Indeed, cAMP response elements have been
demonstrated in D2 gene promoter, TSH receptor�cAMP�
mediated expression of D2 in human thyroid gland and os-
teoblast, and rat brown adipose tissue has been reported.

In the central nervous system, D2 is present in astrocytes,
whereas D3 is predominantly expressed in neurons. In hu-
mans, D2 and D3 have been demonstrated in normal brain
tissues and brain tumors. We identified that D2 is highly ex-
pressed in anaplastic oligodendroglioma tissue. Among the
glial cells, it is well known that thyroid hormones play impor-
tant roles in the development of oligodendrocytes. Increased
T3 production by D2 in oligodendroglioma may play roles re-
lated to the functions of thyroid hormones in oligodendro-
cytes.

To elucidate the deiodinase�regulated thyroid hormone ac-
tion in ologodendroglioma cells, we studied the expression
and regulation of deiodinases in human oligodendroglioma

（HOG）cells. D2 was expressed in HOG cells, and its expres-
sion was increased by beta�adrenergic stimulation and inhib-
ited by glucocorticoid. Hypothyroid state increased D2 ex-
pression in HOG cells, and thyroid hormones decreased D2
activity through the ubiquitin�proteasome pathway. In-
creased T3 production by D2 in HOG cells may play patho-
physiological roles in oligodendroglioma and oligodendro-
cytes�specific thyroid hormone action.



1S2-3 Attenuation of local thyroid hormone sig-
naling due to reduction of DIO2：SAMP8
mouse as an unique animal model of devel-
opmental anomalies and later�onset cogni-
tive deficits

○Tomoko Tashiro（田代 朋子）
Dept. Chemistry & Biological Science, Sch. Science & Engi-
neering, Aoyama Gakuin Univ.（青山学院大・理工・化学・生
命科学）

Thyroid hormone（TH）regulates many aspects of neural net-
work formation including neural cell migration, synaptogene-
sis, and myelination. Studies using rodent models show that
perinatal hypothyroidism strongly affects the development
of the GABAergic system, resulting in attenuation of inhibi-
tory neurotransmission. While the number of total GABAer-
gic neurons was not altered, subpopulations expressing par-
valbumin and neuropeptide Y（NPY）were preferentially re-
duced in the hippocampus of hypothyroid rats which could
be rescued by TH replacement after birth. A key molecule in
post�synaptic switching of GABA action from excitatory to
inhibitory, the neuron�specific K＋�Cl�co�transporter（KCC
2）, was also TH�responsive. The senescence�accelerated
mouse prone 8（SAMP8）is a spontaneous model of neurode-
generation exhibiting age�related cognitive deficits with lit-
tle physical impairment. Before the onset of cognitive impair-
ment, young SAMP8 mice show signs of developmental
anomalies such as marked hyperactivity and reduced anxi-
ety. While exploring the possible involvement of the TH sys-
tem, we found a significant reduction of the TH�activating
enzyme, type 2 deiodinase（DIO2）, in the hippocampus and
the cerebral cortex of SAMP8 compared with the normally�
aging SAM resistant 1（SAMR1）starting from the onset of
its expression in the early postnatal weeks. Attenuation of
TH signaling was confirmed by down�regulation of TH�re-
sponsive genes in SAMP8 including KCC2. Although distri-
bution of total GABAergic neurons was similar in both
strains, NPY�positive neurons in the SAMP8 hippocampus
were reduced by 22�30％. Electrophysiological comparison of
hippocampal slices at 4 weeks revealed that epileptiform ac-
tivity induced by high frequency stimulation lasted 4�times
longer in SAMP8 compared with SAMR1, indicating dys-
regulation of excitability. The results suggest that local at-
tenuation of thyroid hormone signaling without changes in
plasma TH levels may lead to behavioral and cognitive disor-
ders.



1S3-1 Design of circadian clock by two ATPases
in cyanobacterial clock protein KaiC

○Takao Kondo（近藤 孝男）
Division of Biological Science, Nagoya University（名大院・理
学・生命理学）

We reconstituted the self�sustainable circadian oscillation of
the KaiC phosphorylation state by incubating purified cyano-
bacterial clock proteins, KaiC with KaiA, KaiB, and ATP.
This in vitro oscillation is the primary pacemaker of the
cyanobacterial circadian clock, and revealed a novel function
of proteins as timing devices that govern cellular metabolism.
We further found that the ATPase activity of KaiC defines
the period length and its temperature compensation. KaiC
possesses extremely weak but stable ATPase activity（15
molecules of ATP per day）. As the ATPase activity of KaiC
is inherently temperature�invariant, suggesting that tem-
perature compensation of the circadian period could be at-
tained by simple ATPase reaction. Interestingly, the activi-
ties of five period�mutant proteins are directly proportional
to their in vivo circadian frequencies, indicating that the AT-
Pase activity defines the circadian period. We propose that
KaiC ATPase activity constitutes the most fundamental re-
action underlying circadian periodicity in cyanobacteria.
Based on these observations, we propose a model of the pro-
tein circadian clock, in which the clock is composed from two
units, pacemaker and driver that respectively take charge of
C1 and CII domain of KaiC ATPase. Functionally, this design
is important to mix two basically different processes function
together to achieve precision of period length and robustness
of the oscillation. The first unit can be achived by intra-
molecular feedback that generate mechanical tension inside
the protein and the second unit could be energy�dependent
phosphorylation cycle that is basis for robustness of the oscil-
lation. These two processes could be combined by a unique
mechanism similar to escapement mechanism of the pendu-
lum clock.

1S3-2 Disruption of MeCP2 attenuates circadian
rhythm in CRISPR�Cas9�based Rett syn-
drome model mouse

○Kazuhiro Yagita（八木田和弘）
Dept. of Physiology and Systems Bioscience, Kyoto Pref.
Univ. Med.（京都府立医大・医・統合生理）

Methyl�CpG�binding protein 2（Mecp2）is an X�linked gene
encoding a methylated DNA binding nuclear protein which
regulates transcriptional activity. The mutation of MECP2 in
humans is associated with Rett syndrome（RTT）, a neurode-
velopmental disorder. RTT patients frequently exhibit ab-
normal sleep patterns and sleep�associated problems, in ad-
dition to autistic symptoms, raising the possibility of circa-
dian clock dysfunction in RTT. In this study, we investigated
circadian clock function in Mecp2�deficient mice. We suc-
cessfully generated both male and female Mecp2�deficient
mice on the wild�type C57BL�6 background and PER2Lu-
ciferase（PER2Luc）knock�in background by utilizing the
clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats

（CRISPR）�Cas9 system. Generated Mecp2�deficient mice re-
capitulated reduced activity in mouse models of RTT, and
their activity rhythms were diminished in constant dark con-
ditions. Bioluminescence rhythms were analyzed using pho-
tomultiplier tubes（PMT）and high�sensitivity EMCCD cam-
era�based microscopy in order to evaluate the molecular
clockwork in the master pacemaker suprachiasmatic nucleus

（SCN）with or without lacking Mecp2, PER2Luc. Real�time
bioluminescence imaging revealed that the amplitude of PER
2Luc driven circadian oscillation was significantly attenuated
in Mecp2 deficient SCN neurons. On the other hands, in vitro
circadian rhythm development assay using Mecp2 deficient
mouse embryonic stem cells（ESCs）showed slight period�
length changes of PER2Luc bioluminescence rhythms with-
out apparent dampening. Together, these results demon-
strate that Mecp2 deficiency abrogates the circadian pace-
making ability of the SCN, which may be a therapeutic target
to treat the sleep problems of RTT patients.



1S3-3 Understanding the mechanism of seasonal
time measurement

○Takashi Yoshimura1,2,3（吉村 崇）
1Institute of Transformative Bio�Molecules（wpi�itbm）, na-
goya Univ.（名古屋大・トランスフォーマティブ生命分子研
究所（WPI�ITbM）），2Grad. Sch. of Bioagr. Sci., Nagoya Univ.

（名古屋大・大学院生命農学），3Div. of Seasonal Biol., Natl.
Inst. of Basic Biol.（基生研・季節生物）

Animals living outside the tropics use changes in day length
to adapt to seasonal changes in environment, but mecha-
nisms underlying seasonal time measurement are not fully
understood. Japanese quail is an excellent model for the
study of these mechanisms because of its rapid and dramatic
response. We have demonstrated that local thyroid hormone
catabolism within the mediobasal hypothalamus（MBH）by
thyroid hormone�activating enzyme（type 2 deiodinase：
DIO2）regulates photoperiodism. Functional genomics analy-
sis demonstrated that long day stimulus induces thyrotropin

（thyroid stimulating hormone：TSH）production in the pars
tuberalis（PT）of the pituitary gland, which triggers DIO2
expression in the ependymal cells of the MBH. In mammals,
nocturnal melatonin secretion provides an endocrine signal
of the photoperiod to the PT that contains melatonin recep-
tors in high density. We have also demonstrated the involve-
ment of TSH signaling pathway in mammals by using the
TSH receptor null mice. Well known function of TSH derived
from pars distalis（PD）of the pituitary gland is stimulation
of thyroid gland. However, it was unclear how these two
TSHs avoid functional crosstalk. We demonstrated that tis-
sue�specific glycosylation is central to this mechanism. Al-
though fish also exhibit clear seasonal responses, they do not
possess an anatomically distinct PT. We found expression of
TSH, DIO2, and rhodopsin family genes in the coronet cell of
the saccus vasculosus（SV）, suggesting the existence of a
photoperiodic signaling pathway from light input to neuroen-
docrine output. Functional analysis suggested that the SV
acts as a seasonal sensor in fish. We are currently trying to
develop transformative bio�molecules that improve animal
production and human health.

1S3-4 Regulation of memory retrieval by forebrain
circadian clock

○Satoshi Kida（喜田 聡）
Department of Bioscience, Tokyo University of Agriculture

（東京農大・応生科・バイオ）

Cognitive performance in people varies according to time�
of�day, with memory retrieval declining in the late after-
noon�early evening. Here we show that mice exhibit a simi-
lar time�of�day retrieval profile following weak hippocam-
pus�dependent learning, with reduced retrieval efficiency
correlating with low forebrain activity of circadian transcrip-
tion factor, BMAL1. To test whether BMAL1 activity regu-
lates retrieval efficiency, we inducibly expressed a dominant
negative BMAL1（dnBMAL1）in mouse forebrain. dnBMAL
1 expression had no effect on memory encoding but dis-
rupted retrieval at Zeitgeber Time 8�12, and not at other
time. Importantly, these effects were observed across multi-
ple hippocampal memories and were independent of reten-
tion delay, time of encoding and Zeitgeber entrainment cue.
Additionally, cAMP signals were suggested to mediate regu-
lation of retrieval efficiency by BMAL1. Furthermore, fore-
brain dnBMAL1 expression did not affect locomotor rhythm
or BMAL1�mediated transcription in the SCN. Thus fore-
brain clock regulates the efficiency of hippocampus�depend-
ent memory retrieval independent of core time�keeping
cells.



1S4-1 Interaction between glia and blood vessels
during cortical development

○Hidenori Tabata1（田畑 秀典），Megumi Sasaki2（佐々木
恵），Yutaka Inaguma1（稲熊 裕），Hidenori Ito1（伊東 秀
記），Hirohide Takebayashi3（竹林 浩秀），Masatsugu Ema4
（依馬 正次），Kazuhiro Ikenaka5（池中 一裕），Koh�ichi
Nagata1（永田 浩一），Kazunori Nakajima2（仲嶋 一範）
1Dept of Mol Neurobiol, Inst for Dev Res, Aichi Human Serv-
ice Cent（愛知県心身障害者コロニー・発達障害研・神経制
御），2Dept Anat, Keio Univ Sch of Med（慶應大・医・解剖），
3Div of Neurobiol & Anat, Grad Sch of Med & Den Sci, Nii-
gata Univ（新潟大院・医歯学総合・神経生物），4Dept Stem
Cells & Human Disease Models, Res Cent for Animal Life Sci,
Shiga Univ of Med Sci（滋賀医大・動物生命科学研究セ），5Div
of Neurobiol & Bioinformatics（生理研分子神経）

During cerebral cortical development, neurons and glia are
produced directly or indirectly from neural stem cells in the
ventricular zone and migrate to their final destinations. Al-
though the behaviors of migrating neurons are well de-
scribed, those of glial progenitors are not largely uncovered.
The most accepted model of the migration of glial progenitor
is the translocation of radial glia, but this model does not ex-
plain the even distribution of astrocytes throughout the all
layers of cortical gray matter. During our observations of the
cells migrating from the ventricular zone, we have noticed
that some cells moved in a very unique manner that had not
been previously described：these cells moved very rapidly
and almost randomly within both the intermediate zone and
the cortical plate and frequently underwent cell division. We
named this migration erratic migration. The lineage analyses
of them both in vitro and in vivo revealed that they were as-
trocyte progenitors destined for cortical gray matter. These
cells frequently migrate along blood vessels and spread
widely throughout the cortical plate.

1S4-2 Macrophage�independent programmed re-
gression of fetal ocular vasculature trig-
gered by neurons

○Yoshiaki Kubota（久保田義顕）
Department of Vacular Biology, School of Medicine, Keio Uni-
versity（慶應義塾大学医学部機能形態学講座）

Vascular development involves not only vascular growth but
also regression of transient or unnecessary vasculature such
as ductus arteriosus and umbilical arteries. Hyaloid vascula-
ture is the temporary circulatory system in fetal eyes, which
normally degenerates soon after birth. Failure to regress
these vessels leads to an ocular pathology called the persis-
tent hyperplastic primary vitreous, which causes severe in-
traocular hemorrhage and impairs visual function. This pro-
grammed regression of hyaloid vessels is generally thought
to be triggered by ocular macrophages inducing endothelial
cell death. Here, we found a novel switch of this regression
controlled by neurons independently of macrophages. Strik-
ing upregulation of VEGFR2 occurs in retinal neurons just af-
ter birth via activation of the Distal�Multipotent�Mesoder-
mal�Enhancer（DMME）, known as a hemangioblast�specific
enhancer of VEGFR2. Lack of neuronal VEGFR2 interrupts
this program resulting in massive hyaloid vessels that persist
even during late postnatal days. This abnormality is caused
by excessive VEGF proteins in the vitreous cavity due to the
impairment in neuronal endocytosis of VEGF, recently de-
scribed to account for neuronal avascularity in neonatal reti-
nas. Taken together our data indicate neurons trigger transi-
tion from the fetal to the postnatal circulatory systems in ret-
ina independently of macrophages.



1S4-3 Role of blood vessels in neuronal regenera-
tion

○Kazunobu Sawamoto（澤本 和延）
Dept. of Dev. & Regen. Biol., Nagoya City Univ.（名古屋市立
大院・医・再生医学）

Neuronal migration is an important process in brain develop-
ment and homeostasis. It occurs in the adult brain, following
adult neurogenesis, not only in the embryonic brain. In fact,
throughout life, numerous new neurons generated by stem
cells in the adult ventricular�subventricular zone（V�SVZ）
take the long journey to the olfactory bulb（OB）through the
rostral migratory stream（RMS）. The neural stem cells in the
adult V�SVZ also have the capacity to partially regenerate
new neurons after various insults. After ischemic injury in
rodents, the V�SVZ�derived new neurons migrate from the
V�SVZ towards the injured site along blood vessels. In this
talk, I will present recent studies on the molecular mecha-
nisms of the blood vessel�guided neuronal migration. Our in
vivo and in vitro data suggest that cell�to�cell interactions
mediated by the laminin�integrin signaling is important for
the efficient chain migration of new neurons along the blood
vessel scaffold. Transplantation of laminin�rich porous
sponge promoted the migration of new neurons towards the
injured cortex, suggesting that artificial blood vessel�like
scaffold may enhance regenerative property of endogenous
new neurons in the brain.

1S4-4 Control of oligodendrocyte precursor cell
survival and proliferation by vascular endo-
thelial cells

○Yasuki Ishizaki（石崎 泰樹）
Mol. Cell. Neurobiol., Gunma Univ. Grad. Sch. Med（群大院・
医・分子細胞生物学）

We showed previously that transplantation of brain mi-
crovascular endothelial cells（MVECs）greatly stimulated re-
myelination in the white matter lesion induced by endo-
thelin�1（ET�1）injection and improved the behavioral out-
come（Puentes et al. , 2012）. In this study, we examined the
effects of MVECs on the behavior of oligodendrocyte precur-
sor cells（OPCs）in vivo and in vitro . MVECs prepared from
rat cerebral cortices were transplanted into ET�1�induced
demyelinating lesion in the internal capsule（IC）of rat brains.
Cell density, apoptotic death, and proliferative state of OPCs
in and around the ET�1�induced lesions in IC of MVEC�
transplanted animals were examined. The effects of
exosomes prepared from MVEC cultures on survival and
proliferation of OPCs isolated from cerebra of young rats
were also examined. MVECs promoted survival of OPCs
both in vivo and in vitro and stimulated their proliferation in
vitro . Elucidation of the molecular mechanisms by which
MVECs control survival and proliferation of OPCs may lead
to the establishment of a therapeutic strategy against de-
myelinating diseases.



1S4-5 Vascular and neurogenic rejuvenation of
the aging mouse brain by young systemic
factors

○Sean M. Buchanan，Lida Katsimpardi，Lee L. Rubin
The Department of Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology,
Harvard University

Recent work from our lab and others has come to the sur-
prisingconclusion that some aspects of aging are reversible
and are under thecontrol of circulating factors. Parabiotic
coupling of young and oldmice has demonstrated that sys-
temic factors present in young blood canpromote improve-
ments in the aged nervous system including enhancedvascu-
lature and blood flow in the CNS, augmented neurogenesis in
theadult brain, and increased performance in behavioral
tests. Inparticular, we find that systemic administration of
growthdifferentiation factor 11（GDF11）, a TGFβ family
member that decreaseswith aging, can recapitulate some of
the beneficial aspects of youngblood. Additionally, we find
that GDF11 and its receptors areexpressed within the cen-
tral nervous system, and that neurons and gliarespond to di-
rect stimulation with the ligand. These findings haveimpor-
tant clinical implications and may form the basis for nove-
lavenues of treating age related neurological decline.



1S5-1 An overview of non�coding microsatellite
repeat expansion disorders

○Yoshio Ikeda（池田 佳生）
Department of Neurology, Gunma University Graduate
School of Medicine（群馬大学大学院医学系研究科脳神経内科
学）

Members of hereditary neuromuscular disorders caused by
the expansions of various microsatellite repeat motifs are still
growing after the first identification of respective mutations
in spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy and fragile X syn-
drome in 1991. They are classified into two categories based
on the location of repeat expansions in the genes, one is the
expansions in the coding region, and the other is that in the
non�coding region. The most frequent mutation in the cod-
ing region is the CAG trinucleotide expansion that is trans-
lated into the polyglutamine stretch in spinocerebellar atax-
ias such as SCA1, SCA2, Machado�Joseph disease�SCA3,
Huntington disease, and SBMA, etc. The pathogenesis of this
type of mutation falls into the toxic gain�of�function mecha-
nism due to polyglutamine�mediated toxicity in neurons. In
contrast, the microsatellite repeat motifs of non�coding ex-
pansions are more variable and complicated such as（CTG）n
in DM1 and SCA8,（CGG）n in FXTAS and FXS,（GAA）n in
Friedreich ataxia,（CCTG）n in DM2,（ATTCT）n in SCA10,

（TGGAA）n in SCA31,（GGCCTG）n in SCA36�Asidan, and
（GGGGCC）n in C9�linked ALS�FTD. The common patho-
logical hallmark of a subset of these disorders is found in the
affected cells as RNA foci that are derived from an accumula-
tion of the expanded repeat transcripts. Several lines of evi-
dence suggested that the molecular mechanism associated
with RNA foci underlies RNA gain�of�function. However,
loss�of�function mechanism is also suggested in some non�
coding expansion mutations. Surprisingly, in some disorders
it is revealed that the non�coding expanded repeat tran-
scripts can express homopolymeric proteins by the mecha-
nism called as repeat�associated non�ATG（RAN）transla-
tion. In this presentation, the hereditary neuromuscular dis-
orders caused by the coding and the non�coding microsatel-
lite repeat expansions are overviewed.

1S5-2 Myotonic dystrophy�toxic RNA and spli-
ceopathy

○Masayuki Nakamori（中森 雅之）
Department of Neurology, Osaka University Graduate School
of Medicine（大阪大院・医・神経内科学）

Myotonic dystrophy（DM）is the most common type of mus-
cular dystrophy in adults, caused by unstable genomic ex-
pansions of simple tandem repeats. Myotonic dystrophy type
1（DM1）results from expansion of a CTG repeat in the 3́un-
translated region of DMPK. In myotonic dystrophy type 2

（DM2）, the expanded repeat is a CCTG tetramer in intron 1
of CNBP�ZNF9. The transcripts containing the expanded re-
peat form ribonuclear inclusions, thereby retained in the nu-
cleus. The mutant RNA gives rise to a toxic gain�of�function
by perturbing splicing factors, leading to misregulation of al-
ternative pre�mRNA splicing. The misregulated splicing is
thought to be responsible for multisystemic symptoms in
DM, such as myotonia, cardiac conduction defects, and glu-
cose intolerance.



1S5-3 A Novel ALS�SCA Crossroad Mutation
Asidan

○Toru Yamashita1（山下 徹），Yoshio Ikeda2（池田 佳
生），Koji Abe1（阿部 康二）
1Department of Neurology, Okayama University Graduate
School of Medicine, Dentistry and Pharmaceutical Sciences

（岡山大学大学院医歯薬学総合研究科脳神経内科学），2De-
partment of Neurology, Gunma University Graduate School
of Medicine（群馬大学大学院医学系研究科脳神経内科学）

Recently we found intronic hexanucleotide GGCCTG gene
expansion in NOP56 gene as the causative mutation（＝SCA
36；nicknamed“Asidan”）in nine unrelated Japanese familial
SCA. In the nine families, 14 patients were clinically exam-
ined and genetically confirmed to Asidan. The age at onset of
ataxia was 53.1±3.4 years, with the most frequent symptoms
being truncal ataxia（100％ of patients）, ataxic dysarthria

（100％）, limb ataxia（93％）, and hyperreflexia（79％）. Tongue
fasciculation and subsequent atrophy were found in 71％ of
cases, particularly in those of long duration. Skeletal muscle
fasciculation and atrophy of the limbs and trunk were found
in 57％ of cases. Lower motor involvement was confirmed by
EMG and muscle biopsy. The neuropathologic study re-
vealed significant cerebellar Purkinje cell degeneration with
obvious loss of lower motor neurons. Immunohistochemical
analysis showed that NOP56 was localized to the nuclei of
various neurons. Cytoplasmic or intranuclear inclusion stain-
ing of NOP56, TDP�43, and ataxin�2 was not observed in the
remaining neurons.Taken together, these patients showed
unique clinical features of cerebellar ataxia and motor neu-
ron disease（MND）, locating on the crossroad of these two
diseases. In this symposium, we would like to introduce the
clinical features of Asidan, and discuss the possible mecha-
nism of hexanucleotide GGCCTG expansion leading to both
Purkinje cell degeneration and motor neuron loss.

1S5-4 Cytotoxic properties of dipeptide repeat
proteins generated by repeat�associated,
non�ATG（RAN）translation on c9ALS�FTD

○Daisuke Ito（伊東 大介）
Department of Neurology, Keio University School of Medi-
cine

Advances in genetics and pathological studies have revealed
that amyotrophic lateral sclerosis（ALS）and frontotemporal
dementia（FTD）constitute a disease spectrum that shares
a common molecular basis. The expansion of the GGGGCC
hexanucleotide repeat in the non�coding region of the chro-
mosome 9 open reading frame 72（C9orf72）gene is the most
common cause of ALS and FTD（c9ALS�FTD）. Recently, it
was reported that an unconventional mechanism of repeat�
associated non�ATG（RAN）translation arises from C9orf72
expansion. Sense and anti�sense transcripts of the expanded
C9orf72 repeat, i.e., the dipeptide repeat protein（DRP）of gly-
cine�alanine（poly�GA）, glycine�proline（poly�GP）, glycine�
arginine（poly�GR）, proline�arginine（poly�PR）, and proline�
alanine（poly�PA）are deposited in the brains of patients with
c9ALS�FTD. However, the pathological significance of
RAN�translated peptides remains unknown. To elucidate
the impact of individual DRP, we generated synthetic cDNAs
encoding 100 repeats of poly�GA, �GP, �GR, �PR, and �PA
with start codon, avoiding GGGGCC repeats and evaluated
the effects of these proteins on cultured cells and cortical
neurons in vivo. Our results revealed that the poly�GA pro-
tein formed highly aggregated ubiquitin�p62�positive inclu-
sion bodies in neuronal cells. In contrast, the highly basic pro-
teins poly�GR and PR also formed unique ubiquitin�p62�
negative cytoplasmic inclusions, which colocalized with the
components of RNA granules. The evaluation of cytotoxicity
revealed that overexpressed poly�GA, �GP, and �GR in-
creased the substrates of the ubiquitin�proteasome system

（UPS）, including TDP�43, and enhanced the sensitivity to a
proteasome inhibitor, indicating that these DRPs are cyto-
toxic, possibly via UPS dysfunction. These findings demon-
strate that DRP affect the protein quality control system, re-
sulting in cytotoxicity and are potential therapeutic targets
for c9FTD�ALS.



1S5-5 Mechanism and Function of RAN transla-
tion in FXTAS and related microsatellite
expansion disorders

○Peter K. Todd
Department of Neurology, University of Michigan

Fragile X�associated Tremor Ataxia Syndrome（FXTAS）is
a neurodegenerative disorder caused by a CGG trinucleotide
repeat expansion in the 5’UTR of the Fragile X gene, FMR1.
FXTAS is thought to arise primarily from an RNA gain�of�
function toxicity mechanism. However, recent studies dem-
onstrate that the repeat also elicits production of a toxic poly-
glycine protein, FMRpolyG, via Repeat�Associated Non�
AUG（RAN）translation�an atypical form of translational in-
itiation that occurs in association with a variety of pathologic
repeats in the absence of an AUG start codon. Here we de-
scribe how different RAN translation products from CGG re-
peats contribute to toxicity in model systems and provide in-
sights into the mechanisms by which RAN translation occurs
in different reading frames. Our findings demonstrate that
the FMR1 5’UTR supports RAN translation across multiple
repeat reading frames, follows some but not all canonical eu-
karyotic translational initiation steps, and contributes to both
the normal translational control of Fragile X mRNA and
FXTAS disease pathogenesis. These findings provide a
model for Repeat associated Non�AUG（RAN）translation
and shed light on the roles of unconventional translational in-
itiation in both normal and disease states.



1S6-1 Neurodegeneration promotes angiogenesis
in the adult CNS

○Rieko Muramatsu1,2（村松里衣子）
1Dept. Mol. Neurosci. Grad. Sch. Med. Osaka Univ.（大阪大
院・医・分子神経科学），2JST Presto（科学技術振興機構さき
がけ）

Angiogenesis is a prominent feature of central nervous sys-
tem（CNS）pathology and is crucial for regulating disease pro-
gression. Although neuronal damage is a primary process of
CNS disease progression, the role of neuronal damage in
pathological angiogenesis remains poorly understood. Here
we show that lactate dehydrogenase A（LDHA）release from
degenerating axons drives vascular endothelial cell prolifera-
tion in the spinal cord of mice with experimental autoim-
mune encephalomyelitis（EAE）, an animal model of multiple
sclerosis. Silencing neuronal LDHA expression suppressed
angiogenesis around EAE lesions and in response to con-
trolled cortical impact（CCI）brain injury. LDHA�mediated
angiogenesis was dependent on surface vimentin expression
and p44�42 mitogen�activated protein kinase（MAPK）activa-
tion in vascular endothelial cells. Silencing of vimentin ex-
pression in vascular endothelial cells prevented angiogenesis
around EAE. These results elucidate a novel aspect of patho-
logical neurovascular interactions and provide a potential
target for treating CNS diseases that involve angiogenesis.

1S6-2 Cortical astrocytes rewire somatosensory
circuits for neuropathic pain

○Sun Kwang Kim1（金 善光），Schuichi Koizumi2，Junichi
Nabekura3
1Department of Physiology, College of Korean Medicine,
Kyung Hee University，2Department of Neuropharmacology,
Interdisciplinary Graduate School of Medicine and Engineer-
ing, University of Yamanashi，3Division of Homeostatic Devel-
opment, National Institute for Physiological Sciences

Neuropathic pain following peripheral nerve injury is charac-
terized by mechanical allodynia, a painful response to innocu-
ous tactile stimulation. Although this chronic pain is known
to be induced by glial activation and altered nociceptive
transmission within the spinal cord, an effective treatment is
still insufficient, indicating that novel therapeutic targets are
critically needed. One such target may be the synaptic rewir-
ing in the primary somatosensory（S1）cortex that is corre-
lated with the severity of neuropathic mechanical allodynia.
However, its causal relationship to mechanical allodynia and
its cellular�molecular mechanisms remain unknown. In addi-
tion, glial contribution to the S1 synaptic plasticity is unclear.
Here we show that partial sciatic nerve ligation（PSL）injury
induces an early re�emergence of immature metabotropic
glutamate receptor 5（mGluR5）signaling in S1 astrocytes,
which elicits spontaneous somatic Ca2＋ transients, throm-
bospondin�1 release and synapse formation. Such activation
of S1 astrocytes was apparent only during a critical period

（～1w post�injury）, correlating with the temporal changes in
S1 extracellular glutamate levels and dendritic spine turn-
over following PSL injury. Blocking this astrocytic signaling
pathway suppressed mechanical allodynia, while activating
this pathway in the absence of injury induced long�lasting

（＞1 month）allodynia. Thus, these synaptogenic astrocytes
are a key trigger for S1 synaptic circuit rewiring that causes
neuropathic pain mechanical hypersensitivity.



1S6-3 Calcium signals in astrocyte processes：
its visualization and manipulation

○Eiji Shigetomi1（繁冨 英治），Schuichi Koizumi1,2（小泉
修一）
1Dept. Neuropharmacol., Interdiscipl. Grad. Sch. of Med.,
Univ. Yamanashi（山梨大学大学院総合研究部薬理），2CREST,
JST（科学技術振興機構，CREST）

Astrocytes are not electrically excitable, but are excitable in
term of calcium signals. Such calcium excitability is observed
throughout of the brain in both animals and humans. Calcium
excitability is spatiotemporally dynamic phenomena. Thus,
calcium signals in astrocytes are thought to be relevant to
brain functions and brain disorders. It has been proposed
that astrocytes regulate synapses using calcium via releasing
gliotransmitters. However, the role of calcium excitability is
still enigmatic since the mechanisms underlying the calcium
signals are largely unknown due to the lack of the methods
to analyze those calcium signals in astrocytes especially at
peripheral processes where astrocytes intimately contact
with synapses and may regulate synaptic transmission. To
achieve better understanding of calcium signals in astrocyte
processes, we used two novel methods. First , to visualize as-
trocytes processes, we expressed genetically encoded cal-
cium indicator（GECI）, Lck�GCaMP3 or GCaMP31, into astro-
cytes. To introduce GECI into astrocytes, we injected adeno�
associated viruses with GFAP minimal promoter into the
brain or used transgenic mice generated by Cre�loxP medi-
ated recombination. GECI successfully reports numerous cal-
cium signals at processes in acute brain slices. Second , to ma-
nipulate calcium signals in astrocyte processes, we generated
transgenic mice to overexpress P2Y1 receptors（P2Y1）,
which is known to elevate calcium signals in astrocyte proc-
esses, using tetracycline inducible system. Astrocytes over-
expressing P2Y1 showed ～3 fold increase in calcium sig-
nals in astrocytes from the dentate gyrus of acute brain
slices. Astrocyte with P2Y1 overexpression displayed cal-
cium signals highly correlated between neighboring astro-
cytes. Two approaches described above will give us an
unique opportunity to analyze the role of astrocyte processes
in neuronal circuits in（patho）physiology.
Reference
1 Shigetomi et al.（2013）Imaging calcium microdomains
within entire astrocyte territories and endfeet with GCaMPs
expressed using adeno�associated viruses. J. Gen. Physiol.
141（5）：633�647.

1S6-4 The role of microglia in the adult CNS of
systemic inflammation.

○Hiroaki Wake（和氣 弘明）
National Institute for Physiological Sciences（自然科学研究機
構 生理学研究所 生体恒常機能発達機構研究部門）

Microglia are haematopoietic�cell derived glial cells in the
central nervous system（CNS）that function as the only resi-
dent immune cells of the CNS. Traditionally, effects of micro-
glia as immune cell in CNS have been thought to be mainly in
pathological conditions where they exert neuro�protective or
neuro�toxic effects to modify disease progression. However,
recent studies have reported that microglial cells play a role
in brain homeostasis in the normal physiological state, pro-
moting programmed cell death in both neural development
and in adult neurogenesis, and monitoring and phagocy-
tosing synapses. On the other hands, substantial evidence
has demonstrated that immune condition can have effects on
to the neuronal circuits. However little has been known
whether those immune condition could affect on to the func-
tion of neuronal circuits. Here we use systemic inflammation
model to study the interaction of systemic immune cells and
microglia. And we also show the functional regulation of syn-
apses by microglia contacts and the alteration of the synapse
response in systemic inflammation model and their affect on
the behavior responses. Those data indicate that microglia
changes induced by the interaction with systemic immune
cells can modulate function of neuronal circuits.



1S7-1 Neural Restrictive Silencing Factor
（NRSF�REST）1995�2015

○Nozomu Mori（森 望）
Dept. Anatomy and Neurobiol., Nagasaki Univ. School of
Med.（長崎大・医・神経形態（第一解剖））

Brain is a tissue with higher complexity, and its complexity
rely, at least in part, on a complexity in the gene regulation of
a vast set of neuron�specific genes. It has been well known
that many neuron�specific genes are under the control of a
transcriptional repressor called Neural�restrictive silencing
factor（NRSF）or RE�1 silencing transcription factor（REST）.
NRSF�REST was initially identified as a transcription factor
that regulates neuron�specific genes, such as SCG10 and
Na＋�channel type II, but its target gene repertoire is now es-
timated to be more than 1,000 neuron�specific genes. Since
its discovery in 1995, accumulative evidence indicates that
roles of NRSF�REST are not restricted to neuronal gene
regulation during neural differentiation, but also are involved
in stem cell regulation, brain aging, and neurodegeneration.
NRSF�REST was initially thought to be expressed exclu-
sively in non�neuronal cells and�or neuronal progenitor
cells；however, recent evidence indicate that it is also ex-
pressed and play some role（s）in mature adult neurons. Re-
cently, we came to know that several laboratories in our
country are working on various aspects of NRSF�REST, and
published some interesting results. Regrettably, however,
those works stay independent, and researchers do not aware
of other works. I think it would be beneficial if these re-
searchers come together and have an opportunity to discuss
those findings. Thus, this symposium is indicated to overview
recent findings on the NRSF�REST biology, and discuss per-
spectives of these studies, thereby stimulating mutual inter-
action for potential collaboration and�or exchange ideas and
materials.

1S7-2 Remarkable differences in NRSF�REST
target genes between human ESC and
ESC�derived neurons

○Jun�ichi Satoh（佐藤 準一）
Dept. of Bioinformatics, Meiji Pharm. Univ.（明治薬科大学バ
イオインフォマティクス）

The neuron�restrictive silencer factor（NRSF）is a zinc finger
transcription factor that represses neuronal gene transcrip-
tion in nonneuronal cells by binding to the consensus re-
pressor element�1（RE1）located in regulatory regions of tar-
get genes. NRSF silences the expression of a wide range of
target genes involved in neuron�specific functions. Previous
studies showed that aberrant regulation of NRSF plays a key
role in the pathological process of human neurodegenerative
diseases. However, a comprehensive set of NRSF target
genes relevant to human neuronal functions have not yet
been characterized. We attempted to perform genome�wide
data mining from chromatin immunoprecipitation followed
by deep sequencing（ChIP�Seq）datasets of NRSF binding
sites in human embryonic stem cells（ESC）and the corre-
sponding ESC�derived neurons, retrieved from the database
of the ENCODE�HAIB project. By using bioinformatics tools
such as Avadis NGS and MACS, we identified 2,172 NRSF
target genes in ESC and 308 genes in ESC�derived neurons
based on stringent criteria. Only 40 NRSF target genes over-
lapped between both. By motif analysis, binding regions
showed an enrichment of the consensus RE1 sites in ESC,
whereas they were mainly located in poorly defined non�RE
1 sites in ESC�derived neurons. Molecular pathways of
NRSF target genes were linked with various neuronal func-
tions in ESC, such as neuroactive ligand�receptor interaction,
CREB signaling, and axonal guidance signaling, while they
were not directed to neuron�specific functions in ESC�de-
rived neurons. Remarkable differences in ChIP�Seq�based
NRSF target genes and pathways between ESC and ESC�
derived neurons suggested that NRSF�mediated silencing of
target genes is highly effective in human ESC but not in
ESC�derived neurons（Satoh et al. Bioinform Biol Insights
7：357�368, 2013）.



1S7-3 Post�translational modification of Charla-
tan, a Drosophila NREF�REST, is required
for neuron specific genes expression

○Leo Tsuda（津田 玲生），Yasutoyo Yamasaki（山崎 泰
豊），Young�Mi Lim（林 永美）
Animal Models of Aging, CAMD, National Center for Geriat-
rics and Gerontology（国立長寿医療研究センター・CAMD・
創薬モデル）

Neuronal networks in the brain are consisted with many
types of neuronal cells. On the way to construct matured
neuronal circuits, there are number of irreversible regula-
tory steps, and each steps must be tightly regulated by the
expression level of neuron specific genes. Neuron�restrictive
silencing factor or RE1 silencing transcription factor（NRSF�
REST）has pivotal role for many kinds of target genes ex-
pression during neuronal development in mammalian cells.
Recent study revealed that post�translational modification,
especially the balance between ubiquitylation and de�ubiq-
uitylation, provides rapid regulatory networks of NRSF�
REST during neuronal development. In this symposium, we
will present a data that the similar ubiquitylation�deubiq-
uitylation system also plays an important role for Charlatan,
a Drosophila NRSF�REST. We further reveal that the ubiq-
uitylation leads to truncation of the C�terminal repressor do-
main and stabilized the N�terminal DNA�binding region of
Chn. This post�translational modification of Chn drastically
changed the transcriptional activities from repressor to acti-
vator. We found that the post�translational modification of
Chn seems to be required for maintaining expression level of
dopamine receptor gene in the mashroombody. Therefore,
the dynamic changes of Chn modifications might be a deter-
minant of the irreversible regulation of neuron specific genes
expression during neuronal development.

1S7-4 Neuroepigenetics in negative signs of
chronic pain

○Hiroshi Ueda（植田 弘師）
Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutic Innovation,
Nagasaki University Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences

（長崎大学大学院医歯薬学総合研究科 創薬薬理学研究室）

Mechanisms underlying chronic pain are closely related to a
kind of long�term memory process in the somatosensory
nervous system. Emerging evidence has been accumulated
that epigenetic mechanisms, such as DNA methylation and
histone modifications, are engaged in the memory process of
chronic pain. We have previously clarified the epigenetic
regulation of pain�related genes in the primary afferent neu-
rons underlying abnormal pain sensations and resistance to
morphine in a model of peripheral nerve injury�induced
chronic neuropathic pain in mice（J Neurosci, 2010）. Specifi-
cally, we have demonstrated that neuron�restrictive silencer
factor（NRSF, also known as RE�1�silencing transcription
factor；REST）orchestrates histone deacetylation�mediated
transcriptional repression of pain�related genes to cause
pathological and pharmacological dysfunction of C�fibers af-
ter nerve injury. In this symposium, I will discuss the molecu-
lar mechanisms of epigenetic gene regulation underlying
chronic pain, and the therapeutic potential of epigenetically
modifying compounds in the treatment of chronic pain.



1S7-5 Rest function in neuronal or neural crest
cell lineage revealed by the conditional
gene ablation

○Hitomi Aoki（青木 仁美），Takahiro Kunisada（國貞 隆
弘）
Tissue & Organ Dev. Med., Gifu Univ.（岐阜大院・医・組
織・器官形成）

Rest also known as NRSF is a regulator of neuronal develop-
ment and function. Rest null mice have embryonic lethality
which prevents further investigation. To study the Rest
function in vivo , we focused on the development of the neu-
ronal and neural crest（NC）cells, both expected to require
REST function. Conditional knockout（CKO）of the exon 4 of
Rest encoding the CoRest binding site during the early neu-
ral development stage was carried out by using Sox1�Cre
promoter. Although Rest suppressed expression of neuronal
genes in vivo , Rest conditional ablation did not affect neuro-
nal development and thus Rest is dispensable for natural
neurogenesis. The morphology of neural tissues, mainte-
nance and differentiation of neuronal progenitor cells in vivo
were all normal in Rest CKO mice. While the electrical
stimulations of cervical vagus nerve reduce the heart rate,
blood pressure, stomach contraction etc, Rest CKO mice
were found to be resistant for the stimulus induced reduction
of heart rate compared to the control mice but not blood
pressure and muscular contractions of stomach. While Sox1�
Cre induced Rest ablation leads to in vitro�specific derepres-
sion of neuronal genes during neurogenesis, genetic ablation
of Rest by Sox1�Cre does not cause any detectable morpho-
logical abnormality in the nervous system but functional de-
fect might be caused in vagus nerve cells. Next, we used a
Wnt1�Cre to specifically ablate the early progenitor cells of
the developing NC lineage cells. The NCC�specific Rest CKO
mice showed neonatal lethality that were characterized by
gastrointestinal tract dilation, while no histological abnor-
malities except the thinning of the digestive tract as a conse-
quence of the gas accumulation. The gas collected from the
swollen digestive tracts of the Rest CKO mice contained
high concentration of CO2. They do not have proper gastric
retention and the reduction of acetylcolinesterase activity of
myenteric plexus in the stomach was detected. The neonatal
lethality in NCC�specific Rest CKO mice showed gastroin-
testinal distension phenotype caused by a failure of gut func-
tion in underdeveloped cholinergic transmission of enteric
nerve system may provide a model for understanding the
NCC defects in humans. These experiments indicate novel
Rest phenotypes in various neuronal cell lineages.

1S7-6 NRSF plays an essential role in the regula-
tion of cardiac gene expression and func-
tion

○Koichiro Kuwahara（桑原宏一郎），Takeshi Kimura（木村
剛）
Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Kyoto University
Graduate School of Medicine（京都大学大学院医学研究科循
環器内科）

Alterations in the cardiac gene program affect both cardiac
structure and function, and play a key role in the progression
of pathological cardiac remodeling and heart failure. Among
the genetic alterations in cardiac diseases, reactivation of fe-
tal cardiac genes in adults is a consistent feature of cardiac
hypertrophy and heart failure. We investigated the tran-
scriptional regulation of fetal cardiac genes, such as geens en-
coding atrial and brain natriuretic peptide, and revealed a
transcriptional repressor, neuron�restrictive silencer factor

（NRSF）, also called repressor element�1 silencing factor
（REST）, to be an important regulator of multiple fetal car-
diac genes. Inhibition or deletion of NRSF in the heart leads
to cardiac dysfunction and sudden arrhythmic death accom-
panied by re�expression of various fetal genes, including
those encoding fetal ion channels, such as the HCN channels
and T�type Ca2＋ channels. We demonstrated that inhibition
of these ion channels suppressed lethal arrhythmias and sud-
den arrhythmic death in mice expressing dominant�negative
mutant of NRSF in a cardiac�restricted manner. Our findings
indicate that NRSF plays an essential role in maintaining nor-
mal cardiac structure and function.



2S1-1 Phosphorylation controls neprilysin cell
surface localization and extracellular Aβ
level

○Naomasa Kakiya（垣矢 直雅）
Proteolytic Neu. Sci., RIKEN BSI. Sci. Inst.（国立研究開発法人
理化学研究所脳科学総合研究センター神経蛋白制御研究チー
ム）

Neprilysin is one of the major amyloid β peptide（Aβ）degrad-
ing enzymes. Expression of neprilysin in the brain declines
during aging, leading to a metabolic imbalance of Aβ, which
can induce the amyloidosis underlying Alzheimer’s disease

（AD）. Pharmacological activation of neprilysin during aging
is a potential way to prevent AD. However, the regulatory
mechanisms of neprilysin activity in the brain still remain un-
clear. To address this issue, we screened for pharmacological
regulators of neprilysin activity and found that the neu-
rotrophic factors brain derived neurotrophic factor（BDNF）,
nerve growth factor（NGF）, neurotrophin（NT）�3 and 4 re-
duce cell surface neprilysin activity. The reduction of
neprilysin activity was mediated by MEK�ERK signaling
which enhanced phosphorylation at serine 6（S6）in the intra-
cellular domain of neprilysin（NEP�ICD）. Increased phospho-
rylation of S6�NEP�ICD reduced cell surface neprilysin and
subsequently led to an increase in extracellular Aβlevels in
primary neurons. Further, a specific inhibitor of protein phos-
phatase�1a（PP1a）tautomycetin, induced extensive phospho-
rylation of S6�NEP�ICD and consequently reduced cell sur-
face neprilysin activity. Accordingly, activation of PP1a ele-
vated cell surface neprilysin activity and lowered Aβlevels.
These results together indicate that the phosphorylation
state of S6�NEP�ICD influences localization of neprilysin and
affects extracellular Aβ levels. Therefore, maintaining S6�
NEP�ICD dephosphorylated through either inhibition of pro-
tein kinases involved in the phosphorylation at S6�NEP�ICD
or by activating phosphatases catalyzing dephosphorylation
of S6�NEP�ICD may represent a new way to prevent reduc-
tion of cell surface neprilysin activity during aging and to
maintain a physiological level of Aβ in the brain.

2S1-2 Neuroprotective function of DJ�1 in Parkin-
son’s disease.

○Kazuko Takahashi�Niki（仁木（高橋）加寿子），Hiroyoshi
Ariga（有賀 寛芳）
Grad. Sch. of Pharm. Sciences, Univ. of Hokkaido（北大院・
薬・分子生物）

Parkinson’s disease（PD）occurs in approximately 1％ of
the population over the age of 65 years, the second most com-
mon neurodegenerative disease after Alzheimer’s disease.
PD is a progressive neurodegenerative disease that results
from dopaminergic neuronal cell death in the substantia ni-
gra. The cause of this selective cell death is poorly under-
stood.
PD is comprised of sporadic and familial forms. Although fa-
milial PD cases account for about 10％ of total cases of PD, in-
vestigations of the functions of familial PD gene products
have provided great insights into the molecular mechanisms
of the onset of PD, and familial PD gene products are thought
to also play roles in the pathogenesis of sporadic PD. From
these insights, major causes of neurodegeneration in PD are
thought to be oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction.
The DJ�1 gene has been identified by us as a novel oncogene
that transforms mouse NIH3T3 cells in cooperation with acti-
vated ras in 1997. In 2003, Bonifati et al. found a large deletion
and missense mutation in the DJ�1gene as a causative gene
for familial PD park7 with recessive inheritance. Although
genetic and environmental factors suggest that DJ�1 affects
the onset of PD, precise mechanisms at the molecular level
have not been elucidated. The DJ�1 gene is a causative gene
for not only familial PD（park7）but also an oncogene. DJ�1
has various functions, including transcriptional regulation,
anti�oxidative stress reaction, protease and mitochondrial
regulation, and its activity is regulated by its oxidative
status, mainly that of cysteine 106（C106）of DJ�1. Excess oxi-
dation of DJ�1 has been observed in patients with sporadic
PD, Alzheimer’s and Huntington’s disease, suggesting that
DJ�1 also participates in the onset and pathogenesis of spo-
radic PD as well as familial PD. DJ�1 is also a stress sensor
and its expression is increased upon various stresses, includ-
ing oxidative stress. In this session, I introduce functions of
DJ�1 against oxidative stress and possible roles of DJ�1 in
the pathogenesis of PD.



2S1-3 Histone deacetylase mediates the de-
crease in drebrin cluster density induced
by amyloid beta oligomers.

○Yuta Ishizuka1（石塚 佑太），Hideo Shimizu1,2（清水 英
雄），Tomoaki Shirao1（白尾 智明）
1Department of Neurobiology and Behavior, Gunma Univer-
sity Graduate School of Medicine（群馬大・院医・神経薬理
学），2Laboratory of Neuropharmacology, Division of Pharma-
cology, National Institute of Health Sciences（国立医薬品食品
衛生研究所・薬理部）

Dendritic spine defects are found in a number of cognitive
disorders, including Alzheimer’s disease（AD）. Amyloid beta

（Aβ）toxicity is mediated not only by the fibrillar form of the
protein, but also by the soluble oligomers（Aβ �derived dif-
fusible ligands, ADDLs）. Drebrin is an actin�binding protein
that is located at mature dendritic spines. Because drebrin
expression is decreased in AD brains and in cultured neu-
rons exposed to Aβ, it is thought that drebrin is closely asso-
ciated with cognitive functions. Recent studies show that his-
tone deacetylase（HDAC）activity is elevated in the AD
mouse model, and that memory impairments in these ani-
mals can be ameliorated by HDAC inhibitors. In addition,
spine loss and memory impairment in HDAC2 over�express-
ing mice are ameliorated by chronic HDAC inhibitor treat-
ment. Therefore, we hypothesized that the regulation of his-
tone acetylation�deacetylation is critical to synaptic function-
ing. In this study, we examined the relationship between
HDAC activity and synaptic defects induced by ADDLs us-
ing an HDAC inhibitor, suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid

（SAHA）. We show that ADDLs reduce the cluster density of
drebrin along dendrites without reducing drebrin expres-
sion. SAHA markedly increased the acetylation of histone
proteins, and it simultaneously attenuated the ADDL�in-
duced decrease in drebrin cluster density. In comparison,
SAHA treatment did not affect the density of drebrin clus-
ters or dendritic protrusions in control neurons. Therefore,
SAHA likely inhibits ADDL�induced drebrin loss from den-
dritic spines by stabilizing drebrin in these structures, rather
than by increasing drebrin clusters or dendritic protrusions.
Taken together, our findings suggest that HDAC is involved
in ADDL�induced synaptic defects, and that the regulation of
histone acetylation plays an important role in modulating ac-
tin cytoskeletal dynamics in dendritic spines under cellular
stress conditions, such as ADDL exposure.

2S1-4 Gaucher disease model in medaka dis-
plays axonal accumulation of alpha�synu-
clein

○Norihito Uemura（上村 紀仁），Ryosuke Takahashi（高
橋 良輔）
Department of Neurology, Kyoto University Graduate School
of Medicine（京都大学大学院医学研究科臨床神経学）

Background：Recent genetic studies have revealed that mu-
tations in glucocerebrosidase（GBA）, a causative gene of
Gaucher disease（GD）, are a strong risk for Parkinson’s dis-
ease（PD）. Accrding to a previous report, the odds ratio for
any GBA mutation in patients versus controls was 5.43. How-
ever, its pathological mechanisms leading to PD remain
largely unknown. Medaka（Oryzias latipes）are a versatile
vertebrate animal model for disease research. So far, we
have reported genetic PD models of medaka that develop lo-
comotor dysfunction accompanied by the selective loss of
dopaminergic and noradrenergic neurons. Medaka have the
potential to be a new animal model of PD.Objective：The ob-
jective of this study was to investigate how GBA mutations
cause PD. Methods：We generated GBA mutant medaka by
screening a targeting induced local lesions in genomes（TILL-
ING）library and alpha�synuclein（α�syn）deletion mutant
medaka by transcription activator�like effector nucleases

（TALENs）. Results：We generated GBA nonsense mutant
（GBA���）medaka completely deficient in glucocerebrosidase
（GCase）activity. In contrast to the perinatal death of human
and mice lacking GCase activity, GBA���medaka survived
for months, enabling us to analyze disease progression.
GBA���medaka displayed non�selective neuronal cell death
accompanied by neuroinflammation, lysosomal abnormalities
and α�syn accumulation in spheroids containing auto-
phagosomes. Unexpectedly, disruption of α�syn did not im-
prove the life span, spheroid formation, neuronal loss, or
neuroinflammation in GBA��� medaka. Conclusion：GBA���

medaka display not only the phenotypes resembling human
neuronopathic GD but also axonal accumulation of α�syn ac-
companied by impairment of the autophagy�lysosome path-
way. Furthermore, the present study demonstrates this α�
syn accumulation has minimal contribution to the pathogene-
sis of neuronopathic GD in medaka.



2S2-1 Neuronal innate immunity regulates neural
development and function

○Yi�Ping Hsueh
Institute of Molecular Biology, Academia Sinica

In the central nervous system, microglial cells are the well�
known main immune cells in the brains in response to infec-
tion and injury. However, the recent accumulated studies
have indicated that neurons also express the key pattern rec-
ognition receptors and downstream adaptors for innate im-
mune responses. We are intrigued to explore the functions of
innate immune systems in neurons. TLR3, TLR7 and TLR8
are particularly interesting, because these three pattern rec-
ognition receptors are able to recognize both pathogenic and
endogenous RNAs. Using rodent cortex and hippocampus,
we showed that TLR3, TLR7 and TLR8 are expressed in
neurons and negatively control dendritic growth in a cell�
autonomous manner. Although these TLRs share the similar
effect on neuronal morphology, our studies suggested that
they use different downstream signaling pathways and effec-
tors to control neuronal growth. Induction of cytokine ex-
pression is only required for TLR7 pathway. The comparison
of these TLRs will be presented. Besides, the roles of down-
stream adaptors SARM1 and MYD88 in neurons will also be
discussed. Based on our studies, we suggest that neuronal in-
nate immune system recognizes endogenous ligands and re-
stricts dendritic and�or axonal growth. It is critical for
neurodevelopment and brain function. Related publications
by Hsueh, Y.�P.1. Chen et al.（2011）Sarm1, a negative regula-
tor of innate immunity, interacts with syndecan�2 and regu-
lates neuronal morphology. Journal of Cell Biology 193：
769.2. Liu et al.（2013）TLR7 negatively regulates dendrite
outgrowth through the Myd88�c�Fos�IL�6 pathway. Journal
of Neuroscience 33：11479. 3. Lin et al.（2014）Neuronally�ex-
pressed Sarm1 regulates expression of inflammatory and
anti�viral cytokines in brains. Innate Immunity 20：161. 4.
Lin and Hsueh（2014）Sarm1, a neuronal inflammatory regu-
lator, controls social interaction, associative memory and cog-
nitive flexibility in mice. Brain, Behavior, and Immunity 37：
142. 5. Lin et al.（2014）Sarm1 deficiency impairs synaptic
function and leads to behavioral deficits, which can be amelio-
rated by an mGluR allosteric modulator. Frontiers in Cellular
Neuroscience 8：87.

2S2-2 Microglial ontogeny and functions in shap-
ing embryonic brain circuits

○Florent Ginhoux
Singapore Immunology Network, Agency for Science, Tech-
nology and Research（A＊STAR）

Microglia are the resident macrophage population of the cen-
tral nervous system（CNS）. Adequate microglial function is
crucial for a healthy CNS；microglia are not only the first im-
mune sentinels of infection and inflammation, but are also in-
volved in the maintenance of brain homeostasis. Emerging
data are showing new and fundamental roles for microglia in
the control of neuronal proliferation and differentiation, as
well as in the formation of synaptic connections. In parallel,
recent studies on microglial origin indicate that these cells
arise very early during development from progenitors in the
embryonic yolk sac that produce cells able to persist in the
CNS into adulthood. These unique immune cells are thus pre-
sent at all stages of brain development, including the prena-
tal stage of neuronal circuit formation, which points to the in-
triguing possibility that microglia might be involved in devel-
opment of the CNS. Here, we show that microglia participate
to normal embryonic forebrain wiring regulating the pro-
gression of dopaminergic axons in the forebrain and the lami-
nar positioning of subsets of interneurons in the neocortex.
Our study reveals novel roles for microglia in the normal as-
sembly of brain circuits and raises the possibility that dys-
regulated embryonic microglial function during pre�natal in-
flammation could impact forebrain connectivity and could
contribute to the etiology of neuropsychiatric disorders.



2S2-3 Stress peptides and relapse to reward�
seeking

○Andrew J Lawrence
University of Melbourne（Florey Institute of Neuroscience &
Mental Health）

Relapse and hazardous drinking represent the most difficult
clinical problems in treating patients with alcohol use disor-
ders. Increasing our understanding of the brain circuits and
chemicals that regulate alcohol intake and relapse offers the
potential for more targeted therapeutic approaches to assist
in relapse prevention. We have provided evidence for a role
of numerous neuropeptides in cue and�or stress induced re-
ward�seeking. This presentation will highlight recent studies
on 3 neuropeptide systems, which can act independently and
via circuit�level interactions to regulate relapse�like behav-
iour. Specifically, orexin, corticotropin releasing factor（CRF）
and relaxin�3 all act, and appear to also interact, within cir-
cuits mediating cue and�or stress�induced relapse�like be-
haviour. For example, orexin1 receptors in the ventral teg-
mental area and prelimbic cortex regulate cue�induced rein-
statement of alcohol�seeking in rats；relaxin�3 acts upon
RXFP3 receptors in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis to
regulate stress�induced reinstatement of alcohol�seeking in
rats.

2S2-4 Interleukin�1 receptor family proteins func-
tion as neuronal synapse organizers

○Tomoyuki Yoshida1,2（吉田 知之）
1Dept of Mol. Neurosci., Grad. Sch. of Med. & Pharma. Sci.,
Univ. of Toyama（富山大院・医薬・分子神経科学），
2PRESTO, JST（科学技術振興機構 さきがけ）

Interleukin�1（IL�1）family cytokines play crucial roles in im-
mune and inflammatory responses through the activation of
a group of structurally related receptors belonging to the IL�
1 receptor（IL�1R）family. IL�1R family proteins consist of
extracellular three Ig�like domains and a TIR domain in the
cytoplasmic portion. By morpholino�mediated gene knock-
down screening of causative genes for neurodevelopmental
disorders, we identified IL�1 receptor accessory protein�like
1（IL1RAPL1）, a member of IL�1R family, as a key regulator
of neuronal synapse formation. IL1RAPL1 expressed in fibro-
blasts induced excitatory presynaptic differentiation of co�
cultured cerebral cortical neurons. Furthermore, we identi-
fied presynaptic protein tyrosine phosphatase（PTP）δ as a
major IL1RAPL1 interacting protein. Although the presyn-
apse�inducing activity of IL1RAPL1 was completely abol-
ished in PTPδ knockout neurons, the postsynapse�inducing
activity of PTPδ was partly suppressed in IL1RAPL1 knock-
out neurons, suggesting that IL1RAPL1 mediates synapse
formation solely through presynaptic PTPδ, while PTPδ or-
ganizes postsynaptic differentiation through IL1RAPL1 and
other proteins. We found by systematic screening of IL�1 re-
ceptor family proteins for synaptogenic activity that IL�1 re-
ceptor accessory protein（IL�1RAcP）, a common subunit of
receptor complexs for IL�1 cytokines, had strong activity to
induce excitatory presynaptic differentiation. IL�1RAcP also
required PTPδ to exert the synaptogenic activity. Accord-
ingly, IL�1RAcP knockout mice exhibited decreased spine
density in some brain regions as shown in IL1RAPL1 and
PTPδ knockout mice. Moreover, X�ray crystallography of
PTPδ�IL1RAPL1�IL�1RAcP complex revealed the struc-
tural basis of synapse�organizing cell adherent interaction.
These results suggest that IL�1 receptor family proteins, IL1
RAPL1 and IL�1RAcP function as cell adhesion molecules in
the brain to organize neuronal synapse formation.



2S3-1 Atypical brain auditory processing in young
children with autism spectrum disorder.

○Mitsuru Kikuchi（菊知 充），Yoshio Minabe（三邉 義雄）
Research Center for Child Mental Development, Kanazawa
University, Kanazawa, Japan（金沢大学子どものこころの発
達研究センター）

Magnetoencephalography（MEG）is a noninvasive neuroi-
maging technique that provides a measure of cortical neural
activity on a millisecond time scale with high spatial resolu-
tion. In the past decade, a number of previous MEG studies
have reported atypical brain responses to auditory stimuli in
children with autism spectrum disorder（ASD）. Recently, us-
ing a child custom�sized MEG, we demonstrated the atypical
brain auditory processing and the atypical developmental
trajectory in a component of auditory evoked field（P1m）in
young children with ASD. Although further studies are still
necessary, we present our recent result from MEG study for
young children with ASD and typically developing children.

2S3-2 Modeling Autism

○Toru Takumi（内匠 透）
RIKEN BSI（理研・BSI）

Autism is a complex psychiatric illness that has received con-
siderable attention as a developmental brain disorder. Sub-
stantial evidence suggests that chromosomal abnormalities
including copy number variations contribute to autism risk.
The duplication of human chromosome 15q11�q13 is known
to be the most frequent cytogenetic abnormality in autism.
We have modeled this genetic change in mice using chromo-
some engineering to generate a 6.3�Mb duplication of the
conserved linkage group on mouse chromosome 7. Mice with
a paternal duplication display autistic�like behavioral fea-
tures such as poor social interaction and stereotypical behav-
ior, and exhibit abnormal ultrasonic vocalizations. This chro-
mosome�engineered mouse model for autism seems to repli-
cate various aspects of human autistic phenotypes and vali-
dates the relevance of the human chromosome abnormality.
This model is a founder mouse for forward genetics of a de-
velopmental brain disorder and an invaluable tool for its
therapeutic development. I will show our analyses on these
mice towards understanding the molecular pathophysiology
of autism spectrum disorder.



2S3-3 De�regulation of translation and synaptic
function in rodent models of autism

○Peter Scheiffele
Biozentrum of the University of Basel

An imbalance of neuronal protein synthesis is emerging as a
pathophysiological hallmark in Fragile X Syndrome and
some forms of autism. Disease�associated mutations modify-
ing the function of the eIF4F eukaryotic translation initiation
factor complex or ribosome processivity result in elevated
translation downstream of metabotropic glutamate receptors

（mGluR）. However, most autism�associated mutations do
not directly impact the translation machinery or its regula-
tors. Thus, it is unknown whether strategies targeting pro-
tein synthesis homeostasis are more broadly applicable in
neurodevelopmental disorders. We here report that the
autism�associated mutation of Nlgn3, a gene encoding the
synaptic adhesion molecule, results in an impairment of neu-
ronal mTORC1�dependent signaling, a reduction in eIF4F
assembly, and reduced protein synthesis. Pharmacological in-
hibition of the MAP�kinase pathway, which modulate eIF4F
function, restores normal protein synthesis rates in Nlgn3KO
mice. Moreover, a brain penetrant inhibitor alleviates several
autism�related behavioral deficits in adult Nlgn3KO mice.
This work identifies a target for pharmacological interven-
tion in neuronal disorders with perturbed translational ho-
meostasis.

2S3-4 Current status and future perspective of
autism from clinical research with oxytocin
and neuroimaging

○Hidenori Yamasue（山末 英典）
Dept. of Neuropsychiatry, Univ. of Tokyo（東京大院・医・精
神）

Autism spectrum disorders, a highly prevalent neurodevel-
opmental disorder, currently have no established treatment
for its core symptoms. The disorders are characterized by
two core symptoms including deficits in social communica-
tion and interaction, and repetitive and restricted behavior.
Since accumulating evidence supports the concept that oxy-
tocin can induce effects on social and affiliative behaviors, the
neuropeptide is thought to be a potential therapeutic ap-
proach for deficits in social communication and interaction in
individuals with autism spectrum disorders. In fact, our pre-
vious studies have revealed oxytocin�induced temporal miti-
gations of autistic behavior and its neural basis such as brain
activity. Ongoing studies are further conducting to examine
several unresolved issues such as 1）clinically meaningful ef-
fects after long�term administrations of oxytocin, 2）bio�
markers predicting individual differences in therapeutic ef-
fects in advance, and 3）potential genetic and molecular
mechanisms of effects of oxytocin on autism spectrum behav-
iors. In the symposium, integration of previous findings and
introductions of ongoing studies will be presented to promote
productive interactions with other speakers and audiences
from various research fields.



2S4-1 Study on electrically induced responses in
visual cortex for visual prosthetics

○Tetsuya Yagi（八木 哲也）
the Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka University（大阪
大学大学院工学研究科）

Electrical stimulus applied to the extracellular space of visual
cortex evokes a spot�like light percept called phosphen,
which provoked the research of cortical prosthetics for blind
patients. Previous clinical experiments on human volunteer
patients revealed that the evoked phosphens changed their
appearance depending on temporal patterns of electrical
stimulation. However, relation between the stimulus parame-
ters and the evoked percepts is not well understood. To
evaluate percepts evoked by cortical prosthetics, spatiotem-
poral properties of electrically induced cortical activities
were studied in terms of stimulation parameters to recon-
struct physiologically feasible phosphen patterns. We con-
ducted a voltage�sensitive dye imaging of cortical responses
induced by current stimuli applied to V1 in rodents, which al-
lowed one to study how the induced responses propagate in
V1 and to higher order cortical areas. All experiments were
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Commit-
tee of the Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka University.
A single current pulse（＞10μA）with biphasic waveform ap-
plied with a metal electrode（ME13213, MicroPrpbes）induced
responses which resembled the PSPs observed in previous
electrical recordings on single cells in mammals. The thresh-
old and the half activating intensity was 5�10μA and around
40μA, respectively. The induced response propagated later-
ally in V1 via a poly�synaptic transmission. For a low current
intensity（＜10μA）, the excitatory response to a repetitive
stimulation was cumulative for several hundreds of ms. The
response to each stimulus pulse showed synaptic depression,
that was more prominent at higher stimulus intensities（＞20
μA）and gradually diminished as the repetitive stimulation
continued for ＞1s. The response to the repetitive stimuli
declined more rapidly in V2 than in V1, indicated the signal
transmission from V1 to V2 is not sustained. According to
the present experiments and previous clinical experiments,
physiologically feasible phosphen patterns were recon-
structed on a head mount display and presented to volunteer
subjects to evaluate the visual percepts evoked by cortical
prosthetics. The feasible prosthesis were designed and a pro-
totype was implemented for animal experiments.

2S4-2 Monoaminergic�cholinergic modulation of
neuronal visual information processing and
behavioral contrast detectability.

○Satoshi Shimegi（七五三木聡）
Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka University

Our brain is regarded as a computer processor, but there is a
crucial difference between them. The brain can dynamically
change the input�output relationship depending on physi-
ological states and behavioral contexts to optimize the infor-
mation processing while the computer processor can’t.
Monoaminergic�cholinergic transmitters such as serotonin

（5�HT）, noradrenaline（NA）, and acetylcholine（ACh）play
central roles in the state�context�dependent modulation of
brain functions. In this presentation, I’ll talk about how those
transmitters modulate visual information processing at the
single neuron level and improve behavioral visual ability. Us-
ing drifting sinusoidal grating stimuli with various contrast, a
contrast�response function（input�output relationship）was
estimated for individual V1 neurons of anesthetized mon-
keys, and the effects of micro�iontophoretic administration of
agonists�antagonists of those receptors on the contrast�re-
sponse functions were tested. The effects was complex but
reasonable. For example, each activation of 5�HT1B and 5�
HT2A receptors exerted both suppressive and facilitative ef-
fects, depending on the firing rate of the recorded neurons.
The detailed analysis suggested that 5�HT1B receptors en-
hance the signal�to�noise（S�N）ratio of visual responses by
suppressing spontaneous activity（noise）and facilitating vis-
ual response（signal）, and 5�HT2A act as a gain controller by
enhancing weak response and suppressing excessive re-
sponse. ACh also enhanced S�N ratio and modulated the con-
trast�response function mainly in a manner of response gain
control for V1 of monkeys and rats. To examine whether the
neuronal modulation contributes to visual ability, we per-
formed behavioral measurements of contrast sensitivity in
freely moving rats, and tested the effects of the systemic in-
jection of various drugs on the contrast sensitivity. We found
that contrast detectability was improved by donepezil, a
cholinesterase inhibitor, suggesting that ACh endogenously
released in cognitive behavior controls the contrast de-
tectability by modulating cortical visual information process-
ing. Thus, monoaminergic�cholinergic systems seem to con-
trol the fine and elaborated functions of the primate visual
system to meet the purposes of behavioral context.



2S4-3 Ocular dominance plasticity regulated by
Otx2�inducible molecules

○Sayaka Sugiyama（杉山 清佳）
Lab of Neuronal Dev., Grad Sch. Med. Dent. Sci., Niigata Univ.

（新潟大院・医・神経発達）

Understanding molecular mechanisms of experience�de-
pendent plasticity is a subject of intense investigation. For
example, inputs from the two eyes first converge in the pri-
mary visual cortex, where competitive interactions deter-
mine which eye will eventually dominate both functionally
and anatomically. It is widely believed that distinct GABAer-
gic circuits drive the critical period of ocular dominance plas-
ticity. Our previous report showed that experience�depend-
ent transfer of Otx2 homeoprotein into parvalbumin（PV）�
cells activates this sensitive period. Otx2 deletion results in
reduction of mature PV�cells enwrapped by chondroitin sul-
fate glycosaminoglycans and in disruption of plasticity. This
homeoprotein may promote a downstream cascade for plas-
ticity, however its target genes remain obscure. Recently, we
found that Otx2 induced chondroitin sulfate surrounding
PV�cells and that chondroitin sulfate further promoted Otx2
accumulation. A positive feedback loop between Otx2 and
chondroitin sulfate regulates the onset and offset of plastic-
ity. Moreover, Otx2 also induces an actin�binding protein
within PV�cells that modulates plasticity. Thus, our results
indicate that ocular dominance plasticity is elicited through a
well�balanced cooperation of Otx2�inducible molecules in-
side and outside PV�cells.

2S4-4 Modulation of visual behavior by central
thalamic deep brain stimulation

○Keith Purpura1，Jonathan Baker1，Jae�Wook Ryou1，
Xuefeng Wei2，Christopher R. Butson3，Nicholas D. Schiff1
1Brain & Mind Research Institute, Weill Cornell Medical Col-
lege，2The College of New Jersey，3Dept. of Biomedical Engi-
neering, University of Utah

The central thalamus is believed to play an important role in
enabling the cerebral cortex to produce behavior and mental
states including consciousness. Following the successful use
of deep brain stimulation（DBS）to treat movement disorders,
it was hypothesized that targeting DBS to the central thala-
mus of patients with disorders of consciousness（DOC）could
help restore cognitive function by modulating activity in the
anterior forebrain. The goal of the study described here is to
better understand the mechanisms of DBS in the central
thalamus and to test methods for improving its effectiveness.
We carried out experiments in two normal macaques to test
the effects of DBS on visual behavior. Both monkeys were
implanted with multiple DBS electrodes in their central thal-
ami. One monkey was trained to perform three tasks：1）a
sustained visual attention reaction time task；2）a memory�
guided saccade task；3）a visual pattern categorization task.
The second monkey was trained on Task 1. Large�scale
brain activity was recorded with an array of electrocorticog-
raphy（EcoG）leads implanted in the skull and with a chroni-
cally�implanted array of microelectrodes in the frontal lobe
and striatum. High�frequency periodic DBS was turned on
and off throughout the behavioral sessions to determine the
effect of DBS on task performance and on brain activity. We
found that DBS in the central thalamus profoundly modified
visual behavior and brain�wide electrical activity. Specific
DBS frequencies, when matched with one particular elec-
trode configuration of current injection, were most effective
at sustaining performance over many trials, decreasing reac-
tion times and improving pattern categorization. In addition,
this method of stimulation also shifted the power spectrum in
the EcoG and microelectrode local field potentials：slow
rhythmic brain activity decreased and fast rhythmic brain
activity increased compared to when DBS was turned off.
Our results demonstrate that central thalamic DBS can
modulate innate patterns of brain activity and visual behav-
ior, and may provide a means for normalizing impaired cogni-
tive capacity.



2S5-1 The Next Phase of the NIH Center for Re-
generative Medicine（NCRM）：Establish-
ment of a Stem Cell Technology Facility

○Anton Simeonov
National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences

（NCATS）, NIH

The field of stem cell technologies has not progressed from
basic discovery to therapeutic application as efficiently as
many had hoped. Few robust tools, technologies, protocols,
and paradigms exist that allow researchers to reproducibly
and efficiently maintain a stem cell population in a pluripo-
tent state, produce pure populations of specific cell types, or
influence endogenous stem cell populations in vivo. Multiple
needs analyses by U.S. and international research bodies
have concluded that the lack of such tools and technologies is
what is currently limiting the progress of translational and
clinical applications of stem cells, and that their creation and
provision would be transformative to the stem cell field and
to biomedicine. It is this need that the NIH�NCATS Stem
Cell Technology Facility（SCTF）, a continuation of the NIH
Center for Regenerative Medicine（NCRM）Common Fund
Program, will address：the mission of the Facility is to tackle
the top methodological or technical problems that currently
impede therapeutic use of induced pluripotent stem cells and
to rapidly deliver the resulting protocols, standards, data, and
tool molecules to the public. The Facility will collaborate with
researchers to validate the methods developed within for
suitability in regenerative medicine applications. An over-
view of the facility will be presented, along with emerging
small molecule screening technologies that NCATS has de-
veloped which can be leveraged to further advance the field
of stem cell�derived therapies.

2S5-2 iPSC Non�Clinical Experiments for Nerv-
ous System（iNCENS）project�An attempt
to evolve the CNS safety pharmacological
evaluation by in vitro use of human�in-
duced pluripotent stem cell�derived neu-
rons

○Kaoru Sato（佐藤 薫）
Div Pharmacol, NIHS（国立衛研・薬理）

In the process of drug development, the improvement of pre-
dictability of the CNS safety pharmacological evaluation is re-
quired because the CNS adverse effects cause the drop�outs
at the later stages of the developmental process. When hu-
man iPSC（hiPSC）�derived neurons were reported in 2007, in
vitro use of hiPSC�derived neurons attracted attentions to
overcome these issues. However, at present, the majority of
the non�clinical CNS safety pharmacological tests are in vivo
animal tests and the follow�up in vitro tests are performed
when needed. The appearance of hiPSC�derived neurons
made us realize that we had not discussed enough about the
usefulness or validity of the in vitro evaluations in the CNS
safety pharmacological evaluation. We therefore have just
launched the“iNCENS”（iPSC non�clinical experiments for
nervous system）project. This project has two aims, i.e., the
establishment of reliable in vitro biomarkers for the risks of
cognitive impairment and epilepsy, and the application of
hiPSC�derived neurons to these in vitro systems. So far, we
have found good candidates which can be used for the pre-
diction of cognitive impairment and epilepsy. Furthermore,
we have established the standard experimental protocol to
select hiPSC�derived neurons suitable for the non�clinical
CNS safety pharmacological evaluation and have found two
lines of hiPSC�derived neurons that express NMDA recep-
tors. We also have succeeded in recording synchronization of
spontaneous unit activity of hiPSC�derived neurons across
multi�recording channels. In this presentation, we will intro-
duce the progress of our“across�institute”project and dis-
cuss about the potentials of the in vitro use of hiPSC�neurons
in the CNS safety pharmacological evaluation.



2S5-3 Early stage development of human iPSCs�
derived neurons and its application to non�
clinical study

○Noriko Koganezawa（小金澤紀子），Yuki Ohara（大原
由貴），Mao Ootsu（大津 真生），Tomoaki Shirao（白尾 智
明）
DNBB, Gunma University Graduate School of Medicine（群大
院・医・神経薬理）

Recent advances in human induced pluripotent stem cells
（hiPSCs）offer new possibilities for biomedical research and
clinical applications. However, the detail processes of neuro-
nal development from hiPSCs have not been known. In this
study we analyzed development of hiPSCs�derived neurons

（hiPS�neurons）, particularly focusing on their early develop-
mental stages. We cultured iCell Neuron（Cellular Dynamics
International）and compared their development with that of
the primary cultured neurons derived from rat hippocampus.
In 2 days in vitro（DIV）culture of the rat neurons, we ob-
served three different stages which were stages 1, 2, and 3 in
the developmental classification proposed by Dotti et al.

（1988）. Most developed stage 3 neurons had several short
neurites with one long neurite, which is destined for an axon.
In the DIV2 iCell Neurons, we observed neurons in all stages
similar to the rat neurons, although the number of stage 3
neurons was few. This result indicates that the hiPS�neurons
differentiate slower than rat neurons. In addition, the length
of the axons and the speed of axonal elongation were meas-
ured. We found iCell Neuron had significantly shorter axons
and significantly slower elongation speed of axon. Finally we
examined if this slow axonal elongation in iCell Neuron is be-
cause of the abnormality of the growth cones, and found no
differences. Together, our study shows the growth of hiPS�
neuronal axons is slower but its differentiation is comparably
to rat neurons. Furthermore, in this symposium, I would like
to mention about the use of hiPS�neurons as a tool for non�
clinical study. Our preliminary data suggests that evaluation
of hiPS�neuronal development could be a useful tool to assess
developmental neurotoxicity of medicines.

2S5-4 The iPSC technology to model human
neurodevelopmental diseases in vitro

○Carlo Sala，Caterina Montani，Cinzia Vicidomini，Chiara
Verpelli
CNR Neuroscience Institute and Department of Medical
Biotechnology and Translational medicine, University of
Milano

Intellectual disability（ID）and autism spectrum disorders
（ASD）are complex developmental mental disorders charac-
terized by social and communicative deficits, language im-
pairments and repetitive behaviors, with an estimated preva-
lence in Europe of 1�2％. Although several genetic altera-
tions have been recognized as causal of ID and ASD, the
etiopathogenesis of these complex diseases remain largely
unknown.We investigated the molecular bases of ID and
ASD by using an innovative strategy based on the recently
established technology of genetic reprogramming. Because
most of proteins encoded by genes involved in ID and ASD
are associated to the synaptic junction between neurons and
are involved in its function, we focused our attention on two
genes that codify for the synaptic proteins Shank3 and IL1
RAPL1. We generated iPS cells, which we induced to differ-
entiation into excitatory and inhibitory neurons, from fibro-
blast of patient carrying mutations in these genes. Studying
the function of these proteins in parallel with knock out
mouse models for Shank3 and IL1RAPL1 we will contribute
to better understand the molecular mechanisms of synapse
formation, plasticity and learning and memory processes,
and will open the possibility of future therapeutic approaches
for neurodevelopmental diseases like ID and ASD.



2S6-1 Slow inhibitory oscillation in the baso-
lateral amygdala and its alteration by
stress load

○Miki Hashizume1（橋爪 幹），Rina Shinozaki1（篠崎 吏
那），Hideo Mukai2（向井 秀夫），Yuchio Yanagawa3（柳川
右千夫），Takayuki Murakoshi1（村越 隆之）
1 Department of Biochemistry, Faculty of Medicine, Saitama
Medical University（埼玉医科大学医学部生化学），2Depart-
ment of Computer Science, School of Science and Technol-
ogy, Meiji University（明治大学理工学部情報科学科），3De-
partment of Genetic and Behavioral Neuroscience, Gunma
University Graduate School of Medicine（群馬大学大学院医学
系研究科遺伝発達行動学）

Basolateral amygdaloid complex（BLA）is deeply involved in
emotional processing and is sensitive to chronic stress. Its ab-
normality is related to several psychiatric disorders. In the
BLA, sensory information from the cortex and the thalamus
are evaluated in terms of emotional valence and these signals
are transmitted to central nucleus of amygdala. Previously,
we showed that projection neurons in BLA receive rhythmic
inhibitory inputs which are evoked by synchronous firings of
interneurons. Such neurons were mostly distributed in ven-
tral part of BLA. In addition, this inhibitory oscillation re-
quires the glutamatergic transmission within BLA, suggest-
ing that local network activities are essential for the oscilla-
tion. In the present study, we examined the effect of sleep
deprivation（SD）on the BLA because the frequency of slow
inhibitory oscillation（0.1�3 Hz）is similar to that of delta wave

（1�4 Hz）observed in LA of animals during slow wave sleep.
Thereby we examined the effects of SD on properties of pro-
jection neurons or inhibitory interneurons in rat BLA to re-
veal the physiological significance of the inhibitory network
oscillation. We applied acute SD（morning, 3 hours）on juve-
nile Wistar rats（P14�24）. Rats were held in the cage where
1.5�2 cm height of water was filled. Thereafter, coronal slices
were immediately prepared for whole�cell recording. We
found that power of the low�frequency（0.1�3 Hz）oscillation

（rhythmic inhibitory inputs）was decreased in SD rats. The
decline was caused by a reduction of synaptic current ampli-
tude. In addition, spike firing of inhibitory interneurons was
attenuated. These results suggest that stress by sleep distur-
bance modulates the magnitude of network oscillation by re-
ducing the interneuronal activity in BLA.

2S6-2 Metabotropic glutamate receptor sensitive
slow calcium oscillations in striatum.

○Makoto Osanai（小山内 実）
Tohoku Univ. Grad. Sch. Med.（東北大院・医・医用画像工学）

The striatum receives inputs from the cortex and is thought
to play a crucial role in controlling somatic motor move-
ments, behavioral patterns, cognition, learning, and memory.
Ca2＋ is a universal intracellular messenger, and plays enor-
mous versatile rolls in cells. However, the properties of the
Ca2＋ signaling in the striatum remain less understood.There
are many types of metabotropic receptors that may contrib-
ute to intracellular Ca2＋ signaling in the striatum. Group I
mGluRs, which are known to modulate the intracellular Ca2＋

signaling, are densely expressed in the striatum.We have
found the long�lasting spontaneous calcium transients（slow
Ca2＋ oscillation）, which lasted up to about 300 s, in the stria-
tal neurons and astrocytes. Neither the inhibition of action
potentials nor ionotropic glutamate receptors blocked the
slow Ca2＋ oscillation. Depletion of the intracellular Ca2＋ store
and the blocking IP3 receptors diminished the slow Ca2＋ os-
cillations. The application of an antagonist against mGluR5
also blocked the slow Ca2＋ oscillations in both putative�neu-
rons and astrocytes. Thus, the mGluR5�IP3 signal cascade is
the primary contributor to the slow Ca2＋ oscillation in both
putative�neurons and astrocytes.The slow Ca2＋ oscillations
have poor regularity but feature multicellular synchrony. In
the condition of blockade of action potentials, the regularity
of the Ca2＋ oscillations was increased, however the cellular
correlation of the Ca2＋ oscillations was reduced. These phe-
nomena were observed only in the corticostriatal slice but
not in the striatal slice. Thus, the cortical activities might con-
tribute to the slow Ca2＋ oscillations.Intracellular Ca2＋ can
modulate various proteins, thus, the slow Ca2＋ oscillations we
found may regulate the cellular functions leading to change
the state of cellular networks in the striatum. Though in a
simulation study, we found out that the slow Ca2＋ oscillation
could alter the firing rate of the medium spiny neuron via
modulation of Ca2＋

�activated potassium channels.mGluR5
has also been suggested as a therapeutic target for Parkin-
son’s disease and may interact with dopamine signaling via
Ca2＋. Dopamine signaling is essential for neuronal function-
ing in the striatum. Thus, the slow Ca2＋ oscillation is ex-
pected to play a role in information processing in the stria-
tum.



2S6-3 Optogenetically�induced seizure and lon-
gitudinal hippcampal network dynamics

○Shin�ichiro Osawa1,2（大沢伸一郎），Masaki Iwasaki1（岩崎
真樹），Ryosuke Hosaka3（保坂 亮介），Yoshiya Matsuzaka4
（松坂 義哉），Hiroshi Tomita5（冨田 浩史），Toru Ishi-
zuka6（石塚 徹），Hiromu Yawo6（八尾 寛），Nobukazu
Nakasato7（中里 信和），Hajime Mushiake4（虫明 元），
Teiji Tominaga1（冨永 悌二）
1Dept. of Neurosurgery, Tohoku Univ. Graduate School of
Medicine（東北大学院・医・脳神経外科），2Dept. of Neurosur-
gery, Hachinohe City Hospital（八戸市立市民病院脳神経外
科），3Dept. of Applied Mathematics, Fukuoka Univ.（福岡大学
応用数学科），4Dept. of Physiology, Tohoku Univ. Graduate
School of Medicine（東北大学院・医・生体システム生理学），
5Laboratory of Visual Neuroscience, Dept. of Chemistry and
Bioengineering, Iwate Univ.（岩手大学工学部応用化学・生命
工学科），6Dept. of Developmental Biology and Neuroscience,
Tohoku Univ. Graduate School of Life Sciences（東北大学院・
生命科学研究科・脳機能解析分野），7Dept. of Epileptology,
Tohoku Univ. Graduate School of Medicine（東北大学院・
医・てんかん学分野），8Japan Science and Technology
Agency（JST）, Core Research of Evolutional Science & Tech-
nology（CREST）（科学技術振興機構・戦略的創造研究推進事
業（CREST））

Background
Epileptic seizure is a paroxysmal and self�limited phenome-
non characterized by abnormal hypersynchrony of a large
population of neurons. But our current understanding of sei-
zure dynamics is still limited. Traditional animal model of epi-
leptic seizure by electrical stimulation generates large arti-
facts which interfere with recordings of neuronal activities in
animal model.
Methods�Results
Here we propose a novel in vivo model of epileptic seizures
using optogenetics. Repetitive pulse photo�stimulation in-
duced seizures in the hippocampus of Thy1.2�ChR2�Venus
transgenic rat. Simultaneous multisite recordings and immu-
nohistochemical study by c�Fos staining revealed the sei-
zure involved the entire hippocampus along the longitudinal

（septo�temporal, ST）axis. Granger causality analysis of local
field potentials recorded with multi�contact array electrode
inserted along the ST axis of hippocampus showed a bidirec-
tional but asymmetric increase in signal flow along the ST di-
rection. State space presentation of the causality and coher-
ence revealed three discrete states of the seizure phenome-
non：1）resting state；2）afterdischarge initiation with mod-
erate coherence and dominant septal�to�temporal causal-
ity；and 3）afterdischarge termination with increased coher-
ence and dominant temporal�to�septal causality.
Conclusions�Significance
This novel hippocampal seizure model was advantageous in
its reproducibility and artifact�free electrophysiological ob-
servations. Our results provide additional evidence for the
potential role of hippocampal ST interactions alternating in
temporal cource in seizure phenomenon.

2S6-4 Electrophysiological temporal property of
the striatum

○Hiroyuki Ohta（太田 宏之）
Department of Physiology, National Defense Medical College

（防衛医科大学校生理学講座）

The striatum is related to motor function, as well as other 1st
person cognitive processes such as action selection, action
execution and re�evaluation of the executed action. These
striatal functions are processed in time, within several sec-
onds, suggesting the necessity of investigating striatal time�
domain properties. In order to understand the temporal
structure of the striatal activities, we assessed a temporal
summation of synaptic potentials of adult rodent medium
spiny neurons and a firing probability modulation after the
depolarization. We found that the striatal neuron in acute
slice was able to respond to low frequency synaptic stimula-
tions and sum up the potentials；the maximum inter�stimu-
lus interval（ISI）to observe the potential summation was
100�ms, while the cortex layer 5 pyramidal neurons have
shorter temporal summation ability：the maximum ISI is
25�ms（Reyes and Sakmann 1999）. We also investigated the
firing probability modulation after optogenetic stimulation.
The striatal neurons showed a prolonged firing response of
gradually increasing duration when exposed to repetitive op-
togenetic photostimulation. The prolonged firing response
also recurred after a long intermission of up to 20 sec. These
results indicate that the striatum has a characteristic time�
domain property of the synaptic input integration, suggest-
ing that the prolonged property could be a new pharma-
cological target.



2S7-1 Involvement of TRPV1 activation in pain
and itch sensation

○Koji Shibasaki（柴崎 貢志）
Dep Mol Cellular Neurobiology, Gunma Univ Grad Sch Medi-
cine（群馬大院・医・分子細胞）

The capsaicin receptor, transient receptor potential vanilloid
1（TRPV1）, acts as a polymodal detector of pain�producing
chemical and physical stimuli in sensory neurons. Hypergly-
cemia and hypoxia are two main phenomena in diabetes as-
sociated with several complications. Although many studies
on streptozotocin�induced diabetic rats indicate that early
diabetic neuropathy is associated with potentiation of TRPV
1 activity in dorsal root ganglion neurons, its underlying
mechanism and distinctive roles of hyperglycemia and hy-
poxia have not been completely clarified. In this symposium,
we introduce that artificial hypoxic and high glucose condi-
tions in vitro potentiate the TRPV1 activity without affecting
TRPV1 expression in both native rat sensory neurons and
HEK293 cells expressing rat or human TRPV1. Surprisingly,
hypoxia was found to be a more effective determinant than
high glucose, and hypoxia�inducible factor�1 alpha（HIF�1α）
seemed to be involved. In addition, high glucose enhanced
TRPV1 sensitization only when high glucose existed to-
gether with hypoxia. The potentiation of TRPV1 was caused
by its phosphorylation of the serine residues, and transloca-
tion of protein kinase C（PKC）ε was clearly observed in the
cells exposed to the hypoxic conditions in both cell types,
which was inhibited by 2�methoxyestradiol, a HIF�1α inhibi-
tor. These data suggest that hypoxia is a new sensitization
mechanism for TRPV1, which might be relevant to diabetes�
related complications, and also for other diseases that are as-
sociated with acute hypoxia. In addition to the effect of
TRPV1 on the pain sensation in diabetes, we also introduce
the involvement of TRPV1 on itch sensation through its acti-
vation by chemokines.

2S7-2 Chronic nociceptive stimuli induce “cell
memory due to pain” with epigenetic
modification

○Naoko Kuzumaki1（葛巻 直子），Michiko Narita1（成田
道子），Katsuhide Igarashi2（五十嵐勝秀），Minoru Narita1,2
（成田 年）

1Dept. Pharmacol., Hoshi Univ. Sch. Pharm. Pharmaceut. Sci.
（星薬科大学 薬理学教室），2Life Science Tokyo advanced
Recerch Center（L�StaR）（先端生命科学研究センター（L�
StaR））

Neuropathic and inflammatory pain promote a large number
of persisting adaptations at the cellular and molecular level,
allowing even transient tissue or nerve damage to elicit
changes in cells that contribute to the development of
chronic pain and associated symptoms. There is evidence
that injury�induced changes in chromatin structure drive
stable changes in gene expression and neural function, which
may cause several symptoms, including allodynia, hyperalge-
sia, anxiety, and depression. We have shown that a robust in-
crease in MCP�3 protein, which lasts for up to 2 weeks after
surgery, in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord of mice with sci-
atic nerve ligation is seen mostly in astrocytes, but not micro-
glia or neurons. This increase in MCP�3 gene transcription
was accompanied by the decreased trimethylation of histone
H3 at lysine27（H3K27me3）at the MCP�3 promoter. The in-
creased MCP�3 expression associated with its epigenetic
modification observed in the spinal cord was almost abol-
ished in interleukin�6（IL�6）knockout mice with sciatic nerve
ligation. It has been reported that a Jumonji domein contain-
ing 3（JMJD3）function as transcriptional activators that de-
methylate H3K27me3. Therefore we performed ChIP assays
with antibodies against JMJD3 at the promoter region of
MCP�3. As a result, sciatic nerve ligation significantly in-
creased the induction of jmjd3 at MCP�3 promoter. These
findings suggest that increased MCP�3 expression associ-
ated with IL�6�dependent epigenetic modification at the
MCP�3 promoter after nerve injury, mostly in spinal astro-
cytes, may serve to facilitate astrocyte�microglia�neuron in-
teraction in the spinal cord. In this symposium, we will also
discuss the importance of epigenetic changes in another mo-
lecular targets for chronic pain.



2S7-3 Neurotransmitters Modulating Pain Inhibi-
tory Pathways

○Takashi Suto（須藤 貴史）
Department of Anesthesiology, Gunma University Graduate
School of Medicine（群馬大学大学院医学系研究科 麻酔神経
科学）

The spinal dorsal horn is the powerful target of regulation of
pain signaling by local and supraspinal mechanisms. De-
scending control of spinal nociception originate from many
brain regions and plays critical roles in determining the expe-
rience of both acute and chronic pain. Most clinically avail-
able analgesic drugs for acute and chronic pain, like opiates
and α2 adrenenoceptor agonists, change the descending pain
controlling pathways. In this presentation, I focus on the no-
radrenaline�serotonin systems, which originate from locus
coeruleus（LC）and rostalventrolateral medulla（RVM）respec-
tively, and will discuss about their roles in pain modulation
and modulation of other brain functions. In chronic neuro-
pathic pain model, plastic change of the descending path-
ways of noradrenaline�serotonin are related to the pain proc-
essing including the effects of endogenous analgesia and the
effects of analgesic drugs.

2S7-4 Microglial transcription factors and neuro-
pathic pain

○Makoto Tsuda1（津田 誠），Takahiro Masuda1（増田 隆
博），Hidetoshi Tozaki�Saitoh1（齊藤 秀俊），Kazuhide
Inoue2（井上 和秀）
1Dept. Life Innov., Grad. Sch. Pharmaceut. Sci., Kyushu Univ.

（九州大院・薬・ライフ），2Dept. Mol. Syst. Pharmacol., Grad.
Sch. Pharmaceut. Sci., Kyushu Univ.（九州大院・薬・薬理）

In contrast to physiological pain, pathological pain is not de-
pendent on the presence of tissue�damaging stimuli. One
type of pathological pain�neuropathic pain�is often a conse-
quence of nerve injury or of diseases. Neuropathic pain can
be agonizing, can persist over long periods, and is often resis-
tant to known painkillers. A growing body of evidence indi-
cates that many pathological processes within the CNS are
mediated by complex interactions between neurons and glial
cells. In the case of painful peripheral neuropathy, spinal mi-
croglia react and undergo a series of changes that directly in-
fluence the establishment of neuropathic pain states. Results
of our laboratory have demonstrated that the transcription
factor interferon regulatory factor�8（IRF8）is upregulated
in spinal microglia after peripheral nerve injury（PNI）and
regulates expression of genes crucial for converting the cells
to reactive ones. Furthermore, we recently identify IRF5 as a
target of IRF8 and as being required for upregulation of P2X
4 receptors（P2X4Rs；ATP�gated channels essential for pro-
ducing neuropathic pain）. PNI increased expression of IRF5
in spinal microglia in a cell type�specific manner. The
upregulation of IRF5 expression was abolished in IRF8�defi-
cient mice. IRF5 induced expression of P2X4R by directly
binding to the promoter region of the P2rx4 gene. Mice lack-
ing Irf5 did not upregulate spinal P2X4R after PNI, and also
exhibited substantial resistance to pain hypersensitivity.
Thus, an IRF8�IRF5 transcriptional axis contributes to shift-
ing spinal microglia toward a P2X4R�expressing reactive
state after PNI. These results may provide a new target for
treating neuropathic pain.



3S1 History and future of Japanese Society for
Neurochemistry（JSN）and International
Society for Neurochemistry（ISN）.
JSN�ISN の歴史を探り今後の発展を考え
る

○Kunihiko Suzuki1（鈴木 邦彦），Mei Satake2（佐武 明），
Eishichi Miyamoto3（宮本 英七），Kazuhiro Ikenaka4（池中
一裕），Hiroshi Kiyama5（木山 博資）
1North Carolina Univ.，2Niigata Univ.，3Kumamoto Univ.，4Natl
Inst Physiol Sci，5Nagoya Univ.（名古屋大学大学院医学系研究
科機能組織学（解剖学第二））

In this round table discussion, each discussant will present a
topic concerning history and future of JSN and ISN, then all
participants including audiences from floor discuss it freely.
The topics are followings：1）Outline of history of JSN（K.
Uyemura）. The JSN from 1958 is the oldest society for Neu-
rochemistry in the world. It developed much and is now the
58th meeting in Oomiya, 2015. 2）The early stage of JSN（M.
Satake）. From the beginning, active and friendly discussions
were carried out among clinical doctors such as psychiatrists
and scientists of basic medicine. And the discussions contin-
ued traditionally until now. They also made great efforts to
obtain the national grants. 3）History of ISN and J. Neuro-
chem.（K. Suzuki）. As the treasurer of ISN, Suzuki contrib-
uted much to establish its financial background. He suc-
ceeded to make J. Neurochem. the official journal of ISN and
to obtain considerable benefits to ISN from it. Thereafter,
ISN are able to several supports to local meetings, travel ex-
penses and so on. Now as a new treasurer of ISN, Ikenaka
was elected. 4）Contributions of Japanese to ISN（E. Mi-
yamoto）. Many Japanese contributed to ISN as officers, coun-
cil members, the members of editorial board of J. Neurochem.
In addition, the ISN meeting were invited to Japan twice（4th

ISN meeting, 1973, Tokyo, Chairman Y. Tsukada and 15th

meeting, 1995, Kyoto, Chairman K. Kuriyama）. The possibil-
ity to invite 3rd ISN meeting in Japan will be discussed. Re-
cently, as a new council member of ISN, Hiroko Baba was
elected in addition to Hisanaga. Their active contribution to
ISN and JSN will be expected. 5）History and future of Asian
Pacific Society for Neurochemistry（APSN）（K. Ikenaka）. Un-
der ISN, there are three sub�societies in the world, American
Society for Neurochemistry（ASN）, European Society for
Neurochemistry（ESN）and Asian�Pacific Society for Neuro-
chemistry（APSN）. Each national society belongs to one of
sub�society.
Therefore, JSN belong to APSN. Ikenaka, who contributed to
APSN as the treasurer and the president of APSN previ-
ously, will talk on topics of APSN. 6）Recent problems of JSN

（T. Shirao）. There are several problems on JSN, such as the
number of members, financial situation including members
fee and supports from other resource, policies to support
young scientists and woman scientists. In addition, relation-
ship between JSN and other related societies, such as Japa-
nese Neuroscience Society will be discussed. 7）Hopeful fu-
ture of JSN（H. Kiyama）. Finally, Kiyama, the president of
JSN, will show the future of JSN, after these all discussions.



3S2-1 Regulation of BDNF gene expression and
its possible role in neural functions and
diseases

○Mamoru Fukuchi（福地 守），Akiko Tabuchi（田渕 明
子），Masaaki Tsuda（津田 正明）
Dept. Biol Chem., Grad. Sch. of Med. & Pharm. Sci., Univ. of
Toyama（富山大院・医薬・分子神経生物）

It has been widely accepted that the expression of BDNF
gene is controlled in a neuronal activity�dependent manner.
We have investigated molecular mechanisms underlying the
activity�dependent expression of Bdnf . Here we especially
focused on the regulation of Bdnf expression by stimulation
of G protein�coupled receptor（GPCR）, which is a major re-
ceptor for neuromodulators such as monoamines and neu-
ropeptides. Using primary culture of cortical cells, we found
that the stimulation of PAC1, a Gs�q�coupled GPCR, with pi-
tuitary adenylate cyclase�activating polypeptide（PACAP）
selectively activated NMDA receptor（NMDAR）�calcineurin
pathway, resulting in the induction of Bdnf expression
through CREB and its co�activator, CREB�regulated tran-
scriptional co�activator 1（CRTC1）. Interestingly, this induc-
tion of Bdnf was similarly observed when the cells were
treated with other Gs�or Gq�coupled GPCR agonists such as
SKF38393, isoproterenol, corticotropin�releasing factor

（CRF）, and neurotensin. These results suggest that the se-
lective activation of the NMDAR�calcineurin pathway is gen-
erally induced by the stimulation of Gs�q�coupled GPCR in
neurons. It is well known that CREB, CRTC1, and BDNF con-
tribute to expressing long�lasting changes in neural func-
tions such as learning and memory. Moreover, dysregulation
of neuromodulatory systems, such as dopaminergic and sero-
tonergic signaling, is suggested to be related to neural and
psychiatric disorders including depression and schizophre-
nia. Taken together, the GPCR�mediated Bdnf expression
through the NMDAR�calcineurin�CRTC1�CREB pathway
would contribute to plasticity�related phenomena and the
disruption of this regulation may be related to pathogenesis
of psychiatric disorders.

3S2-2 CAPS2�The positive regulation factor of
BDNF secretion and the candidate gene
for autism

○Yo Shinoda1,2（篠田 陽），Tetsushi Sadakata3（定方 哲
史），Hajime Hirase2（平瀬 肇），Teiichi Furuichi1,2（古市
貞一）
1Fac of Sci and Tech, Tokyo Univ of Sci（東京理大・理工・応
用生物），2RIKEN BSI（理研BSI），3Adv Sci Res Leaders De-
velop Unit, Gumma Univ（群馬大先端科学研究指導者育成ユ
ニット）

Calcium�dependent activator protein for secretion 2（CAPS
2）plays a role in regulation of dense�core vesicle secretion
and is associated with autism susceptibility. In this study, we
analyzed CAPS2�mediated secretion of brain�derived neu-
rotrophic factor（BDNF）and cellular and behavioral pheno-
types of CAPS2 knockout（KO）mice. CAPS2 KO mice had
significant reduction in BDNF levels in the hippocampus
compared to their wild type（WT）littermates. Time�lapse
live cell imaging showed that overexpression of exogenous
CAPS2 enhanced quantity and kinetics of activity�depend-
ent BDNF�pHluorin release from cultured hippocampal neu-
rons of CAPS2 KO mice. KO mouse hippocampus also
showed decreased number of GABAergic neurons, de-
creased synaptic vesicle density of inhibitory synapses and
decreased frequency and amplitude of mIPSCs. Theta�burst
induced long�term potentiation（LTP）at CA3�CA1 synapses
was normally induced in KO mice but was reduced in the
maintenance phase compared to the WT. The LTP mainte-
nance, however, became indistinguishable between KO and
WT in the presence of GABA�A receptor antagonist picro-
toxin. In addition, KO mice exhibited augmented autistic and
anxiety�like behavior which may be associated with im-
paired GABAergic transmission. Taken together, our study
suggests that CAPS2 is an important regulator of BDNF se-
cretion and thereby influences development of GABAergic
inhibitory synapse networks.



3S2-3 New insight in transport and secretion of
BDNF：Implications in brain�related dis-
eases

○Naoki Adachi1,2（安達 直樹），Tadahiro Numakawa1,3（沼
川 忠広），Shingo Nakajima1,4（中島 進吾），Haruki
Odaka1,5（小高 陽樹），Aya Yoshimura1,6（吉村 文），Hiro-
shi Kunugi1（功刀 浩）
1Dept. of Mental Disorder Research, National Institute of
Neuroscience, NCNP（国立精神・神経センター 神経研 疾
病研究第三部），2Department of Bioscience, Kwansei Gakuin
University（関西学院大学 理工学部 生命医化学科），3De-
partment of Cell Modulation, Institute of Molecular Embryol-
ogy and Genetics, Kumamoto University（熊本大学 発生医
学研究所 幹細胞誘導分野），4Faculty of Health Science, Hok-
kaido University（北海道大学 医学部 保健学科），5Depart-
ment of Life Science and Medical Bioscience, School of Ad-
vanced Science and Engineering, Waseda University（早稲田
大学 理工学術院 先進理工学研究科），6Division of Labora-
tory Animals Resources, National Institute of Neuroscience,
NCNP（国立精神・神経センター 神経研 実験動物管理室）

Brain�derived neurotrophic factor（BDNF）is an essential fac-
tor for survival, differentiation, and functions of neurons in
the central nervous system（CNS）. BDNF protein is needed
to be transported from the cell body to the secretion sites by
secretory vesicles to exert its biological functions. Dysfunc-
tions of the transport have been suggested in several psychi-
atric and neurodegenerative diseases such as Huntington’s
disease. We examined the impact of a stress�related hor-
mone, glucocorticoid, on BDNF�containing vesicle transport
in neurite of cortical neurons. Glucocorticoid treatment en-
hanced the microtubule�based BDNF vesicle transport and
the effect was dependent on increased expression of hunting-
tin protein. We will discuss the importance of transport and
secretion steps in BDNF function, focusing on the interaction
between BDNF, huntingtin and glucocorticoids.

3S2-4 Biological roles of the BDNF pro�peptide

○Toshiyuki Mizui1（水井 利幸），Yasuyuki Ishikawa2（石
川 保幸），Haruko Kumanogoh1（熊ノ郷晴子），Masami Ko-
jima1（小島 正己）
1Molecular and Cellular Pathology Research Team, Biomedi-
cal Research Inst., AIST（産総研・バイオメディカル・分子
細胞病態研究特別チーム），2Department of Systems Life En-
gineering Maebashi Institute of Technology（前橋工科大学シ
ステム生体工学科）

Most growth factors are initially synthesized as precursor
proteins and subsequently processed into their mature form
by proteolytic cleavage, resulting in simultaneous removal of
a pro�peptide. However, as compared to that of mature form,
the biological role of the pro�peptide is poorly understood.
Here, we investigated the biological role of the pro�peptide of
brain�derived neurotrophic factor（BDNF）and first showed
that the pro�peptide is expressed and secreted in hippocam-
pal tissues and cultures, respectively. Interestingly, we found
that the BDNF pro�peptide directly facilitates hippocampal
long�term depression（LTD）, requiring the activation of
GluN2B�containing N�methyl�D�aspartate（NMDA）recep-
tors and the pan�neurotrophin receptor p75NTR. The BDNF
pro�peptide also enhances NMDA�induced alpha�amino�3�
hydroxy�5�methyl�4�isoxazole propionic acid receptor endo-
cytosis, a mechanism crucial for LTD expression. Thus, the
BDNF pro�peptide is involved in synaptic plasticity that
regulates a mechanism responsible for promoting LTD. The
well�known BDNF polymorphism Val66Met affects human
memory function. Here, the BDNF pro�peptide with Met mu-
tation completely inhibits hippocampal LTD. These findings
demonstrate functional roles for the BDNF pro�peptide and
a naturally occurring human BDNF polymorphism in hip-
pocampal synaptic depression.



3S3-1 Epigenetic alterations in neuronal cells of
patients with bipolar disorder and schizo-
phrenia

○Kazuya Iwamoto1（岩本 和也），Tadafumi Kato2（加藤
忠史）
1Department of Molecular Psychiatry, Graduate School of
Medicine, the University of Tokyo（東京大学大学院医学系研
究科分子精神医学講座），2Laboratory for Molecular Psychia-
try, RIKEN BSI（理化学研究所脳科学総合研究センター精神
疾患動態研究チーム）

Despite the extensive efforts, genetic factors involved in ma-
jor psychiatric disorders such as bipolar disorder（BD）and
schizophrenia（SZ）can explain only a part of their patho-
physiology. Accumulating evidence suggests that epigenetic
factors such as cytosine and histone modifications are in-
volved in not only fundamental and higher brain functions
but also the pathophysiology of psychiatric disorders. We
comprehensively analyzed DNA methylation profiles of neu-
ronal and non�neuronal nuclei derived from frozen prefron-
tal cortex samples of patients and controls. Bioinformatic
analysis of differentially methylated regions revealed the
propensity of promoter�wide hypomethylation in addition to
hypermethylation of neuronal function�related genes in BD
and SZ. Using cell culture and animal models, we systemati-
cally assessed the effect of mood stabilizers and antipsychot-
ics, and found that they may account for only minor fraction
of DNA methylation changes detected in brain. Our results
suggest that further epigenetic analyses in the brain will con-
tribute to understand the pathophysiology of psychiatric dis-
orders. Our ongoing analyses focusing on various cytosine
modifications in more specific cell types, and comparative
neuronal epigenomics for understanding the role of epigene-
tics on neuronal functions will be discussed.

3S3-2 A role for inefficient RNA editing in the
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis（ALS）patho-
genesis

○Shin Kwak1（郭 伸）
1Div. of Clin. Biotech., Centr. for Dis. Biol. and Integ. Med.,
Grad. School of Med., Univ. of Tokyo（東京大院・医・疾患生
命工学セ・臨床医工学），2Internatl. Univ. of Health and Wel-
fare（国際医療福祉大学臨床医学研究センター）

Motor neurons of the majority of amyotrophic lateral sclero-
sis（ALS）cases express abnormal GluA2 that possesses glu-
tamine（Q）instead of arginine（R）at the Q�R site due to fail-
ure of adenosine to inosine（A�to�I）conversion. This molecu-
lar abnormality results from down�regulation of the RNA ed-
iting enzyme adenosine deaminase acting on RNA 2（ADAR
2）that specifically catalyzes A�to�I conversion at the Q�R
site of GluA2 pre�mRNA. AMPA receptors containing uned-
ited GluA2 are highly permeable to Ca2＋, and resultant exag-
gerated Ca2＋ influx causes slow death of motor neurons in
conditional ADAR2 knockout（AR2）mice. Notably, ADAR2�
lacking motor neurons in the AR2 mice exhibit TDP�43 pa-
thology, the most reliable neuropathological hallmark of ALS.
Furthermore, TDP�43 pathology and ADAR2 down�regula-
tion are concomitantly observed in the same motor neurons
of ALS patients. These lines of evidence indicate that ADAR
2 down�regulation is involved in the ALS pathogenic mecha-
nism and a molecular target for ALS therapy. Therefore, we
developed a gene therapy for ALS by the delivery of the
ADAR2 gene to the mouse motor neurons using an adeno�
associated virus（AAV）vector. A single intravenous injection
of AAV�ADAR2 successfully prevented AR2 mice from de-
veloping clinical and pathological ALS phenotype. In this
symposium, I would like to present that failure of RNA proc-
essing causes human disease and normalization of the RNA
processing is a possible therapeutic strategy.



3S3-3 Epigenetic studies in Alzheimer’s disease

○Katie Lunnon，Rebecca Smith，Eilis Hannon，Philip De
Jager，Gyan Srivastava，Manuela Volta，Claire Troakes，
Safa Al�Sarraj，Joe Burrage，Ruby Macdonald，Daniel
Condliffe，Pavel Katsel，Vahram Haroutunian，Zachary
Kaminsky，Catharine Joachim，Lorna Harries，John Pow-
ell，Simon Lovestone，David A. Bennett，Leonard Schalk-
wyk，Jonathan Mill
University of Exeter

Background

Increasing knowledge about the biology of the genome has impli-
cated an important role for epigenetic variation in human health
and disease, and recent methodological advances mean that epi-
genome�wide association studies（EWAS）are now feasible for
complex disease phenotypes including Alzheimer’s disease. Epi-
genetic epidemiology is a relatively new endeavor, however, and
there are important considerations regarding study design, tis-
sue�type, analysis strategy and data interpretation. Here we de-
scribe two systematic cross�tissue EWAS analyses of DNA
methylation in AD using a powerful sequential replication de-
sign, with the goal of identifying disease�associated methylomic
variation across pathologically�relevant regions of the brain.

Methods

We used the Illumina Infinium Human Methylation 450K Bead-
Chip to assess genome�wide methylation at ＞485,000 CpG sites
in a discovery cohort of 117 individuals from the London MRC
Brain Bank. We profiled multiple brain regions（prefrontal cortex,
entorhinal cortex, superior temporal gyrus and cerebellum）rep-
resenting the spectrum of AD pathology and matched samples
collected pre�mortem. Differentially methylated positions（DMPs）
of interest were validated in a second independent cohort of 144
individuals from the Mount Sinai Brain Bank. Data was analysed
using various R packages to identify differentially methylated
loci important in disease, including network analyses, pathway
analyses and a sliding window approach to identify differentially
methylated regions（DMRs）spanning multiple DMPs.

Results

Data was analysed using various R packages to identify differen-
tially methylated loci important in disease, including network
analyses, pathway analyses and a sliding window approach to
identify differentially methylated regions（DMRs）spanning mul-
tiple DMPs. In our discovery cohort we identified a number of
differentially methylated regions（DMRs）in cortical regions,
which were associated with neuropathological measures of Al-
zheimer’s disease. Many of these were validated in our independ-
ent replication cohort.

Conclusions

This study provides compelling evidence for an association be-
tween epigenomic dysfunction and AD�related neuropathology.
This study represents the first epigenome�wide association
study（EWAS）of AD employing a sequential replication design
across multiple tissues, highlighting the power of this strategy
for the identification of disease�associated DMRs.

3S3-4 Behavioral consequences of dysmyelina-
tion

○Wendy B. Macklin，Elizabeth Gould，Diego Restrepo
Department of Cell and Developmental Biology, University of
Colorado School of Medicine.

Myelin is required for proper nerve conduction and has an
important role in normal neuronal function. Polymorphisms
in myelin genes are associated with neurologic and psychiat-
ric diseases. However, little is known about the neuronal and
behavioral consequences of myelin disruption and the role of
myelin genes in pathology. To address the contribution of
myelin function to behavioral and cognitive deficits, we in-
vestigated behavior in the proteolipid protein（PLP）�null
mouse. These mice generate myelin but they exhibit pro-
gressive myelin dysfunction and subsequent axonal degen-
eration. We tested 3 and 8 month�old PLP knockout PLP（��
Y）male mice in several behavioral tests. No motor deficits
were observed in 3 and 8 month old PLP（��Y）mice on the
Rotarod, a classical test of motor function. In an open field
test, 8 month PLP（��Y）mice spent less time in the center
of the open field, while exploration of the walls was increased.
PLP（��Y）mice had decreased motivation to bury marbles
in the marble burying task, in which the number of marbles
buried in 10 minutes is quantified. This is an instinctive be-
havior, but 3 month PLP（��Y）mice buried fewer marbles
and by 8 months they buried almost none. Their perform-
ance on the Y maze, a test of spatial memory and hippocam-
pal function, was normal at both ages. However, their behav-
ior in the Puzzle Box, a test of problem�solving and execu-
tive function, suggested deficits in problem solving. The Puz-
zle Box involves moving from a lighted box into a darkened
goal box. The entry to the goal box becomes increasingly dif-
ficult, initially by covering it, then putting sawdust into it and
finally covering the sawdust�filled entry. The 3 and 8 month
PLP（��Y）mice displayed cognitive deficits evidenced by
longer latency to reach the goal box when presented with
the new challenges. Intriguingly, 3 and 8 month PLP（��Y）
mice exhibit a significant increase in immobility and a lack of
coordinated swimming behavior when placed in water. We
are currently investigating why there is a swimming deficit
in PLP（��Y）mice. These behavioral results indicate that
myelin dysfunction prior to significant axonal degeneration
results in targeted behavioral deficits and cognitive dysfunc-
tion. Ongoing investigation aims at refining the characteriza-
tion of these deficits and linking them to structural alteration
of myelin in specific areas of the brain. Supported by NS
25304.



3S4-1 Optogenetic manipulation and imaging of
CaMKII�Rho GTPase signaling pathway
during synaptic plasticity

○Hideji Murakoshi（村越 秀治）
National Institute for Physiological Sciences（生理学研究所）

Ca2＋�Calmodulin�dependent kinase II（CaMKII）is one of
the most important signaling molecules for synaptic plastic-
ity underlying learning and memory. Here, we developed a
photo�activatable CaMKII（paCaMKII）. Light�induced spine
specific CaMKII activation successfully induced the struc-
tural plasticity, which suggesting that CaMKII activation is
sufficient for the plasticity. In addition, we imaged the activ-
ity of Rho GTPases, RhoA and Cdc42, by using 2pFLIM and
found that these molecules are activated via CaMKII. Fur-
thermore, since the loss of function assay suggests that RhoA
and Cdc42 works for triggering and maintaining the struc-
tural plasticity, respectively, these molecules may coopera-
tively work for establishing the spine structural plasticity.

3S4-2 Reward action of dopamine on the struc-
tural plasticity of dendritic spines

○Sho Yagishita1（柳下 祥），Haruo Kasai1,2（河西 春郎）
1Lab. of Structural Phys. Med., Univ. of Tokyo（東京大院・
医・構造生理），2CREST

Animal behaviors are reinforced by subsequent rewards fol-
lowing within a narrow time window. Such reward signals
are primarily coded by dopamine, which modulates the syn-
aptic connections of medium spiny neurons in the striatum.
However, it has been difficult to understand why dopamine
reinforces preceding, but not subsequent, sensorimotor
events if dopamine always activates downstream molecules
such as protein�kinase A（PKA）. In acute slices of mouse
brain, we selectively stimulated dopaminergic and glutama-
tergic inputs on D1R�MSNs by optogenetic stimulation of
dopaminergic fibers and two�photon uncaging of caged�glu-
tamates paired with APs（STDP）. We found that dopamine
markedly potentiated spine enlargement, but this only oc-
curred within a narrow time window（0.3�2 s）closely follow-
ing STDP, which is consistent with behavioral conditioning
findings. FRET imaging of Ca2＋�calmodulin�dependent pro-
tein kinase II（CaMKII）and protein�kinase A（PKA）revealed
that the sequence detection involved molecular signaling up-
stream of PKA activation：Sufficient generation of cAMP
for PKA activation occurred only when spikes preceded
dopamine to prime adenylyl�cyclase（AC1）, otherwise cAMP
was effectively removed by a potent phosphodiesterase

（PDE）activity in thin distal dendrites of MSNs due to a large
surface�to�volume ratio. Therefore, PKA was activated only
within the specific timing for reinforcement, which then acti-
vated CaMKII through the dopamine�and cAMP�regulated
phosphoprotein 32 kDa（DARPP�32）. Thus, these intracellu-
lar mechanisms can explain the reward action of dopamine.
We are now studying how D1R�MSNs are involved in a
Pavlovian conditioning task using head�fixed mice.



3S4-3 Phospho�proteomic analysis enables dis-
covery of reward signals

○Taku Nagai1,3（永井 拓），Mutsuki Amano2,3（天野 睦
紀），Kiyofumi Yamada1,3（山田 清文），Kozo Kaibuchi2,3（貝
淵 弘三）
1Dept. Neuropsychopharmacol. Hosp. Pharm., Nagoya Univ.
Grad. Sch. Med.（名古屋大院・医・医療薬学・附属病院薬剤
部），2Dept. Cell Pharmacol., Nagoya Univ. Grad. Sch. Med.（名
古屋大院・医・神経情報薬理），3SRPBS（脳科学研究戦略推進
プログラム）

It is well known that dopamine（DA）is necessary for motor
function, motivation, working memory and the reward sys-
tem. The principal target of DA is medium spiny neurons

（MSNs）, which are divided into two distinct classes, DA type
1 receptor（D1R）�or type 2 receptor�expressing neurons（D
1R�MSNs or D2R�MSNs, respectively）, within the striatum.
D1R�MSNs in the striatum form direct projections to the
substantia nigra pars reticulata, whereas D2R�MSNs form
indirect projections to the substantia nigra pars reticulata via
the pallidum and subthalamic nuclei. These two pathways
control the dynamic balance in the basal ganglia�thalamocor-
tical circuit. DA is believed to regulate membrane properties
acting through D1R�protein kinase A（PKA）for controlling
reward�related behaviors. However, how PKA regulates the
D1R�MSN excitability and reward�related behaviors re-
mains largely unknown. To elucidate PKA�dependent re-
ward signaling in D1R�MSNs, we performed phospho�pro-
teomic analyses to comprehensively identify the PKA sub-
strates downstream of D1Rs in the striatum. We also at-
tempted to characterize neurochemical and behavioral sig-
nificance of these phosphorylated substrates. We will intro-
duce our recent findings in this symposium.

3S4-4 Genetic manipulation of memory engram

○Naoki Matsuo（松尾 直毅）
Dept. of Mol. and Behav. Neurosci., Grad. Sch. of Med., Osaka
Univ.（大阪大院・医・分子行動神経科学）

It is a fundamental question how memories are represented
in the brain. A prevailing hypothesis suggests that memory
is encoded by a cooperative activity of specific subset group
of neurons. However, identifying these neurons supporting a
given memory is challenging because these neuronal ensem-
bles are likely sparsely distributed within the brain. To cir-
cumvent this difficulty, we have previously developed a
transgenic system in mice that allows us to manipulate neu-
rons activated during a relevant behavior. In the system, the
expression of a given transgene is regulated by neuronal ac-
tivity via the promoter of c�fos gene, whose expression is
rapidly and transiently induced in response to neuronal activ-
ity, and is also dependent on a tetracycline inducible expres-
sion system. I will introduce approaches trying to manipulate
the memory engram to address many unanswered questions
about memory. I will also discuss about the possibility to ma-
nipulate a molecular activity in those neuronal ensembles.



3S4-5 Computational modeling of dopaminergic
actions on striatal medium spiny neurons

○Junichiro Yoshimoto（吉本潤一郎），Naoto Yukinawa（行
縄 直人），Takashi Nakano（中野 高志）
Neural Computation Unit, Okinawa Institute of Science and
Technology Graduate University（沖縄科学技術大学院大学学
園神経計算ユニット）

The striatum is the input structure of the basal ganglia and
involved in various aspects of reward evaluation and incen-
tive�based learning. Since it was suggested that dopamine
encodes the reward prediction error, the neural substrates of
this type of learning has often been discussed in the context
of reinforcement learning theory, in which the dopamine�de-
pendent corticostriatal plasticity is thought to be a critical
element for linking sensory inputs and motor actions via re-
ward signals, resulting in goal�directed behavior. How can
this plasticity be interpreted as an outcome of intracellular
molecular signaling cascades? What dysfunction of molecular
signaling could lead to the breakdown of the plasticity? What
extracellular signal could modulate the plasticity? In this talk,
we present our studies to seek for possible answers of these
questions from a viewpoint of“dynamical systems.”
The majority of neurons in the striatum is constituted by me-
dium spiny neurons（MSNs）, whose population is divided into
two subpopulations：one expresses dopamine D1�like recep-
tors（D1Rs）and the other subpopulation expresses dopamine
D2�like receptors（D2Rs）. In the first half, we present a ki-
netic signal transduction model of D1R�expressing MSN con-
structed based on existing literature and database, and show
that the bistability of the positive feedback loop constituted
by PKA, PP2A and DARPP�32（pThr75）could play an impor-
tant role in reverting long�term depression to long�term po-
tentiation in dopamine�dependent plasticity. In the second
half, we present our on�going study on a kinetic signal trans-
duction model of D2R�expressing MSN, which is based on
observations that dopamine exerts pharmacological actions
opposite to that of D1R�expressing MSN and counteracts
adenosine signaling, which facilitates PKA activity via adeno-
sine A2A�like receptors（A2ARs）. The model predicts that
the bidirectional plasticity of the MSN could be maintained
through the balance between dopamine and adenosine sig-
nals.

3S4-6 Comparative genetic analysis of autism
and schizophrenia：Focus on rare variants

○Branko Aleksic，Itaru Kushima，Norio Ozaki
Nagoya University, Graduate School of Medicine, Depart-
ment of Psychiatry

There is strong evidence that genetic factors make substan-
tial contributions to the etiology of autism spectrum disorder

（ASD）and schizophrenia, with heritability estimates being
at least 80％. In recent years new molecular genetics find-
ings, particularly from the application of genome�wide asso-
ciation studies（GWASs）, have implicated risk factors for
ASD and schizophrenia, and have suggested the possibility
of a genetic overlap between them. Earlier, we conducted
low resolution copy number variation（CNV）screening using
affimetrix 5.0 array in order to catalog CNVs that may in-
crease the schizophrenia susceptibility in the Japanese popu-
lation. The current study is an extension of previous project.
For the CNV detection, we are using high resolution com-
parative genomic hybridization array（aCGH）with 720k
probes and 4,000 bps resolution. In addition we are conduct-
ing whole genome next generation whole genome sequenc-
ing for the patients in whom large psychiatric CNVs have
been detected.Besides the known large CNVs that are previ-
ously reported to be associated with schizophrenia we found
hundreds of small to medium size novel, exon disrupting se-
quence variations in more than 10％ of patients with develop-
mental disorders. Many of those are in functionally relevant
protein domains, with the potential to affect physiological
function of the affected gene productIn summary, these find-
ings point to the number of genomic variants that may be
relevant to the pathoetiology of schizophrenia and ASD were
below the detection threshold of last generation CNV typing
technologies. In addition, much future work is required, and
this work should not be constrained by current categorical
diagnostic systems. Such studies should explore the relation-
ship of genes and genetic risk factors to symptomatology
across current diagnostic categories.



3S5-1 AGE�DEPENDENT SPECIFIC CHANGES
IN AREA CA2 OF THE HIPPOCAMPUS
AND SOCIAL MEMORY DEFICIT IN THE
22Q11.2 MOUSE MODEL OF SCHIZO-
PHRENIA

○Vivien Chevaleyre1，Rebecca Piskorowski1，Anastasia
Diamantopoulou2,4，Steven Siegelbaum3，Kaoutsar Nasral-
lah1，Jun Mukai2，Joseph Gogos2
1Centre National Research Scientifique, Unite Mixte Re-
search 8118, University Paris，2Department of Physiology and
Cellular Biophysics, Department of Neuroscience and Phar-
macology, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia Uni-
versity，3Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Department of
Neuroscience and Pharmacology, College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Columbia University，4Department of Psychiatry,
College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University

An imbalance between excitation and inhibition is observed
in several pathologies. Post�mortem studies have shown a re-
duction in interneuron number in hippocampal area CA2
with schizophrenia. We examined transmission in area CA2
of Df（16）A＋��mice, a mouse model of the 22q11.2 deletion
syndrome, which presents the highest known risk for devel-
oping schizophrenia. These mice recapitulate many of the be-
havioral deficits and neuroanatomical changes observed in
humans. We found that Df（16）A＋��mice have fewer Par-
valbumin�expressing interneurons in area CA2, with no dif-
ferences found in areas CA1 and CA3. Second, we found that
the level of feed�forward inhibitory transmission is also re-
duced in area CA2 of these mice. As a consequence, excita-
tory transmission from Schaffer collaterals is larger in basal
conditions. Third, these differences did not manifest until the
mice reached adulthood. Fourth, we also found an age�de-
pendent hyperpolarization of the resting membrane potential
of CA2 pyramidal cells in Df（16）A＋��mice. CA2 pyramidal
cells in Df（16）A＋��mice displayed fewer action potentials
in response to proximal and distal excitatory input stimula-
tion. Long�term depression at inhibitory synapses is reduced
in Df（16）A＋��mice, resulting in impaired action potential
firing in Df（16）A＋��mice. Finally, Df（16）A＋��mice dis-
play a deficit in social memory, a phenotype similar to the
one observed after complete silencing of CA2 pyramidal neu-
rons. Thus, our results shed new light onto a potential
mechanism underlying the social memory impairment ob-
served during schizophrenia.

3S5-2 Pioneer discovery of the CA2 function in
the hippocampus

○Yuko Sekino（関野 祐子）
Division of Pharmacology, National Institute of Health Sci-
ences（国立医薬品食品衛生研究所）

Among subregions of the Cornu Ammonis（CA1�CA2�CA3）
in the hippocampus, the CA2 region has remained unex-
plored in detail for long time, although a huge amount of
studies have been performed on the CA3, CA1 and CA3�CA
1 synapses. In early 1990’s, the optical device with sufficiently
high resolution for time and spatial information has been de-
veloped. The device enabled us to observe spread of depo-
larization along the CA3�CA2�CA1 pathway in the rat hip-
pocampal slices, suggesting the distinguishable function of
the CA2（Sekino, et al 1997）. This report is the first descrip-
tion of CA2 activity in the hippocampus. Additionally we
have immnohistochemically shown that adenosine A1 recep-
tors are highly expressed in the CA2 neurons（Ochiishi, et al
1999）. Inputs from the suprammamillary nucleus, which pro-
vides the classical definition of the CA2, is involved in the
spread of epileptic activity in the hippocampus（Saji, et al
2000）. We have also shown that number of C�Fos expressed
neurons in the CA2 of rats placed in the open field is reduced

（unpublished data）. These studies have added much infor-
mation on the cytoarchitectural information of the CA2 by
Lorente de Nov（1934）, but further precise functional roles of
the CA2 have not been elucidated until recent technical
break through, the discovery of the genetic molecular mark-
ers defining the CA2 neurons. I will introduce our pioneer
discovery and insights of the CA2 function.



3S5-3 An examination of the local circuitry and
impact on network activity by supramam-
millary nucleus inputs to area CA2 of the
hippocampus

○Rebecca Piskorowski，Vincent Robert，Ludivine Ther-
reau，Vivien Chevaleyre
Centre National Research Scientifique, Unite Mixte Research
8118, University Paris

Area CA2 of the hippocampus differs from areas CA1 and
CA3 in many aspects. Recent findings indicate that this re-
gion is unlikely to code spatial information, but is critical for
social memory. Neurons in area CA2 form a reciprocal con-
nection with the supramammillary nucleus（SuM）, a hypo-
thalamic structure activated by stress and reward. We are
using targeted viral vectors in combination with transgenic
mouse lines in order to selectively express channelrhodopsin
in SuM neurons and selectively excite projections from these
neurons in transverse hippocampal slices. We have found
that SuM fibers form excitatory synapses onto both pyrami-
dal cells and interneurons in the deep portion of the somatic
layer in area CA2. An inhibitory post�synaptic potential is
evoked in CA2 pyramidal cells following SuM stimulation,
which is entirely abolished after blocking excitatory trans-
mission. These results reveal that SuM fiber stimulation ef-
fectively evokes action potentials in interneurons that feed�
forward onto CA2 pyramidal cells. In contrast, the direct glu-
tamatergic transmission between SuM and CA2 pyramidal
cells is quite weak and unable to evoke firing. Furthermore,
SuM activity results in the release of neuropeptide, allowing
for an indirect modulation of inhibitory transmission in this
area. We are examining the properties and axonal projec-
tions of the interneurons that receive inputs from SuM fibers
in order to better understand how SuM activity alters the lo-
cal circuitry in the hippocampus. We postulate that strong
recruitment and modulation of perisomatic inhibition in this
area may influence network oscillatory activity.

3S5-4 The role of CA2 in regulating information
flow in the hippocampus

○Thomas J. McHugh
RIKEN Brain Science Institute

Understanding the flow and processing of spatial and contex-
tual information across the subregions（CA1�CA2�CA3�DG）
of the hippocampus has been a long standing goal of neuro-
science and has provided key insights to the formation, con-
solidation and expression of declarative memory. Key to this
understanding has been the combination of in vivo recording
of the spatially selective place cells and local field potential
oscillations across the structure with modern genetic tools
that allow interventions in neuronal function at specific
nodes of the circuit. While this approach has yielded insights
into the contributions of CA1, CA3 and the DG, the role of the
small, yet highly connected CA2 region to spatial processing
and circuit function remain largely unexplored. CA2 is
unique in its pattern of synaptic plasticity and its anatomy,
possessing multiple bidirectional connections with areas both
within and outside the hippocampus, including layer II of the
entorhinal cortex, CA3, the supramammillary nucleus of the
hypothalamus, and the medial septum. Using in vivo record-
ings in awake behaving mice we have found that while many
aspects of CA2 physiology are similar to the neighboring CA
3 region, the consequences of CA2 silencing are quite unique.
Using multiple genetically encoded systems we have investi-
gated the consequences of both transient and chronic silenc-
ing of CA2 synaptic transmission on hippocampal physiology.
Surprisingly, our data suggests that CA2 may serve a crucial
role as a regulator of interhippocampal information flow.



3S6-1 Glial assembly：gliotransmission and
pathophysiological consequences

○Schuichi Koizumi1,2（小泉 修一），Eiji Shigetomi1,2（繁冨
英治），Yuri Hirayama1,3（平山 友里），Yosuke Morizawa1,2
（森澤 陽介），Youichi Shinozaki1,2（篠崎 陽一）

1Department of Neuropharmacology, Interdisciplinary
Graduate School of Medicine, University of Yamanashi（山梨
大院・総合・医学域・薬理），2CREST, Japan Science and
Technology Agency（CREST，科学技術振興機構），3Depart-
ment of Liaison Academy, Faculty of Medicine, University of
Yamanashi（山梨大学医学部リエゾンアカデミー）

Glial cells form functional“assembly”, by which they control
a broad range of brain functions, especially in the pathophysi-
ological conditions. To assess the operating principle of glial
assembly, we have taken two strategies；（1）visualization of
glial functions at the interphase of astrocytes,（2）spatiotem-
poral control of gliotransmission.（1）For visualization of in-
terphase astrocyte, we expressed genetically encoded cal-
cium indicator（GECI）, Lck�GCaMP3 or GCaMP3, into astro-
cytes. To introduce GECI into astrocytes, we injected adeno�
associated viruses with GFAP minimal promoter into the
brain or used transgenic mice generated by Cre�loxP medi-
ated recombination. GECI successfully reports numerous cal-
cium signals at processes in acute brain slices. By using
these, we found that even very mild ischemic episode（pre-
conditioning；PC）could increase an Ca2＋ excitability in in-
terphase glia, which was mediated via P2X7 receptors. This
was responsible for induction of ischemic tolerance, a phe-
nomenon that a mild ischemic episode induces resistance to a
subsequent severe ischemic injury. We also discuss molecu-
lar mechanisms underlying astrocyte�mediated ischemic tol-
erance.（2）For spatiotemporal control of gliotransmission, we
used transgenic mice to suppress or overexpress P2Y1 re-
ceptors（or VNUT）in astrocytes. ATP�P2Y1 receptor has
a central role in regulation of gliotransmission in astrocytes.
Astrocytes overexpressing P2Y1 receptors showed ～3
fold increase in calcium excitability in astrocytes from the
dentate gyrus of acute brain slices, which is responsible for
synchronization of astrocytic Ca2＋ excitabilities. In addition,
as for pathophysiological consequences of these, we found
that ATP�P2Y1 receptor�mediated signals was required and
sufficient for scar formation after traumatic brain injury,
leading to neuroprotection against secondary damages of
TBI. These strategies should shed light on the unique and
novel functions of glial assembly.

3S6-2 Disease�associated modification of he-
reditary demyelinating disorder�related
protein dynamics

○Yuki Miyamoto（宮本 幸），Junji Yamauchi（山内 淳司）
Department of Pharmacology, National Research Institute
for Child Health and Development（国立成育医療研究セン
ター研究所薬剤治療研究部）

Oligodendrocytes and Schwann cells contribute to producing
myelin sheaths in the central nervous system（CNS）and pe-
ripheral nervous system（PNS）, respectively. The myelin
sheath consists of morphologically differentiated plasma
membranes of myelin�forming glial cells. Myelin sheaths not
only insulate axons to increase their nerve conduction veloc-
ity but also protect them from various external stresses such
as physical stress. For this reason, myelin sheaths play essen-
tial roles in homeostasis of the nervous system. Therefore,
the diseases that affect them, triggering dismyelination and
repeated demyelination, cause nerve damage and, in turn, se-
vere CNS or PNS neuropathies. One such disease is Peli-
zaeus�Merzbacher disease, a rare X�linked recessive dis-
ease. This disease is the prototypic hereditary hypomyelinat-
ing leukodystrophy（HLD）and is now designated as HLD1

（OMIM No. 312080）. The responsible gene is plp1, and the
disease can be caused by a variety of alterations to it such as
missense mutations and gene multiplication. Through tech-
nological advances, including next�generation sequencing
technology, different somatic genes have been identified to
date as the HLD responsible genes（from the hld2 to hld9 or
hld10 genes）；nevertheless, it still remains to be understood
how their alterations affect the properties of their protein
products. Herein, we are going to talk about our recent stud-
ies of whether or how some HLD�associated mutated pro-
teins cause their diseases. Also, we will discuss about their
possible therapeutic drug targets.



3S6-3 Emerging concept of primary microgliopa-
thy in the pathogenesis of neurological dis-
eases

○Takeshi Ikeuchi（池内 健）
Department of Molecular Genetics, Brain Research Institute,
Niigata University（新潟大学脳研究所遺伝子機能解析学）

Microglia are derived from primitive macrophages in the
yolk sac and ubiquitously distributed in the brain. They are
critical effectors and regulators of changes in CNS homeosta-
sis during development and in healthy and pathological con-
ditions. Numerous studies over the last decade have sug-
gested that microglia activation reactively induced by
neurodegeneration and neuroinflammation substantially
modulate disease progression and severity in various neuro-
logical disorders including Alzheimer’s disease and
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis（ALS）. Several lines of evidence
has recently suggested that primary microglial dysfunction
essentially contributes to the pathogenesis of the neurologi-
cal diseases predominantly affecting the cerebral white mat-
ter. This condition is now recognized as primary microgliopa-
thy. Hereditary diffuse leukoencephalopathy with spheroids

（HDLS）and Nasu�Hakola disease（NHD）predominantly are
considered as primary microgliopathies. The causative genes
for HDLS and NHD are colony stimulating factor�1 receptor

（CSF�1R）and DAP12�TREM2 , respectively, both of which
are strongly expressed in microglia. We previously showed
that HDLS is caused by haploinsufficiency of CSF�1R and
loss of CSF�1R�mediated signaling. The neuropathological
examination revealed that density of microglia decreased in
HDLS brain. Moreover, individual microglia in HDLS brain
demonstrated their characteristic morphology with thin
processes and many knotlike structures. These findings have
suggested that microglia dysfunction associated with loss of
CSF�1R signaling play an essential role in the phathogenesis
of HDLS. Considering that microglia are important players in
the maintenance and plasticity of neuronal circuits, contrib-
uting to the protection and remodeling of synapse, microglial
disability and dysfunction may be relevant to the axonal and
myelin damages characteristically observed in the white
matter. These pathological events in primary microgliopa-
thies may shed new light on our understanding of unrecog-
nized physiological role（s）of microglia.

3S6-4 Analyses of neuronal and glial cell pheno-
type of dystonia musculorum mice

○Hirohide Takebayashi（竹林 浩秀）
Division of Neurobiology and Anatomy, Graduate School of
Medical and Dental Sciences, Niigata University（新潟大院・
医・神経解剖学）

Mutation of the Dst gene encoding dystonin, a cytoskeletal
linker protein, in mice results in a movement disorder,
termed dystonia musculorum（dt）, which shows dystonia
and cerebellar ataxia, in addition to sensory neuron degen-
eration. Both the pathological feature and the molecular basis
for the dt phenotype are not fully understood. In the present
study, we investigated neuronal and glial phenotypes in the
central nervous system（CNS）of the dt mice. We found ab-
normal staining pattern of neurofilaments（NFs）, densely im-
munoreactive cell bodies and thick axons in the CNS of dt
mice, such as in the vestibular and reticular nucleus of brain-
stem, some of which are responsible for motor functions. We
also found reduced glial cell proliferation in the CNS of dt
mice. We will discuss how much these abnormalities contrib-
ute to the dt phenotype.



3S7-1 Neuroinflammatory features of the cy-
tokine�induced animal model for schizo-
phrenia；implication of the regional speci-
ficity

○Hiroyuki Nawa1（那波 宏之），Hiroaki Tsukano2，Kat-
suei Shibuki2，Akiyoshi Kakita3，Hidekazu Sotoyama1，Hi-
saaki Namba1
1Department of Molecular Neurobiology, Brain Research In-
stitute, Niigata University，2Department of Neurophysiology,
Brain Research Institute, Niigata University，3Department of
Pathology, Brain Research Institute, Niigata University

Cytokine�mediated mild chronic inflammation is implicated
in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia. Many genetic studies of
GWAS identified the major histocompatibility locus as a ma-
jor risk component for schizophrenia and suggest the contri-
bution of immune inflammatory processes to this illness.
However, the etiological and neuropathological mechanisms
underlying verbal hallucination and its age�dependent onset
of schizophrenia remain to be clarified. To test the immune
inflammatory hypothesis for schizophrenia, we administered
a variety of cytokines to rodent pups, juveniles and adults
and characterized neurobiological, pathological and behav-
ioral consequences. In the neonatal stage but not the juvenile
and adult stages, subcutaneously�injected factors penetrated
the blood�brain barrier and acted on brain neurons, which
later resulted in persistent behavioral impairments associ-
ated with schizophrenia endophenotypes. Neonatally�EGF�
treated animals exhibited persistent hyperdopaminergic ab-
normalities mainly in the nigro�pallido�striatal system. Once
mal�development of the dopaminergic system is established
during early development, dopamine�associating behavioral
deficits become irreversible and manifest at post�pubertal
stages. The EGF�treated model rats also exhibited mild glio-
sis and white matter shrinkage without apparent neuronal
loss during aging. Among several neocortical regions, audi-
tory cortex exhibited the most apparent signs of mild chronic
inflammation as observed with protein increases in a micro-
glia marker and activated astrocyte markers. These neuro-
pathologic changes were concomitant with the auditory ab-
normality of this animal model. These findings suggest that
the development and maintenance of the auditory system
are also vulnerable to the inflammatory cytokine circulating
in the pre�and peri�natal periphery. The pathologic link of
the dopaminergic mal�development with the cortical speci-
ficity of inflammation remains to be illustrated, however.

3S7-2 Stress behaviors and the innate immune
system in the brain

○Tomoyuki Furuyashiki（古屋敷智之）
Division of Pharmacology, Graduate School of Medicine, Kobe
University（神戸大学大学院医学研究科薬理学分野）

Stress is a physical and psychological strain induced by aver-
sive stimuli, and precipitates psychiatric disorders. Various
kinds of stress in rodents, such as forced swim, restraint and
social defeat, induce morphological changes in neurons of
multiple brain areas, associated with emotional and cognitive
changes. We and others reported that inflammation�related
molecules are highly expressed in microglia and are critical
for repeated stress�induced behavioral changes in mice.
However, since none of these studies manipulated functions
or gene expressions selectively in microglia, the direct evi-
dence for a role of microglia in repeated stress�induced be-
havioral and neuronal changes is lacking. Whether and how
repeated stress activates microglia also remains elusive. In
chronic diseases associated with physical tissue damage, the
concept of sterile inflammation has emerged, in which innate
immune molecules, such as Toll�like receptors（TLRs）, sense
cellular damage or stress to induce inflammation. Here we
have shown that the loss of TLRs and their adaptor molecule
MyD88 abolishes social avoidance induced by repeated social
defeat stress in mice. TLRs and MyD88 are highly expressed
in microglia, and the loss of TLRs impairs repeated stress�in-
duced microglial activation as well as dendritic atrophy and
attenuation of stress�induced response in prefrontal neurons.
Furthermore, we developed methods to manipulate micro-
glial functions in a brain region�specific manner, and have
shown a causal role of TLR�mediated microglial activation in
the prefrontal cortex in repeated stress�induced behavioral
changes. In this symposium, I will highlight the importance of
neuron�microglia crosstalk mediated by innate immune
molecules in repeated stress, and will discuss the implications
of these findings to therapeutic interventions of psychiatric
disorders.



3S7-3 Neuroinflammation and sensation of fa-
tigue

○Yosky Kataoka1,2（片岡 洋祐），Masayuki Nakano1,2（中野
真行），Masanori Yamato1（大和 正典），Yasuhisa Tamura1
（田村 泰久）

1RIKEN Center for life science Technologies, Kobe, Japan（理
研ライフサイエンス技術基盤研究センター），2Dept. of
Physiol., Osaka City Univ., Osaka, Japan（大阪市立大院・医・
神経科学）

Fatigue is defined as difficulty in initiating or sustaining vol-
untary activities, and is thought to be accompanied by dete-
rioration of performance. Fatigue can be caused by many fac-
tors such as physical and mental stress, disturbance in the
circadian rhythm, and various diseases. For example, follow-
ing the flu or other types of infections, we experience a sense
of fatigue that can last for days or weeks. The fatigue sensa-
tion is thought to be one of the signals for the body to sup-
press physical activity in order to regain health. The mecha-
nism of induction of the fatigue sensation following viral in-
fection has not been well understood. We obtained such a fa-
tigue model in rats by administration of polyriboinosinic：
polyribocytidylic acid（poly I：C）, double�stranded RNA,
which mimics viral infection. Intraperitoneal administration
of poly I：C induced transient fever and suppression of loco-
motor activity in rats. The animals overexpressed inter-
leukin（IL）�1β and IL�1 receptor antagonist in the brain in-
cluding the cerebral cortex. Blocking the IL�1 receptor in the
brain by intracerebroventricular（i.c.v.）infusion of recombi-
nant IL�1 receptor antagonist completely blocked the poly
I：C�induced suppression of spontaneous activity and at-
tenuated amplification of brain interferon（IFN）�α expres-
sion, which has been reported to produce fatigue�like behav-
ior by suppressing the serotonergic system. Furthermore, i.c.
v. infusion of neutralizing antibody for IL�1 receptor antago-
nist prolonged recovery from suppression of spontaneous ac-
tivity（PLOS ONE, 9, 2014）. Our findings indicated that IL�1
β is the key trigger of fatigue�like behavior and that IL�1 re-
ceptor antagonist prevents the neuroinflammation entering
the chronic state. The balance of IL�1β and the endogenous
antagonist in the brain possibly regulate neuroinflammation
and fatigue sensation（Neural Regen. Res., 10, 2015）. Al-
though IL�1β is known to be produced mainly in microglia,
cells engaging in suppression of neuroinflammation are
poorly understood. We also discuss a new concept that glial
progenitor cells maintain neuronal function by controlling lo-
cal immune reactions and anti�apoptotic pathways.

3S7-4 Immaturity of the brain cells and mild
chronic inflammation：Candidate endo-
phenotype of neuropsychiatric disorders

○Tsuyoshi Miyakawa（宮川 剛）
Division of Systems Medical Science, Institute for Compre-
hensive Medical Science, Fujita Health University（藤田保健
衛生大学総合医科学研究所システム医科学研究部門）

Adequate maturation and integration of the adult�generated
neurons into the circuit of the hippocampus would be crucial
for normal cognitive functions and emotional behaviors. Dis-
ruption of the process could result in some disturbance in
mental health. Previously, we reported that mice heterozy-
gous for a null mutation of αCaMKII, a key molecule in syn-
aptic plasticity, have profoundly dysregulated behaviors in-
cluding hyper�locomotor activity and a severe working
memory deficit, which are endophenotypes of schizophrenia
and other psychiatric disorders. In these mice, almost all the
neurons in the dentate gyrus（DG）of the mutant mice failed
to mature at molecular, morphological and electrophysiologi-
cal levels, causing severe deficit in the synaptic plasticity at
mossy fiber�CA3 synapses. By using a simple real�time PCR
assay using iDG markers, we identified five other strains of
mutant mice that have a phenotype strikingly similar to iDG,
including the forebrain specific calcineurin knockout mice,
the mice lacking Neurogranin, a well�established schizophre-
nia susceptibility gene, and the mice lacking Schnurri�2, an
NF�kappa B site�binding protein, that tightly binds to the
enhancers of major histocompatibility complex（MHC）class
I genes and inflammatory cytokines.
We also found that chronic fluoxetine treatment or single pi-
locarpine administration can induce“dematuration”resulting
in iDG�like phenotype in wild type mice. Most of the mice
showing iDG�like phenotype seem to have increased adult
neurogenesis in DG. Gene and protein expression patterns in
the brains of these mice are strikingly similar to those found
in the post�mortem brains of the patients of psychiatric dis-
orders, such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. The
brains of iDG mice show mild chronic inflammation, distinct
from typical acute inflammation, as revealed by bioinformat-
ics analyses of gene expression data. Anti�inflammatory
drugs can reverse the iDG phenotype as well as some behav-
ioral abnormalities in a subset of the mice showing iDG. I will
discuss the potential implication of these findings in elucidat-
ing the pathophysiology of those neuropsychiatric disorders.



1G1-01 Extracellular vimentin interacts with insu-
lin�like growth factor 1 receptor to promote
axonal growth

○Michiko Shigyo1（執行美智子），Tomoharu Kuboyama1（久
保山友晴），Yusuke Sawai2（沢井 裕佑），Masahito
Umezaki2（梅嵜 雅人），Chihiro Tohda1（東田 千尋）
1Division of Neuromedical Sciences, Institute of Natural Medi-
cine, University of Toyama（富山大学和漢医薬学総合研究所
神経機能学分野），2Division of Chemo�Bioinfomatics,, Insti-
tute of Natural Medicine, University of Toyama（富山大学和
漢医薬学総合研究所情報科学分野）

Vimentin, an intermediate filament protein, is generally rec-
ognised as an intracellular protein. Previously, we reported
that vimentin was secreted from astrocytes and promoted
axonal growth. The effect of extracellular vimentin in neu-
rons was a new finding, but its signalling pathway was un-
known. In this study, we aimed to determine the signalling
mechanism of extracellular vimentin that facilitates axonal
growth. We first identified insulin�like growth factor 1 recep-
tor（IGF1R）as a receptor that is highly phosphorylated by
vimentin stimulation. IGF1R blockades diminished vimentin�
or IGF1�induced axonal growth in cultured cortical neurons.
IGF1, IGF2 and insulin were not detected in the neuron cul-
ture medium after vimentin treatment. The combined drug
affinity responsive target stability method and western blot-
ting analysis showed that vimentin and IGF1 interacted with
IGF1R directly. In addition, immunoprecipitation and west-
ern blotting analyses confirmed that recombinant IGF1R
bound to vimentin. The results of a molecular dynamics
simulation revealed that C�terminal residues（residue num-
ber 330�407）in vimentin are the most appropriate binding
sites with IGF1R. Thus, extracellular vimentin may be a
novel ligand of IGF1R that promotes axonal growth in a simi-
lar manner to IGF1. Our results provide novel findings re-
garding the role of extracellular vimentin and IGF1R in ax-
onal growth.

1G1-02 GRAB, a GEF of Rab8, regulates axonal
outgrowth in a Cdk5 phosphorylation�de-
pendent manner

○Kotaro Furusawa1（古澤孝太郎），Akiko Asada1（浅田 明
子），Mitsunori Fukuda2（福田 光則），Shin�ichi Hisanaga1
（久永 眞市）

1Dept. of Biol. Sci, Grad. Sch. of Sci, Tokyo Metropolitan Univ.
（首都大院・理工・生命），2Dept. of Dev. Biol. and Neurosci,
Grad. Sch. of Life Sci, Tohoku Univ.（東北大院・生命）

Cyclin�dependent kinase 5（Cdk5）is a neuron specific Ser�
Thr protein kinase that is activated by binding a p35 regula-
tory subunit. It plays an important role in a variety of neuro-
nal functions including neurite elongation through the supply
of membrane components to neurite tip. However, it is not
fully understood how Cdk5�p35 regulates the membrane
transport in growing axons. Membrane transport is regu-
lated by Rab small GTPases, whose activity is in turn regu-
lated by guanine nucleotide exchange factors（GEFs）.
Among many GEFs, we were interested in GRAB, which is a
GEF for Rab8A and also known as a binding protein for Rab
11A�B, because GRAB could be a potential Cdk5 substrate
with（S�T）PX（R�K）consensus phosphorylation sequences.
Here we show that GRAB was phosphorylated at Ser169 and
Ser180 by Cdk5�p35 and their phosphorylation inhibited the
interaction with dominant negative Rab8A�T22N, indicating
that the phosphorylation of GRAB suppresses its Rab8 acti-
vation ability. Phosphorylated GRAB colocalized with Rab11
A but not with Rab8A in primary culture neurons. Live im-
age analysis revealed that GRAB was transported on Rab11
A�positive endosomes in axon. We examined axonal elonga-
tion activity of Rab8A and GRAB. Both of them stimulated
axonal outgrowth when overexpressed. Further, the non-
phosphorylation mutant of GRAB（GRAB�S169�180A）pro-
moted axonal outgrowth more than its phosphomimic mu-
tant（GRAB�S169�180D）. We would like to propose a novel
Rab cascade, Rab11�GRAB�Rab8, in regulation of axonal out-
growth, in which GRAB activity is controlled by phospho-
rylation with Cdk5.



1G1-03 Dephosphorylation of CRMP2 enhanced
recovery after spinal cord injury

○Jun Nagai1（長井 淳），Yoshiteru Kitamura1（北村 圭
輝），Kazuki Owada1（大和田一喜），Yoshio Goshima2（五嶋
良郎），Toshio Ohshima1（大島登志男）
1Dept. Life Sci. Med. Biosci., Grad. Sch. Adv. Sci. Eng., Waseda
University（早稲田大院・先進理工・生命医科），2Dept. Mol.
Pharmacol. Neurobiol., Grad. Sch. Med., Yokohama City Uni-
versity.（横浜市立大院・医・分子薬理神経生物）

The presence of inhibitory molecules and the lack of neu-
rotrophic factor are two major difficulties to central nervous
system（CNS）regeneration. Common mediator of these two
has been not found yet. Collapsin response mediator protein
2（CRMP2）was originally identified as a mediator of Sema-
phorin3A�induced repulsive response. CRMP2 directly binds
and stabilizes cytoskeletal microtubule polymerization and
transport tyrosine kinase B（TrkB）to axonal tip, the receptor
for brain�derived neurotrophic factor（BDNF）, to promote
axonal elongation. Meanwhile, inhibitory molecules�induced
signals phosphorylate CRMP2 to decrease its affinity to cy-
toskeleton proteins, leading to axonal growth inhibition. How-
ever, the role of CRMP2 phosphorylation after CNS injury in
vivo remains unknown. Here we investigate the role of
CRMP2 phosphorylation after spinal cord injury（SCI）using
CRMP2 knock�in（KI）mouse where CRMP2 phosphoryla-
tions by Cdk5 and GSK3β are eliminated by replacing serine
522 with alanine residue. Elevated level of pCRMP2 was ob-
served in injured spinal cord. Inhibition of CRMP2 phospho-
rylation exhibited neuroprotective effect against SCI by sup-
pressing depolymerization of microtubules and fibrous scar
formation. This permissive environment for enhanced axon
growth of 5�HT�positive raphe�spinal tract induced locomo-
tor recovery in CRMP2KI mice. To examine the signaling
cascades involving CRMP2 phosphorylation, we cultured
dorsal root ganglion（DRG）neurons. Suppressed axonal
growth inhibition by chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan（CSPG）
and enhanced axonal elongation with BDNF were observed
in CRMP2KI neurons. Therefore, dephosphorylation of
CRMP2 could be a unique approach to repair injured CNS by
reduced inhibitory responses and enhanced sensitivity to
neurotrophin.

1G1-04 Involvement of SRF cofactors in BDNF�in-
duced Arc gene expression.

○Keietsu Kikuchi1（菊池 啓悦），Mamoru Fukuchi1（福地
守），Yuta Ishibashi1（石橋 悠太），Junya Tsujii1（辻井 惇
也），Mitsuru Ishikawa1（石川 充），Masaaki Tsuda1（津田
正明），Hiroyuki Okuno2（奥野 浩行），Haruhiko Bito3（尾藤
晴彦），Akiko Tabuchi1（田渕 明子）
1Lab. of Mol. Neurobio., Grad. Sch. of Med. & Pharm. Sci.,
Univ. of Toyama（富山大院・医学薬学研究部・分子神経生
物），2Grad. Sch. of Med. Medical Innovation Center, Kyoto
Univ.（京都大院・医学研究科・メディカルイノベーションセ
ンター），3Dep. of Neurochem., Grad. Sch. of Med., Univ. of To-
kyo（東京大院・医学系研究科・神経生化学）

One of the neuronal immediate early genes, Arc（activity�
regulated cytoskeleton�associated protein）, is a representa-
tive SRF（serum response factor）�target gene which plays
a key role in the endocytosis of AMPA receptors and regula-
tion of dendritic spine morphology. Arc gene is rapidly acti-
vated in response to various stimuli, such as synaptic activity
and BDNF（brain�derived neurotrophic factor）. SARE（syn-
aptic activity�responsive element）, which contains the bind-
ing sites for transcription factor CREB（cAMP�response ele-
ment binding protein）and MEF2（myocyte enhancer factor
2）and SRF, is located at �7 kbp upstream of the Arc gene
transcription start site. The SARE has been shown to be
deeply involved in synaptic activity�regulated Arc gene ex-
pression in rat cortical neurons. However, little is known
about how SRF cofactors regulate Arc expression.In this
study, we have demonstrated the functional roles of SRF co-
factor MKL（megakaryoblastic leukemia）on Arc gene ex-
pression after BDNF stimulation in rat cortical neurons. Arc
mRNA and protein were immediately and transiently in-
creased after BDNF stimulation. The mutation of SRF�bind-
ing site but not the mutation of SRF cofactor, ternary com-
plex factor（TCF）�binding site, on the SARE decreased
BDNF�induced Arc gene transcriptional activity. Overex-
pression of dominant negative SRF mutant inhibited BDNF�
induced Arc gene transcription. Knockdown of MKL2 but
not MKL1 inhibited minimum promoter activation of SARE
induced by BDNF. On the other hand, double knockdown of
MKL1 and MKL2 increased BDNF�induced gene promoter
activity including the 7 kbp promoter region. Taken to-
gether, the complex of MKL2�SRF�SRE on SARE might be
important to Arc gene activation. In contrast, the TCF�bind-
ing site of SARE might be involved in the repression of Arc
gene activity at the basal level. We speculate that the regula-
tion of Arc expression is highly complicated because of the
involvement of not only SRF cofactors but also other tran-
scription factors.



1G2-01 Analysis of axon selective myelination de-
pending on neuronal subtypes and neuro-
nal activity

○Yasuyuki Osanai1,2（長内 康幸），Takeshi Shimizu1,2（清水
健史），Takuma Mori2,3（森 琢磨），Yumiko Yoshimura2,3（吉
村由美子），Nobuhiko Hatanaka2,4（畑中 伸彦），Atsushi
Nambu2,4（南部 篤），Kenta Kobayashi2,5（小林 憲太），
Kazuhiro Ikenaka1,2（池中 一裕）
1Division of Neurobiology and Bioinformatics, National Insti-
tute for Physiological Sciences（NIPS）（生理学研究所 分子
神経生理研究部門），2Department of Physiological Sciences,
School of Life Sciences, Graduate University for Advanced
Studies（総合研究大学院大学 生命科学研究科 生理科学専
攻），3Division of Visual Information Processing, NIPS（生理学
研究所 視覚情報処理研究部門），4Division of System Neuro-
physiology, NIPS（生理学研究所 生体システム研究部門），
5Section of Viral Vector Development, NIPS（生理学研究所
ウイルスベクター開発室）

Oligodendrocyte（OL）myelinates multiple axons in the cen-
tral nervous system. Recent reports have revealed that depo-
larization of myelinating OL increases conduction velocity of
axons. OLs are also known to transfer exosomes to neuronal
axons that respond to neurotransmitters. These findings sug-
gest OLs modulate functions of multiple neurons, because
OLs ensheath a lot of axons. If one OL selectively ensheaths
particular neuronal axons, it is possible that the OL compre-
hensively modulate functions of those neurons. We examined
whether OL preferentially myelinate a particular type of ax-
ons depending on neuronal subtypes or neuronal activity. We
previously developed a novel method to observe interaction
between each OL and neuronal axons. In this method, injec-
tion of rabies virus harboring the gene encoding GFP
sparsely labels OLs in the targeted white matter, adeno�as-
sociated virus type2 labels axons projecting to the white mat-
ter massively. By the method, we found 25.9％ of callosal OLs
preferentially ensheath axons derived from particular brain
areas and 50％ of chiasmal OLs dominantly ensheath axons
derived from either of two eyes. In addition, unilateral eyelid
suturing does not impact on myelination by each chiasmal
OL. This study revealed that some parts of OLs selectively
myelinate axons depending on neuronal subtypes, and sug-
gesting OLs do not select axons depending on neuronal activ-
ity.

1G2-02 Bergmann glia alignment along the Purk-
inje cell layer is important for the proper
translocation of climbing fiber synapses
from the Purkinje cell soma to dendrites

○Saori Kikuchihara1,2（菊地原沙織），Naoko Inamura1,5（稲
村 直子），Shouta Sugio1,6（杉尾 翔太），Kenji F Tanaka3
（田中 謙二），Masahiko Watanabe4（渡辺 雅彦），
Kazuhiro Ikenaka1,2（池中 一裕）
1Div. of Neurobiology and Bioinformatics, National Institute
for Physiological Sciences（自然科学研究機構生理学研究所分
子神経生理研究部門），2Dept. of Physiological Sciences, The
Graduate University for Advanced Studies, School of Life Sci-
ence（総合研究大学院大学生命科学研究科生理科学専攻），
3Dept. of Neuropsychiatry, Keio University School of Medi-
cine（慶應義塾大学医学部精神・神経科学教室），4Dept. of
Anatomy and Embryology, Hokkaido University School of
Medicine（北海道大学大学院医学研究科�医学部医学科解剖学
講座解剖発生学分野），5Div. of Neuropathology, Department
of Pathology, Institute for Developmental Research, Aichi
Human Service Center（愛知県心身障害者コロニー発達障害
研究所病理学部），6Dept. of Molecular and Cellular Neurobiol-
ogy, Gunma University Graduate School of Medicine（群馬大
学大学院医学研究科分子細胞生物学）

The climbing fiber（CF）is a specific type of projection provid-
ing a powerful input to the cerebellum from the inferior olive.
CF to Purkinje cell（PC）synapses have been well studied as
a model for the process of synapse elimination in the central
nervous system. Although increasing reports suggest that
astrocytes contribute on synapse pruning in other brain re-
gions, role of Bergmann glia（BG）, a type of astrocyte specific
to the cerebellum, in CF synapse elimination is poorly under-
stood. BG align their soma in the Purkinje cell layer（PCL）
and have a fiber attaching with pia matter via their endfeet.
In our previous study, transgenic mice overexpressing an as-
trocyte specific membrane protein MLC1 in astrocyte line-
age cells showed abnormal alignment of BG in the molecular
layer. MLC1 is one of the causative genes for leukoencephalo-
pathy. Further analysis on the effect of MLC1 overexpres-
sion in cerebellar development revealed that MLC1 overex-
pression disturbed BG alignment only after birth. In mature
BG, MLC1 expression was partially associated with Purkinje
cell soma. Interestingly, a marker for climbing fiber synapse

（vGluT2）and MLC1 had their own distinct territories in
PCL. In the MLC1 overexpressing mice, MLC1 appeared to
tightly wrap the Purkinje cell soma. Moreover, elimination of
CF synapses to their dendrites was impaired. Though PC
dendrites existed, translocation of CF synapses to them was
seemed to be inhibited. These results suggest that BG align-
ment along the PCL is important for the proper translocation
of CF synapses from the PC soma to dendrites.



1G2-03 In vivo Ca2＋ imaging reveals that spinal as-
trocytes respond to nociceptor stimulation

○Tsuyoshi Matsuda1（松田 烈士），Hidetoshi Tozaki�Sai-
toh1（齊藤 秀俊），Katsuhiko Mikoshiba2（御子柴克彦），
Kazuhide Inoue3（井上 和秀），Makoto Tsuda1（津田 誠）
1Dept. Life Innovation, Grad. Sch. Pharmaceut. Sci, Kyushu
Univ.（九州大院・薬・ライフイノベーション），2Lab. For De-
velopmental Neurobiology, RIKEN Brain Science Institute

（理研・脳科学総合研究センター・発生神経生物研究チー
ム），3Dept. Mol. Syst. Pharmacol., Grad. Sch. Pharmaceut. Sci,
Kyushu Univ.（九州大院・薬・薬理）

Astrocytes, a major type of glial cells in the CNS, respond to
neuronal activity, elevate intracellular Ca2＋ levels and modu-
late synaptic transmission by astrocytic factors released in a
Ca2＋

�dependent manner. The spinal dorsal horn（SDH）di-
rectly receives sensory inputs from the periphery through
primary afferent fibres, but there is no report showing that
astrocytes in the SDH respond to sensory inputs through pri-
mary afferents in vivo . In this study, we utilized an in vivo
Ca2＋ imaging technique and monitored activity of mouse
SDH astrocytes that had expressed the ultrasensitive cal-
cium sensor protein GCaMP6 by microinjecting with an
AAV encoding this protein. We found that intracellular Ca2＋

levels in SDH astrocytes were clearly increased soon after an
intraplantar injection of capsaicin, a TRPV1 agonist that
stimulates nociceptors. SDH astrocytes also responded to
noxious mechanical stimulation（pinch）, but not innocuous
stimuli（touch and acetone）. The capsaicin and pinch�in-
duced astrocytic Ca2＋ elevations were diminished by abla-
tion of TRPV1�positive primary afferent fibers using resinif-
eratoxin, indicating that TRPV1�positive fibers transfer nox-
ious information to SDH astrocytes. Furthermore, we also
found that the noxious stimulation�evoked astrocytic
Ca2＋ signals disappeared in mice lacking inositol 1,4,5�
trisphosphate（IP3）receptor type 2（IP3R2）. Taken together,
SDH astrocytes are activated following noxious stimulation
in a manner that requires IP3R2 and may contribute to pain
processing in the SDH.

1G2-04 Cereblon accumulates in aggresome and
shows cytoprotective effect against pro-
teasome inhibition

○Kodai Matsumoto1（松本 広大），Satoru Wakabayashi1
（若林 慧），Haruka Yamada1（山田 春佳），Toru Asahi1,2
（朝日 透），Naoya Sawamura1,2（澤村 直哉）

1Faculty of Science and Engineering, Waseda University（早
稲田大学 理工学術院），2Research organization for nano�life
innovation（ナノ・ライフ創新研究機構）

A nonsense mutation of the gene cereblon was found in a
large kindred associated with intellectual disability（Higgins
J.J. et al. Neurology 63, 1927�1931（2004））. The gene product
cereblon（CRBN）is reported as a component of E3 ubiquitin
ligase complex（Ito T et al. Science 327, 1345�1350（2010））.
E3 ubiquitin ligase is known as a key factor to form aggre-
some. Aggresome formation is one of the defense mecha-
nisms in living cells under various stress conditions（Olzmann
J.A. et al. Biochem. So. Trans. 38, 144�149（2010））. Further-
more, it is reported that the aggregated protein is degraded
by autophagy after aggresome formation at the perinuclear
region. Here we examined whether CRBN accumulates in ag-
gresome under proteasome inhibition. CRBN overexpressing
PC12 cells were treated with proteasome inhibitor MG132.
Exogenous CRBN localized at perinuclear regions, and co�lo-
calized with several aggresome markers under MG132 treat-
ment. Moreover, we examined whether CRBN overexpress-
ing PC12 cells shows cytoprotective effects against protease
inhibition. Cell death induced by MG132 were significantly
decreased in CRBN overexpressing PC12 cells compared
with that of control cells. We propose that CRBN accumu-
lates in aggresome and shows cytoprotective effects against
protease inhibition.



1G2-05 Mitochondrial�targeted cereblon sup-
pressed stress�induced cell death

○Kosuke Kataoka1（片岡 孝介），Toru Asahi1,2（朝日
透），Naoya Sawamura1,2（澤村 直哉）
1Faculty of Science and Engineering, Waseda University（早
稲田大学 理工学術院），2Research organization for nano�life
innovation（ナノ・ライフ創新研究機構）

Cereblon is a candidate gene for autosomal recessive form of
mild mental retardation（Higgins JJ et al., Neurology 63,
1927�1931（2004））. The product Cereblon（CRBN）contains
a conserved Lon domain, which is a characteristic domain
found in Lon protease（Higgins JJ et al., Neurology 63, 1927�
1931（2004））. Lon protease is one of the stress response pro-
teins in mitochondria in mammalian cells（Venkatesh S. et al.,
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta�Molecular Cell Research
1823, 56�66（2012）, Jenny K. Ngo et al., Free Radical Biology
and Medicine 46, 1042�1048（2004））. Under various extracel-
lular stresses, such as oxidative stress and nutrient starva-
tion, Lon protease is up�regulated and supports the cell vi-
ability（Jenny K. Ngo et al., Free Radical Biology and Medi-
cine 46, 1042�1048（2004））. Although CRBN contains a highly
conserved, large Lon domain, whether CRBN has Lon pro-
tease�like functions remains unknown. Here, we investigated
whether CRBN, similar to Lon protease, plays a protective
role against extracellular stresses. Firstly, using western blot
and confocal microscopy analysis, we reported that CRBN
was present in various subcellular compartments including
mitochondria. Next, to focus on the mitochondria�specific
function of CRBN, we constructed an expression vector of
mitochondria targeting sequence（MTS）�fused CRBN. Using
this vector, we constructed stable human neuroblastroma
SH�SY5Y cell lines expressing MTS�CRBN. Finally, we con-
firmed that the cell lines showed suppression of neuronal cell
death induced by hydrogen peroxide and serum starvation.
Taken together, these results indicate that mitochondrial�
targeted CRBN could be responsible for the protective func-
tions against extracellular stresses, as Lon protease does.

1G2-06 Nuclear cereblon modulates Ikaros�medi-
ated transcription

○Takeyoshi Wada1（和田 丈慶），Toru Asahi1,2（朝日
透），Naoya Sawamura1,2（澤村 直哉）
1Faculty of Science and Engineering, Waseda University（早
稲田大学理工学術院），2Research organization for nano�life
innovation, Waseda University（早稲田大学ナノ・ライフ創新
研究機構）

The gene coding for cereblon（CRBN）was originally identi-
fied in genetic linkage analysis for mild autosomal recessive
nonsyndromic mental retardation. CRBN was also identified
as a thalidomide�binding protein and a component of cullin�
4�contaning E3 ubiquitin ligase complex（Ito et al., Science
327, 1345�50（2010））. CRBN has broad localization in both the
cytoplasm and the nucleus. However, the significance of nu-
clear CRBN remains unknown. In the present study, we
aimed to elucidate the role of CRBN in the nucleus. Firstly
we generated a series of CRBN deletion mutants and deter-
mined the regions responsible for the observed nuclear local-
ization. Only CRBN protein lacking the N�terminal region（1�
119 a.a.）was localized outside the nucleus, suggesting that
the N�terminal region is important for its nuclear localiza-
tion. Thalidomide has been reported to be involved in the
regulation of a transcription factor, Ikaros, with CRBN medi-
ated degradation（Lu et al., Science 343, 305�9（2014）；
Kronke et al., Science 343, 301�5（2014））. To further investi-
gate the nuclear function of CRBN, we performed co�im-
munoprecipitation experiments and evaluated the associa-
tion between CRBN and Ikaros. We showed that CRBN is as-
sociated with Ikaros protein, and the N�terminal region of
CRBN was required for Ikaros binding. Using luciferase re-
porter gene experiments, we showed that CRBN modulates
transcriptional activity of ikaros. These results suggested
that CRBN regulates transcriptional activity of Ikaros, and
may play an important role in the neuronal development in-
volved in this transcription factor.



1G3-01 ATP supplementation therapy for ALS with
SIGMAR1 mutation

○Yasuharu Shinoda（篠田 康晴），Hideaki Tagashira（田
頭 秀章），Kohji Fukunaga（福永 浩司）
Dept. of Pharmacol., Grad Sch of Pharm Sciences, Tohoku
Univ.（東北大院・薬・薬理）

The dominant missense mutation（p.E102Q）by SIGMAR1
gene mutation was discovered in the patients of juvenile
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis（ALS）. The sigma�1 receptor

（Sig�1R）is a chaperone protein localizing in the mitochon-
drial�associated endoplasmic reticulum（ER）membrane in
where the receptor regulates Ca2＋ transport from ER to
the mitochondria through IP3 receptor（IP3R）. When Sig�1
R mutant（Sig�1RE102Q）overexpression in neuroblastoma
neuro2A cells, Sig�1RE102Q dissociated from the IP3R and
formed aggregations in the cytosol（Biochem Biophys Acta
2014；1840：3320）. Mitochondrial Ca2＋ transport induced
by IP3R stimulation was also disturbed by Sig�1RE102Q ex-
pression, thereby reducing mitochondrial ATP production.
The Sig�1RE102Q mutant also reduced the mitochondrial
membrane potential and promoted mitophagy. Moreover,
the ATP reduction caused the decreased proteasome activ-
ity and in turn TAR DNA binding protein（TDP�43）accumu-
lation in the cytosol. These events were recapitulated by
pharmacological inhibition of either proteasome or mitochon-
drial Ca2＋ transport. We tried to rescue the ATP reduction
by supplementation of mitochondrial TCA cycle substrate,
methyl pyruvate. The methyl pyruvate treatment rescued
the Sig�1RE102Q�induced ATP reduction, thereby restoring
the proteasome activity with concomitant inhibition of cyto-
plasmic accumulation of TDP�43. Taken together, ATP sup-
plementation with methyl pyruvate can rescue the mitochon-
drial injury associated with ALS caused by Sig�1RE102Q
mutation.

1G3-02 Determination of the key domains of
CHRNA7 in the interacting actions of Arc-
tic mutant Aβ

○Ye Ju1（キョウヨウ），Toru Asahi1,2（朝日 透），Naoya
Sawamura1,2（澤村 直哉）
1Sci. & Engi., Waseda Univ.（早大・理工），2Research organiza-
tion for nano�life innovation（ナノ・ライフ創新研究機構）

Amyloid β protein（Aβ）plays a central role in the pathogene-
sis of Alzheimer’s disease（AD）. Point mutations within the
Aβ sequence that are associated with familial AD（FAD）are
clustered around the central hydrophobic core of Aβ. Several
types of mutations within the Aβ sequence have been identi-
fied, and the‘Arctic’mutation（E22G）has a purely cognitive
phenotype typical for AD（Nilsberth, C. et al., Nat. Neurosci.
4（2001））. Previous studies showed an increased formation of
Aβ protofibrils as a primary result of the‘Arctic’mutation.
However, the molecular mechanism underlying this effect re-
mains un�clarified. Previous reports suggested that Aβ42
binds to one of the neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptor’s
subunits, neuronal acetylcholine receptor subunit alpha�7

（CHRNA7）, with high affinity and thus, may be considered
to relate to AD（Wang, H. Y. et al., J. Biol. Chem 275（2000）；
Wang, H. Y. et al., J. Biol. Chem 75（2000））. Our previous
study indicated that Arctic β binds to CHRNA7 with high af-
finity, enhances its aggregation further when co�incubated
with CHRNA7 and destabilizes the function of CHRNA7 via
the inhibition of the Ca2＋ response and activation of ERK1�2

（Ju, Y. et al., J Neurochem. 131（2014））. This study aims at
addressing the key domains of CHRNA7 potentially interact-
ing with Arctic Aβ. Site�directed mutagenesis was carried
out to study the key domains. We performed an in vitro
binding assay using purified mutant CHRNA7 and synthetic
Arctic Aβ to search the critical domains for Arctic Aβ�
CHRNA7 binding. Furthermore, we are currently over�ex-
pressing mutant CHRNA7 in neuronal cells in order to inves-
tigate the key domains in CHRNA7 potentially interact with
Arctic Aβ to regulate the functions of this receptor.



1G3-03 Function of Cathepsin C and Cystatin F
during demyelination

○Jiayi Li1,2，Wilaiwan Wisessmith1，Takahiro Shimizu1，
Kenji F Tanaka1,4，Yoshitaka Kimori3，Kazuhiro Ikenaka1,2
1National Institutes for Nature Sciences, National Institute for
Physiological Sciences，2Graduate University for Advanced
Studies, School of Life Science，3National Institutes of Natural
Sciences, Center for Novel Science Initiatives, Imaging Sci-
ence Division，4Keio University, School of Medicine, Depart-
ment of Neuropsychiatry

Cystatin F, a papain�like lysosomal cysteine proteinase in-
hibitor, and its main target, cathepsin C, have been demon-
strated to be crucial factors in demyelinating diseases. It is
found that the expression of cathepsin C and cystatin F are
profoundly elevated and matched with ongoing demyelina-
tion�remyelination. However, their accurate functional role
in demyelinating diseases is still unclear. To clarify their
function in the pathological process of demyelination, we
used a spontaneous chronic demyelination mouse model,
named heterozygous PLP transgenic 4e（PLP4e��）mouse.
Meanwhile, Flexible Accelerated STOP�Tetracycline Opera-
tor Knock in（FAST）system is applied to up or down regu-
late cathepsin C or cystatin F gene expression. Cystatin F as
the inhibitor of cathepsin C is predicted as a protective fac-
tor. But higher severity of demyelination was observed in
cystatin F overexpressing PLP4e��mice. Additionally, mi-
croglia showed highly activated morphology in cystatin F
overexpressing mice. Together with the in situ hybridization
results that in PLP4e��mice conditional knock down of cys-
tatin F gene in microglia lead to the down regulation of
cathepsin C mRNA level, we predicted that cystatin F induce
cathepsin C gene expression in addition to their protein level
interaction during demyelination. In order to prove this hy-
pothesis, we plan to check cathepsin C and cystatin F gene
and protein expression by using real time PCR and western
blot.

1G3-04 Time�lapse imaging of migrating new neu-
rons in the injured adult cerebral cortex

○Mami Matsumoto（松本 真実），Masato Sawada（澤田
雅人），Kazunobu Sawamoto（澤本 和延）
Department of Developmental and Regenerative Biology, Na-
goya City University Graduate School of Medical Sciences（名
古屋市立大学大学院医学研究科再生医学分野）

In the adult rodent brain, new neurons are constantly gener-
ated from neural stem cells in the ventricular�subventricular
zone（V�SVZ）. Under physiological conditions, these new
neurons form chains and migrate along the blood vessels in
the rostral migratory stream（RMS）toward the olfactory
bulbs, where they are integrated into pre�existing neural
network. After brain injuries, V�SVZ�derived new neurons
also migrate in chains along blood vessels toward the injured
sites and differentiate into mature neurons, suggesting the
potential of endogenous neural stem cells for neuronal regen-
eration. Here we show the patterns and dynamics of neuro-
nal migration in the injured adult mouse brain. In the pho-
tothrombotic stroke model, we observed new neurons mi-
grating in chains or individually frequently associated with
blood vessels in the injured corpus callosum and cerebral
cortex, suggesting that new neurons utilize blood vessels as a
migratory scaffold. To analyze dynamics of neuronal migra-
tion toward the injured sites, we performed time�lapse imag-
ing of migrating new neurons in the cultured adult brain
slices. Chain�forming new neurons migrated along the blood
vessels from the V�SVZ toward the injured sites. Similar to
the neuronal migration in the RMS, new neurons in the in-
jured brain showed saltatory movement, executed by re-
peated extension of the leading process followed by the ad-
vancement of the soma. However, migration speed was sig-
nificantly slower in the injured brain. These observations
provide insights into similarity and difference in neuronal mi-
gration between physiological and pathological conditions.



1G3-05 Histamine N�methyltransferase deficiency
induced the abnormal sleep�awake cycles
and aggressive behavior in mice

○Fumito Naganuma1（長沼 史登），Takeo Yoshikawa1（吉
川 雄朗），Atsushi Yanai1,2（矢内 敦），Ai Horigome1（堀米
愛），Yamato Miura1（三浦 大和），Tadaho Nakamura1（中
村 正帆），Takatoshi Mochizuki2（望月 貴年），Kazuhiko
Yanai1（谷内 一彦）
1Department pf Pharmacology, Tohoku University Graduate
School of Medicine（東北大学大学院医学系研究科機能薬理学
分野），2Department of Neurology, Harvard Medical School

（ハーバード大学医学部神経学分野）

Histamine plays as a neurotransmitter in various physiologi-
cal events such as sleep�awake cycle and appetite regulation.
In order to maintain the homeostasis of histaminergic neuro-
nal activities, the excessive histamine should be inactivated.
The previous studies suggested that histamine N�methyl-
transferase（HNMT）was important for histamine inactiva-
tion. However, the role of HNMT in vivo remains almost un-
clear. In the present study, we generated and investigated
the Hnmt knockout mice（KO）to elucidate the importance
of HNMT. First, we generated KO by inserting LacZ gene
into HNMT gene. LacZ reporter assay revealed that Hnmt
were highly expressed in cortex, amygdala, locus coeruleus
and Raphe nucleus. Histamine content in the brain lysate of
KO was 6 times as abundant as that in wild type mice（WT）.
The extracellular histamine in the hypothalamic area was
also increased in KO. These results cleared that HNMT was
essential for brain histamine clearance. Most of KO was
wounded by fighting in home�cage, suggesting the increase
of aggressive behavior in KO. We confirmed the aggressive
behavior of KO in the resident�intruder test and aggressive
biting behavior test. The sleep analysis revealed that the
sleep duration of KO in dark period was longer than that of
WT, and the KO showed an increase in slow�wave EEG in
wakefulness, suggested that Hnmt deficiency caused the
dysfunction of sleep�awake cycles. These results indicated
that Hnmt was involved in sleep�awake cycles and aggres-
sive behavior through the regulation of histamine concentra-
tion and histamine neuronal activities.

1G3-06 The acute immediate effect of X�irradia-
tion and Carbon ion�irradiation on synaptic
function and fear memory formation.

○Puspitasari Anggraeini，Noriko Koganezawa，Yuki Ka-
jita，Tomoaki Shirao
Department of Neurobiology and Behavior, Gunma Univer-
sity Graduate School of Medicine

Carbon�ion therapy becomes widely known and is used as
the advanced therapy for cancer. Carbon�ion irradiation is
thought to show a higher biological effectiveness compared
to X�irradiation, but still the acute immediate effect on the
brain function is poorly understood. In this study, we com-
pared the acute effects of X�ray and carbon�ion irradiation
on fear memory formation and accumulation of a synaptic
protein. We used 10�12�week old male mice, and adminis-
tered a single dose of 10 Gy of either X�ray or carbon�ion
beam to whole brains. Then fear conditioning was conducted
7 hrs and 24 hrs after the irradiation. We found that the mice
irradiated by either X�rays or carbon�ion beam 7 hrs before
training did not retrieve the contextual and auditory memo-
ries, whereas those irradiated 24 hrs before training did re-
trieve the both memories. We analyzed drebrin, a marker for
synaptic function, immunohistochemically in neuropil of the
dentate gyrus of hippocampus. We found there were signifi-
cant decreases of drebrin intensities 2 hrs and 8 hrs after the
irradiation and it returned to the former level 24 hrs after the
irradiation. Interestingly, the number of drebrin clusters also
decreased with a similar time course in in vitro study. When
we analyzed the number of drebrin clusters after we irradi-
ated mature primary hippocampal neurons, it decreased sig-
nificantly 2 hrs and 8 hrs after X�irradiation and returned to
the former level after 24 hrs. Similarly, the number of drebrin
clusters significantly decreased 2 hrs after carbon�ion irra-
diation and tended to return 24 hrs after the carbon�ion irra-
diation. These results suggest that there are transient effects
on the synaptic function of both X�irradiation and carbon�
ion irradiation and these may cause fear memory deficits.



2G1-01 The role of blood flow in neuronal turnover
in the adult olfactory bulbs

○Takashi Ogino1（荻野 崇），Masato Sawada1（澤田 雅
人），Hiroyuki Inada2（稲田 浩之），Junichi Nabekura2（鍋倉
淳一），Kazunobu Sawamoto1（澤本 和延）
1Department of Developmental and Regenerative Biology,
Nagoya City University Graduate School of Medical Sciences

（名古屋市立大学大学院医学研究科再生医学分野），2Division
of Homeostatic Development, Department of Developmental
Physiology, National Institute for Physiological Sciences（生
理学研究所発達生理学研究系生体恒常機能発達機構研究部門）

In the adult mouse olfactory bulbs（OBs）, new neurons gen-
erated from neural stem cells in the ventricular�subventricu-
lar zone are continuously supplied whereas old ones are
eliminated, suggesting that olfactory interneurons are re-
placed throughout life. We have previously reported that ol-
factory input promotes reiterated use of the same positions
by new neurons in the adult OB. However, mechanisms un-
derlying the spatiotemporal regulation of neuronal turnover
remain unknown. Here we show the relationship between
neuronal turnover and blood flow in the adult OB. By per-
forming in vivo two�photon imaging, we found that neuronal
addition and elimination occur in the vicinity of blood vessels,
suggesting that blood vessels provide preferable microenvi-
ronment for efficient neuronal turnover. To test the possibil-
ity that neuronal addition and elimination are correlated with
the blood flow, we labeled blood plasma with fluorescent dye
and measured capillary blood flow by in vivo two�photon
line�scan imaging. Interestingly, newly added neurons were
observed more frequently in the vicinity of blood vessels
with high blood flow as compared with those with low flow.
These data suggest that blood flow promotes neuronal turn-
over in the perivascular regions of adult OB.

2G1-02 Drebrin knockout mice show olfactory dys-
function by impairment of adult neurogene-
sis and cell survival

○Yuki Kajita1（梶田 裕貴），Noriko Koganezawa1（小金澤
紀子），Nobuhiko Kojima1（児島 伸彦），Kenji Sakimura2（崎
村 建二），Takashi Sakurai3（櫻井 孝司），Tomoaki
Shirao1（白尾 智明）
1Department of Neurobiology & Behavior, Gunma University
Graduate School of Medicine（群馬大学院・医・神経薬理），
2Department of Cellular Neurobiology, Brain Research Insti-
tute, Niigata University（新潟大学・脳研究所・細胞神経生物
学分野），3Electronics�Inspired Interdisciplinary Research In-
stitute, Toyohashi University of Technology（豊橋技術科学大
学・エレクトロニクス先端融合研究所）

Drebrin is an F�actin�binding protein which plays an impor-
tant role in regulation of spine morphology. Drebrin consists
of two major isoforms, drebrin A and E. We have previously
examined the functional role of drebrin using drebrin A spe-
cific knockout mice（DAKO）. DAKO shows behavioral abnor-
mality in context dependent fear conditioning test（Kojima et
al., 2010）. To better understanding of the role of drebrin for
brain function, we generated drebrin null�knockout mice

（DXKO）. DXKO showed abnormal behavior in buried food
test and three�chamber social interaction test which were ol-
factory bulb（OB）related behavior. In Golgi staining, we ob-
served normal dendritic spines in the OB of DXKO, suggest-
ing that the olfaction disorder was not caused by spine ab-
normality. We then immunohistochemically analyzed the
number of dying cells and mature neurons in the OB. In the
OB of DXKO, the number of cell death decreased compared
to that of wild�type mice（WT）, whereas the number of ma-
ture neurons did not change. Since newly generated neurons
migrate from subventricular zone（SVZ）to OB, we next ex-
amined the number of arriving newly generated neurons in
the OB. One day after injection of BrdU, the number of
newly generated neurons in the OB of DXKO was smaller
compared to that of WT. At 1 week, however, there was no
difference in the cell number, and the cell number was larger
in DXKO at 7 weeks. These results suggest that the adult
neurogenesis decreases whereas the neuronal survival in OB
increases in DXKO. These abnormalities might cause olfac-
tion disorder in DXKO.



2G1-03 Modeling and analysis of intercellular ad-
hesion between cells from the developing
cerebral cortex

○Yuki Matsunaga1（松永 友貴），Mariko Noda1（野田万理
子），Hideki Murakawa2（村川 秀樹），Takashi Miura3（三浦
岳），Ken�ichiro Kubo1（久保健一郎），Kazunori Nakajima1
（仲嶋 一範）

1Department of Anatomy, Keio University School of Medi-
cine（慶應義塾大学・医・解剖学教室），2Faculty of Mathe-
matics, Kyushu University（九州大学大学院数理学研究院），
3Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, Kyushu Univer-
sity Graduate School of Medical Sciences（九州大学大学院医
学研究院 系統解剖学分野）

The mammalian neocortex has a highly organized 6�layered
structure of neurons. Cortical neurons are generated within
the ventricular zone（VZ）or subventricular zone（SVZ）, and
migrate along radial fibers toward the pial surface. Newly
born excitatory neurons migrate radially into the cortical
plate（CP）past the earlier�born neurons, resulting in the
birth�date�dependent“inside�out”alignment of neurons in
the CP. Although the Reelin�deficient mouse, reeler , has
been studied for more than 60 years and Reelin is indispensa-
ble for the establishment of the“inside�out”neuronal layers,
cellular and molecular functions of Reelin for layer formation
are still largely unknown.
Reaggregation culture is a tool for studying intercellular ad-
hesion. In the previous study, several clusters of MAP2�posi-
tive neurons were abnormally observed in the reaggregates
of the reeler cerebral cortical cells. This result suggests the
possibility that intercellular adhesion is altered in the reeler
cerebral cortex. In the present study, to uncover how Reelin
controls the intercellular adhesion among cortical cells, we
performed Reelin stimulation experiments using reaggrega-
tion culture of the cells from the reeler cerebral cortex. We
transfected an expression vector for Reelin into part of the
cortical cells in the reeler reaggregates. Overexpression of
Reelin unexpectedly caused clustering of nestin�positive
cells in the inner part of the reeler reaggregates. To under-
stand the mechanism of this cell clustering, we made mathe-
matical models of cell aggregation, and examined the factors
important for recapitulating the cell clustering patterns in
the presence or absence of Reelin.
The reaggregation culture and the mathematical model of
cell sorting suggest that transient increase in neuronal adhe-
sion is required for nestin�positive cluster formation in the
inner part of the reeler reaggregates. Transient but not per-
sistent increase in cell�cell adhesion might be necessary for
the highly organized layered structure of neurons in the
mammalian neocortex.

2G1-04 Ergothioneine promotes neuronal differen-
tiation via induction of neurotrophin 5 in
cultured neural stem cells.

○Takahiro Ishimoto（石本 尚大），Noritaka Nakamichi
（中道 範隆），Yusuke Masuo（増尾 友佑），Yukio Kato（加
藤 将夫）
Fac. Pharm., Kanazawa Univ.（金沢大院・薬・分子薬物治療
学）

Ergothioneine（ERGO）is a food�derived hydrophilic antioxi-
dant, distributed to the brain, and taken up into neural stem
cells（NSCs）via carnitine�organic transporter OCTN1�SLC
22A4. OCTN1�mediated ERGO uptake in mouse NSCs pro-
moted neuronal differentiation accompanied with induction
of Math1, one of the basic helix�loop�helix（bHLH）transcrip-
tion factors, via unidentified mechanisms different from anti-
oxidant action（Ishimoto et al., PLOS ONE 9, e89434, 2014）. In
the present study, we focused on neurotrophins（NTs）,
which promote neuronal differentiation by induction of
bHLH transcription factors, as one of the candidate mecha-
nisms. Some NTs are known as important factors related
with pathogenesis of neuropsychiatric disorders. Since NTs
are not distributed to the brain across the blood�brain bar-
rier unlike ERGO, induction of NTs by ERGO may be a novel
therapy for neuropsychiatric disorders. Exposure of NSCs to
ERGO at 500 μM for 9 days significantly increased mRNA ex-
pression of Math1 and neurotrophin 5（NT�5）, and tended to
increase expression of brain�derived neurotrophic factor

（BDNF）and neurotrophin 3（NT�3）. Short term exposure
of NSCs to ERGO also increased mRNA expression of NT�5,
BDNF and NT�3 depending on the exposure time of ERGO
until 12 hours, followed by increase in expression of Math1 at
24 hours. NT�5, BDNF and NT�3 activate neurotrophic tyro-
sine kinase receptor type2（TrkB）. To clarify the intracellu-
lar signaling pathway related with induction of Math1 by
ERGO exposure, NSCs were incubated with ERGO in either
the presence or absence of the inhibitor of TrkB or its three
downstream signaling pathways, PI3K�Akt, PLCγ and
MAPK�ERK signaling, and expression of Math1 was exam-
ined. As a result, all inhibitors of TrkB, Akt, PLCγ or Erk sup-
press induction of Math1 by ERGO. These results suggest
that ERGO may promote neuronal differentiation at least
partially by activation of TrkB signaling via autocrine�
paracrine action of NT�5. Further studies are required in or-
der to clarify upstream mechanisms underlying induction of
NT�5 by ERGO.



2G2-01 Effect of a novel cognitive enhancer ST101
on decreased CaMKII activity in schizo-
phrenia model rats.

○Yasushi Yabuki（矢吹 悌），Kohji Fukunaga（福永 浩司）
Dept. Pharmacol., Tohoku Univ. Grad. Sch. Pharm. Sci.（東北
大院・薬・薬理学）

［Background］Development of cognitive enhancer is essen-
tial to improve quality of life for schizophrenia patients. We
used neonatal ventral hippocampus（NVH）�lesioned rats as
schizophrenia model animal, in which risperidone improves
sensory motor gating deficits. However risperidone, a typical
anti�psychotics fails to improve cognition assessed by novel
object recognition test. Notably, cognitive impairment of
NVH�lesioned rats is associated with the decreased CaMKII
activity in the medial prefrontal cortex（mPFC）and hip-
pocampus（Yabuki et al., Neuroscience 2013；234：103�115）.
Therefore, we here investigated the effect of a novel cogni-
tive enhancer ST101（piro［imidazo［1,2�a］pyridine�3,2�in-
dan］�2（3H）�one）on the cognitive impairment of NVH�le-
sioned rats and its mechanism.［Methods］To prepare NVH�
lesioned rats, ibotenic acid was injected into the bilateral ven-
tral hippocampus on the postnatal day（PD）7. After PD 70,
animals were administrated with ST101（0.01, 0.1, or 0.5 mg�
kg, p.o.）once a day for 2 weeks and were subjected to cogni-
tion tests. CaMKII activity was measured using immunohis-
tochemical and western blotting analyses.［Results］The
chronic administration of ST101 rescues the decreased CaM-
KII activity in the mPFC and hippocampus. The cognitive
impairment of NVH�lesioned rats was significantly improved
by ST101 administration.［Conclusion］NVH�lesioned rats
are potential animal model of schizophrenia because the ani-
mals show abnormal sensory motor function only after post�
pubertal. A novel cognitive enhancer ST101 which is T�type
calcium channel stimulator restores cognitive impairment by
stimulationg CaMKII activity in the mPFC and hippocampus.
Taken together, ST101 is attractive candidate therapeutics
for cognitive impairment in schizophrenia patients.

2G2-02 Brain�Active Herbal Metabolites for the
Treatment of Alzheimer’s Disease

○Zhiyou Yang，Tomoharu Kuboyama，Chihiro Tohda
Division of Neuromedical Science, Institute of Natural Medi-
cine, University of Toyama

Our previous studies have shown that the water extract of a
crude drug DR＊（1, 10 μg�ml）could reverse Aβ（25�35）�in-
duced axonal atrophy in cultured mouse cortical neurons.
Administration of DR extract（p.o., for 21�31 days）to Al-
zheimer’s disease（AD）model, 5×FAD mice, improved defi-
cits of object recognition memory and spatial memory. In
this study, we aimed to clarify effects of DR extract on ax-
onal degeneration and AD pathologies in the 5×FAD mice
brain. In addition, we tried to identify active compounds de-
tected in the brain, which were distributed constituents or
metabolites in DR extract.Oral administration of DR extract

（500 mg�kg）for 31 days to 5×FAD（male and female, 6�8
months old）significantly reduced amyloid β plaques in the
medial prefrontal cortex, perirhinal cortex and hippocampus.
Abnormally swollen degenerated axonal terminals were also
significantly decreased in the DR�treated group. To identify
DR�derived compounds transferred into the brain, the
plasma and cerebral cortex were isolated from DR�or vehi-
cle�treated 5×FAD mice at 0.5 and 5 h after the administra-
tion. We had already known about main constituents in DR
extract by chemical analyses. Three metabolites in the cor-
tex and thirteen metabolites in the plasma were detected by
LTQ�Orbit trap FT�MS�MS analysis. Axonal regeneration
activities of those metabolites in the brain are under investi-
gation. To investigate starting point in the signaling mecha-
nism of DR extract, Drug Affinity Responsive Target Stabil-
ity（DARTS）analysis was performed. By DARTS method
using DR extract and mouse cortical lysate, CRMP2 and
RKIP were suggested as candidates for direct target pro-
teins of DR constituents. Signaling pathways of DR�derived
real active compounds working in the brain are now investi-
gated. Those information may provide a new viewpoint of
memory improvement pathway. ＊A name of the crude drug
is not open due to patent matters.



2G2-03 Bruton’s tyrosine kinase（BTK）inhibitor has
a protective effect on ischemic brain injury.

○Minako Ito（伊藤美菜子），Takashi Shichita（七田 崇），
Akihiko Yoshimura（吉村 昭彦），Rimpei Morita（森田 林
平）
Department of Microbiology and Immunology, Keio Univer-
sity School of Medicine（慶應義塾大学 医学部 微生物学免
疫学教室）

Stroke causes ischemic brain injury, which is a leading cause
of neurological disability and death worldwide. The thera-
peutic time window of t�PA is only 4.5 hours after stroke on-
set. There is a need for an efficacious therapy that can be ad-
ministered beyond this time window. Post�ischemic inflam-
mation is a hallmark of ischemic stroke pathology. IL�1β pro-
motes brain tissue injury and is therefore potential targets
for therapy after ischemic stroke. Activation of IL�1β is re-
quired for caspase�1 activation by formation of inflamma-
some. We used a transient middle cerebral artery occlusion

（MCAO）model（60 min）induced by means of an intralumi-
nal suture. In this study, we demonstrates that The FDA�ap-
proved BTK inhibitor ibrutinib（PCI�32765）significantly sup-
pressed infarct volume growth and neurological damage in
the brain ischemia�reperfusion model. Ibrutinib suppressed
caspase�1 activation and IL�1β secretion by inhibiting the
formation of inflammasome.

2G2-04 Immediate or delayed administrations of
matrine improve motor dysfunction in spi-
nal cord injured mice

○Norio Tanabe1（田辺 紀生），Tomoharu Kuboyama1（久
保山友晴），Kohei Kazuma2（数馬 恒平），Katsuhiro Konno2
（紺野 勝弘），Chihiro Tohda1（東田 千尋）

1Div. of Neuromedical Science, Inst. of Natural Med., Univ. of
Toyama（富山大・和漢研・神経機能学），2 Div. of Kampo�
Pharmaceutics, Inst. of Natural Med., Univ. of Toyama（富山
大・和漢研・和漢薬製剤開発）

In spinal cord injury（SCI）, descending neuronal tracts are
disrupted, which induce motor dysfunction. Although recon-
struction of spinal tracts by axonal growth must be effective
for improvement of motor dysfunction, inhibitory factors for
axonal extension, such as chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan

（CSPG）, increase in the lesion site. We previously found that
the water extract of dried roots of Sophora flavescens

（SF）promoted axonal extension even on inhibitory CSPG in
vitro and improved the axonal density and motor dysfunc-
tion in SCI mice. In this study, we aimed to identify active
constituents in SF extract and investigate effects of the ac-
tive constituents in SCI mice. Axonal extension activities of
compounds in SF extract were evaluated in cultured cortical
neurons（ddY mice, E14）on the CPSG. Four days after the
treatment, axonal length was quantified by immunostaining
for phosphorylated neurofilament�H. Although axonal
growth was inhibited on the CSPG, matrine（10 μM）extended
axons even on the CSPG. Consecutive oral administrations of
matrine（100 μmol�kg�day, for 30 days）or vehicle solution
to SCI mice（ddY, female, 8 weeks old）were started from 1
h after the injury. Matrine significantly recovered motor
function of hindlimbs. Furthermore, effects of matrine on the
motor function in SCI mice by delayed administration were
investigated. Matrine（100 μmol�kg�day）was administrated
to SCI mice for 154 days from 28 days after the injury. As a
result, motor function was significantly recovered by matrine
treatment. This study suggests that matrine is one of the ac-
tive constituents in SF extract and effective for recovery of
motor function of SCI mice in chronic phase as well as acute
phase. Investigating mechanisms underlying matrine effects
is ongoing.



2G2-05 Novel candidate compounds identified by
in silico screening activate TrkB and at-
tenuate depressant�like behavior in mice
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Cancer Ctr. Res. Inst.（千葉県がんセ・予防疫学研），4Grad.
Sch. of Med. and Pharmaceutical Sciences, Chiba Univ.（千葉
大院・医学薬学府），5Dept. of Bioinformatics, Grad. Sch. of
Med. Chiba Univ.（千葉大学院・医・生命情報），6Grad. Sch. of
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BDNF is a ligand for its receptor TrkB and contributes to
neuronal survival, differentiation and synaptic plasticity in
central nervous system. Recent reports have indicated that
dysfunction of BDNF�TrkB is related with depression. We
previously performed in silico screening to find new anti�
neuroblastoma（NB）therapeutics targeting BDNF binding
domain of TrkB. From 3 million low molecular weight com-
pounds, we finally discovered 7 compounds that induce apop-
tosis（Nakamura et al., 2014）. In the study, we have also iden-
tified 2 distinct compounds（48 and 56）harboring the effects
to enhance cell survival in TrkB expressing NB cells. There-
fore, we hypothesized that these compounds act as TrkB ag-
onist. We first examined in vitro and in vivo whether the
compounds induce TrkB phosphorylation. Western blot
analysis in SH�SY5Y�TrkB cells revealed that the treatment
of compound 48 and 56 increased phosphorylation of TrkB
and its downstream molecules, AKT and ERK. Intraperito-
neal injection of compounds 48 and 56 in C57BL�6J mice
caused higher phosphorylation of TrkB in hippocampus and
cerebral cortex compared with vehicle�injected controls. In
SH�SY5Y�TrkB cells treated with the compounds, the phos-
phorylation of TrkB was blocked by the pretreatment of a
Trk inhibitor, K252a. Finally, to investigate the antidepres-
sant effects of the compounds, we carried out the forced
swim test（FST）, a model for assessing antidepressant�like
behavior. As the result of the FST in C57BL�6J mouse, the
both compounds showed reduced immobility compared with
vehicle�injected controls. These data suggest that the com-
pounds 48 and 56 could cross the blood brain barrier, activate
TrkB and have potential ability of novel antidepressants.

2G2-06 Effects of coffee on vascular endothelial
growth factor expression in human neuro-
blastoma SH�SY5Y cells.

○Shota Kakio1（垣尾 翔大），Soichiro Enoki2（榎 崇一
郎），Kenji Kobata2（古旗 賢二），Megumi Funakoshi�
Tago1（多胡めぐみ），Hiroomi Tamura1（田村 悦臣）
1Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Keio Univer-
sity（慶應大院・薬・衛生化学），2Graduate School of Pharma-
ceutical Sciences, Josai University（城西大院・薬・機能性食
品科学）

Objectives Coffee is one of the most world�widely consumed
beverage on a daily bases. Recent epidemiological studies
have reported that amyotrophic lateral sclerosis（ALS）pa-
tients are less frequent and prolonged to coffee intake than
healthy persons. However, the precise molecular mecha-
nisms of the effects of coffee are yet uncertain. Vascular en-
dothelial growth factor（VEGF）is known to have protective
effects on ALS in development of symptoms and prolonga-
tion of life. Therefore, we investigated the effects of coffee on
VEGF expression in human neuroblastoma SH�SY5Y cells.
Methods SH�SY5Y cells were cultured in Ham’s F�12�
DMEM（1：1）medium supplemented with 15％ FBS. The
cells were exposed to coffee or coffee extracts up to at 2.0％

（v�v）. After 4 hours, the whole cell lysates were isolated and
subjected to immunoblotting for HIF�1α. VEGF gene expres-
sion was monitored by qPCR using RNAs isolated from the
cells treated with coffee for 8 hours. After 12 hours, the
amount of VEGF in the culture medium was measured with
an ELISA kit（eBioscience）. Results Coffee induced VEGF
expression in dose�dependent manner whereas decaf-
feinated coffee or caffeine（100 μM）showed no effects. The
induction profile of VEGF was corresponding to that of an ac-
tivation of HIF�1α by coffee. The active constituents of cof-
fee were produced by roasting process of coffee beans and
were extractable with n�butanol.Conclusion Coffee induced
VEGF expression via the HIF�1α activation in SH�SY5Y
cells. This activity may contribute to the preventive effects
of coffee on ALS. Further study to identify active compo-
nents and to elucidate the mechanism of the effects is needed
to clarify the molecular basis of neuroprotective effect associ-
ated with daily coffee consumption.



1O1-01 Novel intracellular D2LR signaling is criti-
cal for dendritic spine formation.

○Norifumi Shioda（塩田 倫史），Kohji Fukunaga（福永
浩司）
Dept. Pharmacol., Tohoku Univ. Grad. Sch. Pharm. Sci.（東北
大院・薬・薬理）

Abnormalities in activity of the dopamine D2 receptor（D2R）
are associated with neuropsychiatric disorders, making it a
target for antipsychotic drugs. Here, we report that novel
signaling through the intracellular D2R long isoform（D2LR）
elicits persistent extracellular signal�regulated kinase（ERK）
activation and dendritic spine formation through Rabex�5�
Rab5�mediated endocytosis. D2LR directly binds and acti-
vates Rabex�5, promoting early endosome formation. En-
dosomes containing D2LR and platelet�derived growth fac-
tor receptor�beta（PDGFRbeta）are then transported to the
Golgi apparatus, where those complexes trigger Galphai3�
mediated ERK signaling. Loss of intracellular D2LR�medi-
ated ERK activation decreases neuronal activity and den-
dritic spine density in striatopallidal medium spiny neurons

（MSNs）. Taken together, novel intracellular D2LR signaling
is critical for prolonged ERK activation and dopamine�regu-
lated synaptic activity in striatopallidal MSNs.

1O1-02 Rbfox1, an autism causal gene, plays an
essential role in cortical development

○Nanako Hamada（浜田奈々子），Hidenori Ito（伊東 秀
記），Hidenori Tabata（田畑 秀典），Koh�ichi Nagata（永田
浩一）
Dept. Mol. Neurobiol., Inst. Dev. Res., Aichi Hum. Serv. Ctr

（愛知県コロニー研・神経制御）

Rbfox1（aka Fox1 or A2BP1）is an RNA�binding protein nec-
essary for regulation of alternative splicing. Critical neuro-
logical functions for Rbfox1 have been approved by human
mutations in RBFOX1 gene that cause neurodevelopmental
disorders including autism spectrum disorder（ASD）. To elu-
cidate the pathophysiological relevance of Rbfox1, we here
performed cell biological analyses of the neuron�dominant
Rbfox1 isoform 1（Rbfox1�iso1；A2BP1�A016）during mouse
cerebral development. Knockdown of Rbfox1�iso1 by in
utero electroporation method caused abnormal neuronal dis-
tribution during corticogenesis. Rbfox1�iso1 knockdown did
not affect cell proliferation in the neural progenitor�stem
cells. Confocal laser microscope�associated live�imaging
analyses revealed that migration defects occurred during ra-
dial migration and terminal translocation. While Rbfox1�iso
1�deficient neurons did not show any morphological abnor-
mality during migration, they could not efficiently enter the
cortical plate and were prevented from smooth migration in
the cortical plate, perhaps due to impaired nucleokinesis. In-
deed, the distance between nucleus to centrosome was ab-
normally elongated in Rbfox1�iso1�deficient neurons during
radial migration. Rbfox1 was also found to regulate neuronal
network formation in vivo since interhemispheric axon ex-
tension and dendritic arborization were suppressed in Rbfox
1�iso1�deficient neurons. Aberrant morphology was further
confirmed in in vitro analyses；Rbfox1�iso1�silencing in pri-
mary cultured hippocampal neurons resulted in the reduc-
tion of primary axon length, total length of dendrites, spine
density and mature spine number. Taken together, aberrant
phenotypes observed in this study may relate to structural
and functional defects of the cerebral cortex, leading to the
emergence of the clinical symptoms of neurodevelopmental
disorders.



1O1-03 Dysregulation of fear memory and CaM
kinase II activity in NCX1 heterozygous
mice
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（福永 浩司）

1Department of Pharmacology, Graduate School of Pharma-
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partment of Anatomy, Kitasato University School of Medi-
cine（北里大学医学部解剖学）

Na＋�Ca2＋ exchangers（NCXs）are mainly expressed in the
plasma membrane and mediate the electrogenical exchange
of one Ca2＋ for three Na＋, depending on the electrochemi-
cal gradients across the plasma membrane. NCXs have three
different isoforms（NCX1, NCX2, NCX3）encoded by distinct
genes in mammals. We here report that mutant mice lacking
NCX1（NCX1�KO）exhibit impaired fear�related memory.
NCX1�KO showed significantly impairment of fear�related
behaviors measured by elevated�plus maze, light�dark task,
open�field task and marble burying tasks. In addition, NCX1�
KO mice show abnormality in fear�related tone memory but
not in contextual memory with fear�conditioning task. In im-
munohistochemical analyses, NCX1�KO mice revealed sig-
nificant increase in the number of cFos positive cells in the
lateral amygdala but not the central amygdala following
fear�related tone stimuli. The cFos expression peaked at 1
hr. Furthermore, enhancement of CaM kinase II or IV activi-
ties in the latelal amygdala were observed in NCX1�KO mice
by immnoblot analyses. By contrast, CaM Kinase II null mice
failed to increase in the number of cFos positive cells in the
lateral amygdala without changes in CaM Kinase IV null
mice. Taken together, the increased CaM kinase II activitiy
and in turn cFos expression likely account for the dysregula-
tion of fear memory in NCX1�KO mice.

1O1-04 A newly identified stres hormone respon-
sive molecule, Hit, regulates nuclear trans-
port of Glucocorticoid Receptor

○Keita Koizumi1（小泉 惠太），Keiko Nakao2（中尾 啓
子），Hideo Nakajima3,4（中島日出夫）
1Center for Child Mental Development, Kanazawa Univ（金沢
大学・子どものこころの発達研究センター），2Department of
Physiology, Saitama Medical Univ（埼玉医大・生理学教室），
3Center for AIDS Research, Kumamoto Univ.（熊本大学・エ
イズ研究センター），4Ageo Central General Hospital（上尾中
央総合病院・腫瘍内科）

Maternal stress during pregnancy increases secretion of
stress hormones such as glucocorticoid（GC）. A numbers of
studies indicate high level exposure to GC during prenatal
period affects neural development and stress response after
birth. Moreover, recent studies suggest it causes psychiatric
disorders such as depression（Front Neurosci. 8：420, 2015）,
schizophrenia（Psychopharmacology 214：89�106, 2011）and
autism（Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 32：1519�
1532, 2008）. Although detail molecular mechanisms that link
prenatal stress and these psychiatric disorders are not well
understood, molecules responding to GC must have critical
roles.
Here, we show a newly identified GC responsive molecule,
Hit. Treatment with GC agonist, DEX, or restraint stress on
pregnant mice resulted in reduction of Hit mRNA expression
in the brain of their embryos. Similar to effects of DEX, Hit
RNAi�over�expression affects proliferation, differentiation
and migration of neuron�like PC12 cells and also neural cells
in primary culture. We also found Hit RNAi facilitates nu-
clear transport of GC receptor（GR）, which is a critical step
for GR function to regulate various genes transcription.
Thus, our data suggest Hit has critical roles on prenatal de-
velopment by negatively regulating the GR transport to nu-
clear.

Interestingly, recent studies show molecules involved in
the GR transport to nuclear（FKBP5 and HSP90 for example）
are closely related to psychiatric disorders such as depres-
sion（Neurosci Biobehav Rev. 37：2375�97, 2013）and PTSD

（Nat Neurosci 16：33�41, 2013）. Hit may have interaction
with these molecules and potentially link to these psychiatric
disorders.



1O2-01 Rer1 and calnexin regulate endoplasmic
reticulum retention of a peripheral myelin
protein 22 mutant that causes type 1A
Charcot�Marie�Tooth disease

○Taichi Hara（原 太一），Yukiko Hashimoto（橋本由紀
子），Tomoko Akuzawa（阿久澤共子），Rika Hirai（平井 里
香），Hisae Kobayashi（小林 久江），Ken Sato（佐藤 健）
Laboratory of Molecular Traffic, Institute for Molecular and
Cellular Regulation, Gunma University（群馬大学・生調研・
細胞構造）

Charcot�Marie�Tooth disease（CMT1）is the most commonly
inherited neurological disorder of the peripheral nervous sys-
tem with an estimated frequency of 1�2,500. Approximately
70％ of patients with CMT1 harbor a genetic abnormality（e.
g. duplication and mutation）of a membrane protein, PMP22.
Although the accumulation of misfolded PMP22 in the endo-
plasmic reticulum（ER）correlates with pathogenic mecha-
nism, the molecular mechanisms in the ER accumulation of
PMP22 are largely unknown. Here, we studied the quality
control mechanisms for the PMP22 mutants L16P and G150
D, which were originally identified in mice and patients with
CMT. We found that the ER�localised ubiquitin ligase Hrd1�
SYVN1 mediates ER�associated degradation（ERAD）of PMP
22（L16P）and PMP22（G150D）, and another ubiquitin ligase,
gp78�AMFR, mediates ERAD of PMP22（G150D）as well.
We also found that PMP22（L16P）, but not PMP22（G150D）,
is partly released from the ER by loss of Rer1, which is a
Golgi�localised sorting receptor for ER retrieval. Rer1 inter-
acts with the wild�type and mutant forms of PMP22. Inter-
estingly, release of PMP22（L16P）from the ER was more
prominent with simultaneous knockdown of Rer1 and the
ER�localised chaperone calnexin than with the knockdown of
each gene. These results suggest that CMT disease�related
PMP22（L16P）is trapped in the ER by calnexin�dependent
ER retention and Rer1�mediated early Golgi retrieval sys-
tems and partly degraded by the Hrd1�mediated ERAD sys-
tem.

1O2-02 Multivesicular body is formed after endo-
plasmic reticulum stress.

○Soshi Kanemoto（金本 聡自），Koji Matsuhisa（松久 幸
司），Min Cui（崔 旻），Kazunori Imaizumi（今泉 和則）
Department of Biochemistry, Institute of Biomedical and
Health Sciences, Hiroshima University（広島大学大学院医歯
薬保健学研究院分子細胞情報学）

A number of cellular stress conditions lead to the accumula-
tion of unfolded or misfolded proteins in the endoplasmic re-
ticulum（ER）lumen, named as ER stress. Prolonged ER stress
results in a fundamental threat to the cell. Accumulation of
malfolded proteins in the ER triggers the unfolded protein re-
sponse（UPR）to avoid cell damages. The UPR consists of at
least three distinct components, namely transcriptional in-
duction of ER�resident chaperones, translational attenuation,
and ER�associated degradation（ERAD）. A number of stud-
ies indicate that ER stress and its stress response are associ-
ated with pathophysiology of neurodegenerative disorders
including Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease.
In this study, we found that multivesicular body（MVB）was
formed in response to ER stress. MVBs are a type of late en-
dosome containing intraluminal small vesicles which include
secretary proteins, and the vesicles in MVBs are secreted as
exosomes. Treatment of human neuroblastoma SK�N�SH
cells and human glioma U251MG cells with ER stressors,
such as thapsigargin and tunicamycin, enhanced formation of
MVBs that are detected by a MVBs marker, GFP�TSG101.
We also investigated whether three major ER stress trans-
ducers, IRE1, PERK, and ATF6 are involved in the formation
of MVBs. In PERK knockout mouse embryonic fibroblasts

（MEFs）, MVBs were not formed by the treatment with
thapsigargin, whereas MVBs were formed in IRE1αβ knock-
out or ATF6αβ knockdown MEFs after treatment with thap-
sigargin. Activation of eIF2α downstream of PERK pathway
by a chemical compound salubrinal also increased MVB for-
mation, suggesting ER stress facilitates the formation of
MVBs through the activation of PERK�eIF2α pathway. Inhi-
bition of MVB formation by the treatment with manumy-
cinA which is a neutral sphingomyelinase inhibitor induced
the expression of UPR related genes such as BiP, EDEM, and
CHOP. Our findings suggest that MVB formation in response
to ER stress is regulated via PERK�eIF2α signaling and
might function to attenuate ER stress.



1O2-03 Sigma 1 receptor deficiency is involved in
motor neuronal degeneration through cal-
cium deregulation at mitochondria�associ-
ated membrane.

○Seiji Watanabe（渡邊 征爾），Koji Yamanaka（山中 宏
二）
Research Institute of Environmental Medicine, Nagoya Uni-
versity（名大・環境医学研究所）

A homozygous mutation in the gene coding sigma 1 receptor
（Sig1R）is causative for juvenile inherited amyotrophic lat-
eral sclerosis（ALS）. Sig1R specifically localizes at an inter-
face of mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum called as mi-
tochondria�associated membrane（MAM）. In this study, we
aimed to elucidate the mechanism that a loss�of�function of
Sig1R causes ALS. First, ALS�linked Sig1R mutant was un-
stable and unable to bind to inositol triphosphate receptor
type 3（IP3R3）. Loss of Sig1R resulted in mislocalization of IP3

R3 and deregulation of intracellular calcium flux. In ALS�
linked mutant Cu�Zn superoxide dismutase（SOD1）trans-
genic mice, mutant SOD1 proteins were accumulated in
MAM, inducing depletion of Sig1R and IP3R3 from MAM.
Moreover, onset of the disease for SOD1G85R mice was mark-
edly accelerated in the absence of Sig1R with over�activation
of calpain. Our findings suggest that the loss�of�interaction
between Sig1R and IP3R3 causes motor neuronal degrada-
tion through calcium deregulation in MAM, and restoring
the function may be a promising therapeutic strategy.

1O2-04 Dextran sulfate sodium inhibits amyloid�β
oligomer binding to cellular prion protein

○Takahiro Aimi1（会見 昂大），Tatsuya Hoshino2（星野
竜也），Tohru Mizushima1（水島 徹）
1Department of Drug Discovery and Development, Faculty
of Pharmacy, Keio University（慶應義塾大学薬学部創薬科学
講座），2International University of Health and Welfare（国際
医療福祉大学）

Amyloid�β peptide（Aβ）, especially its oligomeric form, is be-
lieved to play an important role in the pathogenesis of Al-
zheimer’s disease（AD）and the binding of Aβ oligomer to cel-
lular prion protein（PrPC）plays an important role in synaptic
dysfunction in a mouse model of AD. In this study, we have
screened for compounds that inhibit Aβ oligomer binding to
PrPC from medicines already used clinically, and identified
dextran sulfate sodium（DSS）. In a cell�free assay, DSS inhib-
ited Aβ oligomer binding to PrPC but not to ephrin receptor
B2, another endogenous receptor for Aβ oligomers, suggest-
ing that the drug’s action is specific to inhibition of the bind-
ing of Aβ oligomer to PrPC. Dextran on the other hand did
not affect this binding. DSS also suppressed Aβ oligomer
binding to cells expressing PrPC but not to control cells. Fur-
thermore, while incubation of mouse hippocampal slices with
Aβ oligomers inhibited the induction of long�term potentia-
tion（LTP）, simultaneous treatment with DSS restored the
LTP. Since DSS has already been approved for use for pa-
tients with hypertriglyceridaemia, and its safety in humans
has been confirmed, we propose further analysis of this drug
as a candidate for AD treatment.



1O2-05 Endocytic pathology in astrocytes：dynein
dysfunction disrupts Abeta clearance in
astrocytes via disturbed endosome traffick-
ing
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林 佐知），Fumiko Ono2（小野 文子）
1Section of Genetics and Molecular Biology, Department of
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and Gerontology（国立長寿医療研究センター アルツハイ
マー病研究部 病院遺伝子研究室），2The Corporation for
Production and Research of Laboratory Primates（社団法人
予防衛生協会）

A large number of studies suggest that endocytic distur-
bance is involved in Alzheimer’s disease（AD）pathogenesis,
especially for β�amyloid protein（Aβ）pathology. Our previ-
ous studies showed that aging affects retrograde motor pro-
tein dynein in cynomolgus monkey brain, and dynein dys-
function reproduces age�dependent endocytic pathology, re-
sulting in the accumulation of intracellular β�amyloid precur-
sor protein（APP）and Aβ. These findings suggest that
dynein dysfunction may be one of the responsible factors for
age�dependent endocytis distrbance leading to AD patho-
genesis. On the other hand, it remains unclear whether such
age�dependent endocytic disturbance also occurs in glial
cells. Here, we show that intracellular accumulation of en-
larged endosomes occurs even in astrocytes of aged monkey
brains, and we confirmed that Aβ accumulates in those en-
larged endosomes. RNA interference studies demonstrated
that dynein dysfunction reproduces astroglial endocytic pa-
thology and disrupts Aβ clearance in astrocytes via dis-
turbed endosome trafficking. Interestingly, dynein dysfunc-
tion did not affect Aβ uptake itself. These findings suggest
that endocytic disturbance in astroglial cells may also be in-
volved in age�dependent Aβ pathology.

1O2-06 Identification of domains of FUS required
for the regulation of genes with conserved
introns.

○Tadashi Nakaya（中矢 正）
Laboratory of Neuroscience, Graduate School of Pharmaceu-
tical Sciences, Hokkaido University（北海道大学・大学院薬学
研究院・神経科学研究室）

FUS is an RNA binding protein and known as a causative
factor of Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, ALS. Many muta-
tions linked to familial cases of ALS have been identified in
the C�terminal end, around its nuclear localization signal, and
most of them abnormally localized in cytoplasm. Since FUS
wild type strictly localizes in nucleus, it is believed that the
mislocalization of FUS mutants is critical to pathogenesis of
ALS. However, it is still unclear how mutations of FUS cause
ALS. Because the normal function of FUS was not clear,
which might be important to reveal the mechanism of FUS
mutant effects, we employed HITS�CLIP and RNA�seq ex-
periments to reveal the physiological function of FUS in neu-
rons. We found that FUS bound to many RNAs through their
introns and 3’UTR regions, which was observed in both hu-
man brains and mouse ES cell derived neurons. However, al-
most no significant difference of expressions of target RNAs
was observed in FUS knock down neurons compared to con-
trol siRNA treated neurons. Thus far, it is still unclear what
the normal function of FUS in neurons is. Among these FUS
target introns, we found that FUS preferentially bound to in-
trons conserved among species. Moreover, the expressions of
these RNAs with conserved introns were affected signifi-
cantly in FUS knock down neurons. Interestingly, many
RNA binding protein�coding genes have these conserved in-
trons, suggesting that FUS regulates the expressions of RNA
binding proteins by regulating their RNA levels through
their conserved introns. To reveal the molecular mechanism
of this regulation, deletion constructs of FUS were utilized
and the effects on target RNAs were analyzed. FUS has six
domains including SYGQ�rich, Gly�rich, RNA recognition
motif（RRM）, Arg�Gly�Gly�rich1（RGG1）, Zn�finger and
RGG2. When these domains were deleted one by one, all of
mutant localized to the nucleus, indicating that these do-
mains were not involved in the regulation of its localization in
neurons. In this presentation, I will show the results of fur-
ther analyses and discuss how FUS regulates the expres-
sions of RNAs with conserved introns.
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young adults with autism spectrum disor-
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Autism spectrum disorder（ASD）is characterized by repeti-
tive and�or obsessive interests and behavior and by deficits
in sociability and communication. A previous neuroimaging
study using positron emission tomography（PET）indicated
that dopamine transporter bindings were significantly
higher in the orbitofrontal cortex of adults with ASD, al-
though the details remain unknown.
In this study, we measured the binding of dopamine D1�like
receptors with the radio�ligand 11C�SCH23390 in the brain
of subjects with ASD（n＝20）and age�and sex�matched con-
trol subjects（n＝20）. Whole�brain voxel�based analyses as
well as regions of interest�based methods were used for be-
tween�subject analysis and within�subject correlation analy-
sis with respect to clinical variables.
Both voxel�and region of interest�based analyses revealed
significantly higher 11C�SCH23390 binding potentials, in the
orbitofrontal cortex of subjects with ASD than in those of
controls（corrected P＜．05）. There was no statistically sig-
nificant correlation between orbitofrontal 11C�SCH23390
binding potential and any of ASD symptoms evaluated.
The results suggest that a dopaminergic dysregulation in the
orbitofrontal cortex, which may play a role in pathophysiol-
ogy of ASD, can be observed in adult subjects with ASD.

1O3-02 Differential roles of dopamine D1 and D2
receptor�containing neurons of the nucleus
accumbens shell in behavioral sensitiza-
tion

○Nobuyuki Kai1,2（甲斐 信行），Kayo Nishizawa2（西澤 佳
代），Yuji Tsutsui3（筒井 雄二），Shuichi Ueda1（上田 秀
一），Kazuto Kobayashi2（小林 和人）
1Department of Histology and Neurobiology（獨協医科大学
解剖学（組織）講座），2Department of Molecular Genetics, In-
stitute of Biomedical Sciences, Fukushima Medical Univer-
sity（福島県立医科大学 医学部 生体機能研究部門），3Fac-
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島大学 共生システム理工学類）

The nucleus accumbens（Nac）mediates the reinforcing and
motor stimulating properties of psychostimulants. It receives
dopaminergic afferents from the ventral midbrain and is di-
vided into two distinct subregions：shell and core. Each of
these contains two subtypes of medium spiny neurons, which
express either dopamine D1（D1R）or D2（D2R）receptors.
However, functional dissociation between the two subtypes
in psychostimulant response remains to be elucidated. We
performed selective ablation of each subtype in the Nac shell
in mice, using immunotoxin�mediated cell targeting, and ex-
amined the behavioral sensitization evoked by repeated ad-
ministration of methamphetamine（METH）. The D1R cell�
targeted mice exhibited delayed induction of sensitized loco-
motion compared to control mice, whereas the D2R cell�tar-
geted mice showed a mildly enhanced rate of induction of
sensitization. In vivo microdialysis revealed a marked block-
ade of the increase in extracellular dopamine in the Nac of
the D1R cell�targeted animals in response to METH, indicat-
ing that the observed delay in behavioral sensitization in
these mice involves an impairment in accumbal dopamine re-
lease. Our results reveal differential roles of D1R�and D2R�
containing accumbal shell neurons in the development of be-
havioral sensitization to psychostimulants.



1O3-03 Molecular Mechanisms of Fear Memory：
Hippocampal Interneurons and their Rele-
vance for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

○Oliver Stork，Guersel Caliskan，Iris Mueller，Anne Al-
brecht
Department of Genetics & Molecular Neurobiology, Institute
of Biology, Otto�von�Guericke University Magdeburg

Pavlovian fear conditioning is an established learning para-
digm that allows to study neural mechanisms of fear and
anxiety in various species and that may be employed to emu-
late specific aspects of anxiety disorders. We investigated, in
mice, molecular and physiological processes in the
amygdalo�hippocampal system that are involved in the con-
solidation and reconsolidation of such long�term fear mem-
ory. GABAergic interneurons are of critical importance for
these processes, as indicated by the hyperarousal, fear gener-
alization and deficit in fear extinction of mice deficient for the
key enzyme in GABA synthesis, glutamic acid decarboxylase
65. We found that a single reactivation of fear memory in
mice is sufficient to trigger long lasting changes in contextual
fear, anxiety and endogenous corticosterone levels. With
high resolution gene expression we identified changes in
gene expression of GABAergic and glutamatergic receptors
the CA3 subfield of the hippocampus under these conditions.
These molecular changes are accompanied by corticoster-
one�sensitive alterations in gamma frequency oscillations as
well as sharp wave ripple activities measured in hippocampal
slice preparations of behaviorally stimulated animals. Both
types of network activity patterns are generated by a group
of parvalbumin�positive basket cells in the hippocampus. In-
deed, genetic enhancement of the activity of these fast spik-
ing interneurons resulted in increased sharp wave ripple
propagation in hippocampal slice preparations and enhanced
reconsolidation of contextual fear memory at the expense of
fear extinction. Together, our data demonstrate the role of a
group of GABAergic interneurons in the hippocampus in the
development of pathological fear memory and its physiologi-
cal network correlates.

1O3-04 Prenatal administration of valproic acid or
SAHA alters the development of Purkinje
cell dendrites and network formation in rat
cerebellum

○Sachiko Yoshida1（吉田 祥子），Yukiko Fueta2（笛田由紀
子），Susumu Ueno3（上野 晋），Yuko Sekino4（関野 祐子）
1Department of Environmental and Life Sciences, Toyohashi
University of Technology（豊橋技術科学大学 環境・生命工
学系），2Department of Environmental Management and Con-
trol, University of Occupation al and Environmental Health

（産業医科大学 産業保健学部 環境マネジメント学科），
3Department of Occupational Toxicology, University of Occu-
pational and Enviro nmental Health（産業医科大学 産業生
態科学研究所 職業性中毒学），4National Institute of Health
Sciences（国立医薬品食品衛生研究所 薬理部）

Valproate（VPA）, the popular antiepileptic drug, is known as
an inducer of autism. It has many kinds of physiological prop-
erties, including the inhibition of histone deacetylase

（HDAC）. Now we investigated the effects of administration
of VPA or other HDAC inhibitors to fetus and observed their
postnatal cerebellar development. Each HDACi drug was ad-
ministrated to embryonic day 16 p.o.（VPA；600mg�kg of
mother weight, trichostatin A, TSA；0.05mg�kg, MS�275；4
mg�kg）or i.p.（suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid, SAHA；60
mg�kg）.
In cerebellar development, the soma of Purkinje cells form a
single layer and elongate their dendrites with synapses dur-
ing the first two weeks. ATP release was drastically in-
creased from P9 in response to synaptogenesis between
Purkinje cells and granule cells. In VPA administrated rat,
the elongation of Purkinje cell dendrites started earlier and
reached all over the molecular layer even in P12. It was ob-
served also in SAHA administrated rat, while it was obscure
in MS�275 or TSA administrated rat. In addition, in VPA or
SAHA administrated rat, ATP release became earlier and
larger than normal cerebellar development. Some network
components would be changed by prenatal HDACi admini-
stration. It was suggested that HDACi�induced epigenetic ef-
fects would change the developmental progress in immature
cerebellum.



1O3-05 Analyses of the pathological roles of the al-
tered brain cytoarchitectures with ectopic
neurons

○Ken�ichiro Kubo1（久保健一郎），Kazuhiro Ishii1（石井
一裕），Toshihiro Endo2（遠藤 俊裕），Keitaro Yoshida3（吉
田慶太朗），Seico Benner2（ベナー聖子），Yukiko Ito4（伊藤
亨子），Hidenori Aizawa4（相澤 秀紀），Michihiko
Aramaki1（荒巻 道彦），Akihiro Yamanaka5（山中 章弘），
Kohichi Tanaka4（田中 光一），Norio Takata3（高田 則
雄），Kenji F Tanaka3（田中 謙二），Masaru Mimura3（三村
將），Chiharu Tohyama2（遠山 千春），Masaki Kakeyama2,6
（掛山 正心），Kazunori Nakajima1（仲嶋 一範）

1Dept. Anatomy, Keio Univ. Sch. Med.（慶應大・医・解剖），
2Lab. of Env. Health Sci., Cent. Dis. Biol. & Integr. Med., Grad.
Sch. Med., Univ. of Tokyo（東京大院・医・疾患生命工学セ・
健康環境医工学），3Dept. Neuropsy., Keio Univ. Sch. Med.（慶
應大・医・精神），4Lab. of Mol. Neurosci., Med. Res. Inst., To-
kyo Med. & Dent. Univ.（医科歯科大院・疾患生命・分子神
経），5Dept. of Neurosci. II, Res. Inst. of Environmental Med.,
Nagoya Univ.（名大・環境研・神経2），6Lab. for Systems Neu-
rosci. & Prev. Med., Faculty of Human Sci., Waseda Univ.（早
大・人科・予防医・応用生理）

Altered brain cytoarchitectures have been pointed out as
one of the neuropathological features of neuropsychiatric dis-
orders, such as schizophrenia and autism, but their pathologi-
cal roles have not yet been completely understood. To reveal
the pathological mechanisms of the altered brain cytoarchi-
tectures, we generated mouse models with ectopic neurons
by inducing focal heterotopias with the in utero electropora-
tion technique. The mice with focal heterotopias in the soma-
tosensory cortex exhibited spatial working memory deficit
and low competitive dominance behavior, which have been
shown to be related to the activity of the medial prefrontal
cortex（mPFC）in rodents. Analysis of the mPFC activity re-
vealed that the immediate�early gene expression was de-
creased and the local field potentials（LFPs）of the mPFC
were altered in the mice with heterotopias as compared to
the control mice. Moreover, activation of these ectopic and
overlying sister neurons mitigated the deficits observed in
the mice with heterotopias. These findings suggest that corti-
cal regions containing focal heterotopias can affect distant
brain regions and give rise to behavioral abnormalities.
Based on these observations, the pathological mechanisms of
the altered brain cytoarchitectures with ectopic neurons will
be discussed.

1O3-06 Multivariate consideration with social, ther-
mal ambient and bio�molecular interac-
tions suggested new developmental mod-
els between common marmosets and hu-
mans

○Mamiko Koshiba1,2,3,5（小柴満美子），Genta Karino1,2,3（狩野
源太），Koki Mimura5（三村 喬生），Masanori Shukuya4（宿
谷 昌則），Shun Nakamura3（中村 俊），Takayuki Murak-
oshi1（村越 隆之），Tetsuya Kunikata2（國方 徹也），Hideo
Yamanouchi2（山内 秀雄）
1Biochem. Saitama Med. Univ.（埼玉医大・医・生化�小児），
2Pediatrics. Saitama Med. Univ.（埼玉医大・医・小児科），3To-
kyo Univ. A&T（東京農工大学），4Tokyo City Univ.（東京都市
大），5NCNP

Statistical development in multivariate analyses is potentially
accompanied by a large variety of challenging application to
imply neuronal complex systems, such as psycho�cognitive
functions. In the real world, not only ideal mechanisms stud-
ied in laboratories but also multiple kinds of factors interac-
tively influence on one another. To explore computational ap-
proaches to infer neuropsychological mechanisms, we have
examined several kinds of multivariate analyses whether
they could suggest any interplay information or not, particu-
larly in our focusing on emotional development through be-
havioral and physiological dynamics in two primate species,
humans and common marmosets. Given the global rise in
autism and other developmental disorders, we hypothesized
that critical periods of social learning must be key roles and
that parent�infant interactions and socializing with peers
shape fundamental nervous system processes, including cog-
nition and emotion. Furthermore, we paid attention what af-
fect the development are not only social environments but to-
gether ambient factors for instance, thermal regulation,
around individuals every day. We derived the seasonal and
gravity factors to be considered. In the trials with multivari-
ate analyses including the principal component analysis, we
obtained expressive models visualizing developmental re-
gression curves with repeatedly observed inflection at the
similar age stage in common marmosets（Callithrix jacchus）.
The application to human children also seemed to suggest
some essential changes in the summarized complex analytic
information dependently on biological and physical environ-
ments. They might be able to translate non�verbal descrip-
tions of psycho�cognitive neuronal modulations as under-
standable complex systems.



2O1-01 Muller cell regulates axon elongation of
retinal ganglion cells via P2Y6 receptor sig-
nals

○Youichi Shinozaki1,3（篠崎 陽一），Masanori Taguchi1（田
口 備教），Eiji Shigetomi1,3（繁冨 英治），Kenji Kashiwagi2
（柏木 賢治），Schuichi Koizumi1,3（小泉 修一）

1Dept. Neuropharmacol. Interdiscp. Grad. Sch. of Med. Univ.
of Yamanashi（山梨大院・医・薬理），2Dept. Ophthalmol. In-
terdiscp. Grad. Sch. of Med. Univ. of Yamanashi（山梨大院・
医・眼科），3JST�CREST

Muller cells, retina�specific glia, are known to support vari-
ous functions of retinal ganglion cells（RGCs）, one of the reti-
nal neurons which transmit visual information from the eye
to the brain. Precise axon outgrowth is critical to forming
functional neuronal circuits but primary cultured RGCs do
not extend their axons by default, so extrinsic signals sup-
porting the elongation are required. Here we show that
Muller cells enhance axon elongation of RGCs via nucleotide�
mediated gliotransmission. Cultured RGCs significantly en-
hanced their axon outgrowth when they were co�cultured
with Muller cells. This effect was abolished by nucleotide�de-
grading enzyme apyrase. The enhancement was mimicked
by exogenously applied nucleotides on RGC monocultures.
Pharmacological analysis revealed that P2Y6 receptor in
RGCs was responsible for the axon elongation. P2Y6 receptor
was expressed in ganglion cell layer of retina and in cultured
RGCs. High performance liquid chromatography revealed
that Muller cells constitutively release uridine triphosphate

（UTP）, a precursor of endogenous P2Y6 receptor agonist.
Similarly, RGCs obtained from P2Y6 receptor knockout mice
showed only short axons even though they were co�cultured
with Muller cells. Furthermore, RGCs exposed to an in vitro
glaucoma exhibited only short axons associated with down�
regulated P2Y6 receptor expression. Taken together, our
data highlight the role of purinergic gliotransmission be-
tween Muller cells and RGCs as a key factor for regulating
axon outgrowth and sensing glaucomatous conditions.

2O1-02 Atypical myosin drives dendritic growth
cone splitting to create complex arbor
branching patterns.

○Adrian WMoore1，Li�Foong Yoong1，Hui�Keem Lim1，Si-
mone Lackner1，Pengyu Hong2
1RIKEN Brain Science Institute，2Department of Computer
Science, Brandeis University

Neurons require highly branched dendritic arbor morpholo-
gies that underlie circuit organization. Yet the intricate cell
biological mechanisms by which complex dendritic arbor ar-
chitectures are established remain largely unknown. We de-
veloped in vivo time�lapse imaging in to study this process,
and created a customized algorithm for automated recogni-
tion and tracing of different neuronal features over the imag-
ing series. This algorithm facilitated analysis of the large and
complex time�lapse data sets created through live imaging of
Drosophila sensory neurons. From this we identify novel in
vivo dynamic dendritic growth cone�like structures that un-
dergo splitting in order to create branching. From an in vivo
time lapse imaging screen we identify Myosin VI, the atypi-
cal myosin, as driving the splitting process. Myosin VI is tar-
geted to the cortical lamellipodia of the growth cone and we
demonstrate that Myosin VI directs promotes stabilization of
polymerized�actin concentration at internal base of growth
cone filopodia, and directs microtubule polymerization to
these sites in order to drive growth cone splitting in order to
generate new major branches.



2O1-03 The region specific stabilization of
branched axons mediated by the axonal
transport dependent system

○Yoshiyuki Konishi1,2（小西 慶幸），Takeshi Seno1（瀬野
岳史），Kosuke Menya1（面谷 耕佑），Masayuki Kurishita1
（栗下 雅行），Narumi Sakae1（栄 成美）

1Graduate School of Engineering, University of Fukui（福井大
学大学院工学研究科），2Research and Education Program for
Life Sciences, University of Fukui（福井大学生命科学複合研
究教育センター）

The maintenance of cellular morphology is especially impor-
tant for neurons to make connection with specific targets.
The mechanisms by which neurons locally control cellular
nanostructures, such as F�actin�microtubules remained un-
solved. Our aim is to demonstrate molecular systems by
which neurons process spatial information and regulate cellu-
lar structure at right position at right time. We focused on
the axonal branch morphology and tested the possibility that
axonal transport might play roles to regulate the axonal
branch pattern. Previous studies have revealed that the mo-
tor domain of kinesin heavy chain（K5H）is accumulated in
axon in hippocampal neurons. By using dissociated cerebellar
granule neurons, we found that there is a positive correlation
between signal intensity of K5H�GFP and axonal branch
length, suggesting the possibility that axonal branch pattern
is regulated via axonal transport. We further performed
long�term multipoint time�lapse imaging of branched axons.
By quantitative analysis of growth�retraction, we found that
axonal branch which contain high ratio of K5H�GFP show
lower retraction value.

2O1-04 Development of axon collaterals as the in-
ter�areal connections in the cerebral cor-
tex.

○Yuichiro Oka1（岡 雄一郎），Tokuichi Iguchi1（猪口 徳
一），Makoto Sato1,2,3（佐藤 真）
1Anatomy & Neurosci., Dept. of Anatomy, Grad. Sch. of Med.,
Osaka Univ.（大阪大院・医・神経機能形態学），2United Grad.
Sch. of Child Dev., Osaka, Kanazawa, Hamamatsu Med,
Chiba, & Fukui Univs（大阪大院・連合小児・こころの発達神
経科学），3Res Center for Child Mental Dev, Univ of Fukui（福
井大・子どものこころセ）

Cerebral neocortex integrates different sensory inputs with
internal status to elicit an appropriate behavior. Direct neu-
ronal connections between functional areas within a cerebral
hemisphere should play an important role in this process.
Long association fibers（LAFs）are the long�range connec-
tions between distant areas located in different cortical lobes.
Recent studies reported that the LAFs are aberrant in the
mental�developmental diseases like schizophrenia and
autism spectrum disorders, suggesting the importance of
LAFs in cognitive functions. However, the detailed axonal
structure of long association neurons（LANs）that constitute
the LAFs and how its final structure is established during
cortical development are yet to be revealed. To study the
structure and development of the LANs, we searched for the
mouse genes expressed in LANs. In our retrograde tracing
from the primary motor cortex（M1）, the LANs in the pri-
mary somatosensory area（S1）were located in the layers 2�
3, 5a, and 6b. Therefore, we supposed that the genes ex-
pressed in the LANs should be found among the known
marker genes for these layers. By combining in situ hybridi-
zation using probes for the layer marker genes and retro-
grade tracing from M1 to S1, we found a candidate gene that
was expressed in the LANs in the layers 2�3 and 5a of S1. We
induced the EGFP expression in the LANs in the layer 2�3
using the promoter of this gene and visualized the axons pro-
jecting from S1 to M1. Imaging of the entire axonal structure
revealed that the labeled LANs project their axons to both
ipsilateral M1 and contralateral S1. Interestingly, the projec-
tion to M1 was one of the collaterals branching at layer 5. We
report the developmental changes of the axonal structure of
the labeled LANs.



2O2-01 Regulation of post�ischemic inflammation
by DAMPs

○Takashi Shichita1,2（七田 崇），Minako Ito1（伊藤美菜子），
Akihiko Yoshimura1（吉村 昭彦）
1Department of Microbiology and Immunology, School of
Medicine, Keio University（慶應義塾大学医学部 微生物学免
疫学教室），2Precursory Research for Embryonic Science and
Technology（PRESTO）, Japan Science and Technology
Agency（科学技術振興機構さきがけ）

Inflammation is an essential step for the pathology of
ischemic stroke. Because brain is a sterile organ, the inflam-
mation is triggered by some endogenous molecules. High mo-
bility group box 1（HMGB1）is the well�known danger asso-
ciated molecular patterns（DAMPs）which exaggerate the
disruption of blood brain barrier. Here, we have identified
peroxiredoxin（Prx）family proteins as previously unknown
DAMPs in the ischemic brain. Prx activates infiltrating im-
mune cells and induces the inflammatory cytokine produc-
tion through TLR2 and TLR4 signaling pathway. Both the
extracellular release of Prx and the infiltration of immune
cells reach the peak within 1 to 3 days after the onset of
ischemic stroke and thereafter they decrease. This will lead
to the resolution of post�ischemic inflammation. Indeed, the
gene expression profile of infiltrating immune cells in the late
phase shows the phenotype for anti�inflammation and tissue
repair. Our results indicate that macrophage and microglia
contribute to the resolution of post�ischemic inflammation in-
dependently. DAMPs regulate not only the induction but also
the resolution of post�ischemic inflammation. The novel neu-
roprotective strategy for ischemic stroke will be developed
by promoting the resolution of post�ischemic inflammation.

2O2-02 Prothymosin�alpha implicates microglial
TLR4 for the prevention of ischemic dam-
ages in retina

○Sebok_K Halder，Hiroshi Ueda
Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutic Innovation,
Nagasaki University Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences

Toll�like receptor（TLR4）is one of the well�discussed compo-
nents in neurobiology owing to its dual roles, harmful and
beneficial, in ischemia. TLR4 generally contributes to
ischemic damages in the central nervous system including
brain and retina, whereas the ischemic�or lipopolysaccha-
ride�preconditioning provides TLR4�mediated neuroprotec-
tion against severe ischemia. Prothymosin�alpha, a nuclear
protein, is implicated in multiple functions including the pro-
tection of brain and retina from ischemic damages. Although
prothymosin�alpha contributes to TLR4�mediated im-
munopotentiation against virus, the beneficial effects of
prothymosin�alpha�TLR4 signaling against ischemia remain
to be elucidated. In the present study, preconditioning treat-
ment with prothymosin�alpha 48 h before retinal ischemia
prevented the cellular damages estimated by histology and
immunohistochemical analyses, and functional deficits of ret-
ina evaluated by electroretinography. Prothymosin�alpha
preconditioning prevented the ischemia�induced loss of gan-
glion, bipolar and photoreceptor cells, but not amacrine cells.
Prothymosin�alpha treatment in the absence of ischemia
caused the mild activation, proliferation and migration of reti-
nal microglia, whereas the ischemia�induced microglia acti-
vation was inhibited by prothymosin�alpha preconditioning.
All of these preventive actions by prothymosin�alpha pre-
conditioning against ischemia were abolished in TLR4
knock�out mice, and by pretreatments with anti�TLR4 anti-
bodies or minocycline, a microglial inhibitor, which them-
selves had no effects on the ischemia�induced damages or
microglia activation. Taken together, the present study sug-
gested that TLR4 mediates prothymosin�alpha precondition-
ing�induced prevention through microglia in the retinal
ischemia model.



2O2-03 Essential role for STAT3�dependent reac-
tive astrocytes in maintenance of chronic
itch

○Miho Shiratori�Hayashi1（白鳥�林美穂），Keisuke Koga1,2
（古賀 啓祐），Hidetoshi Tozaki�Saitoh1,2（戸崎�齊藤秀俊），
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誠）
1Department of Life Innovation, Graduate School of Pharma-
ceutical Sciences, Kyushu University（九州大学大学院薬学研
究院ライフイノベーション分野），2Department of Molecular
and System Pharmacology, Graduate School of Pharmaceuti-
cal Sciences, Kyushu University（九州大学大学院薬学研究院
薬理学分野），3Department of Dermatology, Graduate School
of Medicine, Kyushu University（九州大学大学院医学研究院
皮膚科学分野），4Department of Physiology, Keio University
School of Medicine（慶應義塾大学医学部生理学教室）

Chronic itch is a debilitating symptom of skin diseases, such
as atopic and contact dermatitis. Recent studies have re-
vealed neuronal pathways selective for itch, but the mecha-
nisms by which itch turns into a pathological chronic state
are poorly understood. Using mouse models of atopic and
contact dermatitis, we demonstrate a long�term reactive
state of astrocytes in the dorsal horn of the spinal segments
corresponding to the lesioned, itchy skin. We further found
that STAT3 was selectively activated in dorsal horn astro-
cytes and that conditional disruption of astrocytic STAT3 ac-
tivation prevented reactive astrocytes and chronic itch with-
out affecting acute physiological itch. Pharmacological inhibi-
tion of spinal STAT3 alleviated fully developed chronic itch.
Moreover, atopic dermatitis mice exhibited a striking en-
hancement of scratching evoked by intrathecal GRP, an itch�
inducing neuropeptide, and this phenotype was normalized
by suppressing astrocytic STAT3. Our findings indicate that
STAT3�mediated reactive astrocytes in the spinal dorsal
horn are necessary for the maintenance for chronic itch by
inducing spinal sensitization of itch, providing a previously
unrecognized target for treating chronic itch.

2O2-04 Translational research of chronic pain pa-
tients using human blood�induced micro-
glia�like（iMG）cells

○Masahiro Ohgidani1（扇谷 昌宏），Takahiro Kato1,2（加藤
隆弘），Masako Hosoi3（細井 昌子），Makoto Tsuda4（津田
誠），Kohei Hayakawa1（早川 宏平），Nobuyuki Sudo3（須藤
信行），Shigenobu Kanba1（神庭 重信）
1Dept. of Neuropsychiatry, Kyushu Univ.（九州大院・医・精
神病態医学），2Innovation Center for Medical Redox Naviga-
tion, Kyushu Univ.（九州大学先端融合医療レドックスナビ研
究拠点），3Dept. of Psychosomatic Medicine, Kyushu Univ.（九
州大院・医・心身医学），4Dept. of Life Innovation, Kyushu
Univ.（九州大院・薬・ライフイノベーション分野）

Backgrounds：
Chronic pain is known to be one of the most intractable dis-
eases with frequent and various physical symptoms. Unre-
mitting pain restricts activities of daily live, and these situ-
ations tend to affect psychosocial conditions, and may easily
induce various psychiatric conditions such as depression and
anxiety. The underlying biological mechanisms of chronic
pain have not been well clarified, while recent rodent studies
using the models of chronic pain have suggested the abnor-
malities of microglia, immune cells in the CNS. Dynamic ac-
tions of microglia in living humans have not been clarified
due to a lack of studies dealing with in situ microglia. Re-
cently, we developed a novel technique to induce microglia�
like（iMG）cells from human peripheral blood（Ohgidani et
al. Sci Rep 2014）.
Methods：
Herein, we compared the responses of iMG cells against ex-
ternal stimuli between healthy controls（HC：n＝10）and
chronic pain patients（CPP：n＝14）.
Results：
Basal mRNA expression level of TNF�α was significantly
lower in CPP�iMG cells compared to HC�iMG cells. Interest-
ingly, TNF�α expression after ATP stimulus was signifi-
cantly higher in CPP�iMG cells compared to HC�iMG cells.
Discussion：
These data have suggested that microglial response against
external stimulus could be supersensitive in CPP compared
to HC. TNF�α from microglia may be a key player in the
pathophysiology of chronic pain.



2O3-01 Entry of circulating molecules is restricted
by alternative barrier in sensory circumven-
tricular organs of adult mouse brain

○Shoko Morita�Takemura1（森田�竹村晶子），Eriko Fu-
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（京都工芸繊維大学・応用生物学部門）

Fenestrated capillaries of the sensory circumventricular or-
gans（CVOs）, including the organum vasculosum of the lam-
ina terminalis, the subfornical organ, and the area postrema,
lack completeness of the blood�brain barrier（BBB）to sense
a variety of blood�derivedmolecules and convey the informa-
tion into other brain regions. In the present study, we investi-
gated the restriction of parenchymal entry of circulating
molecules in the sensory CVOs. Previous and present tracer
assays revealed that molecules more than or equal to molecu-
lar weight（MW）10,000 stayed in the perivascular space be-
tween endothelial and parenchymal basement membranes.
On the other hand, low MW tracers such as fluorescein iso-
thiocyanate（MW：389）entered into parenchyma but did not
pass beyond the area of dense astrocytic network in the lat-
eral part of the sensory CVOs. Immunoreactivity of tight
junction proteins of claudin�1, occludin, and zonula occlu-
dens�1 appeared at the parenchyma of the sensory CVOs,
suggesting that parenchymal cells, probably astrocytes ex-
press tight junction proteins and have barrier functions, es-
pecially for low MW molecules. The present study demon-
strates that high MW tracer is trapped in perivascular space
and diffusion of low MW tracer into parenchyma is limited,
indicating that there are alternative barrier that protect neu-
rons or adjacent brain area from toxic molecules in the sen-
sory CVOs.

2O3-02 GlcNAc6ST�1 regulates sulfation of N�gly-
cans and myelination in the peripheral
nervous system.

○Takeshi Yoshimura1（吉村 武），Akiko Hayashi2（林 明
子），Kenji Uchimura3（内村 健治），Kenji Kadomatsu3（門松
健治），Yoshihide Yamaguchi2（山口 宜秀），Hiroko Baba2
（馬場 広子），Kazuhiro Ikenaka1（池中 一裕）

1Division of Neurobiology and Bioinformatics, NIPS, NINS（自
然科学研究機構・生理研・分子神経生理），2Dept of Molecu-
lar Neurobiology, Tokyo Univ of Pharmacy and Life Sci（東京
薬科大・薬・機能形態），3Dept of Biochemistry, Graduate
School of Med, Nagoya Univ（名古屋大・医・分子生物）

Myelin is a multilamellar, tightly compacted membrane that
surrounds axons in the peripheral nervous system（PNS）and
central nervous system（CNS）. Because glycoproteins are
prominent components of plasma membranes, a growing
number of glycoproteins have been identified and character-
ized in myelin. In this study, we found that PNS myelin had
many anionic N�glycans, especially sulfated N�glycans, har-
bored on glycoproteins in pigs and mice at a much higher
rate than CNS myelin. Major sulfated N�glycans in porcine
and mouse PNS myelin were identified. The sulfation at the
6�O�GlcNAc position on glycoproteins was highly conserved
in PNS myelin between these species. P0 protein, the most
abundant glycoprotein involved in PNS myelin compaction,
had 6�O�sulfated N�glycans abundantly. Mice deficient in N�
Acetylglucosamine 6�O�Sulfotransferase�1（GlcNAc6ST�
1）were impaired in the elaboration of 6�O�sulfated N�gly-
cans in PNS myelin. Further, GlcNAc6ST�1 deficiency in
mice caused hypomyelination and axonal degeneration.
Taken together, these results indicate that GlcNAc6ST�1
plays critical roles in PNS myelination through the elabora-
tion of 6�O�sulfated N�glycans.



2O3-03 The role of myelin sheaths in the regulation
of axonal homeostasis

○Tomoko Ishibashi1（石橋 智子），Kiyoshiro Hinohara1
（日野原清志郎），Juri Mizuno1（水野 樹璃），Saki Taka-
hashi1（高橋 早紀），Katsuhiko Mikoshiba2（御子柴克彦），
Hiroko Baba1（馬場 広子）
1Tokyo Univ. of Pharmacy and Life Sciences（東京薬科大学・
薬・機能形態学），2RIKEN BSI（理化学研究所・脳科学総合研
究センター・発生神経生物研究チーム）

In vertebrates, most axons are insulated with myelin
sheaths, and the action potentials that enable the rapid salu-
tatory propagation of the nerve impulses are regenerated at
the nodes of Ranvier. Myelin sheaths are not only important
for the salutatory propagation, but are also involved in many
aspects of neural functioning. However, little is known about
the contribution of myelin sheaths to axonal homeostasis
such as the regulation of Ca2＋. The current study examines
the distribution of type 1 inositol 1,4,5�trisphosohate receptor

（IP3R1）in Purkinje axons in developmental mice and cere-
broside sulfotransferase（CST；a sulfatide synthetic enzyme）
deficient mice, which partially lack paranodal axo�glial junc-
tions（PNJs）in both the CNS and PNS. IP3R1 is a Ca2＋ chan-
nel on the endoplasmic reticulum（ER）and is a predominant
isoform in the brain among the three types of IP3Rs. At 8
days of age before myelination, IP3R1 was stained through-
out Purkinje axons. After formation of complete PNJs, by 21
days of age IP3R1�positive areas had gradually concentrated
into myelinated internodes. In CST�deficient mice, IP3R1
formed focal small swellings in Purkinje internodal axons at
12 days of age, and the number and the size of the swellings
increased with age. Although CST�deficient mice do not dis-
play any neurological symptoms until 4 to 6 weeks of age, the
alteration of the distribution of IP3R1 was already observed
when compact myelin formed. Contrary to in the cerebellum,
in the sciatic nerves, the distribution of vesicular ER at nodes
of Ranvier differed between CST mutant and wild control
mice. These results suggest that the state of myelin sheaths
plays a role in the distribution of IP3R1 and ER in axons and
in the regulation of axonal homeostasis.

2O3-04 Upregulation of TN�C and GFAP in reac-
tive astrocytes in injured brain and in pri-
mary culture is dependent on aquaporin�4
expression

○Hiroko Ikeshima�Kataoka1,2（池島（片岡）宏子），Motoko
Furukawa2（古川 元子），Sayaka Inui2（乾 さやか），
Manae Imamura2（今村 愛枝），Masato Yasui2（安井 正人）
1Faculty of Science and Engineering, Waseda University（早
稲田大学理工学術院），2Department of Pharmacology & Neu-
roscience, Keio University School of Medicine（慶應義塾大学
医学部薬理学教室）

We have previously reported that one of the main water
channel family, aquaporin 4（AQP4）is exclusively expressed
in the endofoot of astrocytes in the brain, and its expression
is upregulated after the stab wound to mouse brains or injec-
tion of MeHg in common marmosets. Moreover, glial activa-
tion was induced by the stab wound injury enhanced by a
neuroimmunological function of AQP4 involving osteopontin,
which is an inflammatory cytokine inducer. It is already re-
ported that expression of glial fibrillary acidic protein（GFAP）
and tenascin�C（TN�C）is prominently upregulated in reac-
tive astrocytes around injury site of the brain by us and
other researchers, however the functional roles of these
molecules are poorly known. Since AQP4 is highly expressed
not only at the membrane of endofoot of astrocyte but also in
the cytoplasm of activated astrocytes, we analyzed the func-
tional correlation among GFAP, TN�C and AQP4 using wild
type（WT）and AQP4�deficient mice（AQP4�KO）. By the im-
munohistochemistry and Western blot analysis, high levels of
GFAP and TN�C expression were observed in activated as-
trocytes in WT mice brain；however, insignificant in AQP4�
KO mice. Furthermore, lipopolysaccharide（LPS）stimulation
activated the primary culture of astrocytes and upregulated
GFAP and TN�C expression in the cells from WT mice,
while it was slightly upregulated in the cells from AQP4�KO
mice. Moreover, mRNA expression level of inflammatory cy-
tokines was examined in primary culture of astrocytes or mi-
croglial cells treated with or without LPS, and found that in-
flammatory cytokines were upregulated in the cells from
WT mice, while modest increases were observed in the cells
from AQP4�KO mice. Here, we propose that upregulation of
GFAP and TN�C in reactive astrocytes induced by stab
wound in mouse brain and LPS�stimulated primary culture
of astrocytes is dependent on upregulation of AQP4 expres-
sion.



2O3-05 Mechanism of process tip localization of
astrocytic glutamate transporters

○Mariko Hayashi（林 真理子），Masato Yasui（安井 正人）
Dept. Pharmacol. Keio Univ. School of Medicine（慶應義塾大
学医学部薬理学教室）

Following synaptic activation, excitatory neurotransmitter
glutamate released to synapses must be removed to termi-
nate the signal and to protect neurons from excitotoxicity.
Astrocytes are mostly responsible for the clearance of gluta-
mates. They extend thousands of thin cellular processes
among the networks of neurons to approach synapses for
this purpose.In this study, we found that the trimeric trans-
membrane transporter domain of glutamate transporters
has a property to localize to the tips of filopodia, while their
N�and C�terminal cytoplasmic tails are not required. A
transporter domain fragment of a neutral amino acid trans-
porter ASCT1, another trimeric transporter family member,
similarly localized to the filopodia tips. Neither transporter
activity nor astrocyte specific protein was required for this
filopodia tip localization. We also found that the transporter
core within filopodia tips strengthens the attachment of filo-
podia to external substrates, thereby stabilizing the filopodia.
The process tip localization of glutamate transporter is
hyaluronan dependent. However, CD44, a representative
hyaluronan receptor, was not required. Instead, hyaluronan
synthase showed hyaluronan dependent interaction with glu-
tamate transporters.

2O3-06 Calcium imaging method for the visualiza-
tion of subtle and local activity of astro-
cytes in intact brain

○Kazunori Kanemaru1（金丸 和典），Hiroshi Sekiya1（関谷
敬），Nami Kitajima1（北島 奈美），Miki Takagi1（高木 美
貴），Kenji F Tanaka2（田中 謙二），Masamitsu Iino1（飯野
正光）
1Dept. Pharmacol., Grad. Sch. Med., Univ. Tokyo（東京大院・
医・細胞分子薬理学），2Dept. Neurospychiat., Sch. Med., Keio
Univ.（慶応大・医・精神神経科学）

Astrocytes generate dynamic changes in the intracellular
Ca2＋ level（Ca2＋ signals）that are thought to regulate their
function. In vivo analysis of Ca2＋ signals with high spatiotem-
poral resolution may be instrumental in unveiling enigmatic
functions of astrocytes. Here we report a method for in vivo
astrocytic Ca2＋ imaging using transgenic mice expressing
the ultrasensitive ratiometric Ca2＋ indicator YC�Nano50 in
astrocytes. Using the method, we succeeded in detecting a
previously unidentified pattern of spontaneous Ca2＋ signals

（Ca2＋ twinkles）, which occur predominantly in the fine proc-
esses but not the cell body. Upon sensory stimulation, astro-
cytes initially responded with Ca2＋ signals at the fine proc-
esses, and the Ca2＋ signal subsequently propagated to the
cell body. Ca2＋ twinkles and evoked Ca2＋ signals were par-
tially and fully dependent on the Ca2＋ release via the type 2
IP3 receptor, respectively. These results suggest that astro-
cytic fine processes function as a high�sensitivity detector of
neuronal activities, and indicate the importance of intracellu-
lar Ca2＋ stores in the regulation of astrocytic functions. Thus,
the current method provides a useful tool to uncover the
functions of astrocytes in the intact brain.



3O1-01 Molecular mechanism of monoamine defi-
ciency in the mouse lacking an enzyme for
recycling of tetrahydrobiopterin

○Hiroshi Ichinose（一瀬 宏），Feng Xu（徐 峰），Yusuke
Sudo（須藤 雄介），Sho Sanechika（実近 翔），Yoshitaka
Hara（原 慶賢）
Grad School of Bioscience and Biotechnology, Tokyo Insti-
tute of Technology（東京工業大学大学院生命理工学研究科）

Quinonoid dihydropteridine reductase（QDPR）regenerates
tetrahydrobiopterin（BH4）, which is a cofactor for
monoamine synthesis and phenylalanine metabolism. Pa-
tients who have a genetic mutation in the QDPR gene de-
velop hyperphenylalaninemia and severe neurological symp-
toms including dystonia, convulsion, and hyperthermia due
to the depletion of catecholamines and serotonin. We exam-
ined a Qdpr�deficient mouse model in order to reveal the
physiological significance of the BH4 recycling reaction. The
Qdpr�deficient mice showed mild hyperphenylalaninemia
and monoamine deficiency, although the BH4 contents in the
liver and brains were not decreased. The blood phenyla-
lanine levels were dropped off by the intraperitoneal injec-
tion of BH4, indicating the lack of BH4 in the liver. The sero-
tonin contents in the brain were slightly increased after the
administration of BH4, whereas the dopamine and norad-
renaline contents in the brain were unchanged. Then, we
treated the Qdpr�deficient mice with a phenylalanine�re-
stricted diet. The brain monoamine levels were restored by
the diet. Because the high concentration of phenylalanine can
competitively inhibit transportation of tyrosine and trypto-
phan into the brain through L�type amino acid transporter 1,
and inhibit the activity of tyrosine hydroxylase and trypto-
phan hydroxylase, the monoamine deficiency in the Qdpr�
deficient mice were thought to be caused by hyperphenyla-
laninemia, not but a deficiency of BH4. The present study
suggested that the monoaminergic neurons in the brain have
ability to synthesize monoamine�neurotransmitters without
any help of Qdpr.

3O1-02 Sex difference in hippocampal synapses
and hormones

○Yasushi Hojo1,2,3（北條 泰嗣），Asami Kato2,3（加藤麻紗
実），Bon�chu Chung3（鍾 邦柱），Takayuki Murakoshi1（村
越 隆之），Suguru Kawato2,3（川戸 佳）
1Dept. of Biochem., Saitama Med. Univ.（埼玉医科大学・生化
学），2Grad. Sch. of Arts and Sci., Univ. of Tokyo（東京大院・
総合文化），3JST, Japanese�Taiwanese Cooperative Pro-
gramme（科学技術振興機構・日台研究交流課題）

Sex difference in the brain is a very attractive problem. For
example, the hypothalamus, the brain region responsible for
reproductive behavior, exhibits a clear sex difference in the
size of nerve nucleus and the number of neurons.
In contrast, the hippocampus, a center for learning and mem-
ory, does not have sex difference at the anatomical level in-
cluding the volume and the number of neurons. Neverthe-
less, the significant sex difference in the performance of hip-
pocampus�dependent task such as spatial memory using
Morris water maze or radial arm maze task exists.
We hypothesized that the sex difference in the hippocampal
structure exists at more subtle level, that is, synaptic level. A
novel software, Spiso�3D, which we developed, allowed us to
reveal the sex difference in the density of spines（post synap-
tic region）and the fluctuation of spines in female with a pe-
riod of 4 days（estrous cycle）.
What generates the sex difference in the hippocampal syn-
apses? So far, sex difference in the hippocampus has been at-
tributed to the level of sex hormones in the blood. We re-
vealed, however, that the hippocampal neurons themselves
synthesized sex hormones including estradiol（E2）, testoster-
one（T）, dihydrotestosterone（DHT）and progesterone（PROG）
in both sexes. The levels of sex hormones in hippocampus
were higher than that in plasma, suggesting that hippocam-
pal sex hormones had more impact to hippocampal functions
than circulating ones did.
The levels of sex hormones exhibited a clear sex difference,
and in female, especially, fluctuated across estrous cycle. Sur-
prisingly, no sex difference in the mRNA level and the local-
ization pattern of steroidogenic enzymes and receptors was
observed in the hippocampus. The estrous cycle�dependent
fluctuation of the spine density in female rat hippocampus
had a good correlation with the cyclic fluctuation of hip-
pocampal levels of E2 and PROG.
This clear sex difference in hormonal profile in hippocampus
may generate the sex difference in the hippocampal struc-
ture at more subtle level, that is, synaptic level, resulting in
the sex difference in the performance of hippocampus�de-
pendent task.



3O1-03 Reduced axonal localization of a Caps2
splice variant impairs axonal release of
BDNF and causes autistic�like behavior in
mice

○Tetsushi Sadakata1（定方 哲史），Teiichi Furuichi2（古市
貞一）
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Ca2＋�dependent activator protein for secretion 2（CAPS2 or
CADPS2）potently promotes the release of brain�derived
neurotrophic factor（BDNF）. A rare splicing form of CAPS2
with deletion of exon3（dex3）was identified to be overrepre-
sented in some patients with autism. Here, we generated
Caps2�dex3 mice and verified a severe impairment in axonal
Caps2�dex3 localization, contributing to a reduction in BDNF
release from axons. In addition, circuit connectivity, meas-
ured by spine and interneuron density, was diminished glob-
ally. The collective effect of reduced axonal BDNF release
during development was a striking and selective repertoire
of deficits in social�and anxiety�related behaviors. Together,
these findings represent the first mouse model of a molecular
mechanism linking BDNF�mediated coordination of brain de-
velopment to autism�related behaviors and patient geno-
type.

3O1-04 Rational design of a novel high�affinity, ul-
trafast, red calcium indicator R�CaMP2
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Fluorescent Ca2＋ reporters are widely used as readouts of
neuronal activities. Here, we designed R�CaMP2, a novel
high�affinity red genetically encoded calcium indicator

（GECI）with a Kd for Ca2＋＜70 nM, and with a Hill coefficient
near 1. Use of the calmodulin�binding sequence of CaMKK�
α�β in lieu of a M13 sequence resulted in three fold faster ki-
netics than R�CaMP1.07 in rise and decay time of Ca2＋ tran-
sients. These features allowed to resolve single action poten-
tial（AP）and fast AP trains up to near 20�40 Hz in acute cor-
tical slices. In vivo imaging of the barrel cortex layer 2�3
neurons revealed reliable recording of single APs in R�CaMP
2�expressing neurons, while synaptic Ca2＋ transients were
robustly detected in individual dendritic spines with similar
efficacy as previously reported ultrasensitive green GECIs.
R�CaMP2 exhibits a linear relationship between AP trains
and fluorescence dynamics in vivo . Combining green and red
GECIs, we successfully achieved dual�color monitoring of
neuronal activities of distinct cell types, in the mouse cortex
and in free�moving C. elegans . Together, R�G�CaMP imag-
ing using R�CaMP2 provides a powerful means to interro-
gate orthogonal and hierarchical active ensembles, thus sig-
nificantly enhancing our current capacity for functional map-
ping of neuronal circuits in vivo .
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Pick disease type C
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Niemann�Pick disease type C（NPC）is a childhood�onset
autosomal recessive disorder exhibiting progressive
neurodegeneration and myelin defects caused by mutations
in either the NPC1 or the NPC2 genes. These mutations af-
fect the late endosomal�lysosomal（LE�Lys）lipid trafficking,
resulting in the abnormal intracellular accumulation of un-
esterified cholesterol and glycosphingolipids；however, the
underlying pathophysiology is still poorly understood. Here
we examined impact of impaired LE�Lys lipid trafficking on
the differentiation of oligodendrocyte（OL）, a myelin�forming
cell which critically regulates CNS myelination, in vivo and
in vitro . In the developing NPC1�deficient（NPC1���）mouse
brain, extensive dysmyelination, and abnormal LE�Lys cho-
lesterol accumulation in OLs and oligodendrocyte precursor
cells（OPCs）were observed from early postnatal age, as well
as in neurons. In primary cultures of OPCs, treatment of U
18666A, a type�II amphiphile which causes intralysosomal
accumulation of cholesterol by inhibiting LE�Lys lipid traf-
ficking and NPC�like pathology, affected OL differentiation.
Collectively, our results suggest that uptake and intercellular
transport of cholesterol plays a critical role for OL differentia-
tion and myelination in the CNS.

3O2-02 Prostaglandin F2α FP receptor inhibitor re-
duce demyelination and motor dysfunction
in a cuprizone�induced multiple sclerosis
mouse model

○Keisuke Yoshikawa（吉川 圭介），Kensuke Iwasa（岩佐
健介），Shinji Yamamoto（山本 梓司），Kei Maruyama（丸山
敬），Marika Takahashi（高橋茉莉香）
Dept. of Pharmacol., Faculty of Med., Saitama medical univ.

（埼玉医科大学・医・薬理学）

Previously, we have demonstrated that prostamide�PGF
synthase, catalyzes the reduction of prostaglandin（PG）H2
to PGF2α, is constitutively expressed in myelin sheaths and
cultured oligodendrocytes, suggesting that PGF2α has func-
tional significance in myelin�forming oligodendrocytes. To in-
vestigate the effects of PGF2α�FP receptor signaling on de-
myelination, we administrated FP receptor agonist and an-
tagonist to cuprizone�exposed mice, a model of multiple scle-
rosis. Mice were fed a diet containing 0.2％ cuprizone for 5
weeks, which induces severe demyelination, glial activation,
proinflammatory cytokine expression, and motor dysfunc-
tion. Administration of the FP receptor antagonist AL�8810
attenuated cuprizone�induced demyelination, and glial acti-
vation in the corpus callosum, and also improved the motor
function. These data suggest that during cuprizone�induced
demyelination, PGF2α�FP receptor signaling contributes to
glial activation, neuroinflammation, and demyelination, re-
sulting in motor dysfunction. Thus, FP receptor inhibition
may be a useful symptomatic treatment in multiple sclerosis.
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date for multiple sclerosis
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Multiple sclerosis（MS）is a chronic demyelinating disease
of the central nervous system characterized by recurrent
and progressive demyelination�remyelination cycles,
neuroinflammation, oligodendrocyte loss, and axonal pathol-
ogy. The cuprizone model of demyelination is characterized
by apoptotic death of mature oligodendrocytes, and is accom-
panied by neuroinflammation and motor dysfunction. Cyclic
phosphatidic acid（cPA）has a unique structure consisting of
a cyclic phosphate ring at the sn�2 and sn�3 positions of its
glycerol backbone. cPA elicits a neurotrophin�like action and
protects hippocampal neurons from ischemia�induced de-
layed neuronal death. We previously reported that the ad-
ministration of cPA reduced cuprizone�induced demyelina-
tion. In this study, we investigated the effects of 2ccPA, a
chemically synthesized cPA derivative, on the cuprizone�in-
duced demyelination. Mice were fed a diet containing 0.2％
cuprizone for 5 weeks, which induces severe demyelination,
glial activation, and motor dysfunction. Simultaneous admini-
stration of 2ccPA effectively attenuated cuprizone�induced
demyelination, glial activation, and motor dysfunction. These
data indicate that 2ccPA may be a useful treatment to re-
duce the extent of demyelination and the severity of motor
dysfunction in multiple sclerosis. 2ccPA is a potential lead
compound in the development of drugs for multiple sclerosis.
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Endogenous neural stem�progenitor cells（NPCs）can mi-
grate toward sites of injury, but the migration activity of
NPCs is insufficient to regenerate damaged brain tissue. In
this study, we showed that p38 MAP kinase（p38）is ex-
pressed in adult NPCs. Inhibitor experiments using the com-
pound SB203580 revealed that endogenous p38 participates
in NPC migration. To enhance NPC migration, we prepared a
cell�permeable dominant�active version of p38（PTD�DA）
consisting of the HIV protein transduction domain（PTD）
fused to the N�terminus of p38. Treatment with PTD�DA
protein significantly promoted the random migration of adult
NPCs without disturbing cell survival or differentiation；this
effect depended on the cell permeability and kinase activity
of the fusion protein. These findings indicate that PTD�DA is
a novel and useful tool for unraveling the roles of p38, and
that PTD�DA provides a reasonable approach for regenerat-
ing injured brain by enhancing NPC migration.

3O3-02 Netrin�5 is highly expressed in neurogenic
regions of the adult brain
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Mammalian netrin family proteins are involved in target-
ing of axons, neuronal migration, and angiogenesis and act as
repulsive and attractive guidance molecules. Netrin�5 is a
new member of the netrin family with homology to the C345
C domain of netrin�1. Unlike other netrin proteins, murine
netrin�5 consists of two EGF motifs of the laminin V domain

（LE）and the C345C domain, but lacks the N�terminal
laminin VI domain and one of the three LE motifs. We gener-
ated a specific antibody against netrin�5 to investigate its ex-
pression pattern in the rodent adult brain. Strong netrin�5
expression was observed in the olfactory bulb, rostral mi-
grate stream（RMS）, the subventricular zone（SVZ）, and the
subgranular zone（SGZ）of the dentate gyrus in the hip-
pocampus, where neurogenesis occurs in the adult brain. In
the SVZ and RMS, netrin�5 expression was observed in
Mash1�positive transit�amplifying cells and in Doublecortin

（DCX）�positive neuroblasts, but not in GFAP�positive astro-
cytes. In the olfactory bulb, netrin�5 expression was main-
tained in neuroblasts, but its level was decreased in NeuN�
positive mature neurons. In the hippocampal SGZ, netrin�5
was observed in Mash1�positive cells and in DCX�positive
neuroblasts, but not in GFAP�positive astrocytes, suggesting
that netrin�5 expression occurs from type 2a to type 3 cells.
These data suggest that netrin�5 is produced by both tran-
sit�amplifying cells and neuroblasts to control neurogenesis
in the adult brain.



3O3-03 The role of Cdk5 in cell cycle arrest and
neural differentiation

○Taro Saito（斎藤 太郎），Toshinori Hisa（比佐 稔典），
Kanae Ando（安藤香奈絵）
Department of Biological Sciences, Tokyo Metropolitan Uni-
versity（首都大学東京・理工学研究科・生命科学専攻）

Cell cycle arrest occurs in advance of neural differentiation,
however their coordination is not fully elucidated. Cyclin�de-
pendent kinase（Cdk）is a Ser�Thr protein kinase family
regulating cell cycle progression. Cdk5, an atypical Cdk, is
solely activated in postmitotic neurons, while cell cycle ma-
chineries including other Cdks are inactivated in neural dif-
ferentiation, suggesting that Cdk5 may have inhibitory activ-
ity for cell cycle progression. Here we examined the role of
Cdk5 in cell cycle arrest and neural differentiation.Firstly, we
selected SH�SY5Y human neuroblastoma cell, which is fre-
quently used and differentiated by stimulation with retinoic
acid（RA）, as model system. PI3K�Akt pathway is important
for regulating cell growth and differentiation and also known
to be activated in SH�SY5Y cells by RA stimulation. When
SH�SY5Y cells were stimulated with RA, the up�regulation
of p35, an essential activator for Cdk5, and Akt activation
were observed. Next, we examined the expression of inhibi-
tor of differentiation genes（IDs）, which are transcriptional
suppressors for differentiation and down�regulated in the
early step of neural differentiation. Stimulation by RA in-
duced down�regulation of expression of Id1 and Id3 in tran-
scriptional level in SH�SY5Y cells. Overexpression of p35
also induced both activation of Akt and down�regulation of
Id1 without neurite outgrowth as was observed by RA
stimulation. These results suggest that Cdk5 may induce
early events in neural differentiation. Now, we are examining
the pathway from Cdk5 activation to Akt activation or Ids
down�regulation in both SH�SY5Y cells and neurons.

3O3-04 NRG1�ErbB4 signaling promotes genera-
tion of neurons from neural progenitor cells
in the developing brain.

○Tomomi Sato1,2（佐藤 智美），Fuminori Sato3（佐藤 文
規），Aosa Kamezaki3（亀崎 青沙），Kazuya Sakaguchi3（坂
口 和弥），Ryoma Tanigome3（谷米 竜馬），Koichi
Kawakami4（川上 浩一），Atsuko Sehara3（瀬原 淳子）
1Dept. of Anatomy, Sch. of Med., Saitama Med. Univ.（埼玉医
大・医・解剖学），2Dept. of Ob. and Gyn., Sch. of Med., Sai-
tama Med. University（埼玉医大・医・産婦人科），3Dept. of
Growth Reg., Inst. for Frontier Med. Sci., Kyoto Univ.（京大・
再生研・再生増殖），4Div. of Mol. and Dev. Biol., Natl. Inst. of
Genet.（遺伝研・初期発生）

Post�mitotic neurons are generated from neural progenitor
cells（NPCs）at the expense of their proliferation. Molecular
and cellular mechanisms that regulate neuron production
temporally and spatially should impact on the size and shape
of the brain. While transcription factors such as neurogenin1

（neurog1）and neurod govern progression of neurogenesis as
cell�intrinsic mechanisms, recent studies show regulatory
roles of several cell�extrinsic or intercellular signaling mole-
cules including Notch, FGF and Wnt in production of neu-
rons�NPCs from neural stem cells�radial glial cells（NSCs�
RGCs）in the ventricular zone（VZ）. However, it remains elu-
sive how production of post�mitotic neurons from NPCs is
regulated in the sub�ventricular zone（SVZ）. Here we show
that newborn neurons accumulate in the basal�to�apical di-
rection in the optic tectum（OT）of zebrafish embryos. While
NPCs are amplified by mitoses in the apical VZ, neurons are
exclusively produced through mitoses of NPCs in the sub�ba-
sal zone（SBZ）, later in the SVZ, and accumulate apically onto
older neurons. This neurogenesis depends on Neuregulin 1
type II（NRG1�II）�ErbB signaling. Treatment with an ErbB
inhibitor, AG1478 impairs mitoses in the SVZ of the OT. Re-
moval of AG1478 resumes sub�ventricular mitoses without
precedent mitoses in the apical VZ prior to basal�to�apical
accumulation of neurons, suggesting critical roles of ErbB
signaling in mitoses for post�mitotic neuron production.
Knockdown of NRG1�II impairs both mitoses in the SBZ�
SVZ and VZ. Injection of soluble human NRG1 into the devel-
oping brain ameliorates neurogenesis of NRG1�II�knock-
down embryos, suggesting a conserved role of NRG1 as a
cell�extrinsic signal. From these results, we propose that
NRG1�ErbB signaling stimulates cell divisions generating
neurons from NPCs in the developing vertebrate brain.



3O3-05 Involvement of novel mammalian trans-
membrane ubiquitin ligases in neuronal dif-
ferentiation and function

○Tomoko Takai（高井 知子），Kanma Shiraishi（白石 貫
馬），Kazunori Imaizumi（今泉 和則），Masayuki Kaneko
（金子 雅幸）
Department of Biochemistry, Institute of Biomedical and
Health Sciences, Hiroshima University（広島大学大学院医歯
薬保健学研究院 分子細胞情報学）

The ubiquitin�proteasome system（UPS）is an essential proc-
ess that regulates protein homeostasis, and is involved in the
regulation of various cellular processes including cell prolif-
eration, differentiation and survival. To date, it has been sug-
gested that dysregulations in this system are implicated in
the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases, cancer and
immune system disorders. In the UPS, ubiquitin ligases play
an important role in the final step in the ubiquitination cas-
cade for protein degradation. It has been shown that
ubiquitin ligases are key molecules for neuronal differentia-
tion and function. Recently, we identified 44 types of novel
mammalian ubiquitin ligases which have the RING finger do-
main and the transmembrane domains. In this study, we per-
formed gene expression profiling using human and mouse
tissues and showed that several types of the ubiquitin ligases
were predominantly expressed in the embryonic brain, com-
pared with the adult brain. To identify novel ubiquitin ligases
which are important for neuronal differentiation, maturation
and function, we examined expression levels of ubiquitin li-
gases abundant in the brain during retinoic acid�induced
neural differentiation of mouse embryonal carcinoma P19
cells. As a result, 3 types of ubiquitin ligases, RNF150, RNF
152 and RNF182, were markedly up�regulated during neuro-
nal differentiation. These genes have different expression
patterns：RNF150 expression was highest at the neuro-
sphere stage；RNF152 and RNF182 were predominantly ex-
pressed at the neuronal stages. These results suggested that
these ubiquitin ligases may be involved in the regulation of
neuronal differentiation and function, and provided further
insights into mechanisms of brain development regulated by
protein ubiquitination.

3O3-06 Neurogenesis from dying neurons by de-
regulated DNA repair pathway activation

○Itsuki Ajioka1,2（味岡 逸樹），Mio Oshikawa1（押川 未央）
1Center for Brain Integration Research（CBIR）, Tokyo Medi-
cal and Dental University（TMDU）（医科歯科大・脳統合機能
研究センター），2JST, PRESTO（科学技術振興機構 さきがけ）

The cell cycle exit of progenitor cells must be temporally co-
ordinated with the initiation of neuronal differentiation to
control the number and ratio of different neuronal subtypes
in the CNS. Once progenitor cells exit the cell cycle, their
daughter neurons enter the post�mitotic G0 phase for termi-
nal differentiation and lose their proliferative potential. This
inability of differentiated neurons to undergo proliferation is
one of the major reasons brain tissue cannot regenerate fol-
lowing injury. When mature neurons re�enter the S phase in
pathological situations such as neurodegeneration, they un-
dergo cell death. Thus, the regulatory networks that drive
cell proliferation and maintain neuronal differentiation are
tightly controlled. Tumor suppressor gene Rb and its family
members（p107 and p130）are essential for regulating cell cy-
cle in neuronal progenitors and neurons. Neuronal progenitor
cells which lack all Rb family members initiate differentiation
without exiting cell cycle and these proliferating neurons de-
velop tumors in some cases. In contrast, when differentiating
neurons lose all Rb family members after cell cycle exit, they
undergo S phase but do not divide. We recently found the
molecular mechanism by which differentiating neurons are
tightly protected from cell division even in the absence of Rb
family members. In this oral presentation, we show these
data and discuss how neurons maintain post�mitotic and
non�dividing feature.



1P-01 The 5�HT3 receptor is essential for exer-
cise�induced hippocampal neurogenesis
and antidepressant effects

○Makoto Kondo（近藤 誠），Yukiko Nakamura（中村 雪
子），Yusuke Ishida（石田 雄介），Shoichi Shimada（島田
昌一）
Department of Neuroscience and Cell Biology, Osaka Univer-
sity（大阪大院・医・神経細胞生物）

Exercise has a variety of beneficial effects on brain structure
and function, such as hippocampal neurogenesis, mood and
memory. Previous studies have shown that exercise en-
hances hippocampal neurogenesis, induces antidepressant ef-
fects, and improves learning behavior. Brain serotonin（5�hy-
droxytryptamine, 5�HT）levels increase following exercise,
and the 5�HT system has been suggested to play an impor-
tant role in these exercise�induced neuronal effects. How-
ever, the precise mechanism remains unclear. In this study,
analysis of the 5�HT type 3A receptor subunit�deficient（htr
3a���）mice revealed that lack of the 5�HT type 3（5�HT3）re-
ceptor resulted in loss of exercise�induced hippocampal
neurogenesis and antidepressant effects, but not of learning
enhancement. Furthermore, stimulation of the 5�HT3 recep-
tor promoted neurogenesis. These findings demonstrate that
the 5�HT3 receptor is the critical target of 5�HT action in
the brain following exercise, and is indispensable for hip-
pocampal neurogenesis and antidepressant effects induced
by exercise. This is the first report of a pivotal 5�HT recep-
tor subtype that plays a fundamental role in exercise�in-
duced morphological changes and psychological effects.

1P-02 Involvement of calcium�activated potas-
sium channel in the inhibitory network os-
cillation in the rat basolateral amygdala

○Miki Hashizume（橋爪 幹），Rina Shinozaki（篠崎 吏
那），Takayuki Murakoshi（村越 隆之）
Department of Biochemistry, Faculty of Medicine, Saitama
Medical University（埼玉医科大学医学部生化学）

Basolateral amygdaloid complex（BLA）is deeply involved in
emotional processing and is sensitive to chronic stress. Its ab-
normality is related to several psychiatric disorders. In the
BLA, sensory information from the cortex and the thalamus
are evaluated in terms of emotional valence and these signals
are transmitted to central nucleus of amygdala. Previously,
we showed that projection neurons in BLA receive rhythmic
inhibitory inputs which are evoked by synchronous firings of
interneurons. Such neurons were mostly distributed in ven-
tral part of BLA, and the inhibitory oscillation requires the
glutamatergic transmission within BLA, suggesting that lo-
cal network activities are essential for this phenomenon.
Moreover, we demonstrated that gap�junctions, several re-
ceptors and ion�channels including the low�threshold Ca
channel are involved in the generation and�or maintenance
of the oscillation, also suggesting the potential role of the cal-
cium�activated potassium channels. In fact, SK channel is in-
volved in amygdala function, suggested by the study that an
injection of its activator contributed to recovery from elec-
trophysiological and behavioral alterations by chronic re-
straint stress. In the present study, we examined the effect of
modulators of the calcium�activated potassium channel on
inhibitory network oscillation in rat BLA. In BLA projection
neurons in vitro, the power of the low�frequency（0.1�3
Hz）oscillation was enhanced by an SK channel blocker,
apamin, and was attenuated by an SK channel activator, 1�
EBIO, respectively. On the other hand, the oscillation power
was insensitive to a BK channel blocker, iberiotoxin. These
results suggest that the slow network oscillation is regulated
by SK channel activity.



1P-03 Regulation of IP3 Receptor by Transglu-
taminase

○Kozo Hamada1（濱田 耕造），Akiko Terauchi1（寺内 明
子），Kyoko Nakamura2（中村 京子），Takayasu Higo1（肥
後 剛康），Nobuyuki Nukina2（貫名 信行），Nagisa Matsu-
moto1（松本 渚），Chihiro Hisatsune1（久恒 智博），Takeshi
Nakamura2（中村 健），Katsuhiko Mikoshiba1（御子柴克彦）
1RIKEN（理化学研究所），2Juntendo University（順天堂大学）

Reversible and repetitive structural changes are essential for
ligand�gated ion channels to mediate biological signaling.
Here we show a new mode of posttranslational modification
that chronically controls the structural changes in the
ligand�gated ion channels. The inositol 1,4,5�trisphosphate
receptor（IP3R）in the endoplasmic reticulum assembles
ligand�gated ion channels that mediate calcium signaling. IP3
Rs are allosteric proteins comprising four subunits that form
an ion channel activated by binding of IP3 at a distance. De-
fective allostery in IP3R is considered crucial to cellular dys-
function, but the specific mechanism remains unknown. We
demonstrate that a pleiotropic enzyme transglutaminase
type 2（TG2）targets the allosteric coupling domain of IP3R
type 1（IP3R1）and negatively regulates IP3R1�mediated cal-
cium signaling and autophagy by locking the subunit configu-
rations. The control point of this regulation is the covalent
posttranslational modification of Gln2746 residue which TG2
tethers to the adjacent subunit. Modification of Gln2746 and
IP3R1 function was observed in Huntington’s disease models,
suggesting a pathological role of this modification in the
neurodegenerative disease. Our study reveals that cellular
signaling is regulated by a new mode of posttranslational
modification that chronically and enzymatically blocks al-
losteric changes in the ligand�gated channels which relate to
disease states. This is the first demonstration of transglu-
taminase�catalyzed posttranslational modification in ligand�
gated ion channel allostery and provides a new framework
for enzymatic regulation of ligand�gated ion channels.

1P-04 Roles of acid�sensing ion channel�1a in
hippocampal adult neurogenesis

○Natsuko Kumamoto（熊本奈都子），Mariko Hoshikawa
（星川真理子），Yasuhiro Shibata（柴田 泰宏），Takashi
Ueda（植田 高史），Shinya Ugawa（鵜川 眞也）
Dept. of Neurobio. and Anat. Grad. Sch. of Med. Sci., Nagoya
City Univ.（名市大院・医・機能組織学）

ASIC1a（acid�sensing ion channel�1a）is a neuronal acid�ac-
tivated cation channel located in the postsynaptic membrane.
The channel receives synaptic protons, contributing to syn-
aptic plasticity, learning and memory. It is well known that
adult neurogenesis is enhanced after ischemic brain injury
accompanied with local tissue acidosis. However, the relation-
ship between adult neurogenesis and ASIC1a remains to be
elucidated. To examine the potential roles of ASIC1a in
mouse adult hippocampal neurogenesis, we used an onco�
retrovirus�mediated approach to genetically label and ma-
nipulate newborn dentate granule cells（DGCs）in vivo.
Three�dimensional reconstruction of confocal Z�stucks was
applied to morphologically characterize the dendritic arbori-
zation and spine formation of ASIC1a�deficient newborn
DGCs labeled with EGFP. We found that newborn DGCs of
ASIC1a KO mouse at 28dpi（days post injection）had signifi-
cantly shorter dendrites and smaller spine heads. Further-
more, retroviral shRNA knockdown of ASIC1a in newborn
DGCs induced the same phenotype as the ASIC1a KO
mouse. Our results indicate that ASIC1a is necessary for den-
dritic development and synaptic organization of mouse hip-
pocampal newborn neurons.



1P-05 Study about the mechanisms of DHA�in-
duced enhancement of glial excitatory
amino�acid transporter EAAT2 function

○Kazue Hoshikawa（干川 和枝），Kanako Takahashi（高
橋華奈子），Tomohiko Irie（入江 智彦），Yuko Sekino（関野
祐子），Kaoru Sato（佐藤 薫）
Div Pharmacol, NIHS（国立衛研・薬理）

EAAT2 is a predominant astrocytic L�Glutamate（L�Glu）
transporter in the forebrain. EAAT2 removes L�Glu from
synaptic cleft and maintain efficient synaptic transmissions.
Recent studies have clarified that poly�unsaturated fatty ac-
ids（PUFAs）regulate the functions of the membrane proteins
of neural cells. Omega�3 fatty acid docosahexanoic acid

（DHA；C22：6）is a major constituent of astrocyte mem-
brane phospholipids and is released after L�Glu stimulation.
However, its effects on EAAT2 is largely unknown. In this
study, we investigated the effects of DHA on EAAT2 cur-
rents using two�electrode voltage clamp technique in
Xenopus oocytes expressing EAAT2 isoform 1. Exoge-
nously�applied DHA（30�300 microM）increased the ampli-
tude of L�Glu�induced currents of EAAT2 but not of EAAT
1 in a dose�dependent manner and these effects were revers-
ible. Exogenously�applied DHA�CoA, a membrane imperme-
able DHA�analog, increased EAAT2 currents, suggesting
that DHA regulate EAAT2 from extracellular side of mem-
brane. PUFAs are also reported to regulate membrane pro-
tein functions by changing the elasticity of the lipid bilayer.
However, transient application of Triton X�100（200 mi-
croM）, which increases membrane fluidity, had little effects
on EAAT2 currents, suggesting that the DHA�induced en-
hancement of EAAT2 currents is independent of the mem-
brane elasticity. The enhancement of EAAT2 was not pre-
vented by the inhibitors of cyclooxygenase or lipoxygenase,
suggesting that DHA may exert the effects through direct
interaction with EAAT2 not through signal transduction
pathways. DHA has a carboxyl group that is protonated（un-
charged）, or deprotonated（negatively charged）in a pH de-
pendent manner. When the extracellular pH increased, the
enhancement of EAATs by DHA was increased, suggesting
that the charge of the DHA carboxyl group is important for
the effects of DHA. In accordance with this, DHA�methyl es-
ter（200 microM）, an uncharged DHA�analog, had little ef-
fects on EAAT2 currents. Currently, we are identifying
which structure or domain of EAAT2 is important for the en-
hancement of EAAT2 currents using various chimeras of
EAAT2 and EAAT1.

1P-06 Phosphorylation of serotonin 1A receptor（5
HT1AR）by Cdk5 activity.

○Miyuki Takahashi（高橋美由紀），Taro Saito（斎藤 太
郎），Akiko Asada（浅田 明子），Shin�ichi Hisanaga（久永
眞市）
Dept. of Biol. Sci., Tokyo Met. Univ.（首都大学東京大学院・
理・神経分子機能研究室）

Mental disorders including depression are one of urgent is-
sues to be addressed. To prevent the onset and develop the
treatment, it is important to understand a mechanism of dis-
eases at molecular level. It is generally considered that dys-
regulation of neuronal activities is an underlying mechanism.
Cyclin�dependent kinase 5（Cdk5）is a neuron�specific Ser�
Thr kinase, which is activated by regulatory subunit p35 or p
39. Recent reports suggest its function in synaptic activity
and association with anxiety and depression. I investigated
here a role of Cdk5�p35 in mental disorders by focusing on
serotonin 1A receptor（5HTlAR）. 5HTlAR is expressed
highly in central nervous system and is thought to be in-
volved in psychiatric activity. 5HT1AR is a seven transmem-
brane G�protein�coupled receptor, which binds to Gi or Go of
trimeric G proteins to inhibit adenylyl cyclase or open K
＋ channels in neurons. Dysfunction of the serotonin signal is
considered as the cause of many mental diseases. So, 5HT1
AR has been a target of drug development for anxiety and
depression. It is not fully known, however, how 5HTlAR is
regulated. There are three possible Cdk5 phosphorylation
sites in 5HT1AR. We examined phosphorylation of 5HT1AR
by Cdk5�p35. Expression level of 5HT1AR was decreased by
co�transfection with Cdk5�p35, but not with kinase negative
Cdk5�p35, in COS�7 cells. 5HT1AR was indeed phospho-
rylated by Cdk5�p35. We constructed non�phosphorylatable
Ala mutants, T149A, S245A, and T314A, and examined their
phosphorylation. Thr314 was identified as a phosphorylation
site in 5HT1AR. These results suggest that Cdk5 controls
the serotonin signal through phosphorylation�dependent
down regulation of 5HT1AR.



1P-07 Melanin�concentrating hormone�mediated
signaling induces reduction of the primary
cilium length

○Shogo Yamato（大和 翔吾），Akie Hamamoto（濱本 明
恵），Yuki Kobayashi（小林 勇喜），Yumiko Saito（斎藤祐見
子）
Graduate School of Integrated Arts and Sciences, Hiroshima
University（広島大学総合科学研究科）

Primary cilia are microtubule�based organelles present on
nearly every cell in the mammalian body. The cilium has an
important chemosensory function in many types of cells and
ciliary dysfunction is associated with ciliopathies such as
polycystic kidney disease and obesity. Although the ciliary
membrane is contiguous with the plasma membrane, ciliary
localization of protein is tightly regulated and only certain
molecules are permitted to traffic there. Melanin�concentrat-
ing hormone（MCH）is the natural peptide ligand for two G�
protein�coupled receptors（GPCR）, MCHR1 and MCHR2.
The MCH�MCHR1 system has been implicated in the regula-
tion of feeding and emotional processing in rodents. Recently,
MCHR1 expression was detected in primary cilia of the cen-
tral nervous system. However, the underlying function and
signaling pathway via MCHR1 located in primary cilia is un-
clear. Here we show that treatment of MCH significantly re-
duces cilia length in hTERT�RPE1 epithelial cells（hRPE1）
transfected with Flag�MCHR1. Quantitative analysis indi-
cated that the rate of MCH�induced cilia shorting progressed
in time�dependent manner during the first 3 hour with an
EC50 value of 1.6nM, and the process was significantly inhib-
ited by pretreatment with Gi�o�selective inhibitor pertussis
toxin. In addition, a series of receptor mutagenesis experi-
ment showed that distinct amino acid residues in the second
intracellular loop were responsible for MCH�mediated short-
ing of receptor�positive cilia. These data suggests that
MCH�MCHR1 governs the sensitivity by controlling the
length of the cell’s sensory organelle. Further characteriza-
tion of MCHR1 as a ciliary GPCR provides a potential molecu-
lar mechanism to link defects in cilia with obesity.

1P-08 Identification and appreciation of novel an-
tagonists of GPR173

○Toshihiro Yanai1（矢内 俊宏），N. Shuvaev Anton1（アン
トンシュヴァフ），Ayumu Konno2（今野 歩），Hirokazu
Hirai2（平井 宏和），Aya Kurosawa1（黒沢 綾），Tamio
Saito3（斎藤 臣雄），Shigeki Takeda1（武田 茂樹）
1Faculty of Sci. and Tech., Gunma Univ.（群馬大・理工），
2Dept. Med., Gunma Univ.（群馬大・医），3RIKEN（理研）

G protein�coupled receptors（GPCRs）are integral membrane
proteins in the cell surface, and are known to be targets of
approximately 60％ of the present drugs. Thus, identification
of novel synthetic ligands for GPCRs, especially for orphan
GPCRs of which endogenous ligands are unknown, is impor-
tant for not only to our understanding of human physiology
but also to the development of novel drugs. We have been de-
veloped the ligand screening system for GPCRs using recep-
tor�Gα fusion proteins and［35S］GTPγS binding assay. One
of the orphan GPCR subfamily, Super conserved Receptor
Expressed in Brain（SREB）, is consisted of GPR27, GPR86,
and GPR173, and specifically express in central nervous sys-
tem. To examine SREB physiological functions, we per-
formed screening of chemical compound using a RIKEN
chemical library containing approximately 12,000 com-
pounds. The binding of［35S］GTPγS to GPR173�Gsα fusion
proteins expressed in Sf9 cells was measured, and resulted a
few potential candidates of a GPR173 antagonist. These com-
pounds are also antagonist for other SREBs, GPR27 and GPR
85. These results also indicated that GPR173 was possible to
couple Gs type G proteins, and had significant constitutive ac-
tivity. These results also indicated that GPR173 was possible
to couple Gs type G proteins, and had significant constitutive
activity. Then, physiological significance of these compounds
on the synaptic transmission was examined by whole cell
patch clamp technique. Bath application of these compounds
significantly increased the amplitude of EPSC elicited in cere-
bellar Purkinje cells after electrical stimulation to parallel fi-
bers. In addition, the ratio of paired pulse facilitation of the
parallel fiber�mediated EPSC was significantly decreased.
These results suggest that constitutive active SREBs regu-
late the synaptic transmission at parallel fiber to Purkinje
cells by modulating the glutamate release from parallel fiber
terminals.



1P-09 Functional characterization of the phos-
phorylation sites of rat melanin�concentrat-
ing hormone receptor 1

○Seika Mitsuyama（蜜山 聖夏），Akie Hamamoto（濱本
明恵），Yuki Kobayashi（小林 勇喜），Yumiko Saito（斎藤祐
見子）
Graduate School of Integrated Arts and Sciences, Hiroshima
University（広島大学総合科学研究科）

Melanin�concentrating hormone（MCH）receptor 1 belongs
to the rhodopsin family of G protein�coupled receptors

（GPCR）. One of the main pharmacological interests of MCH�
MCHR1 system resides in its ability to regulate feeding and
energy homeostasis. Phosphorylation of intracellular resi-
dues is the most extensively studied post�translational modi-
fication regulating GPCR activity. However, until now, only
little information concerning the role of MCHR1 phosphoryla-
tion is available. In this study, we performed a comprehen-
sive site�directed mutagenesis to analyze the predicted
phosphorylation site of the rat MCHR1 in receptor expres-
sion, signaling, internalization, and trafficking in a HEK293T
cell line. We identified the phosphorylation sites responsible
for internalization（S151 and S158）at the second intracellular
loop of the receptor, and additional sites involved in internali-
zation（S246 and T251）at the third intracellular loop of the
receptor. Although these four amino acid residues of MCHR1
play a critical role for promoting optimal internalization, they
are not essential for signal transduction in calcium mobiliza-
tion. A further goal of our research will be to reveal the coor-
dinated biochemical mechanism involving sequential and hi-
erarchical multisite phosphorylation of the receptor.



1P-10 CAPS1 stabilizes SVs docking state in hip-
pocampal CA3�CA1 synapses

○Yuuki Ishii1（石井 佑季），Chiaki Ishii1（石井 千晶），Yo
Shinoda1,2（篠田 陽），Yugo Fukazawa3（深澤 有吾），Tet-
sushi Sadakata4（定方 哲史），Takuji Iwasato5,6（岩里 琢
治），Shigeyoshi Itohara2（糸原 重美），Teiichi Furuichi1,2
（古市 貞一）

1Department of Applied Biological Science, Tokyo University
of Science（東京理科大学 理工学部 応用生物科学科），
2Laboratory for Memory Mechanisms, RIKEN Brain Science
Institute（理研BSI），3Division of Cell Biology and Neurosci-
ence, Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Fukui（福井
大学 組織細胞形態学・神経科学研究室），4Advanced Scien-
tific Research Leaders Development Unit, Gunma University

（群馬大学 先端科学研究指導者育成ユニット），5Division of
Neurogenetics, National Institute of Genetics（国立遺伝学研
究所 神経遺伝学部），6Department of Genetics, SOKENDAI

（総研大 遺伝学部）

AbstractCalcium�dependent activator protein for secretion 1
（CAPS1）is a cytosolic protein, which associates with dense�
core vesicle secretion in endocrine cells, however, their neu-
ronal function is still largely unknown because of Caps1
knock�out（KO）results in prenatal death. Here we show that
CAPS1 stabilizes the docking state of synaptic vesicle（SV）to
presynaptic active zone using forebrain specific Caps1 condi-
tional KO（cKO）mice. The synaptic transmission is strongly
reduced and paired�pulse facilitation shows significant al-
teration in Caps1 cKO so that the impairment of SV release
is expected. Morphological analysis shows accumulation of
SVs in presynapse without any morphological changing. In-
terestingly, even though SV accumulation is occurred, the
percentage of presynaptic button contained docked vesicle is
markedly reduced in Caps1 cKO. Finally, SV release experi-
ment revealed by time�lapse imaging indicates the de-
creased SV release in the absence of CAPS1. These data sug-
gest that CAPS1 stabilizes SV docking state to enhance SV
release.

1P-11 Conditional knockout and optogenetic
study on the involvement of the secretion�
related protein CAPS1 in oxytocin�associ-
ated social and maternal behavior

○Haruka Minami1（南 春花），Ryosuke Yamaga1（山鹿
亮祐），Yo Shinoda1（篠田 陽），Kenji Sakimura2（崎村 建
司），Manabu Abe2（阿部 学），Teiichi Furuichi1（古市 貞一）
1Dept. of Appl. Biol. Sci., Fac. of Sci. and Tech. Tokyo Univ. of
Sci.（東京理科大理工），2Dept of Cellular Neurobiology BRI, Ni-
igata Univ（新潟大脳研基礎神経科学細胞神経生物）

Calcium�dependent activator protein for secretion 1（CAPS
1）plays a regulatory role in dense�core vesicle（DCV）exocy-
tosis pathway. CAPS1 is widely expressed in the mouse
brain including paraventricular nucleus（PVN）and supraop-
tic nucleus（SON）that contain oxytocin（OXT）�producing
neurons. OXT is known as a neuropeptide, which is associ-
ated with social and maternal behavior. Thus, we hypothe-
sized that CAPS1 potentially regulates social and maternal
behavior through regulating OXT secretion. In this study,
we generated conditional knock�out（cKO）mice lacking Caps
1 in OXT neurons and tried to compare WT and cKO mice
by optogenetic control of PVN or SON via microinjection of
adeno�associated virus vectors containing channelrhodopsin
2（ChR2）. The effect of CAPS1 deficiency in OXT neurons
was analyzed in terms of activity�dependent OXT secretion,
social and maternal behavior. We will show the recent pro-
gress in testing the implication of CAPS1 in OXT�related
brain function and behavior.



1P-12 IRBIT suppresses CaMKII�alpha activity
and contributes to catecholamine homeo-
stasis through tyrosine hydroxylase phos-
phorylation

○Katsuhiro Kawaai1（河合 克宏），Akihiro Mizutani2（水
谷 顕洋），Hirotaka Shoji3（昌子 浩孝），Naoko Ogawa1（小
川 直子），Etsuko Ebisui1（戎井 悦子），Yukiko Kuroda4
（黒田有希子），Shigeharu Wakana5（若菜 茂晴），Tsuyoshi
Miyakawa3（宮川 剛），Chihiro Hisatsune1（久恒 智博），
Katsuhiko Mikoshiba1（御子柴克彦）
1Laboratory for Developmental Neurobiology, Brain Science
Institute, RIKEN（国立研究開発法人理化学研究所・BSI・発
生神経生物研究チーム），2Department of Pharmacotherapeu-
tics, Showa Pharmaceutical University（昭和薬科大学薬物治
療学研究室），3Fujita Health University（藤田保健衛生大学
総合医科学研究所 システム医科学研究部門），4Laboratory
of Cell and Tissue Biology, Keio University School of Medi-
cine（慶応義塾大学医学部），5Technology and Development
Team for Mouse Phenotype Analysis, BioResource Center,
RIKEN（国立研究開発法人理化学研究所・BRC・マウス表現
型解析開発チーム）

Inositol 1,4,5�trisphosphate receptor（IP3R）binding protein
released with IP3（IRBIT）contributes to various physiological
events（electrolyte transport, mRNA polyadenylation, and
the maintenance of genomic integrity）through its interaction
with multiple targets. However, little is known about the
physiological role of IRBIT in the brain. In this report, we
identified calcium calmodulin�dependent kinase II alpha

（CaMKIIα）as an IRBIT�interacting molecule in the central
nervous system. IRBIT binds to and suppresses CaMKIIα
kinase activity by inhibiting the binding of calmodulin to
CaMKIIα. In addition, we show that IRBIT knockout mice
show elevated catecholamine levels, increased locomotor ac-
tivity, and social abnormalities. The level of tyrosine hydrox-
ylase（TH）phosphorylation by CaMKIIα, which affects TH
activity, was significantly increased in the ventral tegmental
area of IRBIT deficient mice. We concluded that IRBIT sup-
presses CaMKIIα activity and contributes to catecholamine
homeostasis through TH phosphorylation.

1P-13 Generation of GAD65 knockout rats using
TALEN�mediated genome editing

○Yuchio Yanagawa1（柳川右千夫），Toshikazu Kakizaki1
（柿崎 利和），Masahiko Watanabe2（渡辺 雅彦）

1Dept. of Genet. & Behav. Neurosci., Gunma Univ. Grad. Sch.
of Med.（群馬大院・医・遺伝発達行動学），2Dept. of Anat.,
Hokkaido Univ. Grad. Sch. of Med.（北海道大院・医・解剖学）

GABA is the major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the adult
mammalian CNS. Glutamate decarboxylase（GAD）is the
rate�limiting enzyme that catalyzes the production of GABA
from glutamate. There are two isoforms of GAD, GAD65 and
GAD67 according to their molecular masses, and they are en-
coded by independent genes. GAD65 knockout mice showed
an increase in susceptibility to seizures and changes in emo-
tional behavior such as anxiety and aggression, whereas
GAD67 knockout mice were shown to die of cleft palate.
However, the size of the mouse is a potential limitation for
some types of physiological monitoring, behavioral testing,
brain mapping and repeated blood sampling. To overcome
the problem, we have generated GAD65 knockout rats using
TALEN genome editing. mRNAs encoding TALENs tar-
geted to exon 1 of GAD65 were microinjected into single�cell
rat embryos and transferred to pseudopregnant recipients.
Three founders with monoallelic or biallelic mutations were
backcrossed to wild�type rats, and then heterozygous mu-
tants were obtained. These heterozygous rats possessed
both wild�type GAD65 allele and GAD65 mutant allele con-
taining either 8 bp, 314 bp or 490 bp deletions. Homozygous
GAD65 mutant rats with 8 bp or 314 bp deletions were gen-
erated by crossing their respective heterozygous mutant
rats each other. Western blot analysis demonstrated that
GAD65 protein was not detected in the homozygous mutant
brain. This rat model provides a new experimental tool for in-
vestigating the pathophysiology of GABAergic transmission.



1P-14 Functional characterization of oxytocin�va-
sopressin�like peptide in social insect,
ants

○Hiroki Tahara1（田原 拓樹），Masayuki Miura1,2（三浦
正幸），Akiko Koto1,2（古藤 日子）
1Department of Genetics, Graduate School of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, The University of Tokyo（東京大学大学院薬学系研
究科遺伝学教室），2CREST（科学技術振興機構）

Oxytocin（OXT）and arginine�vasopressin（AVP）are neuro-
hypophysial hormones composed of 9 amino acids and known
to function as neuromodulators. OXT�AVP�like peptides are
evolutionarily conserved among wide range of animals, from
worms to humans. Their function is well studied in highly so-
cial mammals to regulate social behaviors. In addition, recent
studies also suggest that OXT�AVP�like peptides function
to regulate social behaviors such as courtship and mating in
birds, fishes and some invertebrates such as molluscs and
nematodes. However, the evolutionary origin of their molecu-
lar function is still unrevealed and we aim to study the neuro-
nal function of their homologous nonapeptide, inotocin（INT）
in social insects, ants. Ants exhibit sophisticated social or-
ganization within their colonies which is characterized by the
reproductive caste differentiation and the division of labor.
Ant colonies have a reproductive caste which consists of
queens and males, and a non�reproductive caste, workers.
Workers show the division of labor, that is, each worker spe-
cializes in one job such as foraging, nurturing and nest con-
struction. They can flexibly change their jobs according to
surrounding environment and colony demands. From this,
we hypothesize that INT signaling would be involved in the
regulation of the unique social behaviors in ants. We firstly
established the in vitro assay system to measure the INT re-
ceptor activity by utilizing cultured cells, and confirmed that
the putative INT receptor is activated by INT peptide. We
also found that OXT peptide can activate the INT receptor
at high dose, which suggests the similarity of INT and OXT
signaling pathways. We are now testing the effect of OXT�
AVP signaling agonists�antagonists in INT signaling, for the
further in vivo study to manipulate INT signaling pathway
and examine whether it is involved in the regulation of social
behaviors in ants.



1P-15 Dual imaging of SVs and DCVs exocytosis

○Yui Nakajima1（中島 柚依），Yo Shinoda1（篠田 陽），
Teiichi Furuichi1,2（古市 貞一）
1Dept. of Appl. Biol. Sci., Fac. of Sci. and Technol., Tokyo
Univ. of Sci.（東京理大院・理工・応用生物），2RIKEN Brain
Science Institute（理研BSI）

Exocytosis of synaptic vesicles（SVs）mediates the release
neurotransmitters into synaptic cleft through the sequential
process of vesicle docking, priming and fusion, when the ac-
tion potential arrives at the presynaptic terminals. In neuro-
nal cells, there is another secretory vesicle, called dense�core
vesicles（DCVs）that play a major role in the release of neu-
ropeptides and peptide hormones. Very little, however, is
known about the regulatory process of DCV exocytosis. To
clarify the distinction between SV and DCV exocytosis re-
garding the underlying mechanisms including subcellular re-
lease patterns and stimulus�dependent release kinetics, si-
multaneous cell imaging of both exocytosis events must be
informative. We constructed a pH�sensitive red fluorescent
protein mOrange2 fused with the DCV luminal protein chro-
mogranin A（ChgA）,“ChgA�mOrange2”as a fluorescent
probe for DCV exocytosis. We also used a pH�sensitive
green fluorescent protein pHluorin（pH）fused with the SV
membrane protein synaptophysin（SYP）,“SYP�pH”as a fluo-
rescent probe for SV exocytosis. Two probe constructs were
co�transfected into rat primary cultured cortical neurons
and were subjected to live�cell time�lapse imaging. At pre-
sent, we successfully detected exocytosis events indicated by
ChgA�mOrange2 and SYP�pH, most of which likely showed
different subcellular sites and different mode. We will further
repeat dual imaging and will present the data on their com-
parative exocytosis mechanisms.

1P-16 Neuropsin dependent synaptic tagging in
vivo

○Yasuyuki Ishikawa（石川 保幸）
Dept. of Systems Life Engineering, Maebashi Institute of
Technology（前橋工科大・工・システム生体工学）

Synaptic plasticity is widely accepted to provide a cellular
basis for learning and memory. Synaptic associativity could
be involved in activity�dependent synaptic plasticity, be-
cause it distinguishes between local mechanisms of synaptic
tags and cell�wide mechanisms that are responsible for the
synthesis of plasticity�related proteins. An attractive hy-
pothesis for synapse specificity of long�term memory（LTM）
is synaptic tagging：synaptic activity generates a tag, which
captures the plasticity�related proteins derived outside of
synapses. Previously we have been reported that neuropsin,
a plasticity�related extracellular protease, was involved in
synaptic tag setting. In the present study, we tested the hy-
pothesis that neuropsin was engaged in behavioral tag set-
ting for LTM in vivo. Behaviorally, weak training, which in-
duces short�term memory（STM）but not LTM, can be con-
solidated into LTM by exposing animals to novel but not fa-
miliar environment 1 h before training. We found that neu-
ropsin deficient mouse impaired such transformation short�
term into long�term memory. These results suggest neurop-
sin as a tag setting in vivo.



1P-17 The role of metabotropic glutamate recep-
tor on structural plasticity of dendritic
spines in cultured hippocampal neurons

○Ryoma Kakegawa（掛川 竜馬），Shingo Kamasaki（釜崎
真吾），Takashi Todoriki（等々力 崇），Nobuhiko Kojima
（児島 伸彦）
Graduate school of Life Sciences, Toyo University（東洋大学
大学院生命科学研究科）

The morphology of dendritic spines is closely related to
higher brain functions. Various external signals including
glutamate regulate the spine morphology. The group I me-
tabotropic glutamate receptor（mGluR）is one of regulators
of spine morphology, but details of the underlying mecha-
nism still remains unclear. We have demonstrated that dre-
brin a major F�actin�binding protein in dendritic spines is
important for spine morphogenesis and plasticity. Drebrin in
its sequence has two binding motifs for Homer that is scaf-
folding protein of mGluR. We then propose that group I
mGluR activity regulates spine morphology through dre-
brin�Homer interaction in dendritic spines. To elucidate this
working hypothesis, using cultured hippocampal neurons, we
examine the relationship between mGluR5 activity and local-
ization of mGluR5, drebrin and Homer1 in dendritic spines.
Mouse hippocampal neurons were cultured with Banker
method. At 21 days in vitro , neurons were incubated with 1
mM CHPG, a selective mGluR5 agonist for 15min, then proc-
essed for immunocytochemistry for mGluR5, drebrin and
Homer. Neurons were also stained with fluorescence�conju-
gated phalloidin for F�actin staining.
Quantitative analyses of confocal microscopic images re-
vealed that the CHPG treatment significantly increased the
number of spine in which drebrin and Homer were co�local-
ized. The same treatment affected spine morphology. These
findings suggest that mGluR5 activity regulates spine mor-
phology through drebrin�Homer interaction.
mGluR has recently been shown to participate in several
neuropsychiatric diseases. The elucidation of functional roles
of mGluR in spine morphogenesis helps us to gain better un-
derstanding of the mechanism of higher brain functions.

1P-18 Deletion of drebrin A impairs hippocampal
synaptic plasticity and hippocampus�de-
pendent fear learning in adulthood

○Hiroki Yasuda1（安田 浩樹），Nobuhiko Kojima2,3（児島
伸彦），Kenji Hanamura3（花村 健次），Tomoaki Shirao1,3
（白尾 智明）

1ERSC, Med., Gunma Univ.（群馬大院・医・教研センター），
2Toyo Univ., Life Sci.（東洋大・生命科学），3Neuropharm.,
Med., Gunma Univ.（群馬大・医・神経薬理）

Structural plasticity of dendritic spines, that underlies higher
brain function including learning and memory, is dynamically
regulated by actin cytoskeleton and its associated proteins.
Drebrin A（DA）is an actin binding protein preferentially ex-
pressed in the brain and localized highly in dendritic spines
of mature neurons. The isoform conversion from drebrin E

（DE）to DA and its accumulation into dendritic spines occur
during synaptic maturation. We have demonstrated that DA
has a pivotal role in spine morphogenesis and plasticity. How-
ever, it is not determined which process is required, the accu-
mulation of drebrin（either DE or DA）within spines or the
isoform conversion of drebrin. To answer this question we
further analyzed mutant mice（named DAKO mice）in which
the isoform conversion from DE to DA was disrupted by a
deletion of the DA�specific exon. In adult DAKO mouse
brain DE continued to be expressed instead of DA. Electro-
physiological study using hippocampal slices revealed that
LTP induced by high frequency stimulation of CA1 synapses
was impaired in older（than 30 week old）DAKO mice, but
not in younger（than 8�9 week old）ones. In contrast, LTD
was abnormally induced by low frequency stimulation of CA
1 synapses in older（than 30 week old）DAKO mice, but not
in younger（than 8�9 week old）ones. Unlike the LTD in juve-
nile mice, this form of LTD does not depend on the NMDA
receptor activity, rather depends on metabotropic glutamate
receptor 5（mGluR5）activity, suggesting that mGluR5�signal-
ing is altered in old DAKO mice. In parallel with the electro-
physiological phenotype these mice exhibit impaired hip-
pocampus�dependent fear memory in an age�dependent
manner. The impairment was evident in mice older than 30
week old, but not in mice younger than 10 week old. Thus,
our data indicate that the isoform conversion of drebrin is
critical and DA is indispensable for normal synaptic plastic-
ity and hippocampus�dependent types of fear memory.



1P-19 EphB Extracellular Phosphorylation Con-
trols Pathological Pain and Synaptic Func-
tion of NMDA Receptors

○Kenji Hanamura1,2（花村 健次），Sean Sheffler�Collins2,5，
Nan Xia2，Washburn Halley2，Dipti Tilu3，Shayne Hassler6，
Daniel Spellman4，Guoan Zhang4，Thomas Neubert4，Theo-
dore Price6，Matthew Dalva2
1Department of Neurobiology and Behavior, Gunma Univer-
sity Graduate School of Medicine（群馬大院・医・神経薬理），
2Department of Neuroscience and Farber Institute for Neuro-
sciences, Thomas Jefferson University（トーマスジェファー
ソン大学神経科学部門、ファーバー神経科学研究所），3De-
partments of Pharmacology, The University of Arizona Col-
lege of Medicine（アリゾナ大学医学部薬理学部門），4Depart-
ment of Pharmacology and Kimmel Center for Biology and
Medicine at the Skirball Institute, New York University
School of Medicine（ニューヨーク大学医学部薬理学部門、キ
ンメル生物医学センター），5Neuroscience Graduate Group,
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine（ペンシルバニ
ア大学大学院神経科学グループ），6School of Behavioral and
Brain Sciences, University of Texas at Dallas（テキサス大学
ダラス校行動脳科学部）

N�methyl�d�aspartate receptors（NMDARs）are localized
to synapses to drive adaptive and maladaptive changes in re-
sponse to sensory experience. Synaptic organizing proteins
control recruitment and retention of NMDARs by inducible
intracellular and extracellular interactions. However the
mechanisms enabling extracellular interactions are largely
unknown. Here we show that synaptic accumulation of GluN
2B�containing NMDARs and pathological pain are controlled
by ephrin�B�induced extracellular phosphorylation of a tyro-
sine in the fibronectin type III（FN3）domain of EphB2.
Ligand�dependent extracellular tyrosine phosphorylation
drives the EphB�NMDAR interaction and surface retention
of EphB2 and NMDARs. In contrast, in the absence of
NMDAR, phosphorylation of this tyrosine residue regulates
endocytosis and degradation of EphB2. Viral transduction of
EphB2 and drug administration demonstrate that extracellu-
lar phosphorylation mediates EphB and injury�induced
pathological pain behavior. FN3 domains of other synaptic
proteins contain a homologous residue suggesting that extra-
cellular phosphorylation is novel candidate mechanism. To-
gether these data identify tyrosine residue in FN3 domain of
EphB and extracellular phosphorylation as possible thera-
peutic targets.

1P-20 NMDA receptors are involved in X�irradia-
tion�induced decrease in drebrin clusters
within dendritic spines of cultured hip-
pocampal neurons

○Shuchuan Miao（苗 樹川），Anggraeini Puspitasari（プス
ピタサリーアングライニー），Kenji Hanamura（花村 健
次），Noriko Koganezawa（小金澤紀子），Reiko Roppongi（六
本木麗子），Tomoaki Shirao（白尾 智明）
Department of Neurobiology and Behavior（群馬大院・医・
神経薬理）

Therapeutic X�irradiation of the brain possibly causes cogni-
tive impairment, which is associated with synaptic dysfunc-
tion. We have reported that cranial 10 Gy X�irradiation has
acute effects on fear memory in adult mice. This impairment
of the memory was associated with the decrease in im-
munostaining intensity of an actin�binding protein, drebrin
in molecular layer of dentate gyrus in vivo . Drebrin is usu-
ally concentrated in dendritic spines, postsynaptic sites of ex-
citatory glutamatergic synapses and correlates well with the
severity of cognitive impairment. We have shown that gluta-
mate�induced decrease in drebrin clusters within dendritic
spines of cultured neurons is mediated by NMDA receptor
activity. However the mechanism regulating this X�irradia-
tion�induced decrease in drebrin immunostaining intensity is
unknown. In order to examine whether NMDA receptors is
involved in X�irradiation�induced decrease in drebrin in
postsynaptic sites, we used primary hippocampal neuronal
culture and analyzed the acute effect of X�irradiation on dre-
brin accumulation within dendritic spines in vitro . The neu-
rons were treated with 50 μ M Amino�5�phosphonovaleric
acid（APV；an NMDA receptor antagonist）1 hour before
10 Gy of X�irradiation at 21 days in vitro . The neurons were
fixed 8 hours after X�irradiation. Immunocytochemical
analysis showed that drebrin cluster density along dendrites
significantly decreased 8 hours after X�irradiation. This de-
crease was blocked by pretreatment with APV. In addition,
we also analyzed the cluster density of GluN1 subunit of
NMDA receptors. The GluN1 cluster density was signifi-
cantly increased 8 hours after X�irradiation. Our results sug-
gest that X�irradiation induces decrease in drebrin clusters
within dendritic spines by inducing accumulation and activa-
tion of NMDA receptors. Antagonists of NMDA receptor
may provide a new avenue toward therapeutic tools to miti-
gate X�irradiation�induced synaptic dysfunction.



1P-21 Effect of histone deacetylase inhibitor on
synaptic dysfunction elicited by X�irradia-
tion

○Takashi Hiruma（蛭間 貴司），Noriko Koganezawa（小
金澤紀子），Anggraeini Puspitasari（プスピタサリーアング
ライ二ー），Tomoaki Shirao（白尾 智明）
Department of Neurobiology and Behavior, Gunma Univer-
sity Graduate School of Medicine（群馬大学大学院医学系研究
科神経薬理学）

Treatments for cancers have been developing surprisingly
due to progresses of radiotherapy techniques. It has been
known, however, that cranial irradiation causes cognitive
deficits, although the underlie mechanism of such cognitive
deficits is still remain unknown. We have been studying the
effect of X�irradiation on neurons in vitro, and have reported
that the density of dendritic spines was decreased or the
changes in spine morphology by X�irradiation. Furthermore,
using drebrin, an actin binding protein, as a marker for syn-
aptic function, we found the number of drebrin clusters de-
creased transiently by X�irradiation. We have also shown
that amyloid beta oligomers�induced change of drebrin accu-
mulation is mediated by histone deacetylase（HDAC）（Ishi-
zuka et al., 2014）. And some of HDAC inhibitors are known
to protect normal cells from radiation�induced damage. In
this study we examined if the accumulation change of dre-
brin by X�irradiation is also mediated by HDAC, and tested
the possibility of HDAC inhibitors usage as therapeutic tools
to weaken irradiation effects on synaptic function. We used
primary hippocampal cultured neurons and suberoylanilide
hydroxamic acid（SAHA）as a HDAC inhibitor. Drebrin was
used as a marker of synaptic function and a post synaptic
marker and Synapsin I was used as a pre synaptic marker
and these proteins were analyzed immunocytochemically.
The cultured neurons were pretreated with SAHA 1 hour
before irradiation and were fixed at 2, 8, and 24 hours after
the irradiation. We evaluated the effect of SAHA by counting
drebrin and Synapsin I clusters. Although the data was not
significantly different due to the small sample number, it sug-
gested that low dose of SAHA blocks the X�irradiation in-
duced transient decrease of drebrin accumulation.

1P-22 The effect of carbon ion irradiation on cell
motility in human glioblastoma cell lines

○Tomoki Matsumoto（松本 友己），Yukari Yoshida（吉田
由香里），Tomoko Yakoh（八高 知子），Akihisa Takahashi
（高橋 昭久），Takashi Nakano（中野 隆史）
Gunma University Heavy Ion Medical Center（群馬大学重粒
子線医学研究センター）

This study aimed to investigate the effect of carbon ion（C�
ion）irradiation on cell motility in glioblastoma cells. Cell mo-
tility was assessed by a wound�healing assay, and the cell
survival was evaluated by clonogenic assay.



1P-23 The molecular mechanisms of cell motility
by X�ray irradiation in human glioblastoma
cell lines

○Yukihiko Sejimo（瀬下 幸彦），Yukari Yoshida（吉田由
香里），Tomoki Matsumoto（松本 友己），Tomoko Yakoh
（八高 知子），Akihisa Takahashi（高橋 昭久），Takashi
Nakano（中野 隆史）
Gunma University Heavy Ion Medical Center（群馬大学重粒
子線医学研究センター）

This study aimed to investigate the molecular mechanisms of
cell motility by X�ray irradiation（X�irradiation）in glioblas-
toma cells. Human glioblastoma cell lines was used U251 and
T98G. Cell motility was assessed by a wound�healing assay,
and the cell survival was evaluated by clonogenic assay.



1P-24 Maternal separated mice show the anxi-
ety� and fear�related behavior and
change neurogenesis in the limbic system

○Harumitsu Suzuki（鈴木 春満），Hongyu Li（李 洪宇），
Aoi Tanaka（田中 葵），Natsu Koyama（小山 なつ），Seiji
Hitoshi（等 誠司）
Dept. of Integrative Physiology, Shiga Univ. of Med. Sci.（滋賀
医科大学 統合臓器生理）

Early life stress is known to induce long�term alterations in
emotional and anxiety�related behaviors. Rodent models of
neonatal maternal separation（MS）stress have been used to
explore the effects of early stress on changes in affective and
cognitive behaviors. MS are associated with structural
changes in brain regions linked to cognition and mood regula-
tion. Here, we studied the effects of MS on the alteration of
neurogenesis in the limbic system and anxiety�related be-
havior on C57Bl�6 mice. The MS was performed daily for 3
hr from P1 to P14 and behavioral test was started at 10
weeks of age. We used a battery of stress and anxiety�re-
lated behavioral tests in C57Bl�6 mice.（1）The open field
test, which measures the basal anxiety level, showed that MS
mice tended to spend shorter time in the center area, al-
though total moving distance did not differ.（2）The acoustic
startle response induced by the sudden loud tone stimulus
was significantly elevated in MS mice.（3）The contextual
and cued fear conditioning test provides a measure of mem-
ory by assessing a memory for the association between an
aversive stimulus and a tone stimulus. MS mice showed de-
creased fear conditioning to the context and the tone com-
pared to the control. While startle response was elevated in
MS mice, freezing time during tone stimulus was signifi-
cantly attenuated, suggesting that the fear memory forma-
tion or maintenance was impaired in MS mice.（4）Neuro-
genesis in the limbic system was increase in MS mice. These
results suggest that neonatal MS treatment enhances the
neurogenesis and alters the anxiety�and fear�related behav-
ior. We are investigating whether or not MS treatment alters
the differentiation of neural progenitor cells into excitatory
and inhibitory neurons or even glial precursor cells, such as
NG�2 positive oligodendrocyte precursor cells.

1P-25 Proteomic characterization during differen-
tiation from human embryonic stem cells
into early and late neural stem cells by neu-
ral stem sphere method

○Kuniko Akama1,2（赤間 邦子），Gen Shibasaki2（柴崎
玄），Tetsutaro Tomioka2（富岡鉄太郎），Akihiro Totsuka3
（戸塚 啓太），Masahiro Otsu4,5（大津 昌弘），Nobuo Inoue4
（井上 順雄），Takashi Nakayama6（中山 孝），Yuri Miura7
（三浦 ゆり），Machiko Iwamoto7（岩本真知子），Hiroki
Tsumoto7（津元 裕樹），Mamoru Satoh8（佐藤 守），Sayaka
Kado9（荷堂 清香），Yutaka Suzuki10（鈴木 豊），Yasushi
Kondo10（近藤 靖）
1Cent. of General Educ., Chiba Univ.（千葉大普遍教育セン
ター），2Dept. of Chem., Grad. Sch. of Sci., Chiba Univ.（千葉大
院・理・化学），3Dept. of Chem., Fac. of Sci. Chiba Univ.（千葉
大・理・化学），4Lab. of Regen. Neurosci., Grad. Sch. of Hu-
man Health Sci., Tokyo Metrop. Univ.（首都大院・人間健康科
学・神経再生科学），5Dept. of Chem., Kyorin Univ., Sch. of
Med.（杏林大・医・化学），6Dept. of Biochem., Yokohama City
Univ. Sch. of Med.（横浜市大・医・生化），7Res. Team Mech.
Aging, Tokyo Metrop. Inst. of Geront.（健康長寿医セ研・プロ
テオーム），8Clin. Proteomics Res. Cent., Chiba Univ. Hospital

（千葉大・医・附属病院），9Center for Analytical Instrumen-
tation, Chiba Univ.（千葉大学共用機器センター），10Regen.
Med, Adv. Med. Res. Lab., Mitsubishi Tanabe Pharma Co.（田
辺三菱製薬・先端医療研・再生医療）

Understanding neurogenesis is valuable for the treatment of
nervous system disorders. However, there is currently lim-
ited information about the molecular events associated with
the transition from human ES cells to neural stem cells. We
therefore investigated the differentially expressed genes
during differentiation of highly homogeneous human embry-
onic stem cells to early and late neural stem cells by neural
stem sphere method, using SDS�PAGE and liquid chroma-
tography�tandem mass spectrometry. We identified 1145 dif-
ferentially expressed proteins involved in these three differ-
entiation stages. Together with the results of classification of
protein functions and search of metabolic pathways related
to differentially regulated proteins using DAVID bioinfor-
matics tools and KEGG, respectively, suggested that ES cells
differentiated to early neural stem cells via extracellular ma-
trix�receptor interactions followed by their signal transduc-
tion, and that early neural stem cells differentiated to late
neural stem cells via reorganization of cytoskeleton followed
by extension of the cells with increase of differentiated neu-
ral stem cells.



1P-26 Role of Kruppel�like factor 5 in neural pre-
cursor cells during brain development

○Takahiro Fuchigami1（渕上 孝裕），Yoshitaka Hayashi1
（林 義剛），Anri Kuroda1（黒田 杏里），Shouhei Ishida1（石
田 正平），Yukako Yamashita1（山下友桂子），Masatsugu
Ema2（依馬 正次），Seiji Hitoshi1（等 誠司）
1Dept. of Integ. Physiol., Shiga Univ. of Med. Sci.（滋賀医大・
生理学・統合臓器生理学），2Res. Cent. for Animal. Life Sci.,
Shiga Univ. of Med. Sci.（滋賀医大・動物生命科学研究セン
ター）

Kruppel�like factor（Klf）5 is a member of Klf family proteins,
which are members of DNA�binding transcriptional factors
with highly conserved sequences and redundant functions in
the regulation of cell cycle, cell differentiation and tissue or-
ganization. Among Klf family, Klf4 is one of the defined fac-
tors which reprogram somatic cells to induced pluripotent
stem cells（iPS cells）. Klf4 is a key regulator of pluripotency
in embryonic stem cells（ESCs）, inner�cell mass（ICM）and
neural precursor cells（NPCs）. Klf5 possesses overlapping
function with Klf4 in the induction of iPS cells and ESCs self�
renewal. Klf5 is shown to be essential for the blastocyst im-
plantation, the three germ layers development, and the for-
mation of cardiovascular system and optic vesicle. Although
these preceding reports suggest that Klf5 has broad roles in
the organogenesis, its function in the central nervous system
has not been investigated despite of its expression in the de-
veloping brain. In this study, we have investigated roles of
Klf5 in the proliferation and maintenance of NPCs in the de-
veloping cortex. When knockdown or overexpression of Klf5
was performed by in utero electroporation, aberrant differen-
tiation and migration of NPCs were observed. We also found
that BrdU incorporation of NPCs was altered after the
knockdown�overexpression of Klf5. In addition, we per-
formed a colony�forming neurosphere assay using NPC�spe-
cific Klf5 conditional knockout mice, which revealed the im-
pairment of self�renewal of neural stem cells. To examine
overlapping function of Klf4 and Klf5, we have also analyzed
NPC�specific Klf4 and Klf5 double deficient embryos and ob-
served accumulating effects of gene deletion in the brain de-
velopment. Our data suggests that Klf5, as well as Klf4, plays
an important role in the proliferation, differentiation and mi-
gration of NPCs.

1P-27 Role of Protease�activated receptor�1 in
proliferation of neural stem�progenitor
cells derived from the adult mouse hip-
pocampal dentate gyrus

○Masanori Yoneyama（米山 雅紀），Masayuki Tanaka
（田中 雅幸），Shinjiro Yamamura（山邑伸二郎），Kiyokazu
Ogita（荻田喜代一）
Laboratory of Pharmacology, Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sci-
ences, Setsunan University（摂南大学薬学部薬理学研究室）

It is now clear that there is a continual turnover of the mam-
malian hippocampal dentate gyrus neurons throughout life
even in adult. Various neurological injuries are widely recog-
nized as promoting endogenous neurogenesis in hippocampal
dentate gyrus. Thrombin�activated�protease�activated re-
ceptor�1（PAR�1）is known to regulate proliferation of neural
cells following brain injury including intracellular hemor-
rhage. To elucidate involvement of PAR�1 in neurogenesis
occurred in the adult hippocampus, we evaluated the effect
of thrombin and PAR�related peptides on proliferation of the
neural stem�progenitor cells（NPCs）derived from the hip-
pocampal dentate gyrus of adult mouse. Immunostaining re-
vealed that PAR�1 was co�localized with nestin, which is a
marker for NPCs. Reverse transcription�PCR analysis
showed the expression of mRNA encoding all subtypes of
PAR in the NPCs. Exposure of the cells to thrombin signifi-
cantly attenuated the cell proliferation without morphologi-
cal change and cell damage. However, the cell proliferation
was not affected by the PAR�1 negative control peptide,
RLLFT�NH2, which is an inactive peptide for PAR�1.
Thrombin had no effect on lactate dehydrogenase release
during the culture condition. In addition to thrombin, the
PAR�1 agonist peptide, SFLLR�NH2, also attenuated the cell
proliferation in a concentration�dependent manner. More-
over, the attenuation induced by thrombin was completely
abolished by RWJ56110, which is a PAR�1 antagonist. These
data suggest that PAR�1 negatively regulates proliferation
of the NPCs in the adult hippocampus.



1P-28 The dorsoventral boundary of the germinal
zone is a specialized niche for the genera-
tion of cortical oligodendrocytes

○Seiji Hitoshi1,3（等 誠司），Jun Asuke1（足助 洵），Masae
Naruse2,3（成瀬 雅衣），Kazuhiro Ikenaka3（池中 一裕）
1Dept Integrative Physiol, Shiga Univ Med Sci（滋賀医大・統
合臓器生理），2Dept Mol Cell Neurobiol, Gunma Univ（群馬
大・分子細胞生物），3Neurobiol Bioinformatics, NIPS（生理学
研究所・分子神経生理）

Oligodendrocyte precursor cells（OPCs）appear in the late
embryonic brain, mature to become oligodendrocytes

（OLs）and form myelin in the postnatal brain. Recently, it has
been proposed that early�born OPCs derived from the ven-
tral forebrain are eradicated postnatally and that late�born
OLs predominate in the cortex of the adult mouse brain.
However, intrinsic and extrinsic factors that specify the abil-
ity of self�renewing multipotent neural stem cells in the em-
bryonic brain to generate cortical OL�lineage cells remain
largely unknown. Using an inducible Cre�loxP system to per-
manently label Nestin�and Olig2�lineage cells and using an
in utero electroporation technique, we determined when and
where cortical OL�lineage cells differentiate from neural
stem cells in the developing mouse brain. We show that neu-
ral precursor cells in the dorsal VZ�SVZ are inhibited by
Wnt signaling from contributing to cortical OLs in the adult
brain. By contrast, neural precursor cells present in the
dorsoventral boundary VZ�SVZ produce a significant
amount of OLs in the adult cortex. Our results suggest that
neural stem cells at this boundary are uniquely specialized to
produce myelin�forming OLs in the cortex.

1P-29 Expression profiling of ubiquitin ligases
with transmembrane domain in the brain

○Masayuki Kaneko1（金子 雅幸），YanWu1（呉 艶），To-
moko Takai1（高井 知子），Yasuyuki Nomura2（野村 靖
幸），Kazunori Imaizumi1（今泉 和則）
1Dept. Biochem., Hiroshima Univ.（広島大院・医歯薬保・分子
細胞情報），2Dept. Pharmacol., Kurume Univ. Sch. Med.（久留
米大・医・薬理）

Studies on endoplasmic reticulum（ER）�associated degrada-
tion（ERAD）, in which unfolded proteins accumulated in the
ER are selectively transported to the cytosol for degradation
by the ubiquitin�proteasome system, have been focused on
molecular mechanisms in yeast. In human, disruption of the
ER quality control system causes various diseases, such as
neurodegenerative disease, lifestyle disease, and cancer. Fur-
thermore, ER stress has become more important because it
is also involved in cellular differentiation and tissue develop-
ment. We have identified human 44 ubiquitin ligases（E3）
with transmembrane domain, which are potentially involved
in ERAD. As reason for so many genes in mammals com-
pared with the yeast 3 ubiquitin ligases, they are assumed to
have tissue�specific and�or developmental stage�specific
roles. Here, we investigate the tissue distribution and cellular
expression the ubiquitin ligases. First, we specialized high
expression organization of each ubiquitin ligases in the hu-
man and the mouse tissues by quantitative PCR. Several
kinds of tissue�specific and embryonic�specific ubiquitin li-
gases genes have been found, whereas most of ubiquitin li-
gases genes were expressed in nervous tissues. Furthermore
some ubiquitin ligases were upregulated in the mouse brain
at late embryonic stage. In addition, the expression levels of
ubiquitin ligases were upregulated during retinoic acid�in-
duced neural differentiation of mouse embryonal carcinoma
P19 cells. Therefore, ubiquitin ligases with membrane may
play roles in the regulation of neuronal differentiation and
function in the brain development.



1P-30 Evidence for involvement of apoptosis in
establishing proper cerebrospinal fluid hy-
drodynamics

○Yoshifumi Yamaguchi1,2（山口 良文），Ayako Yoshida1
（吉田 綾子），Daisuke Kawata1（河田 大輔），Naomi Shi-
notsuka1（篠塚 直美），Mariko Yoshida1（吉田真梨子），
Masayuki Miura1,3（三浦 正幸）
1Dept. Genet., Grad. Sch. Pharma. Sci., Univ. of Tokyo（東大・
薬・遺伝），2PRESTO, JST.（さきがけ、科学技術振興機構），
3CREST, JST.（クレスト、科学技術振興機構）

Apoptosis is a major form of cell death to remove unneces-
sary cells during development and adult tissue in many or-
ganisms. In vertebrate, a large number of cells undergo apop-
tosis during neural tube closure（NTC）in apoptosome�de-
pendent manner. Mice lacking apoptosome activation often
exhibit defects in NTC, which has hampered physiological
roles of apoptosome�dependent caspase activation in brain
development after NTC. We generated a transgenic mice in
which broad spectrum of caspases can be suppressed in spa-
tio�temporal pattern by the expression of p35, a pan�caspase
inhibitor protein obtained from baculovirus. Mice expressing
p35 by nervous�system specific drivers（NCre；p35V
mice）were given birth at expected mendelian ratio, but most
of them died by 1 month after birth. They showed severe
postnatal growth retardation and hydrocephalus. Flow of
cerebrospinal fluid（CSF）between 3rd and 4th ventricle was
disturbed, while neither stenosis nor abnormality in ciliary
morphology and motility was observed in the path of CSF
flow including the aqueduct. The hydrocephalus and growth
retardation of NCre；p35V mice was not rescued by simulta-
neous deletion of RIP3, an essential factor inducing necropto-
sis in the absence of capase�8 activation. The CSF of NCre；
p35V mice contained a larger amount of secreted proteins
than that of controls. These data suggest that establishment
of proper CSF dynamics requires caspase activity during
brain development after neural tube closure.



1P-31 Age�related cell death of Drosophila Or42
b neurons is induced by activation of in-
nate immune response

○Kenichi Takeuchi1（竹内 健一），Takahiro Chihara1,2（千
原 崇裕），Masayuki Miura1,2（三浦 正幸）
1Graduate school of Pharm. Sci., Univ of Tokyo（東大院・薬・
遺伝学），2CREST, JST

During normal aging or in neurodegenerative diseases, our
brain functions such as cognition and memory get decline.
However, the mechanisms of age�related impairments in
brain function during normal aging are not well known. Here
we show that age�related caspase activation and cell death
of specific neuron is caused by activation of innate immune
response.Recently, we found that caspase, the executor pro-
tease of apoptosis is activated in a subset of olfactory recep-
tor neurons（ORNs）, especially in Or42b neurons during nor-
mal aging（PLOS Genetics 10, e1004437, 2014）. ORN is the
first order neuron of Drosophila olfactory system, and Or42b
neuron is known to be necessary and sufficient for innate at-
tractive behavior to food�like odors. Thus, aging can affect
the defined animal behavior by affecting the death of specific
neurons, such as Or42b neurons. In this report, we investi-
gate the molecular mechanism underlying the age�related
caspase activation in Or42b neurons. To investigate the im-
pact of aging on ORNs including Or42b neurons, we first per-
formed gene expression profiling of young or aged antenna
with microarray analysis. We found that expression of antim-
icrobial peptide（AMP）genes were significantly up�regulated
in aged antenna, suggesting that innate immune response is
induced in aged antenna. Consistent with this, age�related
caspase activation was suppressed in mutants for innate im-
mune response. These results indicate that caspase activa-
tion is the consequence of activated innate immune response.
Our results suggest the possible link between innate immune
response and age�related decline of brain functions during
normal aging.

1P-32 ER and Golgi stresses upregulate ER�
Golgi SNARE Syntaxin5 and suppress Aβ
peptide secretion in primary hippocampal
neurons

○Kei Suga（須賀 圭），Ayako Saito（齋藤 綾子），Tatsuya
Mishima（三嶋 竜弥），Kimio Akagawa（赤川 公朗）
Dept. Cell Physiol., Kyorin Univ. Sch. of Med.（杏林大・医・細
胞生理）

Endoplasmic reticulum（ER）stress has been implicated in
neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease

（AD）. We have been focusing on the neuronal function of
ER�Golgi soluble N�ethylmaleimide�sensitive factor�attach-
ment protein receptors（ER�Golgi SNAREs）. We previously
demonstrated that manipulation of Syntaxin5（Syx5）protein
causes changes in the Golgi morphology and processing of
AD�related proteins such as β�amyloid precursor protein

（βAPP）. We also showed that ER stress upregulates de novo
synthesis of ER�Golgi SNAREs Syx5 and Bet1 in Neuroblas-
toma�Glioma hybrid cell line NG108�15（Suga K. et al., Exp.
Cell Res. , 2015）. In addition, while ER stress caused the re-
duction of β�amyloid peptide（Aβ peptide）secretion during
the adaptive stage of the response, knockdown of Syx5 pro-
teins enhanced the secretion of Aβ. Furthermore, reduction
in Aβ secretion by ER stress was significantly suppressed by
Syx5 knock down. However, it is neither clear how such
stress signal propagates from the ER through the Golgi appa-
ratus, nor how it affects the transport and the processing of
AD�related proteins in neurons. In this study, to clarify the
role of Syx5 proteins in neuronal βAPP processing and viabil-
ity, we examined the effects of ER and Golgi stress on the ex-
pression of ER�Golgi SNAREs, βAPP processing, and cell vi-
ability in hippocampal culture neurons. We found that
whereas ER stress and Golgi stress caused upregulation of
Syx5 proteins, apoptosis induction using Staurosporine
caused down regulation of Syx5 proteins due to the degrada-
tion by activated Caspase�3. Knockdown of Syx5 protein un-
der ER stress enhanced vulnerability of neurons. In addition,
Golgi stress decreases the secretion of Aβ peptides from neu-
rons as in ER stress. These findings suggest that ER�Golgi
SNARE Syx5 serve as a new responder to Golgi stress and
regulates Aβ peptide secretion and affects neuronal survival
during organelle stress.



1P-33 Reactive oxygen species�generating activ-
ity in lysosomes contributes to an iron�de-
pendent form of cell death

○Ryosuke Shintoku1,2（神徳 亮介），Chisato Kubota1（久保
田知里），Makoto Yaegashi1（八重樫 誠），Yuhei Yoshi-
moto2（好本 裕平），Seiji Torii1（鳥居 征司）
1Secretion Biology Lab, Institute for Molecular and Cellular
Regulation, Gunma University（群馬大学生体調節研究所分泌
制御分野），2Department of Neurosurgery, Gunma University
Graduate School of Medicine（群馬大学医学系研究科脳神経
外科学）

Oxidative stress�induced cell death has been implicated in
acute injury such as ischemia. Here we assessed a novel type
of oxidative cell death, ferroptosis, which requires intracellu-
lar iron. We found that ferroptotic compounds�induced cell
death could be prevented by inhibitors of autophagic�lysoso-
mal activity. Analyses with a fluorescent reactive oxygen
species（ROS）sensor revealed constitutive formation of ROS
in endo�lysosomes, and treatment with lysosome inhibitors
decreased both lysosomal ROS and a cell death�associated
ROS burst. These inhibitors partially prevented intracellular
iron usage by attenuating intracellular transport of transfer-
rin or autophagic degradation of ferritin. Furthermore, fluo-
rescent analyses with a membrane peroxidation sensor rep-
resented formation of lipid peroxidation in these compart-
ments. Thus, lysosomal activity may be involved in ferropto-
sis by modulating iron equilibria and ROS formation. Our
spatiotemporal analysis with effective probes will contribute
to understand the mechanisms of neural cell death during
cerebral ischemia.

1P-34 Effect of Arginine methylation via PRMT1
on organella

○Genki Amano1（天野 元揮），Shinsuke Matsuzaki1,2（松崎
伸介），Haruka Mukai1（向井 春香），Yasutake Mori2（森
泰丈），Hironori Takamura1（高村 明孝），Hiroki Sato1（佐
藤 大樹），Sarina Han1（薩 日娜），KoMiyoshi1（三好 耕），
Taiichi Katayama1（片山 泰一）
1Molecular Brain Science, United Graduate School of Child
Development,Osaka University（大阪大学大学院連合小児発
達学研究科分子生物遺伝学），2Anatomy and Neuroscience,
Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka University（大阪大学大
学院医学系研究科神経機能形態学）

Cumulative of reports have shown the importance of ER
stress in pathology of neurodegenerative diseases, such as
Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson disease, etc. These studies in-
dicate that the cellular events in response to ER stress
should relate to the pathology of neurodegenerative diseases.
To elucidate the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases
from the point of ER stress, we investigated the altered
genes in SK�N�SH cells in the condition of tunicamycin�in-
duced ER stress by gene fishing method. As the result, we
found that Protein arginine N�methyltransferase 1, PRMT1,
is up�regulated in SK�N�SH cells under ER stress. Based on
this result, we examined the importance of PRMT1 in the ER
stress pathway and cell, PRMT1 permanently knock down
cells were constructed and the cells showed the abnormal
golgi formation and increased UPR, unforded protein res-
onse. To elucidate the mechanism of such alterations, we
screened the methylated proteins under ER stress condition
by IP�MS and we got several candidates. In this poster, we
showed the effect of methylation on the physiological func-
tions of them.



1P-35 Characterization of zinc uptake by mouse
primary cultured astrocytes and microglia

○Akihiro Koike（小池 晃広），Shohei Segawa（瀬川 将
平），Nao Tatsumi（辰巳 奈穂），Akihiro Ohishi（大石 晃
弘），Kentaro Nishida（西田健太朗），Kazuki Nagasawa（長
澤 一樹）
Department of Environmental Biochemistry, Kyoto Pharma-
ceutical University（京都薬科大学衛生化学分野）

Under severe pathophysiological conditions, zinc is released
excessively from glutamatergic synaptic boutons, and in-
duces brain injury. Neuronal death is exacerbated by exces-
sive activation of microglia induced by zinc released from as-
trocytes in addition to that from the neurons. Therefore,
regulation of the extracellular zinc is important for mainte-
nance of brain homeostasis, and the extracellular zinc has to
be cleared by specific systems. To elucidate the regulatory
mechanism for extracellular zinc in the CNS, we examined
the zinc uptake characteristics in mouse astrocytes and mi-
croglia. Zinc was taken up into mouse astrocytes and micro-
glia time�dependently, and the cell�to�medium concentra-
tion（C�M）ratio in the initial uptake phase in astrocytes was
significantly smaller than that in microglia, while in the
steady state phase, there was no difference in their C�M ra-
tios. In both astrocytes and microglia, the zinc uptake was
mediated, at least in part, by high�and low�affinity systems.
There were no differences for both in the Km values for zinc
uptake between astrocytes and microglia, and those for the
low�affinity system in both cell types were the same as that
for mouse ZIP1 reported previously. On the other hand, the
Vmax values for both systems were greater in microglia
than in astrocytes. Among ZIP isoforms, expression of ZIP1
was high in astrocytes and microglia. Nickel, a competitive
inhibitor of ZIP1, and ZIP1 knock�down decreased zinc up-
take by both types of cells. Overall, it is demonstrated that
astrocytes and microglia had a similar uptake system for zinc
including ZIP1, and the differences found in their uptake pro-
files imply that they play different roles in the regulation of
extracellular zinc to maintain brain homeostasis.

1P-36 Oxidative stress enhances zinc clearance
via upregulation of ZIP1 expression at the
plasma membrane in astrocytes

○Takahiro Furuta（古田 能裕），Chiaki Ohshima（大嶋
千晶），Naoto Takebayashi（竹林 直人），Mayu Matsumura
（松村 真裕），Kentaro Nishida（西田健太郎），Kazuki Na-
gasawa（長澤 一樹）
Department of Environmental Biochemistry, Kyoto Pharma-
ceutical University（京都薬科大学衛生化学分野）

Zinc plays roles as neuro�and glio�transmitters in mainte-
nance of brain homeostasis. Under pathological conditions,
zinc is released from glutamatergic boutons and astrocytes,
and excessive zinc in extracellular space kills neurons and
also induces extensive activation of microglia, resulting in ex-
acerbation of brain injury. Therefore, extracellular zinc lev-
els have to be strictly regulated in narrow physiological
ranges. Recently, we demonstrated that astrocytic uptake of
zinc has a primary role in zinc clearance, and a zinc trans-
porter ZIP1 expressed by astrocytes is one of the responsible
molecules for the uptake. On the other hand, under pathologi-
cal conditions, it is reported that astrocytic clearance for
transmitters such as glutamate and GABA is upregulated,
but that for zinc is unknown yet. Here, we examined
whether functional expression of zinc clearance system is al-
tered under oxidative stress�loaded cultured astrocytes.
Treatment of astrocytes with hydrogen peroxide at 0.4 mM
for 24 h treatment caused apparent activation of them with
increased expression of GFAP and 4�hydroxynonenal with-
out cell toxicity. The activated astrocytes exhibited in-
creased zinc uptake activity, and the Vmax value for the up-
take was significantly greater than that in control group, but
there was no change in the Km value, which is comparable
wih that of ZIP1. Expression of ZIP1 in the activated astro-
cytes was increased in whole cell lysates and plasma mem-
brane fraction. Taken together, it is indicated that under oxi-
dative stress�loaded conditions, astrocytes increase the zinc
clearance activity and this is due, at least in part, to the in-
crease of ZIP1 expression at their plasma membrane.



1P-37 Involvement of Mlc1 in white matter devel-
opment and maintenance

○Shouta Sugio1,2（杉尾 翔太），Kazuhiro Ikenaka2（池中
一裕），Kenji F Tanaka3（田中 謙二）
1Department of Molecular and Cellular Neurobiology, Gunma
University School of Medicine（群馬大学大学院 医学研究科
分子細胞生物学），2Division of Neurobiology and Bioinformat-
ics, National Institute for Physiological Sciences（自然科学研
究機構 生理学研究所 分子神経生理研究部門），3Depart-
ment of Neuropsychiatry, Keio University School of Medicine

（慶應義塾大学医学部 精神・神経科学教室）

For many decades, astrocytes have been considered as sup-
porting cells for neuronal and brain functions. However, this
notion has been strongly modified by studies on neuron�as-
trocytes and blood vessel�astrocytes interactions that should
modulate synaptic transductions and blood flow. These new
findings have been proposed during last decade, while little is
known about relationship between astrocytes and white mat-
ter development and�or maintenance. Recent studies have
suggested that astrocytes are involved in the white matter
development and maintenance. Deficiency in several genes
that are expressed in astrocyte specific manner results in
leukoencephalopathy, and the damaged astrocytes could con-
tribute to the pathological onset of the leukoencephalopathy.
To expand the knowledge on the relationship between astro-
cytes and the white matter development, we focused on as-
trocyte�specific gene, Mlc1. Mlc1 is a mouse homologue of
the human MLC1 that is responsible for a human leukoen-
cephalopathy, Megalencephalic leukoencephalopathy with
subcortical cysts（MLC：＃ 604004 at Online Mendelian In-
heritance in Man（OMIM））. MLC is a rare autosomal reces-
sive neurological disorder with an infantile�onset leukoen-
cephalopathy, which is characterized by a chronic white mat-
ter edema, macrocephaly, a slowly progressing deterioration
of motor function, cerebellar ataxia, spasticity, and mental de-
cline. Although human MLC1 and murine Mlc1 encode an
eight transmembrane protein, its precise function has re-
mained unclear. Here, we generated Mlc1 null mouse and
Mlc1 over�expressing mouse, and examined their loss�of�
and gain�of�functional effects against astrocytes and brain
white matter.

1P-38 Activation of P2X7 receptor�HIF�1α signal
pathway in astrocytes induces ischemic
tolerance

○Yuri Hirayama1（平山 友里），Yuri Ikeda�Matsuo3（松尾
由理），Schuichi Koizumi2（小泉 修一）
1Dept. Liaison Academy, Sch. Med., Univ. Yamanashi（山梨
大・総合（医学域）・リエゾンアカデミー），2Dept. Neurophar-
macol., Interdisciplinary Grad. Sch. Med., Univ. Yamanashi

（山梨大・院・総合（医学域）・薬理），3Dept. Pharmacol., Sch.
Pharm. Sci., Univ. Kitasato（北里大・薬・薬理）

A mild ischemic episode（preconditioning；PC）induces resis-
tance to a subsequent severe ischemic injury. This phenome-
non, known as ischemic tolerance, is an endogenous process
that provides robust neuroprotection. We previously showed
that PC�induced activation of astrocytes and subsequent
upregulation of P2X7 receptor are essential for ischemic tol-
erance（astrocyte�mediated ischemic tolerance）. However,
the downstream signals of P2X7 receptors responsible for
the ischemic tolerance remain unknown. Here we show that
hypoxia inducible factor�1α（HIF�1α）, a master molecule
that induces various neuroprotective factors in astrocytes
has an indispensable role for this event. Using in vivo middle
cerebral artery occlusion（MCAO）model in mice, we found
that PC（15 min�MCAO）increased HIF�1α in both neurons
and astrocytes. It is well�known that decrease in the oxygen
supply is a main mechanism that promotes increase in HIF�1
α, and actually, the neuronal HIF�1α increase was dependent
on hypoxia�ischemia. In contrast, as for astrocytes, activation
of P2X7 receptors, rather than decrease in the oxygen sup-
ply, was important. We also confirmed these mechanisms us-
ing primary cultures of neurons or astrocytes. Furthermore,
PC�induced increase in HIF�1α in neurons was transient,
whereas that in astrocytes lasted much longer. Such charac-
teristic features of HIF�1α in astrocytes, but not in neurons,
were well correlated with that of ischemic tolerance. Thus, it
is strongly suggested that P2X7 receptor�HIF�1α signal
pathway plays an indispensable role in astrocyte�mediated
ischemic tolerance.



1P-39 Hedgehog signaling modulates the release
of gliotransmitters from cultured cerebellar
astrocytes.

○Hiroaki Okuda（奥田 洋明），Kouko Tatsumi（辰巳 晃
子），Shoko Morita（森田 晶子），Akio Wanaka（和中 明生）
Dept Anatomy and Neuroscience, Nara Medical University

（奈良医大・第二解剖）

The hedgehog（Hh）signaling pathway is conserved in di-
verse species from Drosophila to human and plays a key role
in regulating organogenesis. Sonic hedgehog（Shh）, a mem-
ber of the Hh family, is an essential factor in the development
of the central nervous system. Recent studies have implied
that the Hh signaling pathway also functions in mature astro-
cytes under physiological conditions. The present study fo-
cused on the functions of the Hh signaling pathway in the
adult mouse brain. We first examined the expression of Hh
signaling molecules in the adult mouse brain by in situ hy-
bridization and immunohistochemistry. Patched homolog 1

（ptch1）, a receptor for Hh family members, was expressed in
S100beta positive astrocytes and Shh mRNA was expressed
in HuC�D�positive neurons in the adult mouse cerebellum.
These results suggested that the Hh signaling pathway is in-
volved in neuro�glial interactions. To test this hypothesis, we
next examined the effects of recombinant Shh N�terminal

（rShh�N）on the functions of cultured cerebellar astrocytes.
While glutamate uptake was not affected by activation or in-
hibition of Hh signaling, activation of Hh signaling by rShh�N
influenced gliotransmitter release such as glutamate, ATP
and D�serine from cultured astrocytes. However, cyclo-
pamine pretreatment interfered with the release of gluta-
mate and ATP, but not of D�serine. These results suggest
that non�canonical Hh signaling pathways such as the
MAPK and AKT pathway are evidently important in the re-
lease of D�serine from astrocytes. We conclude from these
results that the Hh signaling pathway modulates the release
of gliotransmitters and participates in neuro�glial interac-
tions in the adult mouse brain.

1P-40 The mechanism of Denosomin in astro-
cytes leading to release of axonal growth
factors

○Yoshitaka Tanie（谷江 良崇），Michiko Sigyo（執行美智
子），Norio Tanabe（田辺 紀生），Tomoharu Kuboyama（久
保山友晴），Chihiro Tohda（東田 千尋）
Div. of Neuromedical Science, Inst. of Natural Medicine, Univ.
of Toyama（富山大学和漢医学薬学総合研究所神経機能学分
野）

We previously found that a novel compound Denosomin im-
proved hindlimb motor dysfunction of spinal cord injury（SCI）
mice, induced axonal growth and increased astrocytes in the
injured site. Denosomin enhanced secretion of the intermedi-
ate filament protein, vimentin, from cultured astrocytes. The
direct treatment of vimentin to cortical neurons increased
axonal density. In addition, ratios of astrocytes expressing
vimentin and 5�HT�positive axons co�localizing with
vimentin were increased inside of the glial scar in SCI mice
administered Denosomin. These results suggest that the
functional change to astrocyte secreting vimentin as an ax-
onal growth factor is induced by Denosomin treatment,
which may contribute to recovery from motor dysfunction.
Generally, astrocytes secreting chondroitin sulfate proteogly-
can are considered to inhibit axonal regeneration in SCI.
Therefore Denosomin�induced conversion of astrocytic prop-
erties into beneficial ones of secreting vimentin would be
valuable for therapy of SCI. However, the mechanism of
Denosomin in astrocytes has not been elucidated. In this
study, we aimed to clarify a direct target protein of
Denosomin to know its signal pathway in astrocytes. DARTS
analysis was peformed using cultured astrocytes（ddY mice,
E14）. As a result, one candidate protein was supposed as a
vulnerability changed protein against proteolysis with
Denosomin coexistence. Confirming that the candidate is a
direct binding protein of Denosomin is ongoing.



1P-41 Acetate attenuates LPS�induced nitric ox-
ide production in cultured astrocytes

○Mitsuaki Moriyama（森山 光章），Ryosuke Kurebayashi
（呉林 亮祐），Kenji Kawabe（河邊 憲司），Ayano Hashi-
moto（橋本 綾乃），Katsura Takano（高野 桂），Yoichi
Nakamura（中村 洋一）
Laboratory of Integrative Physiology in Veterinary Sciences,
Osaka Prefecture University（大阪府立大学大学院・生命環
境科学研究科・統合生理学）

The biomolecule acetate can be utilized for energy produc-
tion, lipid synthesis, and several metabolic processes. Re-
cently, acetate supplementation reduced neuroglial activa-
tion in the model of neuroinflammation induced by intraven-
tricular injection of lipopolysaccharide（LPS）. To understand
the mechanisms underlying the anti�inflammatory effect of
acetate on glial cells, we examined the effect of acetate on ni-
tric oxide（NO）production in cultured astrocytes, which is
experimentally stimulated by LPS. Increasing acetate con-
centration attenuated the LPS（1 μg�ml）�induced NO pro-
duction in a dose�dependent manner, significantly more than
5 mM, although cell viability was not affected. The LPS�in-
duced expression of inducible NO synthase protein was sig-
nificantly decreased by acetate（10 mM）. Acetate also re-
duced the LPS�induced phosphorylation of p38 MAPK at 24
hr, whereas ERK was not affected. LPS�induced intracellular
reactive oxygen species（ROS）productions were decreased
at 4�24 hr by the addition of acetate. Furthermore, the addi-
tion of acetate significantly reduced hydrogen peroxide（H2

O2）�induced cytotoxicity by increasing cell viability through
the attenuation of intracellular ROS level. These findings sug-
gest that attenuation of NO production by acetate may allevi-
ate glial cell damage during neuroinflammation. Acetate may
offer its glioprotection by reducing the oxidative stress.

1P-42 Potent induction of glycogen metabolism
by pituitary adenylate cyclase�activating
polypeptide on cultured astrocytes

○Yuki Kambe1（神戸 悠輝），Yu Nakashima1（中島 優），
Norihito Shintani2（新谷 紀人），Hitoshi Hashimoto2,3（橋本
均），Atsuro Miyata1（宮田 篤郎）
1Lab. Pharmacol., Kagoshima Univ., Grad. Sch. Med. Dent. Sci.

（鹿児島大院・医歯学総合・生体情報薬理），2Lab. Mol. Neuro-
pharmacol., Osaka Univ., Grad. Sch. Pharmaceut. Sci.（大阪大
院・薬・神経薬理），3Osaka Univ., Uni. Grad. Sch. Child Dev.

（大阪大院・連合小児発達）

Glycogen is stored in astrocyte located in regions of high syn-
aptic density, and is important for a variety of brain functions
including learning and memory. However, the mechanism
how the astrocytic glycogen metabolism is regulated has not
been completely elucidated yet. Previously, it was reported
that glycogen metabolism was activated by vasoactive intes-
tinal polypeptide（VIP）, which shares common receptors
with pituitary adenylate cyclase�activating polypeptide（PA-
CAP）. In addition, gene ontology analysis revealed that car-
bohydrate metabolism was the closest network induced by
PACAP in astrocytes. Therefore, we investigated the effect
of PACAP on glycogen metabolism using cultured astro-
cytes. PACAP or VIP induced glycogenolysis dose�de-
pendently 1 hr after exposure, and these EC50 values were
0.0084 nM or 0.43 nM, respectively. Interestingly, EC50 value
of PACAP was at least 50 times less than these of neuro-
transmitters previously reported to induce glycogenolysis
such as VIP, noradrenaline or serotonin. Although PACAP
decreased glycogen content 1 hr after exposure, it was over�
compensated about 3 times more than control level 7 hr after
exposure. This glycogenesis by PACAP or VIP was induced
dose�dependently, and these EC50 values were 0.086 nM or
185 nM, respectively. Ratio between EC50 values of glyco-
genolysis and glycogenesis by PACAP was just 10 times, but
that by VIP was about 500 times. In addition, co�application
of maxadilan, PAC1 receptor selective agonist, with VIP fur-
ther improved the VIP mediated glycogenesis by that of PA-
CAP. These results suggested that PACAP and its receptor
PAC1 strongly activates glycogen metabolism including gly-
cogenolysis and glycogenesis in cultured astrocytes.



1P-43 Characterization of Olig2�positive astro-
cytes in the normal adult forebrain

○Kouko Tatsumi（辰巳 晃子），Hiroaki Okuda（奥田 洋
明），Shoko Morita（森田 晶子），Akio Wanaka（和中 明生）
Department of Anatomy and Neuroscience, Nara Medical
University（奈良県医大・医・第2解剖学）

Expression of Olig2, a basic helix�loop�helix（bHLH）tran-
scription factor, persists from embryonic to adult stages in
the central nervous system. In the adult stage, most of the
Olig2�positive cells co�express NG2 proteoglycan, and consti-
tute a population of oligodendrocyte precursors（OPCs）.

“Adult OPCs”have abilities of self�renewal and differentia-
tion. We previously reported that genetically labeled Olig2�
positive cells in the adult brain generate NG2 glia, oligoden-
drocytes and astrocytes（Tatsumi et al., 2008；Islam et al.,
2009；Okuda et al., 2009）. We recently found a distinct popu-
lation of Olig2�positive cells in the gray matter of the adult
forebrain. In contrast to the OPCs, these cells are postmitotic
and positive for s100β, a marker of mature astrocyte. They
are relatively abundant in basal ganglionic nuclei such as the
globus pallidus and substantia nigra pars reticulata. Since
these nuclei receive inhibitory GABAergic inputs from the
striatum and globus pallidus, respectively. Olig2�positive as-
trocytes are preferentially localized in the vicinity of the in-
hibitory synapses. Assuming the tripartite synapses theory,
Olig2�positive astrocytes may contribute to inhibitory trans-
mission in the adult forebrain.

1P-44 The role of CD38, an Autism Spectrum Dis-
order（ASD）�associated molecule, in the
development of glial cells

○Tsuyoshi Hattori1（服部 剛志），Mika Takarada�Ie-
mata1（宝田 美佳），Yasuhiko Yamamoto3（山本 靖彦），
Hiroshi Okamoto4（岡本 宏），Haruhiro Higashida2（東田
陽博），Osamu Hori1（堀 修）
1Grad. Sch. Med. KanazawaUniv（金沢大・医・神経分子標的
学），2Res Cent Child Mental Dev, KanazawaUniv（金沢大・子
どものこころ），3Grad. Sch. Med. KanazawaUniv（金沢大・
医・血管分子），4Touhoku Univ（東北大）

CD38, a type II transmembrane protein with ADP�ribosyl
cyclase activity, is involved in Ca2＋�induced Ca2＋�release
in different types of cells, and plays an important role for oxy-
tocin（OXT）secretion in the hypothalamus. Deletion of CD
38 gene caused reduction of the central OXT secretion, and
caused impaired social behaviors associated with Autism
Spectrum Disorder（ASD）. In this study, we investigated the
expression and possible role of CD38 in the postnatal devel-
opment of neurons and glial cells in mice. qPCR and western
blot analysis revealed enhanced expression of CD38 from P14
to P28 in wild�type（WT）mice brain. Analysis with WT and
CD38 knockout（KO）mice revealed that the expressions of
MBP, MAG and CNP, markers of oligodendrocytes, were sig-
nificantly decreased at mRNA level in the cerebral cortices
of CD38 KO mice from P7 to P14. The reduced levels of ex-
pression of the MBP and CNP proteins were also observed in
CD38 KO mice from P7 to P21 by western blotting and im-
munohistochemistry. Further analysis using qPCR, western
blotting and immunohistochemistry revealed that the ex-
pression of GFAP, a marker of astrocytes, was also reduced,
and the processes of astrocytes were shorter in CD38 KO
mice from P1 to P7. Taken together, CD38 may have some
roles not only in the oxytocin neurons but also in the develop-
ment of glial cells, such as oligodendrocytes and astrocytes.



1P-45 Functional analysis of a Down syndrome�
associated gene.

○Ken�ichi Dewa1,2（出羽 健一），Schuichi Koizumi1（小泉
修一），Mikio Hoshino2（星野 幹雄），Shinichiro Taya2（田谷
真一郎），Nariko Arimura2（有村奈利子）
1Department of Pharmacology, University of Yamanashi（山
梨大学大学院医学工学総合教育部医科学），2Department of
Biochemistry & Cellular Biology, National Institute of Neuro-
science（国立精神・神経医療研究センター 神経研究所）

Trisomy of chromosome 21 is the major genetic cause of in-
tellectual disability, collectively known as Down syndrome.
The neuropathology of Down syndrome suggests that the
gross brain pathology is associates with the specific profile of
working memory and�or verbal short�term memory. These
pathophysiological changes of Down syndrome also include
the changes in size of specific brain regions and their connec-
tivity and alternations in the number and�or the morphology
of a certain population of neurons. Recently, the candidate
genes and their interactions have been explored, however,
the whole picture of pathological process of Down syndrome
has not been revealed.Previously, we reported that a down
syndrome�associated gene regulates the neuronal migration
and eventual distribution in the midbrain at embryonic stage.
In this study, we find that a down syndrome�associated gene
is expressed in the cerebellum at postnatal stage. Moreover,
we show the new function of this gene in both neurons and
glial cells in the cerebellum.Several studies in Down syn-
drome fetal brain and in the trisomy mouse, which express
this protein at higher level, have reported the reduction in
the brain volume and cell number in the hippocampus and
cerebellum. Consistently, we found that the number of neu-
rons in mutant mice, which express this protein at lower
level, was increased. We will discuss the functional role of
this gene in the pathogenesis of Down syndrome.

1P-46 Involvement of Ndrg2 in blood�brain barrier
disruption after stroke

○Mika Takarada�Iemata1（宝田 美佳），Akifumi
Yoshikawa2（吉川 陽文），Yasuhiro Aida2（会田 泰裕），Ta
Minh Hieu1（ミンヒュウタ），Tsuyoshi Hattori1（服部 剛
志），Le Manh Thuong1（マントゥンレ），Yasuko Kitao1（北尾
康子），Mitsutoshi Nakada2（中田 光俊），Osamu Hori1（堀
修）
1Dept. of Neuroanat., Kanazawa Univ. Gra. Sch. Med. Sci.（金
沢大院・医・神経分子標的），2Dept. of Neurosurg., Kanazawa
Univ. Gra. Sch. Med. Sci.（金沢大院・医・脳神経外科）

Disruption of blood�brain barrier（BBB）is known to be oc-
curred in various pathological conditions including ischemic
stroke. However, its regulating mechanism remains elusive.
We previously showed that Ndrg2, a gene responding to
various stresses in astrocytes, is involved in the regulation of
reactive astrogliosis and the protection from infarct damage
in a mouse experimental stroke model. This study was aimed
to investigate the functional role of Ndrg2 in BBB dysfunc-
tion after brain ischemia using a mice middle cerebral artery
occlusion（MCAO）model. Vessel permeability, determined
by tracer leakage and the extravasation of internal serum
proteins, was enhanced in Ndrg2�knockout（KO）mice com-
pared to wild�type（WT）mice after MCAO. Moreover, flow
cytometry analysis showed increased infiltration of immune
cells in ipsilateral brain hemispheres from Ndrg2�KO mice
compared to that from WT mice. Further study revealed
that Ndrg2 deficiency results in enhanced expression level of
matrix metalloproteases in ipsilateral cortex after MCAO.
Similar results were observed in cultured astrocytes isolated
from Ndrg2 KO mice. These results suggest that Ndrg2 ex-
pressed in astrocytes may play a critical role in the regula-
tion of BBB permeability and immune cell infiltration after
ischemic brain stroke.



1P-47 Treatment of hyperbaric oxygenation com-
bined with radiotherapy improves radiore-
sponsiveness of Glioblastoma.

○Chiaki Katagiri1,2（片桐 千秋），Hideki Nagamine1（長嶺
英樹），Masayuki Matsushita2（松下 正之），Shogo Ishiuchi1
（石内 勝吾）

1Dept. of Neurosurgery, Med., Univ., of Ryukyus（琉球大学・
医・脳神経外科），2Dept. of Mol. Physiol., Med., Univ., of
Ryukyus（琉球大学・医・分子細胞生理）

Glioblastoma multiforme（GBM）is the most aggressive malig-
nancies among primary malignant brain tumors. Certain ar-
eas of the tumor tissues are coursed to hypoxic condition be-
cause of insufficient blood vessel supply. Such hypoxic condi-
tion area is also considered to induce radioresistance. Molecu-
lar oxygen has been recognized an enhancer of radiatiosensi-
tivity. Hyperbaric oxygenation（HBO）improves the oxygen
supply to hypoxic tumor cells. We examined the effect of ra-
diotherapy just after HBO breathing in experimental tumors
using a tumor growth assay. U87�MG cells were trans-
planted into balb�c nu�nu mice leg. After the subcutaneous
xenograft reached approximately 200mm3, mice were
started by radiotherapy, 2Gy�day for 10days, with or without
HBO, 2.5 atmosphere with 100％ oxygen for 40min. A signifi-
cant growth delay was observed in the xenograft with radio-
therapy after HBO, and the tumor size increased 7.0 fold in
no�treatment, 4.2 fold only radiation treatment, and 2.4 fold in
radiation after HBO treatment, respectively. Next we ana-
lyzed the changes of gene expression of tumor cells using
mRNA differential display method. Gene expressions in-
duced by HIF�1, a hypoxic response transcription factor,
were reduced by HBO. The result indicates that HBO treat-
ment induced oxygenation of hypoxic tumor cells and acti-
vated sensitivity of radiation.



1P-48 Development of a novel method for assess-
ing motivation in male mice

○Shigeru Hasebe1（長谷部 茂），Yukio Ago2（吾郷由希夫），
Satoshi Oka2（岡 智史），Yusuke Onaka2（尾中 勇祐），Hi-
toshi Hashimoto2,3（橋本 均），Toshio Matsuda4（松田 敏
夫），Kazuhiro Takuma1,3（田熊 一敞）
1Dept. Pharmacol., Grad. Sch. Dent., Osaka Univ.（大阪大院・
歯・薬理），2Lab. Mol. Neuropharmacol., Grad. Sch. Pharma-
ceut. Sci., Osaka Univ.（大阪大院・薬・神経薬理），3United
Grad. Sch. Child Dev., Osaka Univ. Kanazawa Univ. Hama-
matsu Univ. Sch. Med. Chiba Univ. & Univ. Fukui（大阪大
院・5大学連合小児発達），4Lab. Med. Pharmacol., Grad. Sch.
Pharmceut. Sci., Osaka Univ.（大阪大院・薬・薬物治療）

Anhedonia is frequently observed in patients with psychiat-
ric disorders. Sucrose preference is widely used as an index
of motivation in rodents. However, previous studies show a
strain difference in sucrose preference in mice. Here, we
demonstrate a novel method for assessing motivation based
on sexual orientation in mice. Six strains of mice, CD�1, ddY,
BALB�c C57BL�6J, DBA�2J and C3H�HeJ mice, were pur-
chased and used at 3 to 40 weeks of age. The test apparatus
consists of three open chambers. Each male subject was ha-
bituated in the apparatus, and then two encountered mice,
one female and one male, were introduced into wire�mesh
boxes in the left and right chambers, respectively. The time
the subjects spent in these two areas was measured for 10
min. All strains of mice showed a significant preference for
female encounter regardless of its estrus cycle. The signifi-
cant preference was observed repeatedly from 7 to 30 weeks
old. The preference disappeared in castrated test mice. In ad-
dition, the preference was not observed in mouse models of
depression such as isolation�reared, lipopolysaccharide

（LPS）�treated and corticosterone�treated mice. Fluvoxam-
ine improved the impaired preference in isolation�reared and
LPS�treated mice. The metabotropic glutamate 2�3 receptor
antagonist LY341495 had an antidepressant�like activity and
improved the impaired preference in corticosterone�treated
mice. The encounter to a female, but not male, mouse caused
an increase in c�Fos expression in the nucleus accumbens
shell of test male mice. In addition, dopamine D1 and D2 re-
ceptor antagonists blocked both the preference and in-
creased c�Fos expression. These findings indicate that the
novel method female encounter test can measure easily moti-
vation in adult male mice.

1P-49 Antidepressant�like effect of resolvin E2
against lipopolysaccharide�induced de-
pression�like behavior in mice

○Kento Shimoda1（霜田 健斗），Satoshi Deyama1（出山 諭
司），Soichiro Ide1（井手聡一郎），Hayato Fukuda2（福田
隼），Satoshi Shuto2（周東 智），Masabumi Minami1（南 雅
文）
1Dept. Pharmacol., Grad. Sch. Pharm. Sci., Hokkaido Univ.（北
海道大学大学院薬学研究院薬理学），2Dept. Organic Chemis-
try for Drug Development.,Grad. Sch. Pharm. Sci., Hokkaido
Univ.（北海道大学大学院薬学研究院創薬有機化学）

Epidemiological studies suggest that dietary deficiency of n�
3 polyunsaturated fatty acids（n�3 PUFA）, such as eicosapen-
taenoic acid（EPA）and docosahexaenoic acid, is correlated
to the prevalence of depression and that a chronic supple-
mentation with n�3 PUFA exerts antidepressant�like effects.
However, little is known about the underlying mechanisms.
In this study, we examined whether resolvin E2（RvE2）, one
of the mediators generated from EPA, exerts antidepres-
sant�like effect against lipopolysaccharide（LPS）�induced de-
pression�like behavior. A tail suspension test（TST）was car-
ried out 24 h after intraperitoneal administration of LPS（0.80
mg�kg）in male BALB�c mice. LPS challenge increased in im-
mobility in the TST, an index of behavioral despair, which
was dose�dependently reversed by intracerebroventricular

（i.c.v.）injection of RvE2（1 or 10 ng）2 h before the TST. As
RvE2 is reported to act on chemerin receptor 23（ChemR23）
as a partial agonist and leukotriene B4 receptor BLT1 as an
antagonist, we next examined which receptors are involved
in antidepressant�like effect of RvE2. LPS�induced increase
in immobility was dose�dependently reversed by i.c.v. injec-
tion of ChemR23 agonist peptide chemerin（50 or 500 ng）, but
not by the BLT1 antagonist U75302（10 or 50 ng）. Last, we
examined whether LPS challenge itself or combination with i.
c.v. injection of RvE2, chemerin or U75302 alter locomotor ac-
tivity. LPS and these treatments did not alter locomotor ac-
tivity. Taken together, the present findings indicate that RvE
2 exerts antidepressant�like effect via ChemR23, but not
BLT1.



1P-50 Antidepressants via nitric oxide system �

A pilot study in acute depressive model
with arginine.

○Yuta Yoshino（吉野 祐太），Tomoji Kitano（北野 知
地），Shunsuke Nakata（中田 俊輔），Shinichiro Ochi（越智
紳一郎），Shu�ichi Ueno（上野 修一）
Department of Neuropsychiatry, Ehime University Graduate
School of Medicine（愛媛大学医学部医学系研究科精神神経科）

Nitric oxide（NO）may be one of neurotransmitters related
to Major Depressive Disorder（MDD）because a selective
neuronal NO synthase（NOS）inhibitor, 7�nitroindazole, in-
duces dose�dependent antidepressant�like effects. However,
its role in MDD is not known yet. The purpose of the study is
whether antidepressants improve depression via NO path-
way using an acute depressive rat model with L�arginine

（AR）. We used three different types of antidepressants：
fluoxetine（FLX, 10 mg�kg）, milnacipran（MIL, 30 mg�kg）,
and mirtazapine（MIR, 10 mg�kg）, in the depressive model
using AR（750 mg�kg）pretreatment. We analyzed the
mRNA expression levels of three NOS with real�time PCR
method and serum NO levels. There are significant increases
in the mRNA expression levels of the iNOS gene in brain re-
gions after AR treatment although those of the eNOS gene
tended to decrease with AR injection. After antidepressant
treatments, there were no mRNA expressional changes in
either nNOS or iNOS. However, the eNOS mRNA expression
were significantly increased with FLX（cerebellum：P＝
0.011, hippocampus：P＝0.011, midbrain：P＝0.011, pons：
P＝0.013, striatum：P＝0.011, thalamus：P＜0.001）. There
was a statistically significant increase of serum NO levels
with MIL（P＝0.011）. We conclude that changes of both
eNOS mRNA level in the brain with FLX and the amount of
serum NO with MIL may be related to their antidepressive
effects of both agents but further experiments will be needed
to ensure the involvement of NO system in MDD.

1P-51 Search for the blood�based biomarkers of
late�onset major depressive disorder from
the patients and the model mice

○Masahiko Mikuni（三國 雅彦），Shigeo Miyata（宮田 茂
雄），Noriko Sakurai（櫻井 敬子），Masato Fukuda（福田
正人）
Department of Psychiatry and Neuroscience, Gunma Univer-
sity（群馬大院・医・神経精神医学）

The current diagnosis of major depressive disorder（MDD）is
based on the evaluation of symptoms and relies on clinical in-
terview. Use of MDD biomarkers will aid the accurate diag-
nosis, disease classification, and outcome evaluation of MDD
treatment. To date, however, the biomarker which is ac-
cepted and available worldwide is nothing, and the discovery
is strongly desired. Here we identified the state�dependent
biomarkers in late�onset MDD（LOD）patients from the gene
expression patterns of blood cells by cross�matching with
the gene expression patterns in the blood cells of the model
mice of postmenopausal depression, ovariectomized（OVX）
mice with exposure to the chronic ultra�mild stress（CUMS）.
This study was performed in accordance with the Helsinki
Declaration, as revised in 1989, and was approved by the In-
stitutional Review Board of the Gunma University Hospital.
All the participants received complete information on this
study and signed an informed consent document. The mRNA
levels of cell death�inducing DFFA�like effector c（CIDEC）,
ribonuclease 1（RNASE1）, solute carrier family 36 member�
1（SLC36A1）, and serine�threonine�tyrosine interacting�like
1（STYXL1）differentiated depressed from non�depressed
states in patients with LOD. The expression levels of these
genes were significantly correlated with the severity of de-
pression measured by the Structured Interview Guide for
the Hamilton Depression rating scale. Of these, the mRNA
level of Slc36a1 in the blood cells was also an objective index
for identifying the depressive state�like blood condition in
OVX＋CUMS mice. These blood biomarkers will be helpful
for properly diagnosing LOD and bridging the gap between
animal studies and human clinical trials.



1P-52 MicroRNA normalizes glucocorticoid re-
ceptor levels in neuron and oligodendro-
cytes after stress exposure

○Shingo Miyata（宮田 信吾），Shoko Shimizu（清水 尚
子），Takashi Tanaka（田中 貴士），Masaya Tohyama（遠
山 正彌）
Div Mol Brain Sci, Res Ins Tra Asian Med, Kinki Univ（近畿
大・東医・分子脳科学）

Major depressive disorder is one of the leading causes of dis-
turbances in emotional, cognitive, autonomic, and endocrine
functions, affecting nearly 7％ of the population in Japan. Ac-
cording to the large amount of information on depressive dis-
eases that has been accumulated during recent years, pa-
tients with major depressive disorder show an enhanced bio-
logic stress�response mechanism, especially a hyperactive
hypothalamic�pituitary�adrenal（HPA）axis and high levels
of circulating cortisol. Although dysregulation of the HPA
axis by chronic stress is indicative of major depressive disor-
der, the molecular mechanisms and functional changes in the
brain underlying depression are largely unknown. It is well
known that glucocorticoid receptor（GR）signaling regulates
the hypothalamic�pituitary�adrenal（HPA）axis and GR ex-
pression level is associated with HPA axis activity. MicroR-
NAs（miRs）are noncoding RNAs that inhibit the translation
and�or decrease the stability of their target mRNAs, ulti-
mately decreasing their proteins expression. A previous re-
port suggested that GR protein levels might be regulated by
microRNA（miR）�18 and�or�124a in the brain. Furthermore,
the Kampo medicine Yokukansan can affect psychological
symptoms such as depression and anxiety that are associ-
ated with stress responses.Recently, we reported that
stressed mice with elevated plasma levels of corticosterone
exhibit morphological changes in the oligodendrocytes of
nerve fiber bundles, such as those in the corpus callosum.
However, little is known about the molecular mechanism of
GR expression regulation in the oligodendrocytes after stress
exposure.In this study, by using water�immersion and re-
straint stress as a stressor for mice, we attempted to eluci-
date the GR regulation mechanism in the paraventricular nu-
cleus（PVN）of the hypothalamus and in the oligodendrocytes
of corpus callosum, and evaluate the effects of Yokukansan
on GR protein level regulation.

1P-53 Influence of aminergic modulation and
stress on kainic acid�induced neuronal os-
cillations in anterior cingulated cortex

○Rina Shinozaki1（篠崎 吏那），Miki Hashizume1（橋爪
幹），Hideo Mukai2（向井 秀夫），Takayuki Murakoshi1（村
越 隆之）
1Department of Biochemistry, Faculty of Medicine, Saitama
Medical University（埼玉医科大学 医学部 生化学），2De-
partment of Computer Science, School of Science and Tech-
nology, Meiji University（明治大学 理工学部 情報科学科）

Neuronal oscillation is a prominent form of rhythmic activity
occurring in the brain. Fast neuronal oscillations（30�100
Hz）are frequently observed in the thalamo�cortical struc-
tures when an animal is awake or attentive state. Abnormali-
ties in these oscillations in the anterior cingulated cortex

（ACC）, a medial part of the prefrontal cortex, might underlie
neuropsychiatric illnesses such as schizophrenia. Further-
more adjustment of these oscillatory activities by amine sys-
tems, such as VTA and basal forebrain, also plays an impor-
tant role in higher brain function of the prefrontal cortex in-
cluding ACC. We developed an in vitro model of neuronal os-
cillation in coronal slice preparation from young adult mice.
In the current study, to elucidate physiological significance of
ACC oscillation and its correlation with behavior, we first in-
vestigated the effects of aminergic modulation, and then ex-
amined influence of the stress on animal behaviors and the
neuronal oscillation in the ACC.We performed extracellular
field recording from layer 2�3 in cg1 regions in bilateral ACC
and evoked neuronal oscillation by perfusing 1 or 3 μM kainic
acid（KA）for 1 minute. This manipulation induced oscillatory
activity with various frequency bands：θ（5�10 Hz）；α（10�
15 Hz）；β（15�30 Hz）；low�γ（30�50 Hz）and high�γ（50�80
Hz）. These activities were evaluated by power�spectral den-
sity analysis. Dopamine（DA, 10μM）and noradrenaline（NA,
10μM）were administered by perfusion for 10 min before KA
activation. These amines increased oscillation power evoked
by kainic acid depending on the frequency ranges. We will
report the correlation of aminergic action on the oscillation
power and stress�induced behavioral changes.



1P-54 Contrasting feature of ERK1�2 activation
and synapsin I phosphorylation at the ERK
1�2�dependent site in the rat brain during
epileptic seizure activity in vivo

○Yoko Yamagata1,2（山肩 葉子），Angus C. Nairn3,4（アンガ
ス C. ネルン），Kunihiko Obata1（小幡 邦彦），Keiji
Imoto1,2（井本 敬二）
1Natl Inst for Physiol Sci（生理研），2SOKENDAI（総研大），
3Yale Univ（イェール大），4Rockefeller Univ（ロックフェラー
大）

Extracellular signal�regulated kinase 1�2（ERK1�2）that be-
longs to a subfamily of mitogen�activated protein kinases

（MAPKs）plays diverse roles in the central nervous system.
There have been a number of studies showing activation of
ERK1�2 in various types of seizure activity in vivo and in vi-
tro, but few studies have been conducted to examine the re-
lationship between ERK1�2 activation and its substrate phos-
phorylation in seizure models. We have been studying the
phosphorylation state of a presynaptic protein, synapsin I at
ERK1�2�dependent and �independent sites in various types
of seizure models, i.e., a cortical slice model of seizure activity
and electroconvulsive treatment�induced seizure activity in
rats in vivo. Here in this study, we examined the effects of
prolonged seizure activity on ERK1�2 activity and synapsin I
phosphorylation by using status epilepticus induced by ka-
inic acid（KA�SE）in rats in vivo. In KA�SE, robust ERK1�2
activation was observed in the hippocampus, a representa-
tive limbic structure, and lesser activation in the parietal por-
tion of the cerebral cortex, a representative non�limbic struc-
ture. On the other hand, the phosphorylation level of syn-
apsin I at ERK1�2�dependent phospho�site 4�5 was pro-
foundly decreased, the extent of which was much larger in
the hippocampus than in the parietal cortex. Based on the
present and previous results, we will discuss the relationship
between neuronal excitation, ERK1�2 and phosphatase ac-
tivities, and phosphorylation state of synapsin I in vivo.

1P-55 BRINP expressions in pentylenetetrazol�
kindled mice

○Miwako Kobayashi1（小林三和子），Hanako Asakawa1（浅
川 華子），Yasuhiro Kono1（河野 泰宏），Sayaka Waki1（輪
木 彩香），Kenshi Takechi2（武智 研志），Akihiro Tanaka2
（田中 亮裕），Hiroaki Araki2（荒木 博陽），Ichro Mat-
suoka1（松岡 一郎）
1Col. of Pharm. Sci., Matsuyama Univ.（松山大学・薬・生理化
学），2Division of Pharmacy, Ehime University Hospital（愛媛
大学医学部附属病院 薬剤部）

BRINP（BMP�RA�inducible neural�specific protein）�1, 2, 3
are family genes that are specifically expressed in the nerv-
ous system. Among the three family members, BRINP1 is
most highly expressed in various brain regions including hip-
pocampus, and its expression is further up�regulated in den-
tate gyrus（DG）by intraperitoneal（i.p.）administration of
kainic acid. Each BRINP possesses an ability to suppress cell
cycle progression in cultured neural stem cells, and disrup-
tion of BRINP1 by homologous recombination led to the in-
crease in the neurogenesis in subgranular zone of adult mice

（BRINP1�KO mice）. Furthermore, BRINP1�KO mice exhib-
ited abnormal behaviors with an increase in locomotor activ-
ity, reduced anxiety�like behavior, poor social interaction
and slight impairment of working memory, which are rele-
vant to symptoms of human psychiatric disorders such as
schizophrenia and ADHD. In this study, we examined BRINP
expressions in pentylenetetrazol（PTZ）�kindled mice as an
epileptic model. Kindling was induced by i.p. injection of 35
mg�kg PTZ into C57BL�6J male mice every 48 hrs. PTZ�kin-
dled mice exhibited no impaired working memory in Y�maze
test, but they showed hyperactivity as indicated by the in-
creases of the total number of arm entries and the number of
rearing actions. Expression levels of BRINP�mRNAs in hip-
pocampus of the PTZ�kindled mice at steady state are the
same as those in control mice. On the other hand, BRINP1�
mRNA expression as well as that of BDNF�mRNA was in-
creased in hippocampus of the kindled mice 3hrs after rein-
jection of PTZ. We also examined induction of neuronal
death by the PTZ�exposure to organotypic hippocampal
slice culture. Increased fluorescence of propidium iodide（PI）
incorporated into dead neurons was detected in dentate
granular cells and CA3 pyramidal neurons from 1 day after
PTZ exposure and in CA1 pyramidal neurons at later peri-
ods.These results suggest that BRINP1 expression is regu-
lated in an activity dependent manner in PTZ�kindled mice.
DG and CA3 neurons are more sensitive to PTZ�induced ex-
citotoxicity than CA1 pyramidal neurons.



1P-56 The basic mechanisms underlying keto-
genic diet：a neuronal autocrine regulation
through adenosine receptor

○Masahito Kawamura（川村 将仁）
Dept. Pharmacol., Jikei. Univ. Sch. Med.（慈恵医大・薬理）

A ketogenic diet（a low�carbohydrate high�fat protocol）was
designed in the 1920s to mimic fasting and it has been used
successfully to treat pediatric and medically�refractory epi-
lepsy. Despite decades of clinical use, the neural mechanisms
underlying the anticonvulsant effects of a ketogenic diet are
not well understood. To elucidate this, we fed rats a keto-
genic or control diet for 2�3 weeks, prepared acute hip-
pocampal slices, and performed electrophysiology and phar-
macology in the seizure�prone CA3 region. In slices pre-
pared from ketogenic diet�fed animals we found reduced ex-
citability and seizure propensity. Similar to clinical observa-
tions, reduced excitation depended on maintaining reduced
glucose；changes reversed rapidly when glucose was in-
creased. We found decreased excitability depended on in-
creased pannexin�1 channel, adenosine A1 receptor and KATP

channel activation, thus identifying specific mechanisms in-
fluencing neuronal activity. These results suggest that the
reduction of neuronal activity through activation of adeno-
sine A1 receptor via purinergic autocrine regulation is one of
the key mechanisms underlying anticonvulsant effects of ke-
togenic diet.



2P-1 Subcellular localization of the SRF coacti-
vators, MKL1 and MKL2, in the brain：pos-
sible involvement in dendritic spine mor-
phology.

○Natsumi Satou1（佐藤 夏美），Yuta Ishibashi1（石橋 悠
太），Toshihisa Ohtsuka2（大塚 稔久），Yamato Tobita2（飛
田耶馬人），Junya Tsujii1（辻井 淳也），Mitsuru Ishikawa1
（石川 充），Mamoru Fukuchi1（福地 守），Masaaki Tsuda1
（津田 正明），Akiko Tabuchi1（田渕 明子）

1Lab. of Mol. Neurobio., Grad. Sch. of Med. & Pharm. Sci.,
Univ. of Toyama（富山大学大学院医学薬学教育部分子神経生
物学研究室），2Dep. of Biochem., Faculty of Med．�Grad. Sch.
of Med., Univ. of Yamanashi（山梨大学医学部 生化学講座第
一教室）

Morphological changes of neurons and gene expression play
important roles in the formation of proper neuronal circuit
and plasticity. Megakaryoblastic leukemia（MKL）family
members, MKL1 and MKL2, the serum response factor（SRF）
coactivators, have actin�binding motifs suggesting that ac-
tin�mediated morphological change affects MKL�mediated
gene expression.
Our previous studies have demonstrated that MKL1 and
MKL2 are highly expressed in the brain and play an impor-
tant role in activating SRF�mediated gene expression and
regulating dendritic morphology in rat cortical neurons. Nu-
clear and cytoplasmic extraction from cultured cortical neu-
rons and western blotting revealed that they are localized in
both cytoplasm and nucleus. However, little is known about
the subcellular localization of MKL.
In this study, we have analyzed the subcellular distribution
of MKL1 and MKL2 in the rat brain and found that they are
relatively concentrated in the postsynaptic density（PSD）
fraction which was insoluble in 1％ triton X�100. Conversely,
they were not detectable in the crude synaptic vesicles

（CSV）. Furthermore, RNAi�mediated knock down of MKL1
and MKL2 was performed in long�cultured cortical neurons
with synapses. As a result, the knock�down caused a de-
crease of spines with mushroom�shape, indicating that they
play important roles in maturation of spines.
Brain�derived neurotrophic factor（BDNF）influences den-
dritic morphology. We have found that MKL1 and MKL2 are
phosphorylated in neurons stimulated with BDNF. There-
fore, it is thought that BDNF signaling pathway may mediate
MKL phosphorylation and regulate dendritic spine morphol-
ogy. To address this, we investigate the relationship between
phosphorylation of MKL and alteration of dendritic spine
morphology.

2P-2 Studies on possible PSD�core structure of
type I excitatory synapse from rat forebrain

○Tatsuo Suzuki（鈴木 龍雄），Weiheng Guo（郭 維恒），
LiYing Zhao（趙 麗穎）
Dept. Neuroplasticity, Shinshu Univ. Grad. Sch. Med.（信州大
学・院・医・神経可塑性学）

Postsynaptic density（PSD）is a specialized cytoskeleton, lo-
calizing immediately underneath the postsynaptic mem-
brane and play important roles in signal processing upon re-
ceiving neurotransmitter and in generation of synaptic plas-
ticity. Model for architecture of PSD of type I excitatory syn-
apse comprises of several scaffolding proteins including
shank, PSD�95, GKAP and homer, to which various mole-
cules involved in postsynaptic signaling are associated. On
the contrary, PSD�lattice structure has long been known to
be an architectural base for type I PSD, of which major con-
stituents are not clearly known. Lattice�like structure of
type I PSD can be seen after solubilization of PSD with de-
oxycholate. We identified such lattice�like structures under
other conditions, such as purification of PSDs from forebrains
of immature rats and purification of PSDs from brains rap-
idly frozen after decapitation. The latter condition produces
lean PSD（Suzuki et al., 1994, 63：1529�1537）. To know the
structural organization of synapses at molecular level, we in-
vestigated systematically purification process of PSD and
postsynaptic membrane rafts（PSRs）from synaptic plasma
membrane（SPM）of rat forebrain after treatment with three
different detergents, Triton X�100, n�octyl β�D�glucoside
and 3�（［3�Cholamidopropyl］dimethylammonio）�2�hy-
droxy�1�propanesulfonate（CHAPSO）at varied concentra-
tions（Zhao et al., J. Neurochemistry, 2014, 131：147�162）. We
found clear difference in the separation of subsynaptic struc-
tures among these detergents. In particular, we identified
several novel subsynaptic fractions, and one of them con-
tained mainly mesh�like structures, which resembled previ-
ously reported PSD�lattice structure. This preparation may
be of use to resolve the molecular architecture of type I exci-
tatory PSDs of mammalian brain.



2P-3 SUMO1 Affects Synaptic Function, Spine
Density and Memory

○Shinsuke Matsuzaki1,2（松崎 伸介），Hironori Taka-
mura1,3（高村 明孝），Genki Amano1（天野 元揮），Hiroki
Sato1（佐藤 大樹），Sarina Han1（韓 薩日娜），KoMiyoshi1,3
（三好 耕），Paul Fraser4，Taiichi Katayama1,3（片山 泰一）

1Molecular Brain Science, United Graduate School of Child
Development, Osaka University（大阪大学大学院 連合小児
発達学研究科 分子生物遺伝学），2Anatomy and Neurosci-
ence, Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka University（大阪大
学大学院 医学系研究科 神経機能形態学講座），3Molecular
Research Center for Children’s Mental Development, United
Grad. Sch. of Child Development, Osaka Univ.（大阪大学大学
院 連合小児発達学研究科 子どものこころの分子統御機構
研究センター），4Tanz Centre for Research in Neurodegen-
erative Diseases, University of Toronto（トロント大学神経変
性疾患研究所）

Small ubiquitin�like modifier�1（SUMO1）plays a number of
roles in cellular events and recentevidence has given mo-
mentum for its contributions to neuronal development and
function. Here, wehave generated a SUMO1 transgenic
mouse model with exclusive overexpression in neurons in
aneffort to identify in vivo conjugation targets and the func-
tional consequences of their SUMOylation.A high�expressing
line was examined which displayed elevated levels of mono�
SUMO1 and increasedhigh molecular weight conjugates in
all brain regions. Immunoprecipitation of SUMOylated pro-
teinsfrom total brain extract and proteomic analysis revealed
～95 candidate proteins from a variety offunctional classes,
including a number of synaptic and cytoskeletal proteins.
SUMO1 modification ofsynaptotagmin�1 was found to be ele-
vated as compared to non�transgenic mice. This observation-
was associated with an age�dependent reduction in basal
synaptic transmission and impairedpresynaptic function as
shown by altered paired pulse facilitation, as well as a de-
crease in spinedensity. The changes in neuronal function and
morphology were also associated with a specificimpairment
in learning and memory while other behavioral features re-
mained unchanged. Thesefindings point to a significant con-
tribution of SUMO1 modification on neuronal function which
mayhave implications for mechanisms involved in mental re-
tardation and neurodegeneration.

2P-4 Analysis of Arhgef2 phosphorylation at Ser
885.

○Kaishu Oda（織田 海秀）
NagoyaUniv.（名古屋大学・医学部医学科・神経情報薬理）

In neuron, Rho family small GTPases regulate axon elonga-
tion or dendritic spine formation through F�actin cytoskele-
ton. The small G proteins function as molecular switches, cy-
cling between inactive GDP�bound state and active GTP�
bound state. Arhgef2（Lfc or GEF�H1）is a major Rho guanine
exchange factor（RhoGEF）, that activates RhoA by exchang-
ing GDP for GTP. Depending on PKA, phosphorylation at Ser
885 of Arhgef2 inactivates its GEF activity. In vitro investiga-
tion of the Ser885 phosphorylation has been conducted, how-
ever, the effect of such phosphorylation in vivo yet remains
unknown. Assuming that phosphorylation of Arhgef2 at Ser
885 alters neuronal morphology, we tried to produce Ala885
mutant Arhgef2 mouse with CRISPR�Cas9 system targeting
Arhgef2 Ser885. We checked F0 mice and have detected
knock�in allele in some mice. We will analyze RhoA activity,
neuronal morphology and behavior in Arhgef2 mutant mice.



2P-5 5�HT2A receptor antagonist, Ketanserin in-
duces change in the localization of an ac-
tin�binding protein drebrin in hippocampal
neurons.

○Takero Oka（岡 丈郎），Reiko Roppongi（六本木麗子），
Kenji Hanamura（花村 健次），Tomoaki Shirao（白尾 智
明）
Department of Neurobiology and Behavior, Gunma Univer-
sity Graduate School of Medicine（群馬大学大学院医学系研究
科神経薬理学）

Serotonergic transmission plays important modulatory roles
in higher brain function and is deeply involved in the patho-
genesis of psychiatric disorders. Patients with depression
have decreased level of serotonin in their brain. We have re-
ported that an actin�binding protein, drebrin at postsynaptic
sites plays a pivotal role in the effect of a serotonin�norepi-
nephrine reuptake inhibitors imipramine（Kojima et al.,
2010）. Our previous study also demonstrated that activation
of 5�HT2A receptor reduces clusters of drebrin in dendritic
spines of cultured hippocampal neurons（Roppongi et al., 2013）
through the activation of NMDA receptors. To examine the
role of endogenous 5�HT2A receptor activity on the distribu-
tion of drebrin�binding actin cytoskeleton in neurons, we ex-
amined the effect of 5�HT2A receptor antagonist, Ketanserin
on the localization of drebrin in cultured hippocampal neu-
rons. Primary hippocampal neurons prepared from hip-
pocampi of mouse embryo are treated with Ketanserin for 15
min at 21 days in vitro. Immunocytochemical analysis using
anti�drebrin antibody showed that Ketanserin induces accu-
mulation of drebrin in cell body with cluster�like distribution.
These results suggest that endogenous 5�HT2A receptor ac-
tivity regulates the distribution of drebrin in mature neu-
rons.

2P-6 Allopregnanolone induces increase of exci-
tatory but not inhibitory synapses via pro-
tein kinase A activation

○Hideo Shimizu1,2（清水 英雄），Yuta Ishizuka1（石塚 佑
太），Hiroyuki Yamazaki1（山崎 博幸），Tomoaki Shirao1
（白尾 智明）

1Department of Neurobiology and Behavior, Gunma Univer-
sity Graduate School of Medicine（群馬大学大学院医学系研究
科神経薬理），2Division of Pharmacology, National Institute of
Health Sciences（国立医薬品食品衛生研究所薬理部）

Allopregnanolone（APα；5α�pregnan�3α�ol�20�one）is a
steroid synthesized in both the periphery and central nerv-
ous system. Because APα was suggested to improve the
symptoms of depression and Alzheimeŕs disease, which in-
volve synaptic dysfunction and loss, we hypothesized that
APα increases excitatory synapses. Drebrin, an actin binding
protein, facilitates the accumulation of other postsynaptic
proteins in dendritic spines. Additionally, drebrin accumula-
tion in dendritic spines is inhibited by soluble amyloid β oli-
gomers, which are involved in the pathogenesis of cognitive
decline. These suggest that the accumulation of drebrin
within the dendritic spine is a good marker of mature synap-
tic function. In this study, we investigated whether APα in-
creases mature excitatory synapse density by the analyses
of dendritic spine morphology and drebrin accumulation. We
prepared primary cultures of hippocampal neurons by
Bankeŕs method. After the cells were incubated for 20 days
in vitro, they were treated with various dosages of APα（0.1,
0.3 and 1 μM）for 24 hours, and then analyzed morphologi-
cally and immunocytochemically. 0.3 and 1 μM APα signifi-
cantly increased dendritic spine density. The length and
width of these dendritic spines were not altered by APα
treatment. In addition, drebrin cluster density was increased
by 0.3 and 1 μM APα treatment. Moreover, APα increased
VGLUT1 cluster density but not VGAT. These data suggest
that APα increases mature excitatory synapses. Interest-
ingly, the protein kinase A inhibitor H�89 pretreatment in-
hibited the APα�induced increase in drebrin cluster density,
while sole treatment of H�89 did not alter the density of dre-
brin clusters in control neurons. These results demonstrate
that APα increases mature excitatory synapses via activa-
tion of protein kinase A.



2P-7 A role for BMP4 signaling pathway in
mouse neural stem cell survival

○Hanako Yamamoto1,2（山本 華子），Masashi Kurachi1（倉
知 正），Masae Naruse1（成瀬 雅衣），Koji Shibasaki1（柴崎
貢志），Yasuki Ishizaki1（石崎 泰樹）
1Dept. Mol. Cell. Biol., Grad. Sch. Med., Gunma Univ.（群馬大学
大学院医学系研究科分子細胞生物学），2Center Med. Educ.,
Grad. Sch. Med., Gunma Univ.（群馬大学大学院医学系研究科
医学教育センター）

We recently reported that bone morphogenetic protein 4
（BMP4）does not promote differentiation of CD44�positive
astrocyte precursor cells into mature astrocytes but greatly
promotes their survival（1）. Although only few studies have
examined the survival�promoting effects of BMPs in the
nervous system, it has been shown that BMPs acts as impor-
tant survival factors in various kinds of cells including those
constituting primordial follicles（2）. While the anti�apoptotic
effects of BMPs have been described in these reports, the
molecular mechanism by which they inhibit apoptotic death
remains unclear.
We isolated neural stem�progenitor cells（NSCs）from gangli-
onic eminence of postnatal day 0 mouse brain, and examined
the effects of BMP4 on their proliferation and survival. BMP4
did not promote their proliferation but promoted their sur-
vival, just as in the case of CD44�positive APCs. Microarray
analysis suggested us some candidate molecules in the sig-
naling pathway downstream of BMP4. We will present the
data and discuss the mechanism by which BMP4 promotes
survival of NSCs.

1）. Cai N, Kurachi M, Shibasaki K, Okano�Uchida T, Ishizaki
Y. CD44�positive cells are candidates for astrocyte precursor
cells in developing mouse cerebellum. Cerebellum. 2012；
11：181�193.
2）. Nilsson EE, Skinner MK. Bone morphogenetic protein�4
acts as an ovarian follicle survival factor and promotes pri-
mordial follicle development. Biol. Reprod. 2003；69：1265�
1272.

2P-8 PACAP induces Bdnf expression through
selective activation of NMDA receptor�cal-
cineurin pathway in neurons.

○BakuWatanabe（渡邊 漠），Mamoru Fukuchi（福地
守），Mina Ichimura（市村 美奈），Yuki Ochi（越智 雄基），
Akiko Tabuchi（田渕 明子），Masaaki Tsuda（津田 正明）
Dept. of biol. Chem., Grad. Soh. of med. & Pharm. Sci., Univ. of
Toyama（富山大院・医薬・分子神経生物）

It has been reported that the activation of GPCR（G protein�
coupled receptor）, which is a major receptor for modulatory
neurotransmitters such as monoamines and neuropeptides,
modulates the function of NMDA（N�methyl�D�aspartate）,
one of ionotropic glutamate receptors. We here focused on
the regulation of gene expression under the activation of
GPCR in cultured cortical cells. However, intracellular signal-
ing pathways evoked by the activation of these two recep-
tors are still unclear. We found that the activation of PAC1, a
Gs�q�coupled GPCR, with PACAP（Pituitary adenylate cyc-
lase�activating polypeptide）induced the expression of a
group of genes including Bdnf（brain�derived neurotrophic
factor）through the NMDA receptor and calcineurin path-
way. Interestingly, co�activation of NMDA receptor and
PAC1 selectively enhanced the NMDA receptor�calcineurin
pathway, resulting in the synergic induction of Bdnf expres-
sion. We demonstrated that the activation of the NMDA re-
ceptor�calcineurin pathway induced CREB（cAMP response
element�binding protein）�dependent transcription mediated
by nuclear localization of CRTC1（CREB�regulated transcrip-
tional coactivator 1）. Taken together, it is suggested that glu-
tamatergic and modulatory neurotransmissions activate
CRTC1�CREB�dependent gene expression via the selective
activation of the NMDA receptor�calcineurin pathway in
neurons. To further elucidate the molecular mechanisms un-
derlying the selective activation of this pathway, we are now
focusing on intracellular anchoring molecules like AKAP（A
kinase anchoring protein）, which can coordinate multiple
kinases and phosphatases such as PKA（protein kinase A）,
PKC（protein kinase C）, and calcineurin, and modulate the
function of NMDA receptor.



2P-9 Dopamine phosphorylates GEF�H1
through PKA to regulate GEF�H1 activity
in striatum

○Xinjian Zhang1（張 心健），Keisuke Kuroda1（黒田 啓
介），Hiroyuki Takenaka1（竹中 宏幸），Reon Kondo1（近藤
怜苑），Kaishu Oda1（織田 海秀），Tomoki Nishioka1（西岡
朋生），Shinichi Nakamuta1（中牟田信一），Taku Nagai2（永井
拓），Kozo Kaibuchi1（貝淵 弘三）
1Department of Cell Pharmacology, Nagoya University
Graduate School of Medicine（名古屋大学大学院医学系研究
科神経情報薬理学講座），2Department of Neuropsychophar-
macology and Hospital Pharmacy, Nagoya University Gradu-
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In the brain, dopamine functions as a neurotransmitter and
associates with emotion regulation. The functions of
dopamine are mediated by Protein kinase A（PKA）�depend-
ent signaling cascades in the neurons. Phosphorylation of
PKA substrates regulates the structural and functional plas-
ticity of neurons.
However, many important PKA substrates are still un-
known, so further investigation is required to determine the
substrate for PKA and its function.
Here, we treated mouse striatum with D1 agonist（SKF81297）
or cyclic AMP（cAMP）inducer（forskolin）and then concen-
trated phosphoprotein with GST�14�3�3z pull�down assay
followed by LC�MS�MS analysis. We identified GEF�H1, a
Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor, as a novel PKA sub-
strate. Although present throughout the brain, GEF�H1 is
enriched in striatum and is a major RhoGEF in striatum.
GEF�H1 is phosphorylated by PKA at Ser�885 in response to
activation of D1 dopamine receptors. Phosphorylation of
GEF�H1 is associated with inhibition of GEF activity as dem-
onstrated by GST�RhoA�G17A pull down assay.
These results suggest that dopamine can decrease RhoA ac-
tivity through phosphorylation of GEF�H1 in striatum so as
to exert its control over behavior.

2P-10 Transduction from the protein kinase C
pathway to the tyrosine kinase pathway in
cultured hypothalamic neurons

○Hideyuki Yamamoto（山本 秀幸），Sayomi Nakamine
（仲嶺三代美），Noriko Maeda（前田 紀子），Seikichi Toku
（徳 誠吉）
Dept. of Biochem. Med., Univ. of the Ryukyus（琉球大院・
医・生化学）

The receptor for gonadotropin�releasing hormone（GnRH）
belongs to the G�protein�coupled receptors, and its stimula-
tion activates extracellular signal�regulated protein kinase

（ERK）. We found that the transactivation of ErbB4 was in-
volved in GnRH�induced ERK activation in immortalized hy-
pothalamic GnRH neurons（GT1�7 cells）1）. In the present
study, we examined signal transduction comprising the acti-
vation of ERK after GnRH treatment. Experiments with two
types of PKC inhibitors, Go 6976 and bisindolylmaleimide I,
indicated that novel PKC isoforms were involved in ERK ac-
tivation. Our inhibitor experiments indicated that the novel
PKC isoforms activated protein kinase D（PKD）after its
translocation by treatment with GnRH. Knockdown experi-
ments suggested that PKD stimulated the phosphorylation of
Pyk2 by constitutively activated Src and Fyn. We found that
Src, Fyn and PYK2 were involved in ERK activation. Taken
together, it is highly possible that PKD plays a critical role in
signal transduction from the PKC pathway to the tyrosine
kinase pathway for ERK activation. 1）J. Cell. Physiol., 2012,
2492�2501.



2P-11 Behavioral phenotypes of neuron�specific
Shp2 conditional knockout mice
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A protein tyrosine phosphatase, Shp2（Src homology 2�con-
taing protein tyrosine phosphatase 2）, acts as a positive regu-
lator of Ras�MAPK cascade downstream of growth factor re-
ceptors. Forebrain neuron�specific genetic ablation of Shp2
resulted in the reduction of synaptic transmission and of
post�tetanic potentiation, a form of short�term synaptic plas-
ticity, in hippocampal slices. To further address the func-
tional roles of Shp2 in the brain, forebrain neuron�specific
Shp2 conditional KO（cKO）mice were subjected to a battery
of behavioral tests. The mutant mice showed normal behav-
ior in the rotarod test or the thermal preference test, sug-
gesting normal motor coordination, thermosensation, and no-
ciception in the Shp2 cKO mice. In contrast, the mutant ani-
mals exhibited reduced stay time in the dark place, as well as
increased number of transition and distance traveled, in the
light�dark transition test. The mutant mice also exhibited re-
duced immobility in the forced swim test and an increased
acoustic startle response, whereas prepulse inhibition was
normal. In addition, Shp2 cKO mice exhibited reduced freez-
ing behavior during re�presentation to the context in the
fear conditioning test, while the fear response to an auditory
conditioned stimulus（CS）was not affected. The mutant mice
also showed temporary impaired memory formation in Mor-
ris water maze. Some of these abnormal behaviors are likely
due to the hyperactivity in Shp2 cKO mice, because the mu-
tant mice exhibited markedly increased locomotor activity in
the open field test and in the home cage as shown in our pre-
vious report. In contrast, other abnormal behaviors, such as
reduced stay time in the dark place or impaired memory for-
mation, may be independent from the hyperactive pheno-
type of the mutant mice.

2P-12 Two Gq�coupled octopamine receptors
function non�redundantly to mediate food
deprivation signaling of C. elegans

○Satoshi Suo1（周防 諭），Midori Yoshida2（吉田 碧），
Shoichi Ishiura2（石浦 章一）
1Department of Pharmacology, Faculty of Medicine, Saitama
Medical University（埼玉医科大学医学部薬理学教室），
2Graduate School of Arts & Sciences, the University of Tokyo

（東京大学大学院総合文化研究科）

Amine neurotransmitters act primarily through G protein�
coupled receptors（GPCRs）. In many cases, there are multi-
ple receptors that bind to the same neurotransmitter and ac-
tivate the same intracellular signaling cascades. In a model
animal Caenorhabditis elegans, there are two Gq�coupled re-
ceptors for octopamine, the biological equivalent of norepi-
nephrine in invertebrate. It has been previously shown that
octopamine induces activation of CREB（cAMP response ele-
ment�binding protein）in the cholinergic SIA neurons during
food deprivation and that this activation is mediated through
activation of the Gq�coupled octopamine receptor SER�3
that is expressed in these neurons. We also analyzed the
other Gq�coupled octopamine receptor, SER�6, which is
highly homologous to SER�3. As seen for ser�3 deletion mu-
tants, CREB activation induced by exogenous octopamine
and food deprivation was decreased in ser�6 deletion mu-
tants compared to wild�type animals, suggesting that SER�6
is also required for this signal transduction. Expression of
SER�6 in the SIA neurons was sufficient to restore CREB ac-
tivation in the ser�6 mutants, indicating that SER�6 functions
in these neurons as does SER�3. Furthermore, overexpres-
sion of one receptor subtype did not fully restore CREB acti-
vation in the absence of the other receptor. These results
demonstrate that two types of similar GPCRs, SER�3 and
SER�6, are required for normal signaling and function in the
same cells in a non�redundant manner.



2P-13 The Strip�Hippo pathway regulates synap-
tic terminal formation by modulating actin
organization at the Drosophila neuromus-
cular junction
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The Hippo（Hpo）pathway is well known for its role in growth
control in both flies and mammals. Although postmitotic
roles of Hpo have also been uncovered such as regulation of
dendrite tiling and photoreceptor specification, there has
been no report of Hpo function in synapse development.
Here, we show the role of Hpo and its negative regulator
Strip in synapse formation of Drosophila larval neuromuscu-
lar junction（NMJ）. Strip, an evolutionarily conserved protein
functions as a platform for endosome maturation that is re-
quired for axon elongation（Nat Commun 5, 5180, 2014）. In
addition, we found that endogenous Strip is predominantly
localized at presynaptic sites of NMJ. strip knockdown in
motor neurons resulted in the significant increase in the
number of small synaptic bouton called satellite bouton. Fur-
thermore, strip knockdown larvae exhibited the defects in
synapse transmission. As Strip was also reported as a compo-
nent of STRIPAK（PP2A）complex, a negative regulator of
Hpo in growth control, we examined the relationship be-
tween Strip and Hpo. First, we found that strip knockdown
in S2 cells significantly increased the phosphorylation level of
Hpo. Consistent with this, the satellite bouton phenotype by
strip knockdown was significantly suppressed in hpo het-
erozygous background, suggesting that Strip negatively
regulates Hpo activity in synapse development. We also ob-
served overexpression of Hpo caused the satellite bouton
phenotype, suggesting that Hpo positively regulates satellite
bouton formation. Here we would like to present the molecu-
lar mechanism how Hpo and Strip regulate synapse develop-
ment.

2P-14 Investigation of novel CREB interacting
proteins using DNA affinity beads.

○Reon Kondo（近藤 怜苑），Keisuke Kuroda（黒田 啓
介），Kozo Kaibuchi（貝淵 弘三）
Department of Cell Pharmacology, Nagoya University
Graduate School of Medicine（名古屋大院・医・神経情報薬
理学）

Dopamine is a neurotransmitter that encodes emotional in-
formation such as reward, pleasure, attention and anxiety. It
acts as a modulator of synaptic plasticity by altering the rest-
ing potential of the post�synaptic membrane and changing
gene expression. In brain, most of the dopaminergic neuron
project to striatum. Dopamine receptors comprise 7�trans-
membrane domain receptors and are associated with gua-
nosine triphosphate�binding proteins（or G proteins）that
mediate their effects. One major effect of D1 receptors is to
raise cAMP levels and thereby activate a cyclic AMP de-
pendent protein kinase（PKA）. PKA phosphorylates various
substrates including cyclic AMP response element binding
protein（CREB）and regulate their functions. CREB is a tran-
scription factor that binds to cyclic AMP response element

（CRE）sequence and activate transcription phosphorylation�
dependent manner. Although we know that CREB activity is
regulated by phosphorylation at Ser133 and interaction with
cofactors such as CBP�p300, the precise mechanism of tran-
scription induced by CREB is yet to be revealed. Therefore,
we tried to obtain comprehensive understanding of protein
complex that is responsible for CREB�induced transcription.
We prepared the DNA affinity beads coupled to oligonucleo-
tides containing CRE sequence in promoter region of c�fos
gene. And the ability of the beads to enrich CREB and the
specificity of the beads were confirmed both in vitro and in
vivo . By LC�MS�MS we identified several proteins that
bound to the beads with sequence specificity. Using DNA af-
finity beads enables us to elucidate the regulatory mecha-
nism of transcriptional activation and to obtain comprehen-
sive understanding of protein complex that acts in that proc-
ess.



2P-15 Physiological analysis of lipid raft mole-
cules on mouse brain slices
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1Department of Biochemistry, Saitama Medical University
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The brain consists of numerous neural cells which give rise
to the voluntary action potential resulting in the transmission
of complex and intermittent signals to the succeeding cells.
The constitution of such neural network is quite essential to
maintain higher brain function in vertebrate. Also, the signal
transduction system simultaneously contributes to not only
neural cell functions but also higher brain function. It has
been known that lipid raft domain serve as cell surface plat-
forms of signal transduction especially plays the crucial roles
of neural cell functions, such as the release and internaliza-
tion of neurotransmitter in presynaptic nerve terminal. Al-
though lipid raft in the brain has been intensely investigated,
the neural culture cells or brain lysates that do not retain na-
tive neural network were used for experimental materials
because of the limitation in biochemical strategies. The physi-
ological living brain tissue（brain slice）is, however, consid-
ered to be appropriate to explore the relationship between
higher brain functions and actual lipid raft domains. Herein,
we focused on lipid raft domains on living brain slices（200μm）
derived from several portions of mouse brain processed by
using brain slicer. To identify the lipid raft molecules, En-
zyme�Mediated Activation of Radical Sources（EMARS）
method previously developed（Kotani N. et al. Proc Natl Acad
Sci U S A. 105：7405�7409（2008））was applied to label spe-
cific lipid raft molecules on living brain slices. The physiologi-
cal lipid raft molecules in mouse brain were significantly dif-
ferent among brain region, suggesting that there needs to
use living brain slice for understanding the contribution of
lipid raft domain to neural network and higher brain func-
tions.

2P-16 VAMP7 regulates autophagy to maintain
mitochondrial homeostasis and to control
second phase insulin secretion in pancre-
atic β�cells.

○Kyota Aoyagi（青柳 共太），Mica Ohara�Imaizumi（今泉
美佳），Chiyono Nishiwaki（西脇知世乃），Yoko Nakamichi
（中道 洋子），Takuma Kishimoto（岸本 拓磨），Shinya Na-
gamatsu（永松 信哉）
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化）

VAMP7 is a member of VAMP family proteins required for
membrane trafficking and the fusion, and recently reported
to be involved in autophagy. VAMP7 is expressed in pancre-
atic β�cells but its physiological function have not been eluci-
dated. In this study, we investigated the role of VAMP7 in
the β�cell function using the β�cell specific VAMP7 deletion

（VAMP7 βKO）mice. In isolated VAMP7 βKO islets, the glu-
cose�induced second phase but not the first phase insulin se-
cretion was decreased. The deletion of VAMP7 did not affect
the distribution of insulin granules and the glucose�induced
cytosolic Ca2＋ dynamics during the second phase. On the
other hand, p62 was slightly accumulated and the starva-
tion�induced LC3�II accumulation was disturbed in VAMP7
βKO islets, indicating a defect in autophagy. Because dam-
aged mitochondria are eliminated by autophagy to maintain
mitochondrial homeostasis, we focused on the mitochondrial
function in VAMP7 null β�cells. The glucose�induced ATP
production was significantly reduced during the second
phase in VAMP7 βKO islets. Both the hyperpolarization of
mitochondrial membrane and increase in mitochondrial Ca2
＋, which was essential for the second phase insulin secre-
tion, was blunted in VAMP7 null β�cells. In addition, morpho-
logically abnormal mitochondria were found in VAMP7 null
β�cells. Finally, we found that the expression of VAMP7 in
VAMP7 null β�cells restored the glucose�induced secretion
and the starvation�induced LC3�II accumulation. These re-
sults suggest that VAMP7 plays an important role in the
maintenance of mitochondrial homeostasis which is critical
for the regulation of the second phase insulin secretion.
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Organotin compounds, such as tributyltin（TBT）, are well�
known endocrine disruptors. TBT is known to cause
neurodevelopmental defects such as behavioral abnormali-
ties and teratogenicity. Several reports have shown that mi-
cromolar TBT levels induce neuronal degeneration via mito-
chondria�mediated ROS generation in neurons. We have re-
cently reported that nanomolar TBT levels reduce cell
growth and ATP content via mitochondrial NAD＋

�depend-
ent isocitrate dehydrogenase（NAD�IDH）, which metabo-
lizes isocitrate into α�ketoglutarate, in human embryonic
carcinoma cells NT2�D1. However, the molecular mecha-
nisms by which NAD�IDH mediates TBT toxicity remain
unclear. In the present study, we evaluated the effects of
TBT on mitochondrial dynamics. Staining with MitoTracker
revealed that nanomolar TBT levels induced mitochondrial
fragmentation. TBT also degraded the mitochondrial fusion
proteins, mitofusin 1 and 2. Interestingly, apigenin, an inhibi-
tor of NAD�IDH, mimicked the effects of TBT. Incubation
with an α�ketoglutarate analogue partially recovered TBT�
induced mitochondrial dysfunction, supporting the involve-
ment of NAD�IDH. Our data suggest that nanomolar TBT
levels impair mitochondrial quality control via NAD�IDH in
NT2�D1 cells. Thus, mitochondrial function in embryonic
cells could be used to assess metal toxicity.
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Previous studies have demonstrated that mutations in
Autism susceptibility candidate 2 gene were associated with
multiple psychiatric illnesses including autism spectrum dis-
orders（ASD）, intellectual disability（ID）. In developing brain,
Auts2 mRNA is highly expressed at several brain regions re-
sponsible for the cognitive brain functions such as prefrontal
cortex, hippocampus and cerebellum. The physiological roles
of this gene in CNS, however, remain largely unknown. Here
we reveal a novel function of the protein for AUTS2 in the
cytoplasm, regulating cytoskeleton and neural development.
Immunohistochemical analysis reveals that this protein is ex-
clusively localized at nuclei of postmitotic neurons at cere-
bral cortex in an early embryonic stage. In later stage, how-
ever, it also appears at the neurites including axons. Immuno-
cytochemistry shows, in neuronal cells, it localizes not only in
nuclei but also in cytoplasm including growth cones. AUTS2
activates Rac1 via interaction with several Rac1�GEFs in-
cluding P�Rex1 and Elmo2�Dock180 complex to induce
lamellipodia in neuroblastoma cells and promote the neurite�
outgrowth in primary hippocampal neurons. Our loss�of�
function experiments revealed that AUTS2 participates in
cortical neuronal migration and neuritogenesis by activating
Rac1 signaling in the developing cerebral cortex. Moreover,
the KO mice display behavioral abnormalities including anxi-
ety�related emotion and memory formation. Thus, our find-
ings indicate that AUTS2 contributes to cortical develop-
ment and is critical for the acquisition of neurocognitive func-
tion.

2P-19 Acute inflammation induces the prolifera-
tion of radial glial cells in the optic tectum
in response to traumatic brain injury
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Adult neurogenesis is a phenomenon that neural stem cells
（NSCs）produce new neurons, astrocytes or oligodendro-
cytes in the adult brain. It is conserved among various verte-
brates. In the adult mammalian brain, neurogenesis is re-
stricted to the subventircular zone（SVZ）and the subgranu-
lar zone（SGZ）. In contrast, zebrafish have 16 NSCs niches
and can continue to produce new neurons through life. In the
optic tectum where optic nerves project, neuroepithelial�like
cells in the dorsomedial margin of the perventricular gray
zone（PGZ）have the property of self�renewal and multipo-
tency and continue to supply new neurons, radial glial cells

（RGCs）and oligodendrocytes. RGCs in the deeper layer ex-
pressing several stem cell markers as Sox2 and msi1 are qui-
escent, while RGCs in the telencephalon are proliferative and
work as NSCs. In this study, we found that acute inflamma-
tion induced not only the proliferation of neuroepithelial�like
NSCs but also that of RGCs in the PGZ. In addition, RGCs
were also activated by stab injury, suggesting that RGCs in
the deeper layer have a key role in the regeneration from the
tissue damage in the PGZ.



2P-20 The role of natural killer cells in develop-
mental brain
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During brain development, neural stem cells proliferate and
generate neurons and glial cells in ventricular zone（VZ）and
subventricular zone（SVZ）. As the proliferation and differen-
tiation of neural stem cells determines the brain organization
and function, it is important to understand the mechanism of
neural stem cells activity for the treatment of psychiatric dis-
orders. Recent study demonstrates that some immune cells
such as microglia regulate the activity of neural stem cells.
However, it has not been reported whether peripheral im-
mune cells are involved in brain development. In current
study, we examined the infiltration of peripheral immune
cells to embryonic and postnatal mouse brain by flow cy-
tometry analysis, and found that NK1.1＋ natural killer（NK）
cells infiltrate embryonic and postnatal brain. To identify the
role of NK cells in developmental brain, we intraventricularly
injected NK1.1 neutralizing antibody at E16 to deplete NK
cells from embryonic brain, and found that the number of
BrdU labeled mitotic cells around SVZ decreased by NK1.1
antibody injection. Moreover, BLBP＋ astrocyte precursors
and Tbr2＋ basal progenitors were also reduced by NK1.1
antibody injection. These results suggest that NK cells pro-
mote neurogenesis and gliogenesis in postnatal brain by
regulating the proliferation of neural stem cells.

2P-21 Role of the Meis1 in the development of
cerebellum.
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Meis1, which is a transcription factor, is involved in neural
differentiation in neural stem cells, however the function of
Meis1 in brain development remains unclear. We determine
that Meis1 is expressed in the developing cerebellum, espe-
cially in granule cells. To investigate the role of Meis1 in
granule cells, Meis1 granule cells�specific conditional knock-
out（cKO）mice are generated. Meis1 cKO mice exhibit the
small cerebellum and abnormalities in cerebellar foliation. In
addition, decreased proliferation of granule cells and in-
creased number of immature granule cells are observed in
Meis1 cKO mice. We reveal that these abnormal phenomena
are regulated by Meis1 via the Pax6�Smad1�BMP signaling
cascade. Our results suggest that Meis1 participates in gran-
ule cell development, including proliferation and differentia-
tion, and is a key factor for correct cerebellar development.
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Determination of the neuronal polarity is essential to the
proper neural network organization of the developing brain.
However, its molecular mechanisms have not been under-
stood completely. We previously found by proteomics that
glycoprotein M6a was one of the most abundant membrane
proteins in the growth cone, and our many in vitro experi-
ments indicated that M6a is involved in the determination of
the neuronal polarization, thus, we suspected that M6a is re-
sponsible for the neuronal polarity in in vivo.
To confirm this hypothesis, we investigated physiological
roles of the M6a in the developing cerebral cortex using in
utero M6a�knockdown（KD）. Since M6a is highly expressed
in the developing cortical neurons（E12～）, in utero electro-
poration was performed at E14.5 and the fetus were fixed at
E16.5 or P2.5. On two days after electroporation（E16.5）, the
normal neurons migrated into the intermediate zone with
changing their shapes, from the multipolar to the bi�or
unipolar. In contrast, M6a�KD impaired the normal morpho-
logical transition, resulting in the increased proportion of the
multipolar neurons. In addition, the number of neurites in-
creased in M6a�KD neurons than the ones using the nega-
tive control shRNA. On seven days after electroporation（P
2.5）, the axon elongation remained immature and the neu-
rons with shorter axons increased in number. These results
are consistent with our in vitro data, indicating that M6a par-
ticipates in the physiological steps of neuronal polarization.

2P-23 Contactin associated protein（Caspr）4�
LNX2 signaling pathway modulates neuro-
nal differentiation of mouse neural progeni-
tor cells

○Toshitaka Futagawa1（二川 俊隆），Shogo Masuda1（益田
将吾），Kazuhiro Takahama1（高濱 和広），Quanhong Ma2
（マチョンホン），Zhi�Cheng Xiao3（シャオチーチェン），
Yasuo Takeda1（武田 泰生）
1Dept. of Clin. Pharm. and Pharmacol., Grad. Sch. of Med. and
Dent. Sci. of Kagoshima Univ.（鹿児島大学医学部・歯学部附
属病院薬剤部），2Jiangsu Key Lab. of Translational Research
and Therapy for Neuro�Psycho�Diseases and Insti. of Neuro-
sci., Soochow Univ.，3Shunxi�Monash Immune Regeneration
and Neuroscience Laboratories, Dept. of Anat. and Dev. Bio.,
Monash Univ.

［INTRODUCTION］The contactin�associated protein（Caspr）
family includes 5 members：Caspr1, Caspr2, Caspr3, Caspr4
and Caspr5. Two of them, Caspr1 and Caspr2, have been well
characterized as key molecules for central and peripheral
myelination. However, the roles of Caspr4 have not been well
characterized yet. Caspr4 is type I trans�membrane protein
that have relatively large extracellular domain and short in-
tracellular domain. It has been reported that Caspr4 is
mainly expressed in specific neuronal subpopulations

（Spiegel I et al, 2001）. Recently, it has also been reported that
Caspr4 is a susceptibility gene of autism spectrum disorders

（ASDs）（Karayannis T et al, 2014）. However, the molecular
function of Caspr4 in the brain has yet to be identified. To un-
derstand the function of Caspr4, we have identified Ligand of
Numb X2（LNX2）as a binding partner of Caspr4 intracellular
domain using yeast�two hybrid analysis. LNX2 consists PDZ
domains, the PDZ domains of LNX2 is a specific binding for
PDZ binding motif of Caspr4. In this study, we focused on
analyses of functional interaction of Caspr4 and LNX2, espe-
cially, the distribution in the developmental brain. Further-
more, we have investigated whether the interaction is re-
lated to neuronal differentiation.［RESULTS AND DISCUS-
SION］We have shown that both Caspr4 and LNX2 ex-
pressed in the ventricular zone（VZ）and neural progenitor
cells（NPCs）isolated in embryonic 14 days from mice.In vitro
differentiation assay, neuronal differentiation was signifi-
cantly reduced when shRNAs were applied to decrease the
expression of either Caspr4 or LNX2 and increased when
either Caspr4 or LNX2 was overexpressed in NPCs. In utero
electroporation, neuronal differentiation was also increased
when either Caspr4 or LNX2 was overexpressed. These re-
sults describe positive modulation of neuronal differentiation
by Caspr4�LNX2 signaling.



2P-24 Analysis of PKC�dependent phosphoryla-
tion and cell adhesion property of myelin P
0 readthrough isoform（L�MPZ）

○Yoshihide Yamaguchi（山口 宜秀），Noriko Yano（矢野
法子），Saki Sato（佐藤 咲），Naruya Tabei（田部井成也），
Hiroki Nakanishi（中西 弘樹），Hiroko Baba（馬場 広子）
Dept. of Mol. Neurobio., Tokyo Univ. of Pharm. & Life Sci.（東
薬大・薬・機能形態）

Homophilic interaction of PNS myelin protein zero（MPZ�P0）
between the extracellular Ig domain leads to tight adhesion
between each layers in myelin. This adhesion is affected by
the PKC�dependent phosphorylation site in the cytoplasmic
region of P0. A novel readthrough isoform of P0, large myelin
protein zero（L�MPZ）, has the same PKC�dependent phos-
phorylation site as well as an additional putative PKC phos-
phorylation site in the extra L�MPZ specific domain. Since L�
MPZ is localized in the PNS compact myelin and cell�cell ad-
hesion sites in the L�MPZ transfected cells, L�MPZ may be
potentially involved in cell adhesion and myelination. How-
ever, adhesion activity of L�MPZ and role of PKC�mediated
phosphorylation are still unknown. To elucidate PKC phos-
phorylation of L�MPZ, we performed Western blot analysis
of rat sciatic nerve homogenate using phospho�（Ser）PKC
substrate antibody. PKC phosphorylation of L�MPZ was de-
tected in the unique two�dimensional electrophoresis system
using cationic detergent. The increase of phosphorylated L�
MPZ was observed during early postnatal development of
sciatic nerve. Additionally, two states of phosphorylation in
L�MPZ were demonstrated by Western blotting using Phos�
tag. Next, to clarify adhesion activity of L�MPZ, we per-
formed the adhesion assay using HeLa cells which semiper-
manently expressed P0, L�MPZ, or phosphorylation site mu-
tants. L�MPZ exhibited a cell adhesion activity which was
clearly weaker than P0. This binding activity was affected by
mutation of phosphorylation sites. Further, heterophilic bind-
ing of L�MPZ to P0 was demonstrated by fluorescence�la-
beled cells. These results suggest that content of L�MPZ in P
0�rich myelin membrane may be related to flexibility of mye-
lin structure which affects myelin function.

2P-25 Mechanical stress disrupts neuron�glia in-
teractions at nodes of Ranvier

○Yoshinori Otani（大谷 嘉典），Keiichiro Susuki（薄 敬
一郎）
Wright State University, Neuroscience, Cell Biology and
Physiology（ライト州立大学 神経科学・細胞生物学・生理
学学科）

Peripheral nerves are often exposed to mechanical stress
leading to compression neuropathies such as carpal tunnel
syndrome. The mechanisms of how mechanical forces cause
peripheral nerve dysfunction still remain largely unknown.
In myelinated nerve fibers, action potential conduction de-
pends on high densities of voltage�gated sodium channels at
the nodes of Ranvier. At paranodes flanking nodes, myelinat-
ing Schwann cells interact with axons and form junctions
that restrict the mobility of sodium channel complex at
nodes. We hypothesized that peripheral nerve compression
alters the molecular composition of nodes and paranodes
causing nerve conduction failure. To test this hypothesis, we
utilized a chronic nerve compression model in which a silas-
tic tube is placed around the mouse sciatic nerves. Two
weeks after compression, motor nerve conduction velocity
was significantly decreased across the compression site. Im-
munohistochemistry showed dispersed and reduced clusters
of paranodal proteins that form axon�glial junctions. Clusters
of nodal proteins were occasionally elongated in association
with severely disrupted paranodal junctions. Quantitative
PCR showed that cysteine protease calpain2 was up�regu-
lated in the compressed nerves. Cytoskeletal proteins alpha
II and beta II spectrins expressed in Schwann cells were
down�regulated in the compressed nerves, whereas these
spectrins were presumably proteolyzed by activated calpain
2. These results suggest that the disruption of nodes and
paranodes contributes to nerve conduction failure in com-
pression neuropathies. Calpain�mediated proteolysis to-
gether with Schwann cell gene modulation may be involved
in the disruption and�or rearrangement of paranodal struc-
tures during peripheral nerve compression.



2P-26 Phosphoglycerate mutase 1 is concen-
trated in the paranodal loops of myelinating
Schwann cells

○Akiko Hayashi（林 明子），Ryosuke Hata（畑 亮輔），
Nobuto Imabuchi（今渕 信登），Ayumi Wakabayashi（若林
あゆみ），Hiroko Baba（馬場 広子）
Dept. of Molecular Neurobiology, Tokyo University of Phar-
macy and Life Sciences（東京薬科大学・薬）

Phosphoglycerate mutase 1（PGAM1）catalyzes the conver-
sion of 3�phosphoglycerate to 2�phosphoglycerate during
glycolysis.Recently, autoantibodies against PGAM1 have
been found in sera from patients with multiple sclerosis by
proteomics�based analysis. However, why the PGAM1
autoantibodies are produced in these patients is uncertain. In
the present study, we examined distributions of PGAM1 and
glycolysis related enzymes in rodent CNS and PNS to under-
stand why the PGAM1 autoantibodies are produced and con-
tribute to demyelinating disease.Western blot analysis
showed that PGAM1 is abundantly detected in the PNS as
well as the CNS. Immunohistological analysis showed that
PGAM1 was present in GFAP�positive cell bodies and their
processes including perivascular end feet and myelinated
tracts in corpus callosum, white matter of spinal cord and
cerebellum.In white matter, PGAM1 was co�localized with
MBP�positive signals, indicating that this enzyme is enriched
in myelin sheath. In contrast, PGAM1 was mainly observed
in paranodal loops of the PNS myelin. No prominent staining
was found in the cell bodies of non�myelinating Schwann
cells, perinuclear cytoplasm of myelinating Schwann cells,
nor Schmidt�Lanterman incisures where Schwann cell cyto-
plasm was present.Staining intensity was significantly re-
duced in the mice with disruption of paranodal axo�glial
junction.Thus, present results suggest that PGAM1 is pre-
sent in astrocytes and myelin and may contribute to glycoly-
sis and energy metabolism in the CNS and PNS.Abundance
of this enzyme in myelin membrane may be related to pro-
duction of autoantibodies against PGAM1 in demyelination.

2P-27 DBZ, a CNS�specific DISC1 binding pro-
tein, positively regulates oligodendrocyte
differentiation

○Shoko Shimizu（清水 尚子），Shingo Miyata（宮田 信
吾），Takashi Tanaka（田中 貴士），Masaya Tohyama（遠
山 正彌）
Div. of Mol. Brain Sci., Res. Inst. of Traditional Asian Med.,
Kinki Univ.（近畿大・東洋医学研究所・分子脳科学研究部門）

Schizophrenia（SZ）is a serious and disabling mental disorder
with a lifetime prevalence of about 1％ of the population
worldwide, and commonly has a chronic course. The underly-
ing pathological mechanisms are still largely unknown, but a
growing body of evidence suggests that it is a multifactorial
disorder influenced by genetic, neurodevelopmental and so-
cial factors. Disrupted�in�schizophrenia 1（DISC1）is a gene
disrupted by a（1；11）（q42.1；q14.3）translocation that seg-
regates with major psychiatric disorders including schizo-
phrenia, recurrent major depression and bipolar affective dis-
order in a Scottish family. Here we report that DBZ（DISC1
Binding Zinc�finger protein）, a brain�specific member of
DISC1 interactome, positively regulates oligodendrocyte dif-
ferentiation. In an in vitro oligodendrocyte primary culture,
the expression of DBZ was increased after induction of differ-
entiation of oligodendrocyte by deprivation of PDGF and
siRNA knockdown of DBZ decreased the expression level of
myelin related markers such as MBP, MAG and CNPase. In
mouse corpus callosum, DBZ mRNA expression in oligoden-
drocyte was intense at P7, the period of myelination, and it
was hardly detectable in adult by in situ hybridization. Fur-
thermore, a delay of oligodendrocyte maturation in DBZ
knockout mice was revealed by the electron microscope
analysis. These results indicate that DBZ is involved in oli-
godendrocyte differentiation. As multiple lines of evidence
obtained by brain imaging, studies in postmortem brains and
genetic association studies have implicated oligodendrocytes
and myelin dysfunction in SZ, these results may provide im-
portant clue about theunderlying etiology of SZ.



2P-28 Differential expression and distribution of
myosin superfamily in oligodendrocyte

○Reiji Yamazaki（山崎 礼二），Yoshihide Yamaguchi（山
口 宜秀），Tomoko Ishibashi（石橋 智子），Hiroko Baba
（馬場 広子）
Department of Molecular Neurobiology, Tokyo University of
Pharmacy and Life Sciences（東京薬科大学大学院薬学研究科
機能形態学教室）

Motor proteins are required for myelin formation and main-
tenance. One of motor proteins, unconventional myosin Va

（Myo5a）has been reported to control morphology of oli-
godendrocytes（OLs）and CNS myelination. In the transcrip-
tome database of OLs, another unconventional myosin VI

（Myo6）mRNA has been found in O4�positive differentiated
OLs. Recently, we revealed that the other unconventional
myosin Id（Myo1d）is expressed in mature OLs（Yamazaki,
R., et al., 2014）and is required for myelin�like�membrane for-
mation in vitro. However, the expression and the localization
of these three unconventional myosins in OLs are still un-
clear. To examine the expression of myosin superfamily in
OLs in vivo, we performed immunofluorescence staining us-
ing cuprizone induced demyelination model mice. We re-
vealed that all myosins are present in OLs in vivo. Their ex-
pressions in OLs are reduced in parallel with demyelination
and then recovered in remyelination. To clarify the timing of
expression during differentiation process and intracellular
distribution, we performed double immunostaining with
stage�specific OL makers and each myosin antibody using
cultured OLs. Myo5a signals were detected in all stage of dif-
ferentiation from A2B5�positive early progenitor to mature
OL. Myo6 signals were present in most of O4�positive OLs
but not in early progenitors. Myo1d were found only in ma-
ture OLs. In cultured mature OLs, Myo5a signals were dis-
tributed in main thicker processes, Myo6�positive signals
were detected in MBP�positive myelin�like membrane
sheets, whereas Myo1d was enriched in the leading edge of
these membrane sheets. Therefore, these myosins may have
different roles in developing OLs. Thus, these myosins may
be involved in myelin formation and remyelination by the dif-
ferent ways.

2P-29 Kallikrein 6�mediated CNS myelin pathol-
ogy in experimental autoimmune encepha-
lomyelitis.

○Yoshio Bando1（板東 良雄），Hiroki Bochimoto2（暮地本
宙己），Taichi Nomura1（野村 太一），Tatsuhide Tanaka1
（田中 達英），Tsuyoshi Watanabe2（渡部 剛），Shigetaka
Yoshida1（吉田 成孝）
1Dept. of Functional Anat. & Neurosci., Asahikawa Med.
Univ.（旭川医科大学・解剖・機能形態学），2Dept. of Micro-
scopic Anat. & Cell Biol., Asahikawa Med. Univ.（旭川医科大
学 解剖学講座 顕微解剖学分野）

Multiple sclerosis（MS）is the most common chronic inflam-
matory demyelinating disease of the CNS. Demyelination and
axonal damage are responsible for neurological deficits in
MS. However, the mechanism of demyelination has not been
fully understood. We have reported that Kallikrein 6（KLK6）,
a serine protease secreted by mainly oligodendrocytes in the
CNS, plays the crucial role in the EAE pathogenesis. Here,
we examined KLK6�mediated morphological changes of
myelin in MOG35�55�induced experimental autoimmune en-
cephalomyelitis（MOG�EAE）. Osmium�maceration scanning
electron microscopic（SEM）analysis displayed the ultrastruc-
tural abnormalities of myelin in the white matter of the EAE
spinal cord. In the acute phase of EAE, myelin detachment
from the axon was observed in wild�type mice at day 3 after
MOG immunization. At this point, infiltrating immune cells
into the CNS were not observed in the spinal cord of wild�
type mice. On the other hand, KLK6 knock out mice inhibited
myelin detachment from the axon even at day 7 after MOG
immunization. These observations suggest that KLK6 plays
a crucial role for demyelination at the acute phase of MOG�
EAE.



2P-30 Brain microvascular endothelial cells pro-
mote survival of oligodendrocyte precursor
cells

○Keiya Iijima1（飯島 圭哉），Masashi Kurachi2（倉知
正），Koji Shibasaki2（柴崎 貢志），Masae Naruse2（成瀬 雅
衣），Yuhei Yoshimoto1（好本 裕平），Masahiko Mikuni3（三
國 雅彦），Yasuki Ishizaki2（石崎 泰樹）
1Department of Neurosurgery, Gunma University Graduate
school of medicine（群馬大学大学院医学系研究科脳神経外科
学），2Department of Molecular and cellular Neurobiology,
Gunma University Graduate school of medicine（群馬大学大
学院医学系研究科分子細胞生物学），3Department of Psychia-
try and Neuroscience, Gunma University Graduate school of
medicine（群馬大学大学院医学系研究科神経精神医学）

Background and Purpose We previously showed that trans-
plantation of brain microvascular endothelial cells

（MVECs）stimulated remyelination in the white matter le-
sion induced by endothelin�1（ET�1）injection and improved
the behavioral outcome. In the present study, we examined
the effect of MVEC transplantation on the behavior of oli-
godendrocyte lineage cells（OLCs）in vivo. We also examined
the effect of conditioned medium（CM）from MVEC cultures
on survival of oligodendrocyte precursor cells（OPCs）in vitro.
Additionally, we confirmed the therapeutic effect of MVEC
transplantation on the white matter lesion using magnetic
resonance（MR）imaging. Methods MVECs prepared from
rat cerebral cortex were transplanted into ET�1�induced de-
myelinating lesion in the internal capsule（IC）of rat brains.
Cell densities of OPCs, OLCs, immature oligodendrocytes

（OLs）and mature OLs, apoptotic deaths of OPCs, and prolif-
erative state of OLCs in and around the ET�1�induced le-
sions in IC of MVEC�transplanted animals were analyzed.
The effect of CM from MVEC cultures on OPCs was ana-
lysed by counting pyknotic nuclei in OPC cultures. MR imag-
ing was used to examine the changes in ischemic white mat-
ter lesions. Results MVEC transplantation reduced apoptotic
death of OPCs and increased the number of OPCs and imma-
ture OLs in and around the ischemic lesion in the IC without
increasing their proliferation. All these effects were inde-
pendent of increased angiogenesis or blood flow. Conclusions
Presence of MVECs per se has a beneficial effect on ischemic
white matter damage in vivo. Further study of the molecular
mechanisms by which MVECs inhibit apoptotic death of
OPCs may lead to the establishment of a therapeutic strat-
egy against ischemic demyelinating diseases.

2P-31 Effect of exosomes derived from vascular
endothelial cells on OPC survival, prolif-
eration and motility

○Masashi Kurachi1（倉知 正），Masahiko Mikuni2（三國
雅彦），Yasuki Ishizaki1（石崎 泰樹）
1Mol. Cell. Neurobiol., Gunma Univ. Grad. Sch. of Med.（群大
院・医・分子細胞生物学），2Psychiat. Neurosci., Gunma Univ.
Grad. Sch. of Med.（群大院・医・神経精神医学）

We examined the effect of brain microvascular endothelial
cell（MVEC）transplantation on rat white matter infarction,
and found that MVEC transplantation promoted remyelina-
tion of demyelinated axons in the infarct region. To help clar-
ify the molecular mechanism of this phenomenon, we exam-
ined in vitro the effect of exosomes derived from MVECs and
other cells on oligodendrocyte precursor cells（OPCs）. We
isolated OPCs from postnatal day 0�2 rat cerebral cortices by
the immunopanning method, and cultured them in serum�
free medium containing PDGF as a mitogen for several days.
MVECs were prepared from adult rat cerebral cortices, and
cultured in endothelial cell growth medium. Human umbilical
vein（HUVECs）and aortic（HAECs）endothelial cells, immor-
talized mouse cerebral endothelial cell line（BEND3）and rat
fibroblast�like cell line（Rat�1）cells were also used. We pre-
pared exosomes from conditioned medium of each culture,
using exosome precipitation solution. After 2 days in culture,
there were significantly less number of pyknotic OPCs in the
presence of exosomes derived from MVECs, HUVECs and
HAECs when compared to control. A larger number of
BrdU�positive OPCs were seen in the presence of exosomes
derived from endothelial cells（MVECs, HUVECs, HAECs
and BEND3）when compared to control. We also examined
the effect of exosomes on motility of OPCs. OPCs migrated
longer in the presence of exosomes derived from endothelial
cells when compared to control. These results suggest that
exosomes derived from endothelial cells promote survival,
proliferation and migration of OPCs. Identification of mole-
cules contained in the exosomes derived from endothelial
cells may be useful for establishment of the therapeutic strat-
egy against demyelinating diseases.



2P-32 Microglia�dependent neurodegeneration in
demyelinating mouse model

○Takeshi Shimizu1,2（清水 健史），Ron Smits3（スミッツロ
ン），Kazuhiro Ikenaka1,2（池中 一裕）
1Natl. Inst. for Physiol. Sci.（NIPS）, Div. of Neurobiol. and Bio-
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DAI（The Graduate University for Advanced Studies）（総研
大 生理科学），3Dep. of Gastroenterology and Hepatology,
Erasmus MC University（エラスマスMC大学）

Oligodendrocytes are glial cells that myelinate neuronal ax-
ons in the central nervous system. Neural network is dis-
rupted when demyelinating diseases occur, such as multiple
sclerosis. In the Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyeli-
tis（EAE）demyelinating mouse model, microglia respond to
EAE�induced inflammation and produce various cytokines
including IL�1β. Since expression of non�canonical Wnt sig-
naling components in the EAE spinal neurons was observed
beside cytotoxic M1 microglia, we postulate the interplay of
the activated microglia and non�canonical Wnt pathway in
the surrounding EAE spinal neurons. Application of recombi-
nant IL�1β to cultured spinal neurons or co�culture of micro-
glia up�regulated non�canonical Wnt signaling components.
While neuronal degeneration was observed in the spinal cord
of demyelinating EAE mice, IL�1β or activated microglia in-
duced neuronal cell death via Ror2�c�Jun N�terminal kinase

（JNK）pathway. The expression of non�canonical Wnt signal-
ing components was significantly increased in the spinal cord
of EAE mice. In vivo analysis of Wnt5a transgenic mice mat-
ing with a chronic demyelinating mouse model indicates that
non�canonical Wnt signaling aggravates the demyelinating
pathology through neurodegeneration. Activated microglia
and Wnt�Ror2�JNK axis may provide a possible candidate
target for therapeutic approaches to demyelinating disor-
ders.

2P-33 Mitochondrial fission and elongation in mi-
croglia induced by activation with LPS

○Mitsuhiko Katoh1（加藤 光彦），Wu Bao1（呉 宝），Bang
Huy Nguyen1，Thai Truc Quynh1，Takashi Sakoh1（酒匂
崇史），Yurika Saitoh1（齊藤百合花），Sei Saitoh1（齊藤 成），
Youichi Shinozaki2（篠崎 陽一），Schuichi Koizumi2（小泉
修一），Nobuhiko Ohno1（大野 伸彦）
1Departments of Anatomy and Molecular Histology, Interdis-
ciplinary Graduate School of Medicine and Engineering, Uni-
versity of Yamanashi（山梨大学大学院医学工学総合研究部解
剖学講座分子組織学教室），2Departments of Neuropharma-
cology, Interdisciplinary Graduate School of Medicine and
Engineering, University of Yamanashi（山梨大学医学部大学
院医学工学総合研究部薬理学講座）

Macrophage�microglia activation is important for patho-
physiology of central nervous system disorders including de-
myelinating diseases. Although mitochondrial biogenesis and
metabolism modulate behavior of activated monocytes and
peripheral macrophages, mitochondrial changes in activated
microglia are largely unknown. In this study, we investigated
mitochondrial morphology in lipopolysaccharide（LPS）�in-
duced activation of primary microglia culture. Mixed glial
cultures were prepared from neonatal C57BL�6 mice, and
microglia were purified following 7�10 days of maintenance.
The cultured microglia were activated by 1 μg�mL LPS with
or without treatment with 1 mM N�acetyl�L�cysteine

（NAC）, an antioxidant, and morphology of microglia and
their mitochondria as well as phosphorylation state of mito-
chondrial fission protein, Drp1, were examined after fixation
and immunostaining. Immunostaining for a microglial
marker, Iba1, revealed that the culture contained ＞95％ of
microglia, and LPS stimulation induced typical changes of mi-
croglial morphology during the first few hours. Immunofluo-
rescence of multiple mitochondria markers, including TOM
20, COX I, COX Va and VDAC1, showed that microglial mito-
chondria after 1�3 hours of stimulation were significantly
shorter compared with those under vehicle treatment and
also those after 6�12 hours of stimulation. Consistently, the
measurements of immunofluorescence intensity showed that
phosphorylation of Drp1 at Ser 616, which induces Drp1 acti-
vation, was increased during the first few hours after stimu-
lation. The decrease of mitochondrial length during the first
few hours of stimulation was partially inhibited by treatment
with NAC. These results indicate that mitochondrial fission
and subsequent elongation are induced by stimulation with
LPS, and at least partially mediated by phosphorylation of
Drp1 at Ser616 and production of reactive oxygen species.



2P-34 Cell�cell interactions via CD47�SIRPα sig-
nal regulate microglial activation
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Signal regulatory protein α（SIRPα）, an immunoglobulin su-
perfamily（IgSF）membrane protein, mediates cell�cell com-
munication signal by interacting with CD47, another IgSF
membrane protein. SIRPα is predominantly expressed in
dendritic cells（DCs）or macrophages in the immune system,
while both SIRPα and CD47 are predominantly expressed in
neurons of the brain. In the central nervous system（CNS）,
SIRPα is also expressed in microglia, while the functional sig-
nificance of the CD47�SIRPα signal in regulation of microglial
cell functions remains unclear. We found that whole�body
knockout（KO）of SIRPα resulted in an increase in the num-
ber of cells that expressed CD11c, a cell marker of DCs, in
the brain and spinal cord. These CD11c�positive cells were
thought to be a subpopulation of brain�resident microglia, be-
cause they expressed microglial marker proteins, CD11b and
Iba�1. These CD11c�positive microglia were predominantly
found in white matter regions, such as corpus callosum, ante-
rior commissure and fimbria. The number of the CD11c�posi-
tive microglia was also increased in the brain of CD47 KO
mice, suggesting that the increase of CD11c�positive micro-
glia was due to the lack of cell�cell interactions between CD
47 and SIRPα. Subsequently, to evaluate inflammatory re-
sponses to lipopolysaccharide（LPS）in SIRPα KO mice, gene
expression changes of proinflammatory cytokines were
measured after 3hr and 24hr after LPS treatment in the
brain and spinal cord. In SIRPα KO mice, LPS treatment in-
duced elevated gene expression of proinflammatory cytoki-
nes, such as IL�1β and TNFα, compared with WT mice.
These data demonstrate that deletion of CD47�SIRPα signal
turns off the inhibitory control of microglial activity, leading
to phenotypes such as an appearance of CD11c�positive mi-
croglia and hyper�responses to LPS in the CNS.

2P-35 Activation of mitochondrial transient recep-
tor potential vanilloid 1 channel contributes
to microglial migration.

○Hisashi Shirakawa1（白川 久志），Takahito Miyake1（三
宅 崇仁），Takayuki Nakagawa1,2（中川 貴之），Shuji
Kaneko1（金子 周司）
1Dept. Mol. Pharmacol., Grad. Sch. Pharm. Sci., Kyoto Univ.

（京都大院・薬・生体機能解析），2Dept. Clin. Pharmacol.
Ther., Kyoto Univ. Hosp.（京大病院・薬剤部）

Microglia, the resident immune cells in the brain, survey the
environment of the healthy brain. Microglial migration is es-
sential for many physiological and pathophysiological proc-
esses. Although microglia express some members of the
transient receptor potential（TRP）channel family, there is lit-
tle knowledge regarding the physiological roles of TRP chan-
nels in microglia. Here, we explored the role of TRP vanilloid
1（TRPV1）, a channel opened by capsaicin, heat, protons, and
endovanilloids, in microglia. We found that application of cap-
saicin induced concentration�dependent migration in micro-
glia derived from wild�type mice but not in those derived
from TRPV1 knock�out（TRPV1�KO）mice. Capsaicin�in-
duced microglial migration was significantly inhibited by co�
application of the TRPV1 blocker SB366791 and the
Ca2＋ chelator BAPTA�AM. Using RT�PCR and immunocy-
tochemistry, we validated that TRPV1 was expressed in mi-
croglia. Electrophysiological recording, intracellular Ca2＋ im-
aging and immunocytochemistry indicated that TRPV1 was
localized primarily in intracellular organelles. Treatment
with capsaicin induced an increase in intramitochondrial
Ca2＋ concentrations and mitochondrial depolarization. Fur-
thermore, microglia derived from TRPV1�KO mice showed
delayed Ca2＋ efflux compared with microglia derived from
wild�type mice. Capsaicin�induced microglial migration was
inhibited by membrane�permeable antioxidants and MAPK
inhibitors, suggesting that mitochondrial TRPV1 activation
induced Ca2＋

�dependent production of ROS followed by
MAPK activation, which correlated with an augmented mi-
gration of microglia. Moreover, a mixture of three endovanil-
loids augmented microglial migration via TRPV1 activation.
Together, these results indicate that mitochondrial TRPV1
plays an important role in inducing microglial migration.



2P-36 Neuroprotective function of microglia

○Yuki Fujita（藤田 幸），Toshihide Yamashita（山下 俊
英）
Dept. of Mol. Neurosci., Grad. Sch. of Med., Osaka Univ.（大阪
大院・医・分子神経科学）

Microglia are the resident macrophages in the central nerv-
ous system（CNS）. It is known that microglia are involved in
the surveillance of the CNS under the physiological condi-
tions, and are required for the construction of neural cir-
cuitry during development. We previously reported the neu-
roprotective behavior of microglia in the developing brain.
We found that microglia accumulated along subcerebral pro-
jecting axon, and their levels peaked at postnatal day 3 to 7.
Inactivation or ablation of microglia increased apoptosis in
layer V subcerebral and callosal projection neurons. Further,
CX3CR1 is required for the survival effect of microglia. We
tested candidate factors derived from microglia, and identi-
fied that microglia�derived insulin�like growth factor 1（IGF
1）supports the neuronal survival. Thus, we demonstrated
the mechanism of a trophic role of microglia in the develop-
ing brain. However the mechanism of neuron�microglia in-
teraction during a specific period remains unclear. Although
it is well established that Fractalkine（CX3CL1）�CX3CR1
signaling is involved in neuron�microglia interaction, the
number of microglia did not decrease in the brain of Cx3cr1�
deficient mice. This suggests that Fractalkine�CX3CR1 sig-
naling is not required for the migration of microglia. We ex-
amined whether microglia distribute along postnatal axons
depending on the axon�derived factor, and what factor at-
tracts microglia to the axon.

2P-37 Functional analysis of protein arginine N�
methyltransferase 8（PRMT8）in activated
microglia that are induced by spinal cord
injury.

○Yasutake Mori1（森 泰丈），Yoshihisa Koyama1（小山
佳久），Tokuichi Iguchi1（猪口 徳一），Shingo Miyata2（宮田
信吾），Masaya Tohyama2（遠山 正彌），Makoto Sato1（佐藤
真）
1Dept. of Anat. and Neurosci., Grad. Sch. of Med., Osaka Univ.,

（大阪大院・医・神経機能形態），2Div. of Mol. Brain Sci., Res.
Inst. of Trad. Asian Med., Kinki Univ.（近大・東洋医学研究
所・分子脳科学）

Dendritic transport of αCaMKII mRNA is mediated by rec-
ognition of the cis�acting element located on its 3´�untrans-
lated region（3´�UTR）by putative trans�acting factor（s）.
To identify the factor（s）that directly bind to αCaMKII 3´�
UTR and enable the dendritic translocation of αCaMKII
mRNA, we affinity�purified proteins that bound to the 15
segments of αCaMKII 3´�UTR immobilized on streptomy-
cin Sepharose through a Strepto�tag RNA aptamer. A list of
proteins, including RNA�binding proteins（RBPs）, were iden-
tified with MALDI�TOF mass analyses. Among the detected
proteins, hnRNP K, a multifunctional RBP, was rich in quan-
tity in the purified fractions from the restricted fragments of
the 3´�UTR, suggesting that it binds to the 3´�UTR in a
sequence�specific manner. As expected, hnRNP K knock-
down of rat primary culture neurons exhibited a significant
reduction of localized αCaMKII mRNA signals in the den-
drites, demonstrating an involvement of hnRNP K in the
mRNA transport. In this study, we further analyzed the se-
lective activities on the mRNA transport by two hnRNP K
variants with different last exons, Ka and Kb, because
merely anti�Kb immunoprecipitated αCaMKII mRNA, but
not anti�Ka. Accordingly, impaired dendritic localization of
αCaMKII mRNA induced by hnRNP K knockdown was res-
cued by Kb variant, but not by Ka. To address what makes
the differences in binding competence between the variants,
we focused on their methylated states on arginine residues.
As a result, Kb turned out to be a major methylated target
by the enzyme, protein arginine N�methyltransferase

（PRMT1）, in the neurons. PRMT1 knockdown also impaired
the dendritic distribution of αCaMKII mRNA, just as being
observed in the hnRNP K knockdown. Since the mRNA delo-
calization induced by PRMT1 knockdown was recovered by
protein transduction of in vitro methylated recombinant Kb
protein fused with cell penetrating peptide, it is likely that
the Kb�specific methylation is a vital event for transport of
αCaMKII mRNA.



2P-38 Acidic pH inhibits interleukin�1β produc-
tion by down�regulation of mitogen�acti-
vated protein kinase activity through the
TDAG8�protein kinase A pathway in
mouse microglia

○Koichi Sato（佐藤 幸市），Ye Jin（金 曄），Ayaka Tobo
（当房 文香），Masayuki Tobo（当房 雅之），Cihiro Mogi
（茂木 千尋），Fumikazu Okajima（岡島 史和）
Lab. of Signal Transduct., IMCR, Gunma Univ.（群馬大・生調
研・シグナル伝達）

Objective：OGR1 family G�protein coupled receptors
（GPCRs）, including OGR1, GPR4, G2A, and TDAG8, sense
extracellular protons, resulting in the stimulation of intracel-
lular signaling pathways（Okajima F.（2013）Cell. Signal., 25,
2263�2271）. It is known that proinflammatory cytokines,
such as interleukin�1β（IL�1β）, are released from activated
microglia and involved in neurodegeneration of acute and
chronic brain disorders, such as stroke and Alzheimer dis-
ease. Extracellular acidification in brain（pH＝～6.5）has been
observed in ischemia and neurodegenerative disorders, in
which lactate and by�products of glycolysis are accumulated
in association with impairment of mitochondrial function.
Acidic pH is also shown to regulate microglia functions；
however, the mechanism underlying acidic pH�induced ac-
tions remains unknown. Here, we examined whether extra-
cellular acidic pH regulates IL�1β production, especially fo-
cusing on TDAG8 in mouse microglia. Results：（1）Extracel-
lular acidification inhibited lipopolysaccaride（LPS）�induced
IL�1β production, which was associated with the inhibition of
IL�1β cytoplasmic precursor and mRNA expression.（2）The
IL�1β mRNA and protein responses were significantly,
though not completely, attenuated in microglia derived from
TDAG8�deficient mice compared with those from wild�type
mice.（3）The acidic pH also stimulated cellular cAMP accu-
mulation, which was completely inhibited by TDAG8 defi-
ciency.（4）Forskolin and a cAMP derivative, which specifi-
cally stimulates protein kinase A（PKA）, mimicked the pro-
ton actions, and PKA inhibitors reversed the acidic pH�in-
duced IL�1β mRNA expression.（5）The acidic pH�induced
inhibitory IL�1β responses were accompanied by the inhibi-
tion of extracellular signal�related kinase（ERK）and c�Jun
N�terminal kinase（JNK）activities.（6）The inhibitory en-
zyme activities in response to acidic pH were reversed by
the PKA inhibitor and TDAG8 deficiency. Conclusion：Ex-
tracellular acidic pH inhibits LPS�induced IL�1β production,
at least partly, through the TDAG8�cAMP�PKA pathway,
by inhibiting ERK and JNK activities, in mouse microglia.
TDAG8 may be a potential target of neurodegenerative dis-
orders.



2P-39 SOLOIST, a novel isoform of SRF coacti-
vator MKL2 that is enriched in neurons and
negatively regulates dendritic complexity
of cortical neurons

○Takuro Tanaka1（田中 拓郎），Yuta Ishibashi1（石橋 悠
太），Shizuku Shoji1（庄司しずく），Yukimi Kubo1（久保友喜
美），Tomoyuki Hakamata1（袴田 知之），Hiroyuki Saka-
gami2（阪上 洋行），Mamoru Fukuchi1（福地 守），Masaaki
Tsuda1（津田 正明），Akiko Tabuchi1（田渕 明子）
1Lab. of Mol. Neurobio., Grad. Sch. of Med. & Pharm. Sci.,
Univ. of Toyama（富山大院・医薬・分子神経生物），2 Dept.
Anat., Sch. of Med., Kitasato. Univ.（北里大学・医・解剖学）

The accurate construction of neural network via neuronal
plasticity, the morphological and functional change of neu-
rons, are important for the acquisition of higher brain func-
tion such as memory, learning, recognition and emotion. It is
thought that the rearrangement of cytoskeleton and the ex-
pression of genes related to cytoskeleton are deeply involved
in neuronal plasticity.
Recently, MKL（megakaryoblastic leukemia）family members
have been paid attention as molecules which are involved in
neuronal morphology. MKL1 and MKL2 are SRF（serum re-
sponse factor）coactivators with G�actin binding domains.
Our previous studies revealed that MKL1 and MKL2 are
highly expressed in the brain and regulates dendritic mor-
phology and SRF�mediated gene expression.
In this study, we identified and characterized a novel MKL2
isoform named SOLOIST（spliced neuronal long isoform of
SRF transcriptional coactivator）. Our findings have shown
that SOLOIST is highly expressed in the brain and is en-
riched in neurons. The expression of SOLOIST increased
during brain development. SOLOIST regulated the SRF�me-
diated transcription. Additionally, overexpression of SOLO-
IST in cultured cortical neurons decreased dendritic com-
plexity, whereas MKL2 isoform 1 increased. Taken together,
the roles of SOLOIST in neurons seems different from other
MKL2 isoforms. Interestingly, our preliminary data has
shown that the influence of SOLOIST on endogenous SRF�
target genes may be different from those of other MKL2 iso-
forms. It would be interesting if SOLOIST�target gene ex-
pression is involved in the opposite roles between SOLOIST
and other isoforms in dendritic complexity.

2P-40 MAPK�mediated phosphorylation of NPAS
4 regulates memory formation by modulat-
ing its interaction with CBP

○Yasuhiro Funahashi1（船橋 靖広），Anthony Ariza1（アリ
ザアンソニー），Shan Wei2（ウェイシャン），Keisuke Kuroda1
（黒田 啓介），Shinichi Nakamuta1（中牟田信一），Taku Na-
gai2（永井 拓），Kozo Kaibuchi1（貝淵 弘三）
1Department of Cell Pharmacology, Nagoya University
Graduate School of Medicine（名古屋大院・医・神経情報薬
理），2Department of Neuropsychopharmacology and Hospital
Pharmacy, Nagoya University Graduate School of Medicine.

（名古屋大院・医・医療薬学・附属病院薬剤部）

Dopamine（DA）is involved in emotional learning, perception,
and memory formation. DA activates cAMP�Protein kinase
A（PKA）�signaling pathway acting through D1 receptor and
then activates Mitogen�Activated Protein Kinase（MAPK）in
striatal medium spiny neurons（MSNs）and plays a pivotal
role in regulating gene expression. However, how DA signal-
ing regulates gene expression through the phosphorylation
of transcriptional factors（TFs）is not fully understood. The
cAMP response element�binding protein（CREB）�binding
protein（CBP）is a critical for neuronal plasticity and memory
formation and is believed to participate in the activities of
hundreds of different TFs. The interactions of CBP with TFs
are regulated by phosphorylation. To isolate the transcrip-
tional factor regulated by phosphorylation downstream of
DA, we performed proteomic analyses of CBP�interacting
proteins and identified Neuronal Per Arnt Sim domain pro-
tein 4（NPAS4）, as a novel CBP�interacting protein. NPAS4,
a brain�specific basic helix�loop�helix transcription factor,
regulates the expression of several genes that are important
for synaptic plasticity and plays an important role in synapse
formation and memory formation. We found that NPAS4
strongly interacted with the kinase�inducible domain inter-
acting（KIX）domain of CBP, weakly Histone acetyltrans-
ferases（HAT）domain. NPAS4 was phosphorylated at Thr�
427 by MAPK in vivo and the phosphorylation of NPAS4 in-
creased the interaction of NPAS4 with CBP. Furthermore,
the phosphomimic mutant of NPAS4 enhanced the exon I
and IV�BDNF promoter activity. These results imply that
MAPK phosphorylates NPAS4 at Thr�427 and increases its
binding with CBP, thereby regulating BDNF expression and
memory formation.



2P-41 Effects of Oxytocin on the respiratory cir-
cuit in isolated brainstem�spinal cord
preparation from neonatal rat.

○Akiko Arata（荒田 晶子），Ayae Nishiyama（西山 紋
恵），Mari Ito（伊藤 真理）
Division of Physiome, Department of Physiology, Hyogo Col-
lege of Medicine（兵庫医大・生理・生体機能）

Oxytocin is well known as a hormone affecting uterine con-
traction and inducing lactation. Moreover, oxytocin plays a
key role as a neurotransmitter affecting an autism. Previous
report showed that oxytocin�containing neurons of the hypo-
thalamic paraventricular nucleus project to the rostral ven-
trolateral medulla region（RVL）and phrenic motoneurons in-
nervating the diaphragm. And oxytocin�containing neurons
in the PVN is mediating increased respiratory output elicited
by PVN stimulation. However, oxytocin in the neonatal
breathing were not so well understood. We examined oxyto-
cin regulate respiratory activity using brainstem�spinal cord
preparation of the neonatal rats. The brainstem and spinal
cord were isolated from postnatal day 0 to 4（P0�P4）with
deep isoflurane anesthesia. The respiratory rate and spinal
tonic activity were significant increased by application of 10
μM oxytocin in P0�2. After P3, oxytocin was not significant
increased the respiratory rate and spinal tonic activity. The
respiratory facilitation and spinal tonic activity were inhib-
ited by oxytocin receptor antagonist. Furthermore, respira-
tory facilitation and spinal tonic activity induced by oxytocin
were abolished by APV（NMDA receptor antagonist）. On
the other hand, respiratory increase was depressed by treat-
ment of CNQX（non�NMDA receptor antagonist）but CNQX
was not inhibited spinal tonic activity. These results sug-
gested that 1）the respiratory facilitation and spinal tonic ac-
tivity by oxytocin were seen in early neonatal stage；2）oxy-
tocin excited respiratory rhythm via non�NMDA receptors
and excited spinal tonic activity via NMDA receptor. Oxyto-
cin may play a crucial role in assisting spontaneous breathing
after birth.

2P-42 The role of ventrolateral striatal dopamine
receptor type 2 expressing medium spiny
neurons in motivation

○Iku Tsutsui�Kimura1,2（木村 生），Fumiya Izumiseki1（泉
関芙美也），F. Kenji Tanaka1（田中 謙二）
1Department of Neuropsychiatry, Keio University School of
Medicine（慶應義塾大学医学部精神・神経科学教室），2JSPS
Research Fellow（日本学術振興会特別研究員RPD）

The ventral striatum is known as a key node mediating moti-
vational processes. However, cell�based further understand-
ing of ventral striatal function was not easy because re-
searchers had to address the effects by cell location（medial
vs lateral subregion）and cell type（dopamine receptor type
1 vs type2（D2）expressing medium spiny neurons（MSNs））,
separately. Here, we combined an expansive yet reversible
loss�of�function with day�by�day instrumental task in order
to search the responsible region of mediating motivation and
examine how specific cells at the confined region modulate
instrumental motivation. Our main findings are：
1）Bilateral loss�of�function of striatal D2�MSNs caused moti-
vation deficits.
2）Loss�of�function of 17％ of D2�MSNs within the ventro-
lateral striatum（VLS）was sufficient to decrease motivation.
3）Anatomical expansion of loss�of�function manipulation ex-
acerbated motivation deficits.
4）Rescue�of�function ameliorated motiovation deficits.
Our data demonstrate that the D2�MSNs in the VLS are es-
sential for maintaining motivation.



2P-43 How does the ventral hippocampus re-
spond to optogenetic activation of the ra-
phe nucleus?

○Keitaro Yoshida（吉田慶多朗），Norio Takata（高田 則
雄），Masaru Mimura（三村 將），Kenji F Tanaka（田中 謙
二）
Dept. Neuropsychiatry, School of Medicine, Keio University

（慶應大院・医・精神神経）

Serotonin（5�hydroxytryptamine or 5�HT）is a neurotrans-
mitter involved in a wide range of brain functions such as
emotion, cognition, motor control, and autonomic function. 5�
HT containing axons distribute throughout the CNS and
originate from cells located in the raphe nucleus. The ventral
hippocampus（vHP）is one of target regions of 5�HT neurons
in the raphe nucleus and expresses 5�HT receptors（Htrs）in-
cluding Htr1a, 1b, 2a, 2c, 3a, 4, 5a, and 7. The vHP is involved
in emotional responses, i.e. anxiety；hippocampal theta activ-
ity increases in an anxiety provoking situation, like the open
arm of the elevated plus maze. However, it is unclear how 5�
HT neurons behave in an anxious situation and how 5�HT
neuron activation modulates vHP activities. Here we ad-
dressed the latter question by optogenetics in vivo. We previ-
ously succeeded in generating transgenic mice that ex-
pressed a step�function�type channelrhodopsin�2 variant
ChR2（C128S）in 5�HT neurons. To clarify the effect of the
optogenetic serotonergic manipulation on vHP activities, we
recorded local field potential（LFP）in the vHP under
urethane anesthesia. Our preliminary results showed that
the optogenetic activation of 5�HT neurons decreased theta
power in the vHP.

2P-44 Neonatal isolation augments social domi-
nance by altering actin dynamics in the
medial prefrontal cortex

○Hirobumi Tada（多田 敬典），Takuya Takahashi（高橋
琢哉）
Department of Physiology, Yokohama City University
Graduate School of Medicine（横浜市立大学医学部生理学教
室）

Social maltreatment early in life can lead to the development
of impaired interpersonal relationships and profound social
disorders. However, the underlying cellular and molecular
mechanisms involved are largely unknown. Here, we found
that isolation of neonatal rats induced social dominance over
nonisolated control rats from the same litter in juveniles that
was glucocorticoid�dependent. Furthermore, neonatal isola-
tion inactivated the actin�depolymerizing factor（ADF）�
cofilin in the juvenile medial prefrontal cortex（mPFC）. Isola-
tion�induced inactivation of ADF�cofilin resulted in the de-
crease of glutamate synaptic AMPA（α�amino�3�hydroxy�
5�methyl�4�isoxazole propionic acid）receptor（AMPAR）con-
tents by the increase of stable actin fractions at dendritic
spines in the juvenile mPFC. The expression of constitutively
active ADF�cofilin in the mPFC rescued the effect of isola-
tion on social dominance. Thus, neonatal isolation trauma-
tizes spines in the mPFC by altering actin dynamics, leading
to abnormal social behavior later in life.



2P-45 A New Inhibitory Pathway Toward the
Mouse La via the mITC Revealed by VSD
Imaging

○Yoshinori Ide1,3（井出 吉紀），Tomomi Fujieda1,2（藤枝
智美），Noriko Koganezawa2（小金澤紀子），Tomoaki
Shirao2（白尾 智明），Yuko Sekino1,2（関野 祐子）
1Division of Pharmacology, National Institute of Health Sci-
ences（国立医薬品食品衛生研究所薬理部），2Department of
Neurobiology and Behavior, Gunma University Graduate
School of Medicine（群馬大学医学部医学系研究科神経薬理
学），3Pharmacological Evaluation Institute of Japan（一般社団
法人日本薬理評価機構）

It is well known that the lateral amygdala nucleus（La）re-
ceives and integrates sensory inputs from the cortex and the
thalamus to establish emotional memory. Inhibitory
GABAergic inputs in the La play very important roles in con-
trolling the strength of sensory inputs and interfering with
the acquisition of fear memory in the initial step. Thus, we
used voltage sensitive dye（VSD）imaging, and investigated
the spatial and temporal patterns of the inhibitory responses
in the mouse La. Direct stimulation of the external capsule

（EC）induced large and long�lasting hyperpolarizing signals
in the La. We focused on these hyperpolarizing signals to
identify the source of the inhibitory inputs. We prepared the
slice preparation with four patterns of surgical cuts on the
possible afferent pathways. The induction of the hyperpolari-
zation were strongly suppressed by isolating the medial
branch of EC（ECmed）, but not the lateral branch of EC

（EClat）. Interestingly, the hyperpolarization was not sup-
pressed by isolating the ECmed from the caudate putamen,
while the surgical cut of the ECmed fiber tract moderately
suppressed it. The hyperpolarizing signals could be com-
pletely suppressed in the presence of glutamatergic antago-
nists. Additionally, the early component（51�100ms）and slow
component（201�300ms）of the hyperpolarizing signals could
be largely suppressed by GABAA and GABAB antagonists,
respectively. When directly stimulating the dorsal, middle or
ventral part of ECmed fiber tract in the presence of glutama-
tergic antagonists, only the stimulation in the middle part of
the ECmed caused hyperpolarization.These results suggest
that the GABAergic neurons in the medial intercalated clus-
ter（mITC）, which receive glutamatergic excitatory inputs
via two pathways, one is from the ECmed fiber tract and the
other is from the La, send inhibitory afferents to the La. Here
we identify a new inhibitory pathway toward the La via the
mITC. This new pathway might have inhibitory effects on
the acquisition of fear memory.

2P-46 γ�Aminobutyric acid in anterior cingulate
cortex predicts intra�cingulum functional
connectivity in human：A magnetic reso-
nance imaging study

○Kazuyuki Fujihara1（藤原 和之），Kosuke Narita1（成田
耕介），Yusuke Suzuki1（鈴木 雄介），Masato Kasagi1（笠木
真人），Tomokazu Motegi1（茂木 智和），Yuichi Takei1（武
井 雄一），Minami Tagawa1（田川みなみ），Koichi Ujita2（氏
田 浩一），Jamie Near3（ニアージェイミー），Masato
Fukuda1（福田 正人）
1Department of Psychiatry and Neuroscience, Graduate
School of Medicine, Gunma University（群馬大学大学院医学
系研究科神経精神医学），2Department of Diagnostic Radiol-
ogy and Nuclear Medicine, Gunma University Graduate
School of Medicine（群馬大学大学院医学系研究科放射線診断
核医学），3Douglas Mental Health University Institute and De-
partment of Psychiatry, McGill University（マギル大学ダグラ
ス精神保健大学研究所・精神科（カナダ））

γ�Aminobutyric acid（GABA）is the major inhibitory neuro-
transmitter in the central nervous system and has important
roles in synchronous neural activity. Recent studies employ-
ing magnetic resonance spectroscopy（MRS）and functional
neuroimaging have revealed a relationship between regional
GABA concentration and brain activity in human without in-
vasive experiment. Two studies have demonstrated that
GABA concentration in posterior cingulate cortex negatively
correlated with functional connectivity within default mode
network in healthy subjects. On the other hand, a relation-
ship between functional connectivity at rest and GABA con-
centration in anterior cingulate cortex（ACC）remains un-
clear. In this study, we performed MRS using MEGA�PRESS
sequence to determine GABA concentration in perigenual
ACC（pgACC）and resting�state functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging（fMRI）to measure intrinsic neuronal activity
for 25 healthy subjects. Data processing and statistical analy-
sis were performed by SPM8, REST and R software. SPM
analysis showed that the GABA�creatine（Cr）ratio is posi-
tively associated with the strength of functional connectivity
between pgACC and posterior midcingulate cortex（pMCC）

［p＜0.001, small volume correction for whole cingulate cor-
tex, MNI coordinate；x＝�3, y＝�6, z＝32］. We extracted the
values of functional connectivity from the significant cluster
in pMCC, then carried out post hoc correlation analysis. The
analysis confirmed positive correlation between GABA�Cr
and pgACC�pMCC connectivity［r＝0.76, p＜0.001］. In addi-
tion, the GABA�Cr in the pgACC is positively correlated
with the amplitude of fMRI signal fluctuation. These findings
suggest that GABA has an important role in intra�cingulum
connectivity and local neuronal activity at resting state.



2P-47 Translational regulation by the neuronal
RNA binding protein Elavl2 in the brain

○Takafumi Ohtsuka1（大塚 貴文），Masato Yano2（矢野
真人），Ikuko Koya1（古家 育子），Satoe Banno1（坂野 聡
重），Shinsuke Shibata1（芝田 晋介），Hideyuki Okano1（岡野
栄之）
1Department of physiology, Keio university school of medi-
cine（慶應義塾大学医学部生理学教室），2Department of 2nd
Anatomy, Niigata university（新潟大学医学部解剖学第二教室）

Neuronal Elavls（nElavl）are the first defined neuron specific
RNA binding protein（RNABP）, implicated in the nervous
system development, making spatialmemory or RNA regula-
tion in drug induced seizure brain. However, their roles have
not fully been elucidated, in part due to their in vivo handful
targets and redundancy. Here we focused on a specific mem-
ber of nElavls, Elavl2, which mRNA is expressed in the earli-
est stage in developing cortical neuronsamong other nElavls.
Our histological analysis by Elavl2 specific antibody revealed
that Elavl2 protein showed unique expression patterns in the
adult mouse brain, especially inhibitory neuron in hippocam-
pus compared with othernElavls. To understand a compre-
hensive role of Elavl2, we generated genome�wide Elavl2�
RNA binding map on the mouse embryonic brain by using
HITS�CLIP,High�throughput sequencing of RNA isolated by
crosslinking immunoprecipitation methods. We are now vali-
dating Elavl2 specific RNA targets with Elavl2 knock�out
mouse and this genome�wide Elavl2�RNA binding map, bio-
logical functions of Elavl2 by Gene Ontology and in vivo Elavl
2 binding motif by CIMS（Crosslinking induced mutation site）
analysis, detecting the in vivo Elavl2 binding motif in single
nucleotide resolution. In addition, we are also analyzing the
mechanisms of Elavl2 function in the brain, especially transla-
tional control of target mRNAs with Ribosome profiling
analysis. Ribosome profile using Elavl2 KO mice revealed
specific RNA targets of Elavl2 in the brain.Lastly, we will dis-
cuss how Elavl2�RNA targets link to brain complexity us-
ingthese our two layered in vivo foot printing analysis.

2P-48 Overactivation of the VPAC2 receptor dur-
ing postnatal brain maturation induces
changes in synaptic proteins and selective
alterations in prepulse inhibition in mice

○Yukio Ago1,2（吾郷由希夫），Atsuko Hayata1,3（早田 敦
子），Takuya Kawanai1（河内 琢也），Hitoshi Hashimoto1,3
（橋本 均），James Waschek2（ワシェックジェームズ）

1Lab. of Mol. Neuropharmacol., Grad. Sch. of Pharm. Sci.,
Osaka Univ.（大阪大院・薬・神経薬理），2The Semel Inst. and
Dept. of Psychiatry, Univ. of California, Los Angeles（カリ
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（大阪大院・5大学連合小児発達）

Clinical studies have shown that microduplications at 7q36.3,
containing VIPR2 , confer significant risk for schizophrenia.
VIPR2 gene encodes the VPAC2 receptor for VIP（vasoac-
tive intestinal peptide）and PACAP（pituitary adenylate cyc-
lase�activating polypeptide）. Lymphocytes from patients
with these mutations exhibited higher VIPR2 gene expres-
sion and VIP responsiveness, but mechanisms by which
overactive VPAC2 signaling may lead to these psychiatric
disorders are unknown. Here we aimed to determine in a C57
BL�6 mouse model if the VIPR2�linkage to mental health
disorders might be due to overactive VPAC2 receptor signal-
ing during postnatal brain maturation by daily administra-
tion of the highly�selective VPAC2 receptor agonist Ro 25�
1553 from postnatal day 1（P1）to P14. Western blot analyses
on P21 revealed significant reductions of synaptophysin and
postsynaptic density protein 95 in the prefrontal cortex, but
not in the hippocampus, in Ro 25�1553�treated mice. The
same postnatally�restricted treatment resulted in a disrup-
tion in prepulse inhibition of the acoustic startle in adult mice.
No effects were observed in locomotor activity, sociability in
the three�chamber social interaction test, or fear condition-
ing or extinction. In addition, Ro 25�1553 and VIP, but not
PACAP, caused reductions in total numbers and length of
neuronal dendrites and length of axon in mouse primary cor-
tical neurons. These results suggest that overactivation of
the VPAC2 receptor in the postnatal mouse results in a re-
duction in synaptic proteins in the prefrontal cortex and se-
lective alterations in prepulse inhibition. These findings im-
ply that the VIPR2�linkage to mental health disorders may
be due in part to overactive VPAC2 receptor signaling dur-
ing a critical time of synaptic maturation.



2P-49 Microglial property changed in a maternal
immune activation animal model with rele-
vance to schizophrenia.
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Schizophrenia is a serious psychiatric disorder with a dis-
abled neurodevelopmental basis. Inflammatory and immu-
nological events interfering with brain development are dis-
cussed as one of causes of schizophrenia. In our analysis of
post�mortem brain, mRNA expression of PBR�TSPO, which
is known as microglial activation marker, increased in pa-
tients with schizophrenia. Based on this an aberrant neuro�
immune system and epidemiological study, maternal immune
activation（MIA）as a neurodevelopmental animal model with
high validity for schizophrenia has been developed. However
microglial property in MIA is unclarified well. The goal of
this study is to investigate whether microglia is activated,
and then microglial activation is a neurobiological correlate
to the altered behavior in the MIA model. In the present
study, MIA was induced in pregnant SD rats by injecting in-
traperitoneally 20 mg�kg poly I：C 2 times per a day at ges-
tational day 13. We examined the number and morphology of
microglia in prefrontal cortex（PFC）and hippocampus（HIP）
at 4 or 8 weeks old by immunohistochemical stain for Iba1.
And we checked mRNA expression of microglial activation
markers（IL6, CD68, CD86, IL1b, IL10）in PFC and HIP at 4
or 8 weeks old using real time qPCR. As a result, the cell
body of microglia at 8 weeks old in MIA model became big-
ger and their processes was thicker than control. Although
the number of microglia in PFC was not different from con-
trol in PFC. On the other hands, the mRNA expression of
PBR was upregulated in HIP in MIA at 8 weeks old. And
mRNA expression of CD86, which is known as M1 marker,
increased in PFC and HIP at 4 and 8 weeks old. These results
suggested that microglial property was changed in MIA
model and might support the hypothesis that MIA contrib-
utes to microglial activation in the offspring. We are examin-
ing whether microglial activation relate to abnormal behav-
ior in MIA.

2P-50 Activation of prefrontal dopamine system
by attention deficit�hyperactivity disorder
drugs improves prenatal valproic acid�in-
duced behavioral abnormalities in mice

○Yuta Hara1（原 雄大），Atsuki Taruta1（樽田 淳樹），
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桃子），Kosuke Higashino1（東野 功典），Hitoshi Hashi-
moto1,2（橋本 均），Toshio Matsuda3（松田 敏夫），Yukio
Ago1（吾郷由希夫），Kazuhiro Takuma2,4（田熊 一敞）
1Lab. Mol. Neuropharmacol., Grad. Sch. Pharmaceut. Sci.,
Osaka Univ.（大阪大学大学院薬学研究科神経薬理学分野），
2United Grad. Sch. Child Dev., Osaka Univ. Kanazawa Univ.
Hamamatsu Univ. Sch. Med. Chiba Univ. & Univ. Fukui（大阪
大学・金沢大学・浜松医科大学・千葉大学・福井大学連合小
児発達学研究科），3Lab. Med. Pharmacol., Grad. Sch. Pharma-
ceut. Sci., Osaka Univ.（大阪大学大学院薬学研究科薬物治療学
分野），4Dept. Pharmacol., Grad. Sch. Dent., Osaka Univ.（大阪
大学大学院歯学研究科薬理学教室）

Rodents prenatally exposed to valproic acid（VPA）are used
as animal models of autism spectrum disorder（ASD）. We
have also shown that male mice prenatally exposed to VPA
at embryonic day 12.5 display ASD�like behavioral abnor-
malities such as social interaction deficits and recognition
memory impairment at 8weeks old. More recently, we have
demonstrated that the prenatal VPA exposure causes hypo-
function of prefrontal dopamine（DA）system in male mice.
The finding implies that hypofunction of prefrontal DA sys-
tem is associated with behavioral abnormalities observed in
the prenatal VPA�exposed mice and activation of prefrontal
DA system may result in treatment of the abnormal behav-
iors. We have found that the attention deficit�hyperactivity
disorder（ADHD）drugs methylphenidate（MPH）and atomox-
etine（ATX）enhance prefrontal noradrenaline（NA）and
DA functions in mice. Thus, the present study examined the
effects of ADHD drugs on abnormal behaviors in VPA�
treated mice. Chronic, but not acute, treatment with MPH or
ATX for two weeks improved social interaction deficits and
recognition memory impairment. These drugs also improved
the decrements in dendritic spine density in the hippocam-
pus, prefrontal and somatosensory cortices. Furthermore,
the improvement of behavioral abnormalities by ATX was
blocked by the DA�D1 receptor antagonist SCH39166 or the
DA�D2 receptor antagonist raclopride, but not by the α2�

adrenergic receptor antagonist idazoxan. These results sug-
gest that ADHD drugs improve VPA�induced abnormal be-
haviors via activation of DA�D1 or DA�D2 receptors. Fur-
thermore, the finding supports that hypofunction of the pre-
frontal DA system is associated with behavioral abnormali-
ties in VPA mice.



2P-51 Analysis for Mechanism of Autism spec-
trum disorder via serotonin transporter dys-
function
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元揮），Sarina Han1（韓 薩日娜），Hideo Matsuzaki3（松崎
秀夫），Taiichi Katayama1（片山 泰一）
1Molecular Brain Science, United Graduate School of Child
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Autism Spectrum Disorder（ASD）is a pervasive develop-
ment disorder characterized by（1）severe and sustained im-
pairment of social interaction and communication, and（2）re-
stricted or stereotyped patterns of behavior and interest.
Since this disorder is thought to be a risk of secondary psy-
chiatric disorders such as depression, the mechanism of ASD
is being researched all over the world.Changes in serotonin
transporter（SERT）function and expression have been impli-
cated in autism. Our colleagues recently reported decreased
SERT levels throughout the brains of autistic individuals
compared with controls by using PET. Then we screened
the SERT interacting proteins which may affect the function
of SERT by IP�MS methods. To narrow down the candi-
dates, we measured their mRNA expression levels in lym-
phoblast cells of autistic and control individuals by real�time
RT PCR and Factor X showed significant increase in the
autistic individuals（P＜0.05）. These data suggest the involve-
ment of Factor X in autism via the SERT dysfunction. In this
presentation, we show the results of Factor X related to
SERT function.

2P-52 Effects of prenatal exposure to a sigma�1
receptor antagonist on behavior and neuro-
nal morphology in rat offspring

○Toshifumi Yamamoto1,2（山本 敏文），Akira Hirata1（平
田 朗），Hideko Yamamoto2（山本 秀子）
1Lab. of Mol. Psychopharmacol., Grad. School of Nanobiosci.,
Yokohama City Univ.（横浜市大院・生命ナノシステム科学・
分子精神薬理学），2Addictive Substance Project, Tokyo Met-
ropolitan Inst. of Medical Sci.（東京都医学総合研究所、依存性
薬物プロジェクト）

Sigma�1 receptors（Sig�1R）have been implicated in the regu-
lation of neuronal differentiation and development. In the
present study, we examined the effect of prenatal exposure
of Sig�1R antagonist on postnatal neuronal development and
behavior in rat offspring. Pregnant Long�Evans rats were
administered NE�100, a selective Sig�1R antagonist, once
daily at a dose of 1.0 mg�kg（i.p.）from gestation day 14 to 20.
Their young�adult（6 weeks old）male offspring were sub-
jected to behavioral tests and morphological analysis using
Golgi�Cox staining. Behavioral studies using the Barnes
maze and Y�maze showed that prenatal NE�100 exposure
was associated with cognitive impairment in the young�
adult offspring. Furthermore, anxiety�like behavior, which
was assessed using the elevated plus maze, increased in NE�
100�exposed rats. In addition, Golgi�Cox staining revealed
that NE�100 exposure disrupted the morphologies of den-
drites resulting in decreased dendritic length and branching
in granular neurons in the hippocampal DG and CA4 regions.
These findings suggest that prenatal exposure to a Sig�1R
antagonist is associated with impaired cognition and anxiety
states through disruption of dendritic morphology in hip-
pocampal neurons.



2P-53 Effects of oxytocin and analog, Lipo�oxyto-
cin 1 on paternal behavior and social mem-
ory in CD38���mice

○Stanislav Cherepanov1,2，Shigeru Yokoyama2，Satoshi
Shuto3，Haruhiro Higashida2
1United Graduate School of Child Development, Osaka Uni-
versity, Kanazawa University, Hamamatsu University School
of Medicine, Chiba University and University of Fukui，2Re-
search Center for Child Mental Development, Kanazawa Uni-
versity，3Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Hokkaido Uni-
versity

Autism is neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by
core deficits in sociability, repetitive behavior and restricted
interests. One of the perspective fields of research of autism
therapy is nanopeptide oxytocin（OT）. We have a lot of
proofs about roles of oxytocin in the social interactions and
social recognition. Now oxytocin is used intranasaly like an
experimental drug for treatment patients with autism. To
ensure such roles, an analog with long�lasting and effective
blood�brain barrier penetration properties should have a
benefit, like a therapeutic drug. To assess this, we synthe-
sized a new oxytocin analog, lipo�oxytocin�1（LOT�1）, which
conjugates two palmitoyl groups at the amino group of the
cysteine and the phenolic hydroxyl group of the tyrosine in
the OT molecule. In previous research, LOT�1 demonstrated
long�effect on recovery of sociability in open field test in CD
157���mice. Now, were investigated OT and LOT�1 on pa-
ternal behavior and social memory in CD38���mice. That
mice are established model of autism symptoms. In parental
behavior test CD38���male mice demonstrate low pups re-
trieving scores and high time for completely retrieve pups in
the nest. In the case of treatment by OT or LOT�1, 30 min-
utes after injection CD38���demonstrate decreasing of com-
plete time for retrieving and increase retrieving scores. Also
after 24 hours of injection, mice treated by LOT�1 demon-
strate increased parental behavior than at 30 minutes, while
mice treated by OT demonstrate parameters are constant at
30 minutes and 24 hours.In the social memory test CD38���
male mice demonstrate low level of social discrimination be-
tween familiar and novel mice. The OT and LOT�1 recover
social memory in CD38���mice and the mice demonstrate
similar pattern of behavior with wild�type. Finally, we show
LOT�1 in vitro effects for oxytocin receptors. Together,
these results suggest that LOT�1 has a functional advantage
for recovery of social behavioral impairment.

2P-54 Expression of CD38 and TRPM2 in acti-
vated microglia and behavioral impact in
mice lacking CD38

○Fumiya Suematsu1（末松 史也），Yuichiro Kojima1（小島
佑一郎），Haruhiro Higashida2（東田 陽博），Mami Noda1
（野田 百美）

1Lab Pathophysiol, Grad Sch Pharm, Kyushu Univ（九州大学
大学院 薬学研究院 病態生理学分野），2Dept Bas Res Social
Recognition & Memory, Res Cent for Chil Ment Devel, Ka-
nazawa Univ（金沢大学 子どものこころの発達研究セン
ター）

CD38, whose molecular weight is 45 kDa, mainly expresses in
immune cells and is involved with Ca2＋ signaling through
synthesis of cyclic ADP�ribose（cADPr）. Recently, it was re-
ported CD38 is required for maintaining social behavior by
regulating the secretion of oxytocin, a hypothalamus hor-
mone being responsible for trust and generosity, in mice（Jin
et al., 2007）. Previously we showed that expression of CD38
protein was detected in microglia and more expression of mi-
croglial CD38 was observed in the lipopolysaccharide（LPS）�
injected mouse brain in vivo（Akimoto et al., 2013）. Using pri-
mary cultured mouse microglia, we also reported that appli-
cation of LPS（100 ng�mL）, but not ATP（100 μM）, for 24 h
up�regulated the expression of microglial CD38. In addition,
knock�down of TRPM2, which colocalize with CD38, signifi-
cantly up�regulated the expression of microglial CD38（Noda
et al., 2014）. Therefore, the question to be answered is
whether the CD38�related system in microglial cells is in-
volved in autism as an immuno�inflammation factor. In the
present study, we examined that the expression of microglial
CD38 was not up�regulated either at 1, 2, 4, and 6 h after ap-
plication of ATP（1 mM）, suggesting that up�regulation of
CD38 is limited to LPS�induced inflammatory condition. We
will report the regulation of expression of TRPM2 in CD38�
deficient microglia by quantitative RT�PCR. In addition, the
behavioral change in wild�type and CD38�knock out mice af-
ter application of LPS will be reported.



2P-55 Rheb activation disrupts spine synapse for-
mation through accumulation of syntenin in
tuberous sclerosis complex
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Medical Science（東京都医学研・シナプス可塑性），2Depart-
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Rheb is a small GTP�binding protein and its GTPase activity
is activated by the complex of Tsc1 and Tsc2 whose muta-
tions cause tuberous sclerosis complex（TSC）. We previously
reported that cultured TSC neurons showed impaired spine
synapse morphogenesis in an mTORC1�independent man-
ner. Here we show that the PDZ protein syntenin preferen-
tially binds to the GDP�bound form of Rheb. The levels of
syntenin are significantly higher in TSC neurons than in
wild�type neurons because the Rheb�GDP�syntenin com-
plex is prone to proteasomal degradation. Accumulated syn-
tenin in TSC neurons disrupts spine synapse formation
through inhibition of the association between syndecan�2
and calcium�calmodulin�dependent serine protein kinase. In-
stead, syntenin enhances excitatory shaft synapse formation
on dendrites by interacting with ephrinB3. Downregulation
of syntenin in TSC neurons restores both spine and shaft
synapse densities. These findings suggest that Rheb�syn-
tenin signalling may be a novel therapeutic target for abnor-
malities in spine and shaft synapses in TSC neurons.

2P-56 Prenatal administration of valproic acid or
tributyltin alters developmental transient of
hippocampal excitability in juvenile rats

○Yukiko Fueta1（笛田由紀子），Yuko Sekino2（関野 祐子），
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1Department of Environmental Management and Control,
University of Occupational and Environmental Health（産業
医科大学 産業保健学部 環境マネジメント学科），2Division
of Pharmacology, National Institute of Health Sciences（国立
医薬品食品衛生研究所 薬理部），3Department of Environ-
ment and Life Science, Toyohashi University of Technology

（豊橋技術科学大学 環境・生命工学系），4Department of Oc-
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業性中毒学）

Valproic acid（VPA）is commonly used as an antiepileptic
drug and a mood stabilizer, but is also known as a develop-
mental neurotoxicant because animal models of autism spec-
trum disorder has been established by prenatal exposure to
VPA. In this study we aimed to clarify with our electrophysi-
ological approach whether prenatal VPA exposure affects
early postnatal development of neuronal circuitry, before the
appearance of neurobehavioral change in adolescent period.
VPA was orally administered to the pregnant day15 Wistar
rats with the concentrations of 300 mg�kg. On the days from
PND 13 to 18, field potentials were recorded from the CA1
area of hippocampal slices obtained from the control and
VPA groups to test development of the local circuits. Stimu-
lation�response curves of field excitatory postsynaptic poten-
tial and those of population spike（PS）enhanced at PND14
and 15 in the VPA group, suggesting that developmental
transient of hippocampal excitability may be hastened. On
the other hand, similar approach was applied to juvenile rats
which were prenatally exposed to 20 mg�kg of tributyltin

（TBT）, known to be typical endocrine disrupter, and we
found a significant decrease in PS amplitude at PND16 in
TBT group, which seems to be a retardation of developmen-
tal transient of excitability. These results suggest that our
electrophysiological approach using hippocampal slices ob-
tained from juvenile rats may be useful to predict the ap-
pearance of developmental neurotoxicity after adolescent pe-
riod.



3P-01 Anti�phosho�GAP�43 pSer96 antibody as
a novel molecular marker for axonal growth
and regeneration
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GAP�43 is one of the good molecular markers for axonal re-
generation after injury. We performed the phosphoproteom-
ics using the growth cone fraction and identified several
novel phosphorylation sites of GAP�43. We established the
specific antibodies against these sites（Igarashi et al., in
preparation）. To evaluate one of them, the anti�phospho�
GAP�43 pSer96 antibody, as a marker of the axonal regen-
eration in vivo, we performed the following experiments. We
performed a standard protocol for the sciatic nerve axon in-
jury using adult C57B6N mice（J Neurosci Methods 227

（2014））. We evaluated crush nerves（on day 3）and unin-
jured control nerves, by western blotting and immunohisto-
chemistry using pSer96�GAP�43 antibody. As for the regen-
eration assay, we adopted the confocal micrographs along
the longitudinal nerve section and used Regeneration Index,
which is designated by the measured distance, from the
crush site（point A）to the site at which pSer96�GAP�43 in-
tensity level is half of that at point A（Shin J.E. et al. Neuron
74（2012））. The western blots showed the high intensity of
pSer96�GAP�43 staining in the crushed nerve（day 3）and the
very low intensity in the control nerve. Immunohistochemis-
try revealed the co�localization of pSer96�GAP�43 with
TUJ�1 at the injury site and the very low staining of pSer96�
GAP�43 in the control nerve. The Regeneration Index with
pSer96�GAP�43 was almost equivalent to the result using
anti�SCG10 antibody, a marker of sensory axon regeneration
at an acute phase. Taken together from these results, we
concluded the excellent utility of pSer96�GAP�43 antibody in
vivo as a regeneration marker.

3P-02 JNK�mediated phosphorylation of GAP�43
promotes axonal growth
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科学），4Dept. of Med., Aichi Med. Univ.（愛知医科大・生物学）

Growth�associated Protein�43 kDa（GAP�43）is involved in
the mechanisms regulating the growth of neuronal processes
during development and axon regeneration. However, its
role for the molecular signaling is poorly understood. Re-
cently, we had performed a quantity phosphorproteomic
analysis of axonal growth cones and determined more than
1,000 phosphorylation sites. We identified some novel phos-
phorylation sites of GAP�43, which are extensively highly
phosphorylated in in vivo. By using specific antibodies of
phospho�GAP�43 at these sites, we confirmed that these
sites were highly phosphorylated not only in the developing
brain but also in the regrowing axons of the spinal cord. In in
silico and in vitro examinations, we identified c�Jun N�termi-
nal kinases（JNKs）was a major kinase responsible for these
sites. Inactivation of a phosphorylation site by a point muta-
tion delayed axonal growth in vitro. These results suggest
that JNK�dependent phosphorylation of GAP�43 is one of the
important signaling involved in axonal generation and regen-
eration in vivo. We are now investigating a role of JNK�de-
pendent GAP�43 phosphorylation in the course of neuronal
wiring.



3P-03 Neurite outgrowth and bipolarization in PC
12 cells and cerebral cortical neurons in-
duced by a low concentration of bisphenol
A
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Endocrine disrupting chemicals（EDCs）are known to exhibit
hormone�like effects and inhibit specific nuclear receptors,
such as endogenous hormone receptors that maintain homeo-
stasis in many creatures. Recently, we found that some EDCs
induce apoptosis, and these EDCs are referred to as“apopto-
gens”. One of them, bisphenol A（BPA）, is widely used in the
production of plastics, and it has been reported that BPA is
harmful to the central nervous system. In a recent study, we
showed that BPA induces neurite outgrowth in PC12 cells at
a relatively low concentration. In the current study, we dem-
onstrated that BPA also induces PC12 cells and cerebral cor-
tical neurons to form bipolar neuronal cells.
Specifically, we compared cultured PC12 cells treated with
60 μM BPA and 100 ng�ml NGF. As a result, we found that
the neurites induced by BPA exhibited fewer neurite
branches compared with those induced by NGF, and that
BPA also induced cell body bipolarization. The neurite out-
growth was inhibited by treatment with an estrogen recep-
tor antagonist（ICI182780）. Furthermore, we also demon-
strated that neurite outgrowth could be induced in cerebral
cortical neurons derived from fetal rat brain（E17�18）by a
low concentration of BPA. Thus, BPA may seriously affect
neuronal differentiation by changing these cells into bipolar
neuronal cells. We will further investigate the specific mole-
cules related to estrogen receptor（ER）signaling that are in-
volved in the elongation of short neurites in PC12 cells and
cerebral cortical neurons. As this phenomenon may contrib-
ute to pathophysiological development, a detailed under-
standing of the molecular mechanism（s）, including ERs, that
are affected by BPA, will be essential to prevent neurite out-
growth or bipolarization.

3P-04 Activation of RhoA�Rho�kinase by CaMKI�
mediated phosphorylation of GEF�H1
regulates neuronal polarization

○Tetsuya Takano（高野 哲也），Shinichi Nakamuta（中牟
田信一），Mengya Wu（呉 夢雅），Naruki Ishizawa（石澤
成樹），Chundi Xu（シューチュンディ），Takashi Namba（難
波 隆志），Mutsuki Amano（天野 睦紀），Kozo Kaibuchi
（貝淵 弘三）
Dept. of Cell Pharmacology. Med., Univ. of Nagoya（名古屋大
学・医・神経情報薬理学）

Neurons are highly polarized cells with structurally and func-
tionally different processes, an axon and several dendrites.
One of minor neurites begins to extend rapidly and differen-
tiates into the axon. During the axonal outgrowth, minor neu-
rites consistently grow and retract to prevent multiple axon
formation, thereby maintaining neuronal polarity. However,
the molecular mechanisms that maintain neuronal polarity
remain largely unknown. Here, we found that retrograde
long�range Ca2＋ signaling regulates the maintenance of
neuronal polarity by increasing RhoA�Rho�kinase activity
thorough GEF�H1�Lfc, a RhoA�specific guanine nucleotide
exchange factor（GEF）, in a Ca2＋�calmodulin�dependent
protein kinase I（CaMKI）�dependent manner. The minor
neurites were retracted by local application of Ca2＋ iono-
phore to axon terminal, probably through the propagation of
Ca2＋ wave to soma and�or minor neurite. Local application
of Rho�kinase inhibitor to minor neurite induced rapid elon-
gation and subsequent multiple axon formation. Moreover,
we found that CaMKI phosphorylated GEF�H1 at Thr103.
The phosphorylation of GEF�H1 at Thr103 by CaMKI signifi-
cantly increased its GEF activity. The phosphomimic mutant
of GEF�H1（T103E）impaired neuronal polarization. Taken
together, these results suggest that the long�range Ca2
＋ signaling from axon terminal activates CaMKI and
thereby phosphorylates GEF�H1 at other minor neurites.
This phosphorylation leads to increase the GEF�H1 activity
and in turn to stimulate the RhoA�Rho kinase activity to pre-
vent the formation of multiple axons.



3P-05 Function and expression of the mouse Ras-
GEF1 family proteins

○Kenta Hosaka（保坂 健大），Yo Shinoda（篠田 陽），Tei-
ichi Furuichi（古市 貞一）
Fac of Sci and Tech, Tokyo Univ of Sci（東京理科大・理工）

The mammalian RasGEF1 is known as one of the protein
families containing RasGEF domain which is guanine nucleo-
tide exchange factors for Ras�like small GTPases. RasGEF1
protein family consists of 3 distinct types 1a, 1b, and 1c. It
was reported that RasGEF1a and 1b activate a member of
the Ras protein family Rap2 which is known to synaptic func-
tion, modulate cell adhesion and cell morphology. RasGEF1b
was shown to interact with a small GTPase Cdc42 on the
midbody during cell division. In terms of gene expression,
RasGEF1a is predominantly expressed in the central nerv-
ous system in human, and RasGEF1b is expressed in mid-
brain and hindbrain in zebrafish. However, detailed informa-
tion on the RasGEF1 family is largely unknown. In this study,
we cloned their cDNAs and analyzed expression in mouse
brain and effect of their over�expression in culture cells. RT�
PCR analysis of mouse tissues showed RasGEF1c was pre-
dominantly expressed in brain. Microarray analysis during
mouse cerebellar postnatal development showed that Ras-
GEF1a was up�regulated, whereas RasGEF1b and 1c were
down�regulated. According to in situ hybridization data of
Allen Brain Atlas, mRNA of each RasGEF1 type displays
widespread but differential distribution patterns in mouse
brain. Our preliminary data also suggested neurite out-
growth and morphological changes of cultured cells exoge-
nously over�expressed RasGEF1 proteins. Together, these
data suggest that each member of the RasGEF1 family may
play a role in cell signaling during specific developmental
stages and in distinct brain regions.

3P-06 Lemur Kinase 1A（LMTK1A）may coordi-
nate membrane and cytoskeletal dynamics
in neurite outgrowth.

○Govinda Sharma1，Koji Tsutsumi1，Akiko Asada1，Taro
Saito1，Mineko Tomomura2
1Laboratory of Molecular Neuroscience, Department of Biol-
ogy, Graduate School of Science, Tokyo Metropolitan Univer-
sity，2Meikai Pharmaco�Medical Laboratory, Meikai Univer-
sity, School of Dentistry

Lemur kinase 1A（LMTK1A）, a substrate of CDK5�p35, is a
Ser�Thr kinase highly expressed in mammalian brain.
LMTK1A consists of an N�terminal kinase domain and long
C�terminal tail. It is palmitoylated at three cysteine residues
in the N�terminal region that anchors it to recycling en-
dosomes. We have previously reported that LMTK1A inhib-
its neurite outgrowth via modulation of Rab11A, a small
GTPase, which regulates recycling endosome traffic. How-
ever, it is unknown yet how the kinase activity is involved in
neurite outgrowth. Neurite outgrowth is complicated proc-
esses involving both cytoskeletal dynamics and membrane
transport, but it is not known how they are coordinated. In
this study, we examined the role of kinase activity of LMTK1
A in its interaction with the cytoskeletons, especially micro-
tubules（MTs）and actin filaments. We found that wild type

（wt）LMTK1A was predominantly localized in pericentroso-
mal area containing MTOC, while kinase negative（kn）mu-
tant of LMTK1A is distributed evenly throughout the whole
cytoplasm. Further, in the neurite tips wtLMTK1A was ac-
cumulated at the tip of MTs and did not invade into the corti-
cal actin�rich region. In contrast, knLMTK1A was found in
the actin�rich cortical region as well as MT�rich cytoplasm.
In addition, the pericentrosomal localization of LMTK1A was
abolished when MTs were destabilized with nocodazole, but
when nocodazole was washed out and MTs regrew, LMTK1
A re�localized to the pericentrosomal area. Although it is not
yet clear how LMTK1A affects organization and dynamics of
MTs, these results suggest that LMTK1A regulates a critical
step of membrane transport from MTs to the cortical actin in
neurite tip, which is necessary for neurite outgrowth.



3P-07 Role of N�glycans to a function of a trans�
membrane protein, seizure�related gene 6
（sez�6）

○Chiharu Hidaka（日高 千晴），Shinichi Mitsui（三井 真
一）
Department of Rehabilitation Sciences, Gunma University
Graduate School of Health Sciences（群馬大学大学院保健学研
究科リハビリテーション学講座）

In the developing central nerves system, trans�membrane
proteins play important roles in various steps for the con-
struction of the neuronal circuit including the cell�migration,
differentiation, axon elongation, dendritic formation and syn-
aptogenesis. It is well known that trans�membrane proteins
are modified by addition of N�glycan. N�linked glycan regu-
lates functions of proteins, since it contributes to folding and
stability of proteins. Seizure�related gene 6（sez�6）is a trans�
membrane protein expressed in cerebral cortex and hip-
pocampus, modulates dendritic branching. Sez�6 contains
eleven putative N�glycosylation sites. The role of N�glycans
on sez�6 is still obscure. To understand the function of N�
glycans on sez�6, we investigated neuro2a cells overexpress-
ing sez�6 mutants. Eleven N�glycosylation sites of sez�6 are
divided to three clusters which we termed sugar chain

（SC）1�3, SC4�7, SC8�11. The mutants we prepared lacked
one, two or all N�glycosylation clusters. Mutants（sez�6 SC1�
3, SC8�11）having one N�glycosylation cluster at the position
as well as a mutant lacking all clusters（sez�6 Δ1�11）were
transported to the cell membrane but were not distributed to
fine processes. On the contrary, sez�6 SC4�7 mutant and mu-
tants lacking one N�glycosylation cluster（sez�6 ΔSC1�3,
ΔSC4�7, ΔSC8�11）were well distributed on the cell mem-
brane like wild type sez�6. Among mutants behaving like
wild type sez�6, sez�6 ΔSC1�3 and ΔSC4�7 reduced neurite
formation. Interestingly, sez�6 ΔSC4�7 mutant had no effects
on the formation of filopodia�like protrusions, which were in-
duced by the overexpression of other mutants and wild type
sez�6. Ours results suggest that N�glycans on sez�6 modu-
late cell morphology by maintaining proper distribution of
sez�6 protein on the cell membrane.

3P-08 Deletion of FILIP influenced the develop-
ment of peripheral nerve

○Hideshi Yagi1（八木 秀司），Hirosato Kanda2（神田 浩
里），Koichi Noguchi2（野口 光一），Makoto Sato3,4,5（佐藤
真）
1Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, Hyogo College of
Medicine（兵庫医科大学解剖学講座細胞生物部門），2Depart-
ment of Anatomy and Neuroscience, Hyogo College of Medi-
cine（兵庫医科大学解剖学講座神経科学部門），3Research Cen-
ter for Child Mental Development, University of Fukui（福井
大学子どものこころの発達研究センター），4United Graduate
School of Child Development, Osaka Univ, Kanazawa Univ,
Hamamatsu Univ Sch of Med, Chiba Univ and Univ of Fukui

（大阪大学・金沢大学・浜松医科大学・千葉大学・福井大学
連合小児発達学研究科），5Department of Anatomy and Neu-
roscience, Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka University（大
阪大学大学院医学系研究科解剖学神経機能形態学）

FILIP（filamin A interacting protein）controls neuronal cell
migration during the cortical development. We recently re-
ported that FILIP controls neuronal cell morphology via
binding to non�muscle myosin IIb. We here found that FILIP
was involved in the development of the sensory system. As
we observed the expression of FILIP in the neurons of the
dorsal root ganglia throughout the development, we investi-
gated the development of the dorsal root ganglia of the
FILIP knockout mice. We found that there were mild abnor-
malities in the neuronal density in the developing dorsal root
ganglia of the FILIP knockout mice at the embryonic age. As
we suspected developmental delay of the sensory system in
the FILIP knockout mice, we studied the innervation of the
peripheral nerve to the skin of the FILIP knockout mice us-
ing the whole�mount immunohistochemical method. We ob-
served that the delayed innervation of the peripheral nerve
to the skin of the FILIP knockout mice. As FILIP controls in-
tracellular distribution of the non�muscle type myosin IIb
that plays an important role in the axon elongation, we con-
sidered that the deletion of FILIP influenced the elongation
of the neurites of somatosensory neurons via myosin IIb.



3P-09 Visualizing single�neuron identity defined
by Pcdh�β cluster in mouse brain

○Ryosuke Kaneko1（金子 涼輔），Manabu Abe2（阿部
学），Masahiko Watanabe4（渡辺 雅彦），Kenji Sakimura2
（崎村 建司），Yuchio Yanagawa1（柳川右千夫），Takeshi
Yagi3（八木 健）
1Gunma Univ. Grad. Sch. Med.（群馬大院・医），2Brain Res
Inst, Niigata Univ.（新潟大・脳研），3Grad. Sch. Front. Biosci.,
Osaka Univ.（大阪大院・生命機能），4Grad. Sch. Med., Hok-
kaido Univ.（北大院医・解剖）

The brain contains a huge number of neurons that have di-
verse characteristics participating in discrimination between
individual neurons. It has been speculated that clustered pro-
tocadherins（Pcdhs）, which encode cadherin�related trans-
membrane proteins as gene clusters in vertebrate genome,
could provide these kinds of neuronal identity. The murine
Pcdhs are further classified into three subfamilies：Pcdh�α

（14 genes）, Pcdh�β（22 genes）, and Pcdh�γ（22 genes）. Their
loss of function in mice revealed that the Pcdhs play impor-
tant roles in neuronal survival, axonal projection, synaptic
connectivity, and several brain functions including learning
and memory. As revealed by histological examinations and
single�cell RT�PCR, the Pcdhs show the scattered expres-
sion in each cerebellar Purkinje cell. The scattered expres-
sions of the Pcdhs will provide a potential neuronal identity
at the single�neuron level. The involvement of the scattered
Pcdh expression in neural circuit formation has been inferred
on the basis of several genetic analyses including loss of
Pcdh�γ and loss of gene regulators of the Pcdhs（CTCF and
Dnmt3b）. However, several key questions remain unan-
swered. For example, are the Pcdh expressions scattered in
other neuron type? Are the Pcdh expressions dynamically
changed in a live neuron? Does the Pcdh expression depend
on cell�lineage? In order to answer these questions, we gen-
erated knock�in mice that harbor cDNA encoding red fluo-
rescent protein, tdTomato, under the control of endogenous
Pcdh�β3 promoter. The mice showed scattered tdTomato
fluorescence in various neuron types, including cerebellar
Purkinje cells, hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells, dentate
gyrus granule cells, cerebellar molecular layer interneurons,
etc. The newly developed antibody against tdTomato en-
ables a high signal�to�noise ratio visualization of single�neu-
ron identity. We are currently addressing the key questions
about scattered Pcdh expression.

3P-10 Analysis of protein synthesis in growth
cones of rat dorsal root ganglion neurons

○Osamu Hoshi1（星 治），Yuichiro Cho1（長 雄一郎），
Nobuyuki Takei2（武井 延之）
1Tokyo Medical and Dental University（東京医科歯科大学・
保健衛生・形態・生体情報解析学分野），2Department of Mo-
lecular Neurobiology, Brain Research Institute, Niigata Uni-
versity（新潟大学 脳研究所）

Although the concept of local translation in neurons is widely
accepted, there is a debate about whether axonal translation
occurs. Herein, we analyzed the presence of ribosomal pro-
teins in the growth cones of rat dorsal root ganglion（DRG）
neurons, by immunofluorescence analysis. Actual protein
synthesis was monitored by the surface sensing of transla-
tion（SUnSET）method. Structural analysis was performed
using atomic force microscopy（AFM）. DRG neurons were
prepared from embryonic rats and dissociated, then resus-
pended in culture medium and plated onto dishes. They were
maintained in DMEM containing CPT�cAMP to facilitate
axon elongation and growth cone formation for 48h. Neurons
were stimulated with brain�derived neurotrophic factors

（BDNF）for 30min to induce translational activation under
the presence of puromycin. Low dose puromycin binds to
elongated peptide chain, thus newly synthesized proteins
coupled with puromycin can be detected by anti�puromycin.
After AFM observation, specimens were labeled with Alexa
488 phalloidin for actin filament staining, followed by anti�ri-
bosomal protein P0�P1�P2 antibody. Some specimens were
labeled with anti�puromycin antibody and anti�P�eEF2

（Phosphorylated eukaryotic elongation factor 2）. Im-
munofluorescence images revealed that actin filaments were
distributed in the peripheral region and in the filopodia. The
positive regions of ribosomal protein P0�P1�P2 were closely
related to the distribution of actin filaments. AFM images
showed that high regions of DRG tended to be rich in actin
filaments and ribosomal protein P0�P1�P2, compared with
low regions of DRG. BDNF decreased the phosphorylation of
eEF2, indicating enhancement of translation in growth cones.
Indeed, BDNF increased puromycin signaling, which sug-
gests increased protein synthesis in growth cones. These re-
sults are discussed in relation to locally�synthesized proteins
and are related to the three�dimensional structure of DRG.



3P-11 Drebrin stabilizes CaMKIIβ in core region
but not in postsynaptic density of dendritic
spine

○Hiroyuki Yamazaki（山崎 博幸），Tomoaki Shirao（白尾
智明）
Department of Neurobiology and Behavior, Gunma Univer-
sity Graduate School of Medicine（群馬大学大学院医学系研究
科神経薬理学）

Dendritic spines are actin�rich small protrusions that contain
postsynaptic components of excitatory synapse. Many actin�
binding proteins have been identified as spine�resident pro-
tein, and they regulate actin�cytoskeleton through diverse
processes. Drebrin is a major F�actin binding protein in neu-
rons, and is localized in the center of dendritic spines. Dre-
brin regulates dendritic spine morphogenesis and spine tar-
geting of synaptic proteins such as spikar, PSD�95 and
NMDA receptors. Moreover, drebrin is involved in neurologi-
cal diseases（eg., Alzheimer’s disease and schizophrenia）. Al-
though increasing evidences show that drebrin plays pivotal
roles in neurons, how drebrin interacts with other proteins in
spines is much less known. In this study, we isolated CaM-
KIIβ as a drebrin�binding protein by yeast two�hybrid
screen and investigated the interaction of drebrin�CaMKIIβ
in dendritic spines. CaMKIIβ is localized in dendritic spines
more than in dendritic shaft. However, drebrin knockdown

（KD）caused diffuse localization of CaMKIIβ in dendrites,
suggesting that drebrin anchors CaMKIIβ in dendritic
spines. To analyze drebrin�dependence of CaMKIIβ stability
in dendritic spine, we performed fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching（FRAP）experiments on individual dendritic
spines. We calculated the stable fraction from the time�series
of fluorescence intensity of GFP�CaMKIIβ before and after
photobleaching. The stable fraction of GFP�CaMKIIβ in dre-
brin�KD neurons was greater than that of control neurons.
In addition, NMDA receptor stimulation increased the stable
fraction of CaMKIIβ in parallel with drebrin�dislocation from
dendritic spines. These results suggest that drebin�loss in-
creases the stable fraction of CaMKIIβ in dendritic spines.
Therefore, we think that drebrin�independent stable pool be-
came dominant in drebrin�KD neurons and synaptic activity
regulates the accumulation of drebrin�independent CaMKIIβ
in dendritic spines. Taken together, our study suggests that
there are two stable pools of CaMKIIβ in spines, drebrin�de-
pendent and drebrin�independent pools.

3P-12 Structural basis for cargo binding and auto-
inhibition of retrograde transport adaptor
Bicaudal D1

○Asuka Yoshikane1（吉兼明日香），Shin�ichi Terawaki1（寺
脇 慎一），Yoshiki Higuchi2（樋口 芳樹），Kaori Waka-
matsu1（若松 馨）
1Graduate School of Science and Technology, Gunma Univer-
sity（群馬大学院理工学府物質・生命理工学教育プログラム），
2Department of Picobiology and Department of Life Science,
Graduate School of life Science, University of Hyogo（兵庫県
立大学・大学院生命理学研究科）

Bicaudal D1（BICD1）mediates the attachment of specific
cargo to cytoplasmic dynein. The attachment regulation to-
ward cytoplasmic dynein by BICD1 plays an essential role in
the minus end�directed intracellular retrograde transport
along microtubules. Dysfunction of cargo sorting by BICD1
to cytoplasmic dynein causes various diseases such as domi-
nant congenital spinal muscular atrophy（DCSMA）. BICD1
possess three α helical coiled coil（CC）regions：an N termi-
nal CC1, a central CC2, and a C terminal CC3 region. The N
terminal region of BICD1, containing CC1 and a portion of CC
2, associates with cytoplasmic dynein, whereas the BICD1
CC3 has an important role in cargo sorting, including intra-
cellular vesicles associating with the small GTPase Rab6 and
the nuclear pore complex Ran binding protein2（RanBP2）,
and inhibiting the associating with cytoplasmic dynein by
binding to the CC1. The cargo binding of CC3 promotes asso-
ciation of cytoplasmic dynein by inducing the release of CC1
from CC3. However, the molecular mechanisms, by which
the CC3 binds cargo factors and CC1, are unknown. Here, we
report the X�ray crystallographic structural analysis of CC3
and the mutational binding experiments with Rab6, RanBP2,
and CC1.
Firstly, we succeed in the crystallization and the structural
determination of CC3 by X�ray crystallographic analysis
with a resoution of 1.50 Å. The structure revealed that CC3
forms a parallel homodimeric coiled coil with leucine zipper�
like heptad repeat sequence. Next, we attempted to deter-
mine the binding site for cargo factors on CC3. The muta-
tional binding study based on the CC3 structure indicated
that CC3 possesses the binding surface for two distinct car-
gos, Rab6 and RanBP2, and that the CC1 binding site over-
laps with the Rab6�binding site. These findings suggest a
molecular basis for cargo recognition and autoinhibition of
BICD1 proteins on the dynein�dependent intracellular retro-
grade transport.



3P-13 The contribution of the di�leucine motif in
p35 to determine the distribution difference
between neuronal cyclin�dependent
kinase 5（Cdk5）activators p35 and p39

○Akiko Asada（淺田 明子），Taro Saito（斎藤 太郎），
Shin�ichi Hisanaga（久永 眞市）

Dept. Biol. Sci., Tokyo Metro. Univ.（首都大・生命）

Cdk5 is a Proline�directed Ser�Thr kinase regulates a vari-
ety of neuronal activities. The Cdk5 activator p35 or p39 also
determine the distribution of Cdk5. p35 and p39 are isoforms
with a high homology in the C�terminal Cdk5�activating do-
main but low homology at N�terminal except for the N�
myristoylation consensus sequence and the Lys cluster. Pre-
viously, we have reported that myristoylation and the Lys
cluster are important in their cellular distribution. Though
both p35 and p39 localizes at the perinuclear region and
plasma membrane, p35 distribute more in perinuclear region
than plasma membrane and p39 distribute in contrary pat-
tern to p35. Because myristoylated proteins are found in vari-
ous intracellular membrane�bound compartments, it is un-
likely that only myristoylation determines the specific mem-
brane compartments. To answer this question, we interested
in the di�leucine motif, which was found as an ER retention
motif at first, and has been also considered to contribute the
sorting of protein. p35 has this motif, but p39 does not. To
search the effect of this motif, we constructed the deletion
mutant of p35 di�leucine motif, p35dCT, and chimera mutant
of p39 replacing C�terminal with p35 C�terminal that con-
tained the di�leucine motif. The distribution pattern of p35
dCT in N2A cells exhibited less in perinuclear region and
more at plasma membrane than that of WT p35, so to say the
intermediate pattern between p35 and p39. The distribution
of chimera also exhibited the intermediate pattern between
p35 and p39. The di�leucine motif participates to determine
the specific membrane localization in the cell, but it is not suf-
ficient. Based on these date, we discussed about the mecha-
nism of determination of distribution of p35 and p39.



3P-14 The effects of accumbal BDNF overex-
pression on aversive memory

○Fumiya Izumiseki1（泉関芙美也），Iku Kimura1（木村
生），Akiko Miyamoto2（宮本愛喜子），Junichi Nabekura2（鍋
倉 淳一），Masaru Mimura1（三村 將），Kenji F Tanaka1
（田中 謙二）

1Dept. Neuropsychiatry, Keio Univ. Sch. Med.（慶應大院・
医・精神神経科），2National Institute for Physiological Sci-
ences（生理学研究所）

The mesolimbic dopamine pathway, composed of dopaminer-
gic neurons in the ventral tegmental area（VTA）and their
projections to the nucleus accumbens（NAc）is affected by
aversive stimuli. Abnormalities in this pathway are impli-
cated in neuropsychiatric disorders including depression. It
is known that Brain�derived neurotrophic factor（BDNF）in
the NAc is increased by aversive stimuli, however, how ac-
cumbal BDNF affect aversive memory structure remains un-
clear.Here we examined the effects of BDNF protein overex-
pression in the NAc on acquisition, retrieval, and extinction
of aversive memory by combining cell type�specific�time
controllable BDNF mRNA overexpression technique with
passive avoidance test.［Experiment 1］To investigate the ef-
fects of BDNF overexpression on aversive memory acquisi-
tion and retrieval, animals were first separated in BDNF
overexpression and control groups. The animals were then
exposed to a light compartment, and when they entered a
dark compartment, an aversive foot shock（0.4 mA, 5 sec）was
delivered（acquisition training）. The following day, animals
were exposed to the same procedure as acquisition training
without foot shock（retrieval test）. The latency to enter the
dark compartment was not different between groups in ac-
quisition and retrieval phases.［Experiment 2］To investigate
the effects of BDNF overexpression on aversive memory ex-
tinction, animals first received acquisition training. Then,
they were separated into BDNF overexpression and control
groups. After 15 days from acquisition training, animals were
exposed to the light compartment. Subsequently, animals re-
ceived extinction training in the dark compartment for 5 min
without foot shock. The following day, the animals were
placed in the light compartment（extinction test）. The la-
tency to enter the dark compartment decreased in overex-
pression group in extinction test but not in acquisition or re-
trieval phases.Taken together, our data suggest that accum-
bal BDNF overexpression enhances extinction but not acqui-
sition or retrieval of aversive memory.

3P-15 Difference in a translation start site in
BDNF exon I and exon IX.

○Miyuki Saika（雑賀美友紀），Mamoru Fukuchi（福地
守），Akiko Tabuchi（田渕 明子），Masaaki Tsuda（津田
正明）
Dept. of Biol. Chem., Grad. Sch. of Med. & Pharm. Sci., Univ. of
toyama（富山大院・医薬・分子神経生物）

Brain�derived neurotrophic factor（BDNF）is a member of
neurotrophin family and plays a crucial role in expressing
various neuronal functions including neuronal survival, dif-
ferentiation, and synaptic plasticity. Because of the multiple
promoters and alternative splicing, multiple BDNF tran-
scripts are produced. Although it is well known that these
multiple BDNF transcripts possess a common translation
start site in exon IX, another translation start site exists in
3’end of exon I. It is suggested that BDNF precursor protein

（preproBDNF）with 8 additional amino acid residues at the
N�terminus would be produced from BDNF exon I�IX
mRNA. However, it is unclear that the translation start site
in BDNF exon I is functional. In this study, therefore, we fo-
cused on the difference in a translation start site in BDNF
exon I or exon IX. We constructed expression vectors of
preproBDNF translated from BDNF exon I�AUG（termed
ppBDNF exon I）and that from exon IX�AUG（termed
ppBDNF exon IX）. We found that the expression level of
ppBDNF exon I was highly than that of ppBDNF exon IX in
NIH3T3 cells. This result suggests that the translation start
site in BDNF exon I is functional, and the translation effi-
ciency of the translation start site in BDNF exon I is higher
than that in exon IX. We are now examining differences in in-
tracellular localization of these BDNF protein in NIH3T3 and
neuronal cells.



3P-16 FGF�1 release induced by oxidative stress
enhances apoE�HDL generation of rat as-
trocytes in the autocrine manner

○Jinichi Ito（伊藤 仁一），Yuko Nagayasu（長安 祐子），
Makoto Michikawa（道川 誠）
Department of Biochemistry, Nagoya City University Gradu-
ate School of Medical Sciences（名市大院・医・病態生化）

FGF�1 release from rat astrocytes to enhance apoE�HDL
generation under oxidative stress without inducing apoptosis
We previously observed that the production and release of fi-
broblast growth factor（FGF�1）are increased in rat astro-
cytes during in vitro long�term culture, that FGF�1 en-
hances the generation of apoE�containing high density lipo-
proteins（apoE�HDL）. In this study, we examined effects of
oxidative stress on release of FGF�1 from cultured rat astro-
cytes. The treatment of rat astrocytes with 100 μM hydro-
gen peroxide（H2O2）for 10 min enhanced FGF�1 release
without inducing apoptosis. The conditioned medium pre-
pared from the cells cultured in a fresh medium after the
treatment with H2O2 had the FGF�1�like activities, which
enhanced cholesterol synthesis, signalings to phosphorylate
Akt and ERK, and apoE secretion. The oxidative stress in-
duced by H2O2 enhanced the release of cytosolic proteins
such as HSP70 and HSP90 in addition to FGF�1. The addition
of lipoproteins such as low density lipoproteins（LDL）, fur-
thermore, canceled H2O2�induced release of FGF�1 and cy-
tosolic proteins. These findings suggest that oxidative stress
is one of the candidates which triggers FGF�1 release from
astrocytes in the brain accompanied with the release of cy-
tosolic proteins.

3P-17 TNFα and IL�1β are differentially induced
in microglia through distinct combination of
MAP kinases

○Kazuyuki Nakajima1（中嶋 一行），Kenji Sudo1（須藤 賢
司），Yosuke Takezawa1（竹澤 洋亮），Maasa Koshimoto1
（越本茉亜紗），Shinichi Kohsaka2（高坂 新一）

1Dept. of Science and Engineering, Soka University（創価大・
共生創造理工），2National Institute of Neuroscience（（独）国立
精神・神経医療研究センター）

Stimulation of rat microglia with endotoxin in vitro induces
production of the inflammatory cytokines such as tumor ne-
crosis factor alpha（TNFα）and interleukin 1beta（IL�1β）
along with superoxide anion（O2�）and nitric oxide（NO）. In
this study, we investigated the role of O2� and NO in the in-
duction of TNFα and IL�1β in microglia. The lipopolysaccha-
ride（LPS）�inducible TNFα was significantly suppressed by
pretreatment with the O2� scavenger, but not by the NO
scavenger, while the LPS�inducible IL�1β was strongly in-
hibited by pretreatment with the NO scavenger, but not by
the O2� scavenger. On the other hand, an O2��donor and an
NO�donor induced TNFα and IL�1β in microglia, respec-
tively. These results suggested that O2� and NO activate
each specific signaling cascade, and through which induce
TNFα and IL�1β in microglia, respectively. LPS�dependent
TNFα induction was significantly suppressed by c�Jun N�
terminal kinase（JNK）and p38 inhibitors, whereas the IL�1
β induction was significantly suppressed by extracellular sig-
nal�regulated kinase（ERK）and JNK inhibitors. These results
indicated that TNFα and IL�1β are induced through the ac-
tion of JNK�p38 and ERK�JNK, respectively. In fact, the O2��

donor could activate JNK�p38 in microglia, and the NO�do-
nor could activate ERK�JNK. Taken together, these results
showed that TNFα and IL�1β are differentially induced
through the different combination of mitogen�activated pro-
tein kinases（MAPKs）in endotoxin�stimulated microglia.



3P-18 Microglia regulate the cytokine�chemokine
dynamics in the brain and enhance the
functional maturation of blood�brain bar-
rier.

○Yukari Shigemoto�mogami（最上（重本）由香里），Kazue
Hoshikawa（干川 和枝），Yuko Sekino（関野 祐子），
Kaoru Sato（佐藤 薫）
Lab of Neuropharmacol., Divi. of Pharmacol., Natl. Inst. Hlth.
Sci.（国立衛研・薬理）

The blood�brain barrier（BBB）permeability is regulated by
various cells comprised of neurovascular unit（NVU）. Micro-
glia are already present in the brain prior to the brain vascu-
lar development at the embryonic stage and once the brain
capillaries are formed, abundant microglia exist around the
capillaries. However, microglial role on the functional matura-
tion of the BBB is still unclear. In this study, we investigated
the roles of microlia in the BBB maturation. We used in vitro
BBB model comprised of endotherial cells, pericytes, and as-
trocytes（Pharmaco cell co）. When we added microglia on the
astrocytes of the in vitro BBB model（brain side）during the
maturation period（1�4 DIV）, significant increase in the tran-
sendothelial electrical resistance（TEER）and the expression
levels of tight junction proteins（Claudine�5）were detected.
On the other hand, when we added LPS�activated microglia,
significant decrease in the TEER and the expression levels of
tight junction proteins（Occludin, Claudine�5）were detected.
We measured the amounts of cytokines�chemokines in the
brain sides of these two situations comprehensively and
quantitatively using MAGPIX system（millipore）. The dy-
namics of the cytokines�chemokines are totally different be-
tween two situations. We have detected two factors which
exhibited the opposite dynamics in these two situations, sug-
gesting that these factors are related to the microglia�in-
duced maturation of BBB function. Currently we are examin-
ing the direct effects of these factors on the BBB functional
maturation.

3P-19 Function of activated microglia following
hypoglossal nerve axotomy.

○Tatsuhide Tanaka（田中 達英），Koichi Murakami（村上
公一），Taichi Nomura（野村 太一），Yoshio Bando（板東
良雄），Shigetaka Yoshida（吉田 成孝）
Dept. of Functional Anatomy and Neuroscience, Asahikawa
Med. Univ.（旭川医大・医・解剖・機能形態）

Microglia, generally considered to be immune cells of the
central nervous system（CNS）, are involved in many types of
inflammatory processes in the brain. They are critical in de-
velopmental processes and are essential for the maintenance
of neuronal homeostasis. Experimental axotomy such as hy-
poglossal nerve transection causes neurodegeneration and
glial reactions. After nerve injury, microglia near the injured
motor neurons are stimulated, migrate toward the injured
neurons, and wrap up motor neuron cell bodies. This model
appear to be suitable for studying microglia in the brain be-
cause there is no disruption of the blood brain barrier, and
macrophage infiltration does not occur. It is thought that the
perineuronal microglia protect axotomized motor meurons,
whereas non�perineuronal microglia leads to gradual cell
death of the injured motor neurons. Recent studies have
demonstrated that under specific polarization conditions mi-
croglia develop into different phenotypes, termed M1 and M
2. We analyzed the functional relevance of microglia in motor
neurons, we examined the M1, M2 phenotype marker and
growth factor expressions in hypoglossal nerve transection
model. The M1 markers, neurotrophic factors and phagocy-
tosis�related factors were induced after hypoglossal nerve
axotomy, however, M2 markers were not changed.



3P-20 Possible involvement of the secretion�re-
lated protein CAPS2 in regulation of dynor-
phin, one of the endogenous opioids, se-
cretion

○Momoko Katakai（片貝 桃子），Yo Shinoda（篠田 陽），
Teiichi Furuichi（古市 貞一）
Dept. of Appl. Biol. Sci., Fac. of Sci. and Technol., Tokyo Univ.
of Sci.（東京理科大学大学院理工学研究科）

Endogenous opioid dynorphin（Dyn）is known to be produced
as a precursor protein pro�Dyn and packed into large dense�
core vesicle（LDCV）, which is widely expressed in the brain
including hippocampal dentate gyrus granule cells, and activ-
ity dependently secreted to CA3 region via mossy fiber axon
terminals. It is relatively well known that their target recep-
tor κ�opioid receptor and their physiological functions. How-
ever, the release machinery of Dyn and its related proteins
have not been well understood. Calcium�dependent protein
for secretion 2（CAPS2）is identified initially as a cytosolic
protein associated with LDCV in endocrine cells and thought
to be involved in LDCV secretion. We previously reported
that CAPS2 is highly associated with secretion of neurotro-
phin BDNF and act as facilitator of their secretion. In the pre-
sent study, we show that the possible involvement of CAPS2
in regulation of Dyn secretion, such as the localization of Dyn
and CAPS2 at hippocampus, the alteration of Dyn distribu-
tion in CAPS2 KO mice and the alteration of Dyn release
probability in the presence and absence of CAPS2.

3P-21 Effect of repetitive and transcranial near
infrared irradiation on inflammatory proc-
esses in the brain of rats.

○Taro Talahashi1（高橋 太郎），Kohei Yamada2（山田 浩
平），Katsuaki Suzuki1（鈴木 勝昭），Mahesh Mundalil
Vasu1（ムンダリル バースマヘッシュ），Tomoyasu
Wakuda1（和久田智靖），Norio Mori1（森 則夫）
1Department of Psychiatry, Hamamatsu University school of
medicine（浜松医科大学 精神医学講座），2Research Center
for Child Mental Development, Hamamatsu University
School of Medicine（浜松医科大学 子どものこころの発達研
究センター）

Immune activation processes including microglial activation
and increased cytokine�chemokine expression in the brain
have been implicated in the pathology of neurodevelopmen-
tal disorders such as schizophrenia and autism. Low�level la-
ser therapy（LLLT）has been used in the treatment of inflam-
matory pathologies, reducing both pain and acute inflamma-
tory process. In this study we examined possible therapeutic
effects of LLLT on immune activations in the brain of rat off-
spring of dams exposed to gestational polyriboinosinic�
polyribocytidilic acid（poly I：C）. Pregnant rat dams were
given intraperitoneally either with poly I：C or saline at ges-
tational day 13. At 8 weeks after birth, offspring of dams
treated by poly I：C or by saline were subjected to LLLT.
All the animals were photo�irradiated on the frontal cortex
under pentobarbital anesthesia, once daily for 3 days. Energy
densities were either 0（sham）, 45, 90, 180, 360, or 720 J�cm2.
The wave length was 600�1600 nm and its output was 1800
mW. Twenty�four hours after the last irradiation, animals
were sacrificed and their brains were subjected to measure-
ment of mRNA expression of immunological markers by real
time PCR. The body temperature of rats tended to elevated
after photo�irradiation of the frontal cortex. Expression lev-
els of several cytokine（IL�1beta, IL�6, IL�10）were shown to
decrease in the prefrontal cortex of photo�irradiated animals
in dose�dependent manner. The result suggests LLLT may
affect brain function through modulation of expression of cy-
tokines. Further investigations with regard to behavioral
changes after LLLT are ongoing.



3P-22 Setpoint of core body temperature is re-
modeled prior to hibernation in a obligatory
hibernator, Mesocricetus auratus.

○Yuichi Chayama1（茶山 由一），Lisa Ando1（安藤 理沙），
Masayuki Miura1,2（三浦 正幸），Yoshifumi Yamaguchi1,3
（山口 良文）

1Department of Genetics, Graduate school of Pharmaceutical
sciences, the University of Tokyo（東京大学大学院薬学系研
究科遺伝学教室），2CREST, JST（クレスト，科学技術振興機
構），3PRESTO, JST（さきがけ，科学技術振興機構）

Hibernation is a strategy with profound suppression of meta-
bolic rate, motility, and body temperature in order to avoid
energy wastes and survive severe winter or harsh environ-
ment with a little or no food. It has been suggested that mam-
malian hibernators remodel their body to develop tolerance
against many types of stresses including severe hypother-
mia, starvation, ischemia�reperfusion injury, and obesity, in
the pre�hibernation period, whereas physiological and mo-
lecular mechanisms of such adaptive remodeling remain
largely unclear. To identify when and how the adaptive re-
modeling starts during the pre�hibernation period, we utilize
syrian golden hamster（Mesocricetus auratus）, which initi-
ates hibernation after prolonged exposure to short day and
cold acclimation condition（about 4～12 weeks）. We found
that a core body temperature（Tb）was decreased after 8
weeks of exposure, which preceded entrance into hiberna-
tion, suggesting that a setpoint of Tb started to be lowered
during pre�hibernation period and minimized in hibernation
period. The remodeling of Tb setpoint and the efficiency of
hibernation induction were affected by animals’body weight.
These observations suggest that lowering Tb setpoint is one
of crucial aspects of the adaptive remodeling that precedes
hibernation induction.

3P-23 Analyses of metabolic changes of neurons
using cultured hippocampal slices

○Sho Hasegawa1（長谷川 翔），Nobuyuki Okahashi2（岡橋
伸幸），Takashi Matsubara3（松原 崇），Keiko Tominaga�
Yoshino1（冨永（吉野）恵子），Kojiro Isii4（石井浩二郎），Hiro-
shi Simizu2（清水 浩），Akihiko Ogura1（小倉 明彦）
1Laboratory of Synaptic Plasticity, Graduate School of Fron-
tier Biosciences, Osaka University（大阪大学 大学院生命機
能研究科 神経可塑性生理学研究室），2Laboratory of Meta-
bolic Engineering, Graduate School of Information Science
and Technology, Osaka University（大阪大学 大学院情報科
学研究科 代謝情報工学講座），3Department of Computa-
tional Science, Graduate School of System informatics, Kobe
University（神戸大学 大学院システム情報学研究科 計算
科学専攻），4Laboratory of Chromosome Function and Regu-
lation, Graduate School of Frontier Biosciences, Osaka Uni-
versity（大阪大学 大学院生命機能研究科 染色体機能制御
研究室）

Metabolic changes of the brain have been analyzed as indices
for neuronal activity. For examples, the reduced glucose（Glc）
consumption and the increased lactic acid（LA）production
in the patient of Alzheimer disease are regarded indices of
lowered neuronal activity and of disordered oxygen supply,
respectively. However, those interpretations may include
prejudice. To know the cellular bases of those metabolic
changes, we monitored here those changes by HPLC using
the hippocampal slice culture that preserves neuronal circuit
but allows pharmacological interventions. Induction of LTP
with forskolin did not produce significant changes in either
Glc consumption or LA production. However, 3 repeated in-
ductions of LTP, known to produce a long�lasting synaptic
enhancement coupled with synaptogenesis, brought about an
increased Glc consumption leaving LA production unaltered.
An application of bicuculline, known to produce epileptic ex-
citation, brought about increases in both Glc consumption
and LA production. Those results indicate that the increase
in Glc consumption indicates physiologically elevated neuro-
nal activity, while that in LA production indicates pathologi-
cally elevated activity. In the cultured slice, the activation of
metabotropic glutamate receptor induces LTD and the re-
peated induction of LTD leads to a long�lasting synaptic sup-
pression coupled with synapse elimination. Neither single
LTD nor repeated LTD evoked the changes in Glc consump-
tion and LA production, suggesting that the repetitive�LTD�
operated synapse suppression is a physiological process.



3P-24 Shati�Nat8l induces axon outgrowth via
energy metabolism in the primary cultured
neurons of mice

○Atsumi Nitta1（新田 淳美），Kazuyuki Sumi1（鷲見 和
之），Kyosuke Uno1（宇野 恭介），Shohei Matsumura1（松村
祥平），Yoshiaki Miyamoto1（宮本 嘉明），Yoko Fu-
rukawa�Hibi2（日比 陽子），Shin�ichi Muramatsu3（村松
慎一），Toshitaka Nabeshima4（鍋島 俊隆）
1Department of Pharmaceutical Therapy and Neuropharma-
cology, Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Graduate School
of Medicine and Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of
Toyama（富山大学医薬院・薬物治療学），2Department of
Neuropsychopharmacology and Hospital Pharmacy, Nagoya
University Graduate School of Medicine（名大・医院・医療薬
学・附属病院薬剤部），3Division of Neurology, Department of
Medicine, Jichi Medical University（自治医科大学・神経内科
学），4Nabeshima Laboratory, Faculty of Pharmacy, Meijo
University（名城大学薬学部・鍋島研究室）

We have identified a novel molecule, Shati�Nat8l in the nu-
cleus accumbens（NAc）of mice repeatedly treated with
methamphetamine（METH）. Shati�Nat8l produces N�acety-
laspatate（NAA）from aspartate and acetyl�CoA. Previously
we reported that overexpression of Shati�Nat8l in NAc at-
tenuates the response to METH via N�acetylaspartylgluta-
mate（NAAG；which is derived from NAA）�mGluR3 signal-
ing in the mice brain. In the present study, to clarify the type
of cells that produce Shati�Nat8l, we carried out in situ hy-
bridization for the detection of Shati�Nat8l mRNA accompa-
nied by immunohistochemical studies using serial sections of
mice brain. Shati�Nat8l mRNA was detected in neuronal
cells, but not in astrocytes or microglia cells. Next, we investi-
gated the function of Shati�Nat8l in the neuronal cells in mice
brain；then, we used adeno�associated virus vector contain-
ing Shati�Nat8l for transfection and overexpression of Shati�
Nat8l protein into the primary hippocortical neurons to in-
vestigate the contribution to neuronal activity of Shati�Nat8l.
Overexpression of Shati�Nat8l in the mice primary hippocor-
tical neurons induced axonal growth but not dendrite elonga-
tion at day 1.5（DIV）. This finding indicated that Shati�Nat8l
contributes to neuronal development. LY341495, a selective
group II mGluRs antagonist, did not abolish this axonal
growth, and NAAG itself did not abolish axon outgrowth in
the same cultured system. The cultured neurons overex-
pressing Shati�Nat8l contained high ATP, suggesting that
axon outgrowth is dependent on energy metabolism. This
study shows that Shati�Nat8l in the neuron may induce axon
outgrowth via ATP synthesis and not through mGluR3 sig-
naling.

3P-25 LAMP2C, a receptor for novel lysosomal
RNA�DNA degradation systems, pos-
sesses an arginine�rich motif that mediates
RNA�DNA�binding

○Yuuki Fujiwara（藤原 悠紀），Katsunori Hase（長谷 勝
徳），Keiji Wada（和田 圭司），Tomohiro Kabuta（株田 智
弘）
1Department of Degenerative Neurological Diseases, Na-
tional Institute of Neuroscience, National Center of Neurol-
ogy and Psychiatry（国立精神・神経医療研究センター 神経
研究所 疾病研究第四部）

Degradation of macromolecules by lysosomes is a fundamen-
tal event for biological homeostasis in cells and tissues includ-
ing neurons and brain. Neurons are cells rich in RNA, and ab-
errant function and accumulation of RNAs in neurons are re-
ported to cause various neurodegenerative diseases. Degra-
dation of cellular RNA can be an important issue for the bet-
ter understanding of homeostasis of neuron and pathogene-
sis of such diseases. We previously discovered novel lysoso-
mal degradation systems in which RNA and DNA are di-
rectly imported into lysosomal lumen and degraded. These
systems, which we termed RNautophagy�DNautophagy

（hereafter abbreviated as RDA）, are ATP�dependent and a
lysosomal membrane protein, LAMP2C was identified as at
least one of receptors for both RNA and DNA. In this study,
we examined the mechanisms underlying recognition of nu-
cleic acids by LAMP2C. We found that the cytosolic se-
quence of LAMP2C possesses features of the arginine�rich
motif, a well�known RNA�recognition motif found in a wide
range of RNA�binding proteins. Substitution of arginine resi-
dues in the cytosolic sequence of LAMP2C completely abol-
ished its binding ability to both RNA and DNA. A scrambled
form of the sequence showed affinity to both nucleic acids
equivalent to that of the wild�type sequence, as is the case
for other arginine�rich motif. In addition to these results, we
also found that cytosolic sequences of other LAMP family
proteins, LAMP1 and CD68�LAMP4, also possess multiple
arginine residues, and show affinity for nucleic acids. To-
gether with the fact that RDA activity is not completely abol-
ished in lysosomes derived from LAMP2 deficient mice,
these results suggests the existence of other receptors in
RDA. Our results provide further insight into the mecha-
nisms underlying RDA, and may contribute to a better un-
derstanding of lysosome function. We would also like to dis-
cuss physiological roles of RDA and their possible involve-
ment in diseases.



3P-26 The protective effects of high dose adeno-
sine deaminase during oxygen glucose
deprivation on rat corticostriatal slices.

○Risa Tamura1（田村 吏沙），Hiroyuki Ohta1（太田 宏
之），Masashi Nibuya2（丹生谷正史），Yasushi Sato3（佐藤 泰
司），Yasuhiro Nishida1（西田 育弘）
1Department of physiology, NDMC（防衛医大 生理学講座），
2Psychiatry, NDMC（防衛医科大学校 精神科学講座），3Anes-
thesiology, NDMC（防衛医科大学校 麻酔科学講座）

Adenosine increase in response to ischemic brain insults and
adenosine receptors are one of the main therapeutic targets.
However, some controversy remain regarding to adenosine
effects in striatum, where abundant A2aR receptors exist
and A2aR antagonists have been shown to be either protect
or increase striatal damage. In the present study, we demon-
strate that striatal neuroprotection induced by adenosine
deaminase（ADA）（EC 3.5.4.4）, the enzyme catabolizes
deamination of adenosine to inosine and ammonia and de-
crease adenosine concentration. We used the oxygen�glu-
cose deprivation（OGD）for 10 minutes as model of ischemia
in corticostriatal brain slices. In electrophysiological assess-
ment, we used adult Wistar Thy�1.2 promoter channelrho-
dopsin�2 Venus transgenic rats of both sexes to enable
optgenetical evaluation. We recorded time course of corticos-
triatal extracellular field potential（FP）evoked via a bipolar
stimulating electrode placed in the corpus callosum as well as
striatal field potential evoked by optogenetic stimulation to
striatum（fOPT）. In control group, 30 minutes after OGD, FP
and fOPT were decreased. Application of the ADA in artifi-
cial cerebrospinal fluid during OGD significantly suppresses
the OGD induced reduction. In histological evaluation, dead
cell counts with propidium iodide also support this protective
effect. These results show that ADA plays a neuroprotective
role in corticostriatal pathway.



3P-27 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF GSK3β
ACTIVITY IN CELLS AND BRAINS

○Ambika Krishnankutty，Taeko Kimura，Ryo Yo-
nezawa，Taro Saito，Akiko Asada，Shin�ichi Hisanaga
MOLECULAR NEUROSCIENCE, DIVISION OF BIOLOGY,
TOKYO METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY

Tauopathy neurodegeneration including Alzhimers disease
（AD）is characterized by the intracellular accumulation of
hyperphosphorylated tau. More than 40 phosphorylation
sites are reported in AD tau. A characteristic feature is Ser�
Pro or Thr�Pro Phosphorylation, which are catalysed mainly
by GSK3β and CDK5. Together with their co�localization
with tau aggregates in brains of the patients, CDK5 and GSK
3β have been considered as prime candidates for AD patho-
genesis. Both GSK3β and CDK5 are Proline directed protein
kinases, but their phosphorylation site preference is some-
what different. Phosphorylation of tau by GSK3β is acceler-
ated by prime phosphorylation by CDK5. However, it is not
known well how these protein kinases cooperate in genera-
tion of AD abnormal phosphorylation epitopes. GSK3β activ-
ity is regulated by phosphorylation at Ser9, and its activity is
usually estimated by Ser9 phosphorylation using phospho�
specific antibody. The use of phospho�Ser9 antibody enabled
us to measure relative changes in the GSK3β activity but did
not provide the absolute kinase activity. Considering GSK3β
as a primary pathological kinase, it is important to under-
stand the activity of GSK3β in pathological brains. In this
study, we measured the absolute activation of GSK3β in vari-
ous cultured cells, neurons and mouse brains using Phos�tag
SDS�PAGE. GSK3β has two major phosphorylation sites；
Ser9 and Tyr216. Phosphorylation at Ser9 inactivates GSK3β
whereas that at Y216 is proposed to activate the kinase. We
first analysed GSK3β phosphorylation in CHO�K1 cells using
Phos�tag SDS�PAGE, in which phosphorylated GSK3β was
retarded extraordinarily. GSK3β was separated into three
bands；non�phosphorylated, Tyr216 phosphorylated, and
Tyr216 and Ser9 double phosphorylated GSK3β. GSK3β ex-
pressed in CHO�K1 cells were mostly active with Tyr216
phosphorylation. Insulin treatment increased Ser9 inhibitory
phosphorylation but most part of GSK3β still remained in an
active phosphorylation state. We would like to report GSK3β
activation in different types of cells and different regions of
brain.

3P-28 An autophagy�inducing herbal extract alle-
viates the pathology of Alzheimer’s dis-
ease

○Yung�Feng Liao1，Rita P.�Y. Chen2，Chang�Jen Huang2
1Institute of Cellular and Organismic Biology, Academia
Sinica，2Institute of Biological Chemistry, Academia Sinica

Alzheimer’s disease（AD）is a progressive neurodegenerative
disease and is the most common form of dementia in the eld-
erly. AD patients suffer from memory impairment and cogni-
tive deficits. The lack of disease�modifying therapeutics for
AD has imposed a huge social burden. It thus becomes a
pressing issue to develop effective therapeutic and preven-
tion strategies against AD. The pathological hallmarks of AD
include formation of amyloid�β（Aβ）plague in extracellular
space and aggregation of Tau protein within neurons. It is
widely believed that accumulation of Aβ and Tau is a causa-
tive event in the AD pathogenesis. Both Aβ�and Tau�elic-
ited neurotoxicity could significantly contribute to the onset
and progression of AD. We have now identified a herbal ex-
tract（HE238）that exhibit potent biological efficacy in sup-
pressing the neurotoxicity elicited by amyloidopathy and
tauopathy. Our data show that treatments with HE238 can
effectively induce autophagy and neprilysin to promote the
clearance of Aβ and Tau in cultured cells. Oral administra-
tion of HE238 for 2 month also significantly improves the cog-
nitive function in an Aβ42�injection mouse model. Together,
the dual modalities existing in the active ingredients of HE
238 obviously present an enormous resource for AD�alleviat-
ing agents.



3P-29 The abundance of nonphosphorylated tau
among heterogeneously phosphorylated
tau species in vivo in mouse and human
tauopathy brains
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University（順天堂大学・医学）

Tauopathy is neurodegenerative diseases characterized by
aggregates of hyperphosphorylated tau. Previous intensive
studies have identified many disease�related phosphoryla-
tion sites on tau. However, it is not understood how tau is hy-
perphosphorylated and how hyperphosphorylated tau forms
aggregates. It is neither clear yet what extent these sites are
phosphorylated in disease brains but also normal brains.
Most previous studies have used phospho�specific antibodies
in analysis of tau phosphorylation. They were useful but did
not provide information of nonphosphorylated tau. Here, we
applied the method of Phos�tag SDS�PAGE, in which phos-
phorylated proteins are retarded extraordinary, making it
possible to analyze in vivo phosphorylated, as well as non-
phosphorylated, tau more quantitatively. Tau in adult mouse
brains was heterogeneously phosphorylated with nonphos-
phorylated 0N4R isoform strongest. Perinatal tau and tau in
cold water�stressed tau showed the similar extent of high
phosphorylation. Tau in normal aged human brain was sepa-
rated into more than 8 discrete bands. Among them, non-
phosphorylated 0N3R and 0N4R tau were strongest. A
slightly higher phosphorylation of tau, which may represent
the initial step of hyperphosphorylation, was detected in Al-
zheimer’s disease（AD）patients at Braak stage V. This phos-
phorylation state of tau was pelleted by centrifugation and
Sarkosyl�soluble tau in either AD or corticobasal degenera-
tion（CBD）brains showed a similar phosphorylation profiles
to tau in normal human brains, suggesting that hyperphos-
phorylation occurs in aggregated tau. These results indicate
that tau is present in multiple phosphorylation states in
mouse and human brains and nonphosphorylated forms are
highly expressed among them.

3P-30 Sustained rise in body temperature exacer-
bates the pathologies of Alzheimer disease
in mice.

○Hiroyuki Enomoto1（榎本 啓行），Reiko Kato2（加藤 玲
子），Mari Nunome1（布目 真梨），Mohammad Abdullah1（ア
ブドラモハンマド），JianSheng Gong1（キョウケンセイ），
Cha�Gyun Jung1（鄭 且均），Hitoshi Yamashita2（山下
均），Makoto Michikawa1（道川 誠）
1Dept of Biochem, Nagoya City Univ Grad Sch Med Sci（名市
大・院・病態生化学），2Chubu Univ.（中部大学）

Climate change is affecting our health and economy in di-
verse ways and global warming is one of the most serious
public health threats facing people in the world. Although in
industrialized countries, many people live in a comfortable
thermal conditions, environmental temperature keeps in-
creasing annually. Effect of temperature on mammals have
not been understood well. To explore the effect of high ambi-
ent temperature on memory functions in the elderly, we
evaluated pathophysiology of Alzheimer disease（AD）under
the different thermal conditions using APP�Tg mice. Sur-
prisingly, compared to the room temperature at 23℃, the
body temperature was significantly higher（about 0.5～0.7℃）
in the Tg mice reared at 30℃. The APP�Tg mice reared at
30℃ showed impaired spatial memory function compared
with those reared at 23℃. The levels of Aβ deposits in the
cerebral cortex and hippocampus of APP�Tg mice（17�
month�old）reared at 30℃ were greater than those of mice
at 23℃. In the hippocampus, Aβ peptides level was 1.85�fold
higher in the mice reared at 30℃ than those at 23℃. The lev-
els of all the HSPs（HSP90, 70, 60 and 27）examined were in-
creased in the mice reared at 30℃ compared with those at 23
℃. In addition, the levels of hyper�phosphorylated tau was
significantly increased in the brains of mice reared at 30℃.
The phosphorylation levels of JNK, ERK and p38MAPK
were also increased in the cortex of mice reared at 30℃ com-
pared with those at 23℃. When the cultured neuronal cells
were incubated at 35, 37, and 39℃, the Aβ levels synthesized
increased in a temperature�dependent manner, and γ�secre-
tase activity also increased in a temperature�dependent
manner. Although, effect of temperature on the phosphoryla-
tion state of tau in vitro remains to be addressed, these lines
of evidence suggest that even in mammals, thermal condi-
tions affects body temperature and higher body temperature
may enhance AD pathophysiology including Aβ synthesis�
deposition and tau phosphorylation.



3P-31 Intracellular Aβ Oligomers Cause Tau�In-
dependent Spine Alteration and Defect of
Axonal and Dendritic Transport

○Tomohiro Umeda1（梅田 知宙），Michael Silverman2，Hi-
roshi Mori1（森 啓），Takami Tomiyama1（富山 貴美）
1Department of Neuroscience, Osaka City University Gradu-
ate School of Medicine（大阪市立大学大学院医学研究科脳神
経科学），2Department of Biological Sciences and Department
of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, Simon Fraser Uni-
versity（Simon Fraser大学）

Objectives：
Mounting evidence indicates that extracellular amyloid β（Aβ）
oligomers cause synaptic dysfunction and that this toxicity
requires tau in the dendrites. Meanwhile, it has been sug-
gested that intraneuronal accumulation of Aβ proceeds ex-
tracellular Aβ, and is an early event in Alzheimer’s disease. It
remains unclear whether intraneuronal Aβ also contributes
to synaptic alteration, and if so, whether the toxicity requires
tau.
Methods：
To address these questions, mouse�rat primary neurons
were transfected with human APP with or without the
Osaka（E693Δ）mutation which induces intracellular accumu-
lation of Aβ oligomers. The morphology of dendritic spines,
and axonal or dendritic transport of BDNF, mitochondria,
and transferrin receptor（a marker of dendritic recycling en-
dosomes）were evaluated. For comparison, the effect of ex-
tracelluar Aβ on dendritic spines was examined by adding
Aβ into untransfected neurons at concentrations comparable
to those in culture media of wild�type APP�transfectants. To
study the necessity of tau, primary neurons from tau�defi-
cient mice were also analyzed following to APP transfection.
Results：
Neurons expressing APP Osaka, but not wild�type APP, ac-
cumulated Aβ oligomers within cells. APP Osaka�transfec-
tants showed reduced numbers of total and mushroom�type
spines, but wild�type APP�transfectants and Aβ�added un-
transfectants did not. The flux values of BDNF, mitochon-
dria, and the transferrin receptor transport in axons and den-
drites were reduced only in APP Osaka�transfectants. Intra-
cellular Aβ�induced aberrant spine morphology was ob-
served even in tau�deficient neurons.
Conclusions：
Intraneuronal Aβ oligomers disrupted synaptic integrity in-
dependently of tau, and this toxicity was accompanied by an
impairment of axonal and dendritic trafficking.

3P-32 Differential effects of angiotensin II recep-
tor blockers on Aβ generation

○Junjun Liu（劉 俊俊），Shuyu Liu（劉しゅう余），Saki Mu-
rakami（村上 咲），Yusuke Sugakawa（菅川 悠介），Ay-
ako Kami（賀美 綾子），Chiaki Tanabe（田邊 千晶），To-
moji Maeda（前田 智司），Kun Zou（鄒 鶤），Hiroto
Komano（駒野 宏人）
Department of Neuroscience School of Pharmacy Iwate
Medical University（岩手医科大学 薬学部 神経科学講座）

Angiotensin II receptor blockers（ARBs）are widely pre-
scribed for the medication of systemic hypertension and con-
gestive heart failure. It has been reported that ARBs can re-
duce the risk for the onset of Alzheimer’s disease（AD）and
have beneficial effects on dementia. Neurotoxic amyloid β�
protein（Aβ）is believed to play a causative role in the devel-
opment of AD. However, whether ARBs regulate Aβ genera-
tion remains largely unknown. Here, we studied the effect of
ARBs on Aβ generation and found that telmisartan signifi-
cantly increased Aβ40 and Aβ42 generation, but decreased
the Aβ42�Aβ40 ratio. However, losartan, valsartan and can-
desartan did not increase Aβ generation, while olmesartan
significantly increased Aβ42 generation. We also found that
telmisartan increased the Aβ generation through angiotensin
type 1a receptor（AT1a）and the receptor�related phosphoti-
dylinositide 3�kinases（PI3K）pathway. Our findings revealed
the different effects of ARBs on Aβ generation and provide
new evidence for the relationship between antihypertensive
treatment and AD pathogenesis.



3P-33 The role of Rap1A in Cas�HEF1 assocated
signal transducer�induced neuronal death

○Fujiya Gomi（五味不二也），Yoko Uchida（内田 洋子）
Molecular Neurobiology, Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of
Gerontology（東京都健康長寿医療センター研究所・記憶神経）

Aβ plays an important role in the early pathogenesis of AD.
However, the molecular mechanisms of neuronal death by
Aβ remain to be fully elucidated. We analyzed the gene ex-
pression profile of neurons exposed to Aβ for 15 hours com-
prehensively by microarray. One of induced genes was Cas�
HEF1 assocated signal transducer（Chat, also reported as
NSP3 or SHEP1）. Chat binds to Eph receptor in N�terminus,
and binds to Cas in C�terminus. Binding to Cas leads to acti-
vation of Rap1. Chat palys a role in cell movement, cell at-
tachment, and axonal guidance. Northern blot analysis
showed Chat expression of Aβ treated neurons was 2.8 times
higher than those of control neurons, and the expression of
Chat in the cortices of AD model mouse, Tg2576 was signifi-
cantly higher than that in wild mouse. Overexpression of
Chat in rat cultured cortical neurons accelerated cell death.
C�terminal region of Chat was reported to interact with Cas
family proteins, but the co�expression of Chat and p130Cas
or NEDD9 interfered Chat�induced neuronal death.The Chat
C�terminal region has a guanine nucleotide exchange factor

（GEF）like region and is reported to interact with Rap2 and
R�Ras and Rap1A, but its GEF activity is obscure. To ex-
clude Chat’s Cas�dependent small G protein activation, Chat
Y635E which does not interact with Cas was used. As small
G proteins, R�Ras, Rap1A, their constitutively active, and
dominant negative mutants were used. Chat Y635E induced
accelerated neuronal death was reduced when dominant
negative form of Rap1A was co�transfected. Reversely, con-
stitutively active Rap1A induced neuronal death acceleration
even without Chat transfection. This result indicates that
Rap1A activation was working downstream of Chat in Chat
induced accelerate neuronal death pathway.

3P-34 Leptin inhibits expression of neprilysin in
cultured astrocytes

○Naoki Yamamoto1,2（山本 直樹），Mamoru Tanida3（谷田
守），Yoko Ono2（大野 陽子），Rika Kasahara2（笠原 梨
加），Kenji Suzuki2（鈴木 健二），Kazuya Sobue4（祖父江和哉）
1Fac. Pharm., Sci., Hokuriku Univ.（北陸大・薬），2Dept. Phar-
macy, Ritsumeikan Univ.（立命館大・薬），3Dept. Physiology
II, Kanazawa Med. Univ.（金沢医大・生理2），4Dept. Anesthe-
siol., Nagoya City Univ.（名市大院・医・麻酔）

Epidemiological studies have suggested an inverse relation-
ship between the adipocytokine leptin levels and the onset of
Alzheimer’s disease（AD）. Pathogenesis of AD is character-
ized by accumulation of extracellular deposits of amyloid β�
protein（Aβ）in the brain. The balance between production
and degradation of Ab proteins is critical to amyloid accumu-
lation and resulting disease. The major Aβ�degrading en-
zymes in the brain are neprilysin（NEP）and insulin�degrad-
ing enzyme（IDE）, which may promote Aβ deposition in pa-
tients with sporadic late�onset AD. However, the mecha-
nisms underlying the relationship remain uncertain. We in-
vestigated whether leptin induces Aβ degradation by induc-
ing NEP and IDE expression of astrocytes. Leptin signifi-
cantly decreased the expression of NEP but not IDE in a con-
centration�and time�dependent manner through the activa-
tion of extracellular signal�regulated kinase（ERK）in pri-
mary cultured rat astrocytes. Furthermore, leptin inhibited
the degradation of exogenous Aβ in astrocyte�cultured me-
dium. These results suggest that leptin decreases Aβ degra-
dation by NEP through activation of ERK.



3P-35 Coffee reduces BACE1 expression in hu-
man neuroblastoma SH�SY5Y cells.

○Kazuya Fukuyama1（福山 和也），Shota Kakio1（垣尾
翔大），Soichiro Enoki2（榎 崇一郎），Kenji Kobata2（古旗
賢二），Toshiharu Suzuki3（鈴木 利治），Megumi Funako-
shi�Tago1（多胡めぐみ），Hiroomi Tamura1（田村 悦臣）
1Facalty of Pharmacy, Keio University（慶應大・薬・衛生化
学），2Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Josai Uni-
versity（城西大・院・薬・機能性食品科学），3Faculty of Phar-
macy, Hokkaido University（北大・薬・神経化学）

Objectives Coffee is one of the most world�widely consumed
beverage on a daily bases. Recent epidemiological studies
have reported that 3�5 cups of coffee per day can reduce the
risk of Alzheimer’s disease（AD）by 65％. However, the pre-
cise molecular mechanisms of the effects of coffee are yet un-
certain. Beta secretase（BACE1）is the enzyme that produces
amyloid beta by cleaving amyloid precursor protein（APP）at
N�terminal and is a potential therapeutic target for AD.
Therefore, we investigated the effects of coffee on BACE1
expression in human neuroblastoma SH�SY5Y cells.Methods
SH�SY5Y cells were cultured in Ham’s F�12�DMEM（1：
1）medium supplemented with 15％ FBS. The cells were ex-
posed to coffee, decaffeinated coffee, or coffee extracts up to
2.0％（v�v）. After 15 hours, the whole cell lysates were iso-
lated and subjected to immunoblotting for BACE1. The
amount of Aβ40 and Aβ42 in the culture medium was meas-
ured with ELISA. Results Coffee reduced BACE1 expression
in a dose�dependent manner. Mixture of decaffeinated coffee
and caffeine（100 μM）showed significant suppression in
BACE1 expression, whereas decaffeinated coffee or caffeine

（100 μM）itself showed little effect. The active constituents
of coffee were produced by roasting process of coffee beans.
Discussion Coffee reduced BACE1 expression and, Aβ40 and
Aβ42 production in the human neuroblastoma SH�SY5Y
cells. Our data suggest that coffee might reduce BACE1 ex-
pression by interaction between caffeine and constituents of
roasted coffee. This activity may contribute to the preven-
tive effects of coffee on AD. Further studies to identify active
components and to elucidate the mechanism of the effects
are needed to clarify the molecular basis of prevention of the
disease associated with daily coffee consumption.

3P-36 Effect of Aβ on exosome release from as-
trocytes in culture

○Mohammad Abdullah（アブドラモハンマド），Hiroyuki
Enomoto（榎本 啓行），Mari Nunome（布目 真梨），Jian-
Sheng Gong（キョウ建生），Makoto Michikawa（道川 誠）
Dept of Biochem, Nagoya City Univ, School of Med Sci（名古
屋市立大・院・病態生化学）

In the central nervous system, exosomes and apoE�HDL are
known to be secreted form glia cells and play important roles
in the clearance of amyloid β�proiten（Aβ）. Exosomes are
small extracellular vesicles（30�100 nm）derived from the en-
dosomal system and secreted by variety of cell types such as
neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes. Exosomes are sug-
gested to play important roles in Aβ deposition and clear-
ance. Aβ is well known to induce neuronal cell death,
whereas little is known about its effect on astrocytes. The
limited information of the effect of Aβ on astrocytes led us to
perform experiments to study the effect of Aβ on release of
exosome from astrocytes. We characterized and analyzed re-
lease of exosomes and apoE, both of which are known to re-
move�clear Aβ from the brain, in the culture medium of rat
astrocytes in culture. Exosome release was determined by
western blot analysis using exosome specific marker pro-
teins, flotillin and HSP90. We found that exosome and apoE�
HDL were successfully separated by density gradient ultra-
centrifugation. Their release was confirmed by distribution
of their specific markers and lipids, and electron microscopic
analysis. Exosome release was significantly reduced by Aβ1�
42 treatment in cultured astrocytes accompanied by an in-
creased JNK phosphorylation. Whereas, apoE�HDL release
remained unchanged. A JNK inhibitor recovered the de-
creased levels of exosome induced by Aβ treatment to levels
similar to those of control, suggesting that Aβ1�42 inhibits
exosome release via stimulation of JNK signal pathway. Be-
cause, exosome is shown to remove Aβ in the brain, our find-
ings suggest that increased Aβ levels in the brain may im-
pair the exosome�mediated Aβ clearance pathway.



3P-37 Diosgenin decreases the expression of
HSC70 and improves memory function in
Alzheimer’s disease model mice.

○Ximeng Yang（楊 熙蒙），Tomoharu Kuboyama（久保山
友晴），Chihiro Tohda（東田 千尋）
Division of Neuromedical Science, Department of Bioscience,
Institute of Natural Medicine, University of Toyama（富山大
学和漢医薬学総合研究所病態制御部門神経機能学分野）

We previously found that diosgenin, a constituent of Di-
oscorea Rhizoma, restored axonal degeneration and im-
proved memory function in Alzheimer’s disease model mice

（5XFAD）. In this study, we aimed to investigate diosgenin�
elicited expression change of intracellular molecules, to gain
insight about diosgenin mechanism leading to axonal re-
growth and memory improvement. Vehicle solution or dios-
genin（0.1 μmol�kg�day, p.o.）was treated to wild�type or 5
XFAD（male, 24�27 weeks old）for 15 days. Object recogni-
tion memory of diosgenin�treated 5XFAD was significantly
improved. After the behavioral test, cortical lysates were
compared on 2D�PAGE. We focused several proteins that
showed drastic changes in the expression level and analyzed
those by MALDI�TOF�MS. Heat shock cognate 70（HSC
70）was identified as the protein decreased by diosgenin
treatment in 5XFAD. Next, diosgenin（0.1, 1 μM）or the inhibi-
tor of HSC70, VER�155008（50, 500 and 5000 nM）was treated
for 4 days to cultured cortical neuron（ddY, E14）. Diosgenin
as well as VER�155008 decreased the expression level of
HSC70 and increased axonal density. VER�155008 also de-
creased in HSC70 expression and increased in axonal density
although VER�155008 should be just an activity inhibitor of
HSC70. Diosgenin（0.1 μmol�kg�day, p.o.）or VER�155008（10
μmol�kg�day, i.p.）was treated to ddY（male and female, 6�9
weeks old）for 4 days, or wild�type and 5XFAD（female, 32�
38 weeks old）for 17 days. Diosgenin and VER�155008 treat-
ment enhanced object recognition memories in normal mice
and improved the memories in 5XFAD. These results sug-
gest that a decrease in HSC70 may relate to memory im-
provement. We are now investigating specific functions of
HSC70 in the 5XFAD brain.

3P-38 Cytosolic Asparatate Aminotransferase Re-
lates to Axonal Growth Control under Aβ
Treatment

○Ryo Kobayashi1（小林 諒），Hidetoshi Watari1,2（渡り 英
俊），Yutaka Shimada2（嶋田 豊），Chihiro Tohda1（東田
千尋）
1Division of Neuromedical Science, Institute of Natural Medi-
cine, University of Toyama（富山大学和漢医薬学総合研究所
神経機能学分野），2Department of Japanese Oriental Medi-
cine, Graduate School of Medicine and Pharmaceutical Sci-
ences, University of Toyama（富山大学大学院医学薬学研究
部和漢診療学講座）

Alzheimer’s disease（AD）is the most common cause of de-
mentia. We are investigating anti�AD drugs from traditional
Japanese Kampo medicine, especially kamikihito（KKT）. In
this study, we aimed to identify the direct binding proteins of
KKT. The drug affinity responsive target stability（DARTS）
method was used to identify the direct binding proteins of
KKT, and cytosolic aspartate aminotransferase（cAST）was
identified. Primary culture cortical neurons were treated
with amyloid beta（Aβ）（25�35）, and the cAST expression
and activity were evaluated by Western blotting and an AST
activity assay, respectively. To investigate the effect of the
inhibition and knockdown of cAST on the KKT activity, cor-
tical neurons were treated with O�（carboxymethyl）hydrox-
ylamine hemihydrochloride（OCHH；an AST inhibitor）or
transfected with siRNA for cAST, and the degree of axonal
atrophy was evaluated under those conditions. DARTS
analysis showed that a 42 kDa protein was protected by pro-
teolysis via KKT coexistence. MALDI�TOF�TOF analysis
indicated that the protein was cAST. cAST in Aβ（25�35）�
treated neurons showed no change in the expression level
but low activity. In contrast, treatment with KKT reversed
the cAST activity to control level. Treatment of cortical neu-
rons with Aβ（25�35）significantly decreased the axonal den-
sity. KKT treatment restored the axonal density, whereas
the KKT�induced increase in axonal density was diminished
by OCHH treatment or knockdown of cAST. In normal con-
dition, the down regulation of cAST was not related to ax-
onal damage. Aβ（25�35）�triggered cAST inactivation may
relate to axonal atrophy. KKT up�regulates the cAST activ-
ity probably via direct binding to cAST, resulting in axonal
growth. Functional roles of cAST in AD pathology are under
investigation.



3P-39 Tau phosphorylation via microtubule�affin-
ity�regulating�kinase（MARK）�PAR�1 as
an initial step in the pathological cascade
leading to neurodegeneration

○Kanae Ando1（安藤香奈絵），Motoki Hayashishita1（林下
幹輝），Mikiko Oka1（岡 未来子），Akiko Maruko�Otake2
（円子�大竹顕子），Yosuke Ohtake3（大竹 洋輔），Koichi M.
Iijima4,5（飯島 浩一）
1Department of Biological Sciences, Graduate School of Sci-
ence and Engineering, Tokyo Metropolitan University（首都
大学東京大学院理工学研究科生命科学専攻），2Department of
Neuroscience, Thomas Jefferson University，3Shriners Hospi-
tals Pediatric Research Center, Temple University School of
Medicine，4Department of Alzheimers Disease Research,
Laboratory of Genetics and Pathobiology, National Center for
Geriatrics and Gerontology（国立研究開発法人国立長寿医療
研究センター，認知症先進医療開発センター，アルツハイマー
病研究部 発症機序解析研究室），5Department of Experi-
mental Gerontology, Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sci-
ences, Nagoya City University（名古屋市立大学薬学部 大学
院薬学研究科 加齢病態制御学分野）

Tau is a microtubule�binding protein localized to the neuro-
nal axons, where it regulates microtubule stability. However,
tau is hyper�phosphorylated and accumulated in the cytosol
in the brain neurons under pathological conditions including
Alzheimer’s disease（AD）. Tau phosphorylation at Ser262
has been suggested to occur in the early stages in AD patho-
genesis and to play critical roles in tau toxicity. It is not clear
how elevated levels of tau phosphorylated at Ser262 leads to
neurodegeneration. By using Drosophila as a model system,
we found that the events causally related to disease patho-
genesis such as expression of β�amyloid peptide or depletion
mitochondria from the presynaptic terminals increases the
levels of tau phosphorylated at Ser262 via microtubule�affin-
ity�regulating�kinase（MARK）�PAR�1. Tau phosphoryla-
tion at Ser262 and Ser356 causes accumulation of tau with a
prominent effect on tau species that are not phosphorylated
at proline�directed kinase�target sites（SP�TP sites）. Tau
phosphorylated at Ser262 and Ser356 were subjected to fur-
ther phosphorylation at disease�associated SP�TP sites.
These results suggest that tau phosphorylation at Ser262
and Ser356 via MARK�PAR�1 is a critical step initiating a
cascade that leads to accumulation of toxic tau species, and
targeting such tau species may be an effective strategy to
block the cascade of events leading to neuron loss in diseased
brains.



3P-40 PUFA�derived lipid peroxide enhances al-
pha�synuclein toxicity through perturbation
of autophagy system

○Wakako Maruyama（丸山和佳子），Masayo Shamoto�Na-
gai（永井（社本）雅代），Makoto Naoi（直井 信）
Dept of Health Nutr Facult. Psycol. Physical Sci. Aichi
Gakuin Univ.（愛知学院大 心身科学部 健康栄養学科）

Docosahexaenoic acid（DHA）is a major fatty acid composi-
tion of the neuronal membrane. DHA is α�Synuclein αSyn）
has been proposed to be associated with the pathogenesis of
Parkinson disease（PD）. and stabilizes conformation of αSyn
in α�helical structure. The cytotoxicity of αSyn depends on
its higher structure, including momomeric, oligomeric and
aggregated forms. DHA is known as a potent anti�oxidant
but simultaneously, it is oxidized and produces cytotoxic
lipid�radicals. This paper reports that DHA peroxidation
modified αSyn and induced the oligomerization and facili-
tated the amyloidogenesis in vitro. DHA induced cell death
with increased αSyn adduct with N�acyl product from DHA
peroxidation and cell death in SH�SY5Y cells overexpressing
αSyn. Using this model, the proteolysis system was studied.
αSyn overexprssion itself activated autophagy system. In ad-
dition, DHA�derived lipid�derived oxidative stress disturbed
autophagy�lysosomal fusion and as a result, the accumula-
tion of abnormal proteins in the cells was observed. This find-
ing indicates that oxidation of DHA which is rich in neuronal
membrane may enhance the toxic proteins by inhibiting pro-
teolysis system.

3P-41 Analysis of contextual fear memory and
hippocampal CREB phosphorylation in 1�
methyl�4�phenyl�1, 2, 3, 6, tetrahydropyri-
dine（MPTP）�induced mouse model of
Parkinson’s disease

○Ken�ichi Kinoshita1,2（木下 健一），Yoshikage Muroi2（室
井 喜景），Toshiaki Ishii1,2（石井 利明）
1Det. of Pathogenetic Vet. Sci., Gifu Univ. Utd Grad Sch of
Vet. Sci.（岐阜大学大学院連合獣医学研究科病態獣医学），2Det.
of Basic Vet. Med., Obihiro Univ. of Agri. and Vet. Med.（帯広
畜産大学獣医学科基礎獣医学）

In order to clarify the mechanism of the cognitive deficits in
Parkinson’s disease（PD）, we investigated the mechanism of
cognitive deficits in MPTP�induced PD model mice（PD
mice）. PD mice were produced by MPTP（four injections at
a single dose of 20 mg�kg every 2 h, i.p．）, which destroys
specifically the nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons. The
number of tyrosine hydroxylase positive cells in the substan-
tia nigra pars compacta was significantly decreased in PD
mice. We evaluated the cognitive function of PD mice using
the contextual fear conditioning test. In the test, we con-
ducted using a weak unconditioned stimulus（US）（1 mA�2 s,
single）or an intense US（2 mA�2 s, twice）, and evaluated fear
consolidation, reconsolidation and extinction. Under the weak
US in reconsolidation and extinction tests, there were no sig-
nificant differences in the freezing rates between control and
PD mice. When we conducted the tests under the intense US,
memory reconsolidation of PD mice normally occurred, but
the memory of PD mice was attenuated earlier than the con-
trol mice by brief exposures to CS（3 min）every 24 h. In the
extinction test, the PD mice showed a significant reduction in
freezing rate earlier than the control mice. Next, we exam-
ined the expression level of the phosphorylated CREB（p�
CREB）that is critical for fear memory formation. After an ex-
tinction training under the intense US, PD mice showed sig-
nificant reduction in the number of p�CREB positive cells in
hippocampal dentate gyrus（DG）. The p�CREB expression
was observed specifically in immature cells（Doublecortin）
but not in mature cells（NeuN）. These results suggest that
the enhancement of memory extinction observed in PD mice
may cause from a decrease in the p�CREB positive imma-
ture cells in hippocampal DG.



3P-42 Expression of the huntingtin�associated
protein 1�immunoreactive stigmoid body
and its morphological relationship with an-
drogen receptor in the spinal cord of adult
rat

○Md Nabiul Islam，Ryutaro Fujinaga，Yukio Takeshita，
Akie Yanai，Mir Rubayet Jahan，Greggory J Wroblewski，
Koh Shinoda
Div. of Neuroanatomy, Dept. of Neuroscience, Yamaguchi
University Grad. School of Medicine

Huntingtin�associated protein 1（HAP1）is a neural hunting-
tin interactor and is considered to be a determinant marker
of the stigmoid body（STB）. STB�HAP1 has putative protec-
tive functions against some neurodegenerative diseases

（STB�HAP1 protection hypothesis）. Although the expres-
sion of STB�HAP1 has been well described in the brain, little
is known about its presence in the spinal cord which is also
vulnerable to neurodegenerative diseases like spinal and bul-
bar muscular atrophy（SBMA）that is caused by mutation of
androgen receptor（AR）. We immunohistochemically deter-
mined the distribution of STB�HAP1 and its morphological
relationship with AR in the spinal cord of adult Wistar rats of
both sexes in light,fluorescence, and electron microscopy as
well as western blotting. In this study, almost all STB�HAP
1�immunoreactive（ir）cells belonged to neurons, but not glial
cells, as indicated by their co�expression with NeuN but not
with GFAP, Iba1 or Olig2. About 90％ of neurons in the lam-
ina I�III, sympathetic and parasympathetic preganglionic
cells, as well as in the lamina X, expressed STB�HAP1. In ad-
dition, about 50％ of neurons in lamina IV and V expressed
STB�HAP1, whereas STB�HAP1�ir cells were relatively
sparse（15�30％）in lamina VI, VII and VIII. In contrast, no
STB�HAP1�ir cells were found in the motoneurons of the
lamina IX. Our present study suggests that STB�HAP1 in
the spinal cord might play an important role in diverse spinal
sensory and autonomic functions. Sensory and autonomic
neurons in the spinal cord should be stable against stressful
conditions as inducing neurodegeneration, due to putative
STB�HAP1 protectivity, whereas the motoneurons might be
vulnerable to such stresses due to the absence of STB�HAP1
in lamina IX. Interestingly, more than 80％ of AR�ir cells in
the dorsal horn or around the central canal contained STB�
HAP1, but AR�ir cells in the ventral horn motoneurons were
devoid of STB�HAP1. Our current results strongly support
STB�HAP1 protection hypothesis in�vivo and might explain
why the spinal motoneurons are major target in some
neurodegenerative diseases including SBMA.

3P-43 TDP43 recognizes and transports G4�con-
taining mRNAs into neurites for local trans-
lation
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ルツハイマー病研究部・病因遺伝子）

Local protein synthesis within neurons is an essential mecha-
nism for the establishment and conservation of synaptic plas-
ticity, neural activities, and cell polarity. RNA�binding pro-
teins（RBPs）are considered to play key roles in transport and
distribution of specific mRNAs into target sites for the local
protein synthesis. At present, however, little is known on the
mechanism how these RBPs mediate selective transport of
specific mRNAs into the target area.TDP�43（TAR DNA�
binding 43 kDa protein encoded by TARDBP）, a ubiqui-
tously expressed RBP in various tissues, contains two RNA
recognition motifs and a Gly�rich domain, and forms a homo�
dimer in normal cells under physiological conditions. In neu-
rons of patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis（ALS）,
frontotemporal lobar degeneration（FTLD）or some neurode-
generative disorders, TDP�43 exists as a major component
of the ubiquitin�positive inclusions, the pathological hall-
marks of neuron diseases.In order to identify the binding tar-
get RNAs and the recognition sequences of TDP�43, we per-
formed SELEX（systematic evolution of ligands by exponen-
tial enrichment）screening. The collection of RNA sequences
contained G�quadruplex structure, which is formed from the
stacking of two or more guanine tetrads. G�quadruplex
structures have been identified in 3’�UTR of approximately
30％ of the well�known dendritic mRNAs. We found that
TDP�43 recognizes G�quadruplex containing mRNAs and
transports them up to neurites for local translation. Further-
more we demonstrate that a TDP�43 with ALS�linked muta-
tion is unable to co�localize with target RNAs. Finally TDP�
43 was found to bind the G�quadruplex�forming RNA en-
coded by ALS and FTLD associated GGGGCC hexanucleo-
tide repeat expansion of the C9orf72 gene. Taken together
we propose that TDP�43 plays a key role in intracellular traf-
ficking of G�quadruplex�containing mRNAs for the local pro-
tein synthesis in neurite.
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It has recently been recognized that amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis（ALS）and frontotemporal dementia share common
pathological and genetic features. For example, pathological
inclusions containing TDP�43 are found in a majority of ALS
and a subset of FTD cases. In 2011, an expansion of a
GGGGCC repeat in the intron 1 of the C9orf72 gene was iden-
tified in autosomal dominant ALS�FTD families. This muta-
tion is thought to be the most frequent cause of familial ALS.
Interestingly, the pathology of ALS with C9orf72 expansion
shows intracellular inclusions with and without TDP�43. Re-
cent reports indicate that the repeat expansion leads to RNA
toxicity associated with ribonuclear inclusions and protein
toxicity of dipeptide repeat produced from the expanded
RNA through repeat associated non�ATG translation（RAN
translation）. However, it is still unclear how these abnormal
products cause diseases and which of these products is the
most responsible for the pathogenesis. Here, we tried to es-
tablish an experimental system of GGGGCC repeat expres-
sion in cultured cells. While short GGGGCC repeats could be
maintained stably in E. coli,（GGGGCC）50 was highly unsta-
ble and even plasmids from a single bacterial colony har-
bored variable lengths of the repeat. We determined the con-
dition that stabilizes long repeat tracts. We inserted

（GGGGCC）51 into the coding region downstream of EGFP
with different reading frames. Upon transfection of these
constructs into mammalian cells, we observed differential in-
tracellular localization and aggregation properties depending
on the reading frame of the repeat tract. Some aggregates
were positive for ubiquitin or p62. Short Gly�Ala repeat pro-
tein alone did not show apparent aggregation, while it was
detected in protein aggregates when co�expressed with a
long repeat tract. These results not only reproduced some of
recent results by others but also provided novel information
on the properties of repeat�derived products. Our repeat ex-
pression system can be used for various cellular analyses, in-
cluding the relationship between RNA foci formation and
RAN translation and identification of dipeptide�associated
proteins.

3P-45 Adenovirus�induced neuronal TDP�43 and
FUS aggregates demonstrated by time�
lapse imaging
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Formation of TDP�43�or FUS�positive cytoplasmic aggre-
gates in neuronal and glial cells is one of the pathological hall-
marks of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis（ALS）. We have previ-
ously demonstrated that proteasome inhibition enhanced
adenovirus�induced neuronal cytoplasmic aggregate forma-
tion of TDP�43 and FUS in vitro and in vivo, suggesting that
impairment of protein degradation pathways accelerates for-
mation of TDP�43 and FUS�positive aggregates in ALS.
However, the relationship between the cytoplasmic aggre-
gate formation and the cell death remains unclear. In this
study, we performed time�lapse imaging analysis of neuronal
cells infected with adenoviruses encoding TDP�43 and FUS
cDNAs under conditions of proteasome inhibition. Rat neural
stem cell lines stably transfected with EGFP or Sirius under
the control of tubulin beta III（TBB3p）, HB9, choline acetyl
transferase（ChAT）, or vesicular acetylcholine transporter

（VAChT）promoter were differentiated in the presence of
retinoic acid with or without smoothened agonist SAG, fol-
lowed by infection of neurogenin�2, Islet�1 and Lhx3 ade-
noviruses in case of motoneuron differentiation. The differen-
tiated neuronal�motoneuronal cells were then infected with
adenoviruses encoding DsRed�tagged human wild type and
C�terminal fragment（CTF）TDP�43 or mutant P525L FUS
in the presence of proteasome inhibitor MG�132 or an ade-
novirus encoding shRNA for proteasome PSMC1. Time lapse
imaging analysis revealed growing DsRed�positive cytoplas-
mic aggregates in the infected neuronal�motoneuronal cells
followed by the cell collapse within 72 hours. Released cyto-
plasmic aggregates composed of WT and CTF TDP�43 re-
mained insoluble in the culture media over 30 hours of the
time course. We are also attempting to develop time lapse
imaging of cell to cell spreading of cytoplasmic aggregates.
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lating the neuroprotective inflammatory re-
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Neuroinflammation, consisted of both neuroprotective and
neurotoxic reactions mediated by activated glial cells and in-
filtrated immune cells, is involved in the pathomechanism of
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis（ALS）. However, the cytokines
which regulate neuroprotective inflammatory response in
ALS are not clarified. This study aims to elucidate the roles
of TGF�β1, the elevated levels of which has been observed in
the cerebrospinal fluid of ALS patients, in the context of
neuroinflammation of ALS. We found that TGF�β1 levels
were elevated in astrocytes of both murine and human ALS.
By crossbreeding of SOD1G93A and GFAP�TGF�β1 mice, as-
trocyte�specific overproduction of TGF�β1 in SOD1G93A mice
accelerated disease progression with reduced IGF�I produc-
tion in deactivated microglia and fewer infiltrated T cells
with a deregulated IFN�γ�IL�4 balance. Moreover, astro-
cyte�specific deletion of mutant SOD1 in loxSOD1G37R mice
resulted in slowing disease progression with a decreased
level of TGF�β1 in astrocytes. Pharmacological administra-
tion of TGF�β signaling inhibitor after onset extends survival
time of SOD1G93A mice. In summary, we identify astrocytic
TGF�β1 as a detrimental factor in accelerating disease pro-
gression of ALS through inhibiting the neuroprotective in-
flammatory response by microglia and T cells. Inhibition of
TGF�β signaling in these cells may represent a novel thera-
peutic target for slowing disease progression of ALS.
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Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis（ALS）is a neurodegenerative
disease characterized by loss of upper and lower motor neu-
rons and progressive decline of muscle function resulting in
death caused by respiratory defects. The approved drug for
the ALS treatment is only riluzole but its effect on ALS is
slight and limited. Therefore, more effective ALS drugs are
in great expectations. Most ALS cases are sporadic, which
are thought to be caused by multiple factors like environ-
mental stress, life style habits, genetic and epigenetic fail-
ures, but 5�10％ are familial cases. About 20％ of familial
cases link with mutations in the SOD1 gene. Causal link of
the mutation was proven by the transgenic mice expressing
ALS�linked mutant of human SOD1（G93A）that die around
age 140�150 days with drastic motor dysfunction like ALS. It
has been also known that the astrocytes expressing mutant
human SOD1（G93A）have killing activity to motor neurons
in in vitro co�culture. Here we established the mutant human
SOD1�mediated in vitro ALS model using pluripotent stem
cell technologies and examined that the effect of methylco-
balamin（MBL）treatment in this model. MBL is an activated
form of vitamin B12 known as an effective drug for the wide
variety of neuronal diseases like palsy and diabetic neuropa-
thy through regulating Akt�mTOR signaling pathway. In
the present study, MBL treatment significantly prevented
the motor neuron loss induced by mutant human SOD1�ex-
pressing astrocytes in a concentration dependent manner in
an effective range at 10�100nmol�L. This result suggests
that the MBL prevents ALS�like death in the motor neurons
and will be a new choice for the treatment of ALS.
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Schizophrenia is one of the major psychiatric disorders with
the onset between late adolescence and early adulthood. De-
spite its high lifetime prevalence, about 1％, its pathobiology
is still unclear. While many kinds of comprehensive re-
searches had revealed a number of aspects of this disorder,
there still existed some difficulties because of the methodo-
logical limitations such as inaccessibility of the live brain.
However, a technology of induced pluripotent stem cells

（iPSCs）allows us to investigate living brain cells from pa-
tients with neuropsychiatric disorders. Here, we present our
studies using iPSCs�deprived neurons of discordant schizo-
phrenia and the healthy controls. Human iPSCs were estab-
lished via electroporation of episomal plasmid vectors into
dermal fibroblasts obtained from skins of 3 subjects；schizo-
phrenia patient, his monozygotic twin sibling without schizo-
phrenia, and the healthy control subject. There was no differ-
ence between the subjects in the expression pattern of pluri-
potent markers of established iPS clones. Neurons were dif-
ferentiated from iPSCs via neurosphere formation in suspen-
sion culture, and subsequent adherent culture on coverslips.
There were also no differences in the induction property and
the proliferation rate of neural stem cells. Most neurons were
considered glutamatergic pyramidal neurons with PAX6 and
vGlut1 expression. All of these neurons showed electrophysi-
ologically mature features such as multiple action potentials
and spontaneous post synaptic currents recorded with a
patch�clump method after 3 months culture in vitro.
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Human induced pluripotent stem（iPS）cells can proliferate
infinitely and differentiate into most cell types in the human
body. In addition, production of human iPS cells can be scaled
to support large�scale experiments, and human iPS cells are
a native cellular source similar to primary cell cultures. And
human iPS cells are good source to make primary cell types
from them. These features of human iPS cells, and differenti-
ated cells derived from them, are attractive for evaluating
pipeline compounds and elucidating pathological conditions
in a variety for therapeutic areas.We have developed a com-
prehensive workflow inclusive of patient specific primary so-
matic cell isolation, cellular reprogramming, and genetic
modification with directed differentiation to the neural line-
age. These derived neurons carry Alzheimer’s disease spe-
cific mutations. In addition, we have created developed pa-
tient�specific neurons that specifically carry the PS1 gene
mutation, by using gene�recombination technology starting
with healthy cells. By regulating the differentiation condi-
tions for these neurons, the proportion of neuronal subtypes
can be controlled, and the resulting neurons can be analyzed
functionally and phenotypically such as MEA assays, Ca im-
aging, and ELISA.ReproNeuroTM has a mixed population of
neurons, including dopaminergic, glutamatergic, cholinergic,
and GABAergic neurons. ReproNeuroTM is available for
Patch clump, Ca imaging, and toxicity assay such as LDH as-
say. ReproNeuro MQTM is designed for MEA analysis, and
these neurons show higher�frequency spikes and better sen-
sitivity to antagonists of glutamate receptors such as AP5 or
CNQX.This comprehensive workflow capability enables us
to generate customized disease models that target specific
neurological disease requirements.
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Human induced pluripotent stem cells（hiPSCs）have an enor-
mous potential for biomedical research and clinical applica-
tions. Differentiated neurons from hiPSCs are expected to be
good tools for developing new methods of treatments for
various neurological diseases. However, the detailed proc-
esses of neuronal development from hiPSCs have not been
shown. In this study, we cultured iCell neuron（Cellular Dy-
namics International）, Repro Glu and Repro Neuro（Repro-
CELL）under various conditions. We found that neurite out-
growth of hiPSCs�derived neurons is promoted by using cul-
ture medium conditioned by astrocytes at 2 days in vitro. In
contrast, the number of neurites was not altered by using the
medium. These results indicate that astrocytes secrete some
factors promotes neurite outgrowth. Therefore, we focused
on TSP�1（thrombospondin�1）, which is extracellular�matrix
glycoprotein secreted by astrocytes. Previous studies
showed that TSP�1 promotes synaptogenesis in cultured
neurons. We are planning to examine whether TSP�1 pro-
motes neurite outgrowth as well as synaptogenesis.
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Many drugs have been reported to cause seizures. It has
been reported that the causes of drug�induced seizures are
GABAA antagonism, GABAB agonism, adenosine antago-
nism, and enhanced excitation through NMDA in the neu-
rons. So far, there is no good in vitro assay system for pre-
dicting drug�induced unexpected seizure�risks. Spontaneous
neuron activity recordings by multi�electrode array

（MEA）system from networks of cultured neurons could be
a good risk evaluation system for such drug�induced seizure
events［1］. It was reported that long�term electrophysiologi-
cal activity and pharmacological response of human induced
pluripotent stem cell（hiPSC）�derived neurons were acceler-
ated by co�culture with rat astrocytes［2］. In this study, we
observed time course generation of population burst spikes
from iCell neurons with conditioned medium of mouse pri-
mary astrocytes by MEA system. Humoral factor（s）from
mouse primary astrocytes was sufficient to generate syn-
chronized population burst spikes in the iPSC�derived neu-
rons. GABA antagonism enhanced the periodic synchronized
burst spikes in a dose�dependent manner. P�Q�type and N�
type calcium channel blockers eliminated the periodic syn-
chronized burst spikes, suggesting that the burst spikes are
mediated by synaptic transmission. We concluded that the
observed astrocyte�induced population bursts by MEA sys-
tem are mediated by synaptic transmission and the periodic
synchronized population burst signals could be a good pre-
diction marker of GABAA antagonism.
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Nerve cells are specialized to transduce an electric signal via
the axon, thus it is necessary to construct the neuronal net-
work by the elongation of neurites.

In this process, specific genes are expressed during neu-
rite formation. Identification and functional analyses of these
genes are important in developing a new strategy for regen-
erative therapy.

We have previously analyzed that forskolin（FSK）, an in-
tracellular cAMP producer, or valproic acid（VPA）, a histone
deacetylase inhibitor, both are involved in neurite outgrowth.
As a result, we have revealed that Nur77 protein induces
neurites in PC12 cells. In addition, we have demonstrated
that both FSK and VPA induce other genes, which belongs
to the Nur nuclear receptor family, along with the nur77
gene, within 4 hours in PC12 cells. FSK was induced nurr1
gene and nor1 gene while VPA alone was induced nurr1
gene only.
In present study, we investigated which genes belonging to
the nur family are important in elongation of the neurites in
the presence of FSK or VPA. Knock�down experiments
showed that siRNA against each of nur family mRNA sup-
pressed neurite outgrowth in response to treatment with
FSK or VPA, suggesting that nur77 gene and nurr1 gene are
essential for neurite outgrowth in the presence of FSK or
VPA. We also found that epigenetic regulation via histone H3
modification was important for the FSK�or VPA�induced
neurite outgrowth. These results show that up�regulation of
nur77 gene and nurr1 gene are involved in neurite out-
growth induced by FSA or VPA through acetylation of his-
tone H3 at the lysine residue, and suggest that different
mechanisms are also involved the nur77 family genes during
neurite outgrowth.


